
IN THE UNTED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

u. f i\kiFrcQRT 
EASTERN DISTRICT ARKANSAS 

JAN 2 2 2019 

WESTERN DIVISION iA~ES W. McCO--rACK, CLERK 
y, S j DEP CLERK 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING 
SERVICES and PLANNED PARENTHOOD 
OF ARKANSAS AND EASTERN 
OKLAHOMA d/b/a PLANNED 
PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

v. No. lf:/q-cv-16- BRw' 

ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEAL TH 

NOTICE OF REMOVAL 

PLAINTIFFS 

DEFENDANT 

Defendant Arkansas Board of Health removes this action from the Circuit Court of 

Pulaski County, Arkansas, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1441. 

1. Plaintiffs operate licensed abortion facilities m Arkansas. After inspecting 

Plaintiffs' facilities in January and February 2018, the Board discovered that Plaintiffs were not 

complying Arkansas's Woman's Right-to-Know Act. Among other things, the Act prohibits 

Plaintiffs from "requir[ing] or obtain[ing] payment for a service provided in relation to abortion 

... until the expiration of the forty-eight-hour reflection period" that the Act requires. Ark. Code 

§ 20-16-1703( d). The Board then issued an order finding Plaintiffs in violation of that 

prohibition. 

2. Plaintiffs claim that section 20-16-1703(d) and the Board's order based on that 

section violate the U.S. and Arkansas Constitutions. Plaintiffs initially filed a petition for a writ 

of mandamus in which they argued that the Board's order did not comply with Arkansas 

administrative-procedure law. But on January 21, 2019, they made clear in their reply brief in 

support of their mandamus petition that the petition is a vehicle for pursuing their constitutional 

claims. They "claim that Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703(d) violates the taking clauses of the U.S. 

This case assigned to District Judge Wi/.sot1-
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Constitution and the Arkansas Constitution; the equal protection clauses of the U.S. and 

Arkansas Constitutions, the privacy rights of the U.S. and Arkansas Constitutions; and the 

Contracts Clause of the U.S. Constitution." Reply to Response to Petition for Writ of Mandamus 

at 4 n.1, Little Rock Family Planning Servs. v. Ark. Bd. of Health, No. 60cv-18-8090 (Jan. 21, 

2019, Pulaski Cty. Cir. Ct.). 1 Plaintiffs filed a mandamus petition, in other words, to ensure "that 

these constitutional issues are preserved for review in this Court"-i.e., the Pulaski County 

Circuit Court-"and on appeal to the Arkansas Supreme Court, if necessary." Id. at 4. 

3. At a January 22 hearing on Plaintiffs' petition for a writ of mandamus and other 

matters, the Pulaski County Circuit Court denied that petition but proceeded to the merits of 

Plaintiffs' claims under the U.S. and Arkansas Constitutions. That court found on the record a 

substantial probability that section 20-16-1703( d) violated either or both Constitutions. 

4. This action is removable pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1441(a) because Plaintiffs' 

claims arise under the Constitution of the United States. See 28 U.S.C. § 1331 (providing federal 

courts with original jurisdiction over civil actions arising under federal law). 

5. This Court has supplemental jurisdiction over Plaintiffs' state-law constitutional 

claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a) and § 1441(c) because they are so related to the federal 

claim as to "form part of the same case or controversy under Article III of the United States 

Constitution." 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a). 

6. This Notice of Removal is timely filed within 30 days after the Board's receipt 

"of an amended pleading, motion, order or other paper from which it may first be ascertained 

that the case is one which is or has become removable." 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b)(3). 

1 Plaintiffs' reply brief is included in the state-court record being filed simultaneously with this 
Notice of Removal. 
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7. True and correct copies of all process, pleadings, and orders served upon the 

Board are filed together with this Notice of Removal as required by 28 U.S.C. § 1446(a). 

8. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1446(d), the Arkansas Board of Health will promptly 

serve upon Plaintiffs' counsel and file with the Circuit Court of Pulaski County, Arkansas, a true 

and correct copy of this Notice of Removal. 

For these reasons, the Arkansas Board of Health removes this action from the Circuit 

Court of Pulaski County, Arkansas, to this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1441. 

By: 

Respectfully Submitted, 

LESLIE RUTLEDGE 
Arkansas Attorney General 

Jr4~. 
NICHOLAS J. BRONNI (Ark. Bar No. 2016097) 

Solicitor General 
DYLAN L. JACOBS (Ark. Bar No. 2016167) 

Assistant Solicitor General 
MICHAEL A. CANTRELL (Ark. Bar No. 2012287) 
Assistant Solicitor General 

Arkansas Attorney General's Office 
323 Center Street, Suite 200 
Little Rock, AR 72201 
Phone: (501) 682-3661 
Fax: (501) 682-2591 
Email: nicholas.bronni@arkansasag.gov 

dylan.jacobs@arkansasag.gov 
michael.cantrell@arkansasag.gov 

Attorneys for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Dylan L. Jacobs, hereby certify that on January 22, 2019, I served a copy of the 

foregoing by electronic mail and U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, upon the following: 

Bettina E. Brownstein 

Bettina E. Brownstein Law Firm 
904 West Second Street, Suite 2 
Little Rock, AR 72201 
bettinabrownstein@gmail.com 

cPJ~ 
Dylan L. Jacobs 
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ELECTRONICALLY FILED 
Pulaski County Circuit Court 

Larry Crane, Circuit/County Clerk 

2018-Nov-26 14:48:06 
60CV-18-8090 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF PULASKI COUNTY, ARKA AS C06D06 : 2 Pages 

---

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING 
SERVICES and 

DIVISION 

PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF ARKANSAS 
AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA DBA 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

v. 

ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

PLAINTIFFS 

DEFENDANT 

APPEAL FROM ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION 

Plaintiffs Little Rock Family Planning Services and Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and 

Eastern Oklahoma dba Planned Parenthood Great Plains appeal from an order of the Arkansas 

Board of Health ("ABOH") issued November 8, 2018 which is adverse to Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs' 

research indicates that the order is insufficient under the law to permit judicial review of the 

order and have thus filed a motion with the ABOH requesting that it revise its order. However, 

to prevent any waiver or default of their ability to appeal, Plaintiffs file this timely notice of 

appeal. In the event Defendant revises its order, as requested by Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs is likely to 

file an amended notice of appeal. 

Designation and transmittal of the record is governed by Ark. Code. Ann. §25-15-212, 

which requires Defendant to transmit at its cost the entire record of the proceedings below for 

this appeal. 
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Respectfully submitted: 

edLt:--=:., Cr'/f~z ------------
Bettina E. Brownstein (85019) .._____ 
Bettina E. Brownstein Law Finn 
904 West Second Street, Suite 2 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 
Tel: (501) 920-1764 
Email: bettinabrownstcin@gmaiI.com 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 

On Behalf of Arkansas Civil Liberties Foundation, 
Inc. for Plaintiff Little Rock Family Planning Services 
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Bettina E. Brownstein 
904 W. Second St 

Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 
Tel: (501) 920-1764 

E-mail: hcttinahrownstcinr,, gmail.com 
November 26, 2018 

Via E-mail to Monty Baugh at monty.baugh@arkansasag.gov 

Re: Appeal from Arkansas Board of Health Decision v. Little Rock Family Planning Services 
and Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma dba Planned Parenthood Great 
Plains, Case No. 60cv- l 8-8090, Pulaski Circuit Court. 

Mr. Monty Baugh, Assistant Attorney General 
Arkansas Attorney General 
323 Center St., Suite 200 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 

Dear Monty: 

This letter is to inform you that Little Rock Family Planning Services and Planned Parenthood of 
Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma dba Planned Parenthood Great Plains have appealed a decision 
of the Arkansas Board of Health to the Pulaski Circuit Court. The case no. is referenced above. 
In this appeal, Plaintiffs challenge the constitutionality of Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703( d). 

Cordially, 

Bettina E. 8rownstein 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 

:RECEIVED 

NCV 2 9 2018 

ATTORNEY GENERAL 
OF ARKANSAS 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF PULASKI COUNTY, ARKANSAS 
SIXTH DIVISION 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING 
SERVICES and 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF ARKANSAS 
AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA DBA 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

PLAINTIFFS/PETITIONERS 

v. Case No. 60cv-18-8090 

ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT 

CATHERINE TAPP, PERRY AMERINE, RESPONDENTS 
MARSHA BOSS, GREG BLEDSOE, 
GLEN "EDDIE" BRYANT, VANESSA FALWELL, ALAN 
FORTENBERRY, PIDLLIP GILMORE, ANTHONY N. HUI, 

DAVID KIESSLING, CARL MIKE RIDDELL, 
ROBBIE THOMAS KNIGHT, SUSAN WEINSTEIN, 
TERRY YAMAUCHI, DR. JAMES ZINI, 
NATHANIEL SMITH, MEMBERS OF THE 
ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH, In Their Official 
Capacities. 

PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDATE 

Pursuant to Ark. Code Ann §§16-115-101, Plaintiffs/Petitioners Little Rock Family 

Planning Services ("LRFPS") and Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma dba 

Planned Parenthood Great Plains ("PPAEO") (collectively "Petitioners") bring this Petition for a 

Writ of Mandate and state: 
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Jurisdiction and Relief Sought 

This Court has jurisdiction of this matter pursuant to Ark. Code Ann.§ 16-115-101. 

Petitioners seek a writ of mandamus to compel Respondents to perform a purely ministerial act, 

which is required by Ark. Code Ann. §25-15-210 of the Arkansas Administrative Procedures Act 

and decisions of the Arkansas Supreme Court. Specifically, Petitioners seek a writ of mandamus 

to compel Respondents to issue an order In the Matter of Arkansas Dept. of Health v. Little Rock 

Family Planning Services and Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma dba 

Planned Parenthood Great Plains that complies with § 25-15-210 and Arkansas Supreme Court 

precedent. The requested writ is necessary for Petitioners to obtain appellate review of a 

decision of the Arkansas Board of Health ("Board") which is adverse to Petitioners. Without the 

writ of mandamus compelling an appropriate order from the Board, under Hanks v. Sneed, 235 

S. W. 3d 883, 890 (Ark., 2006), Petitioners will be unable to obtain the judicial review they seek 

and to which they are entitled by law. See Ark. Code. Ann.§ 25-15-212. Petitioners have no 

other remedy or means of obtaining the relief sought other than through this petition. 

Background Facts 

LRFPS and PPAEO's two health centers in Arkansas received Statements of Deficiencies 

from the Arkansas Department of Health ("ADH") in March of 2018, citing them for violations 

of Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703(d), which bans a patient from paying for mandated abortion 

health care services mandated by state law until the expiration of 48 hours after the services are 

provided. Petitioners disputed the legitimacy of the citations, initiated administrative appeals 

seeking their dismissal, and requested a hearing before the Board in accordance with Ark. Code. 

Ann. § 20-15-208. Petitioners and ADH agreed to a joint adjudication by the Board on the 

administrative appeals and also agreed that the adjudication be conducted on written submissions 

2 
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without the necessity oflive testimony or argument. Petitioners and ADH further agreed to a 

briefing schedule that required all written materials be submitted to the Board by October 11, 

2018, which allowed ample time for board members to review them before the Board's October 

25, 2018 hearing and adjudication. 

Petitioners submitted an opening brief with supporting affidavits on September 6, 2018. 

ADH submitted a response September 27, 2018; and Petitioners submitted a reply with 

additional supporting affidavits October 11, 2018. Copies of these documents are attached as 

Exhibits 1-3 to this petition. In their opening brief, Petitioners raised eight separate and specific 

arguments that challenged the legitimacy of ADH's actions in issuing the Statements of 

Deficiencies and in addition, moved for a dismissal of the citations. These specific challenges 

were: 

(I) The statute upon which the citations are based, Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703( d), as 

now interpreted by ADH, ("the Payment Ban"), violates the takings clauses of the 5th and 14th 

Amendments of the U.S. Constitution and Article 2, § 22 of the Arkansas Constitution; 

(2) The Payment Ban violates the equal protection clauses of the 5th and 14th 

Amendments of the U.S. Constitution and Article 2, § 18 of the Arkansas Constitution; 

(3) The Payment Ban violates the privacy rights of Respondents• patients. as guaranteed 

by the U.S. and Arkansas Constitutions; 

(4) The Payment Ban violates the Contracts Clause of the U.S. Constitution, Art. 1, § 10. 

(5) The Payment Ban constitutes tortious interference with contract in violation of 

Arkansas common law; 

(6) ADH exceeded its authority in issuing the deficiency citations absent a regulation or 

rule prohibiting this conduct, and, under Ark. Code Ann.§ 20-7-109(c), its interpretation of the 

3 
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law as prohibiting payment for services provided at a patient's first visit until the lapse of 48 

hours interferes with the practice of medicine; 

(7) Issuance of the deficiency citations was arbitrary and capricious, as ADH had 

previously found no violation oflaw in LRFPS's practice of charging for services provided at the 

patient's first visit before the lapse of 48 hours; and 

(8) Issuance of the deficiency citations was arbitrary and capricious as PPAEO's practice 

of gathering credit card information at the first visit and then charging patients for services only 

after a delay of at least 48 hours complies with Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703( d). 

ADH, in its response to Petitioners' initial brief, separately addressed Petitioners' non

constitutional bases for the administrative appeals (with the exception of number 6, which it 

ignored.) Petitioners, in their reply, addressed ADH's responses, again separately setting out the 

facts and arguments for each issue. 

On October 25, 2018, the Board met to deliberate and decide whether to uphold or 

dismiss the citations. On October 31, 2108, Petitioners, through counsel, communicated by 

email with Laura Shue, General Counsel for ADH and the Board, advising her that the law 

required a ruling on each individual issue raised by Petitioners, including the constitutional ones. 

A copy of this email is attached as Exh. 4. On November 8, 2018, ABH issued its order, entitled 

Stipulated Facts, Conclusions of Law and Order, a copy of which is attached as Exh. 5. On 

November 14, 2018, Petitioners submitted a motion to the Board, which noted that the 

November 8, 2018 order did not comply with Arkansas law because it failed to set out findings 

of fact and conclusions oflaw separately stated, as required by§ 25-15-210, and that decisions of 

the Arkansas Supreme Court required a ruling from the Board on each issue raised by 

Petitioners, even the constitutional ones, to preserve their arguments for appeal to the circuit 

4 
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court. A copy of this motion is attached as Exh. 6. On December 3, 2018, the Board responded 

to the motion by declining to revise the original order, stating that the original order was 

sufficient. A copy of this response is attached as Exh. 7. 

Argument 

Arkansas law authorizes a circuit court to issue a writ of mandamus to an executive 

agency to compel an executive officer to perform an act, to enforce an established right. or to 

enforce the performance ofa duty. See Ark. Code Ann.§§ 16-115-lOl(a); City of North little 

Rockv. Pjiefer, 2017 Ark. 113, *4 (Ark. 2017) (citing Smith v. Fox, 358 Ark. 388, 193 S.W. 3d 

238 (2004)). "When requesting a writ, a petitioner must show a clear and certain right to the 

relief sought and the absence of any other adequate remedy." Manila Sch. Dist. No. 15 v. 

Wagner. 357 Ark. 20, 159 S.W. 3d 285 (2004). Mandamus is an appropriate remedy when a 

public officer is called upon to perform a plain and specific duty which is required by law and 

which requires no exercise of discretion or official judgment. See Weaver v. Collins, 20 IO Ark. 

App. 707,379 S.W.3d 582 (Ark. App., 2010). 

Pfeifer is instructive here. In Pfeifer, which involved a property owner seeking to have an 

improvement district established by ordinance, the Arkansas Supreme Court upheld a lower 

court's grant of a writ of mandamus because the North Little Rock city council had failed to 

perform its duty as mandated by statute. 2017 Ark. 113, * 4. The statute in question in Pfeifer 

(Ark. Code Ann.§ 14-88-207(a)(l)(2)(A)) required a city council to make a finding as to 

whether a "petition [to create an improvement district} is signed by a majority in assessed value 

of the property owners" and further required that the finding "shall be expressed in an 

ordinance." Id. The Court found that the petitioner had shown an established right to a writ 

5 
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because use of the word "shall" in the statute meant that the legislature intended mandatory 

compliance with it unless such interpretation would lead to an absurd result." Id 

Applying the principles discussed above, Petitioners are entitled to the writ they seek. 

Petitioners are not asking this Court to specify the substance of the findings of fact or 

conclusions of law Respondents must include, only that findings and conclusions on each of the 

issues raised by Petitioners administrative appeal and conclusions be made and included in a 

revised and amended order, as required by Ark. Code Ann. § 25-15-210, which states, "A final 

decision shall include findings of fact and conclusions of law, separately stated. Findings of fact, 

if set forth in statutory language, shall be accompanied by a concise and explicit statement of the 

underlying facts supporting the findings." Thus, Petitioners are not seeking a mandate as to any 

discretionary action on the part of Respondents but only the ministerial one of making the 

requisite findings and conclusions. 

The Board's order fails to obey the "shall" of§ 25-15-210. It fails to address the eight 

separate grounds for appeal contained in Petitioners' opening brief or even the non-constitutional 

grounds, which were separately addressed in ADH's response (Exb. 2) and again in Petitioners' 

reply (Exh. 3). As to Petitioners' constitutional claims, the order recites only that "to the extent 

that respondent raised constitutional claims against enforcement of the state statute, the 

Department states that the constitutional claims raised are "presumed to be constitutional and 

enforced by law" and further states that it has "reviewed and considered the constitutional claims 

but that the Board lacks authority "to declare unconstitutional a statute that the Department is 

required to enforce." Exh. 5. The one non-constitutional claim that Respondent separately 

addresses is the tortious interference with contract claim, which the Board argues is barred by 

sovereign immunity. Exh. 5. Instead of making the required findings and conclusions, the order 

6 
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recite five "Stipulated Facts" (which are not disputed but which, in fact, were not stipulated to by 

Petitioners) in a separate section and four "Conclusions of Law" in a separate section. The 

"Stipulated Facts" section ignores the many facts asserted in Petitioners• submissions to the 

Board -- none of which were disputed by ADH. However, none of these undisputed facts is 

included in the order. Moreover, the "Conclusions of Law" do not even mention the separate 

challenges Petitioners made to the validity of the deficiency citations, much less decide them -

including the challenges that it was arbitrary and capricious for ADH to consider Petitioners' 

conduct in violation of the payment prohibition and that the payment prohibition impermissibly 

interferes with the practice of medicine. Exh. 5. The order's Stipulated Facts and Conclusions of 

Law are mere labels and are not in any way a meaningful attempt to comply with the law. 

A mandate is necessary to compel the Board to comply with the law and issue a revised 

and amended order that includes findings of fact and conclusions of law for each issue raised by 

Petitioner on their administrative appeal. Without such an order, it is highly unlikely that 

Petitioners will be unable to obtain judicial review of the separate issues Petitioners raised before 

the Board and intend to raise on their appeal of the Board's decision to this Court. See Hanks v. 

Sneed, 235 S.W. 3d at 890 (citing Arkansas Contractors Licensing Bd v. Pegasus Renovation 

Co .. 347 Ark, 320, 64 S.W. 3d 241 (2001)). In Hanks, James Hanks brought suit in circuit court 

challenging. inter alia, an order from the Board which upheld ADH's actions in denying him a 

certification to qualify as an Emergency Medical Technician. Id at 866. The circuit court 

affirmed the Board's order. Hanks appealed the circuit court's ruling to the Arkansas Supreme 

Court. The Court reviewed the decision of the agency rather than that of the court. Hanks, 235 

S.W. 3d at 890. The Court found that the Board had not decided the individual issues raised by 

7 
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Hanks in his appeal. Accordingly, it affirmed the lower court's ruling. Justice Robert Brown 

wrote for the Court: 

Id 

Again, we do not find where the Board decided the individual 
issues now raised by Hanks in his appeal. ... It simply made the 
the statement that the ADH has complied with its rules on rendering 
its decision. Nor did the Board make a finding ... on alleged 
constitutional violations such as equal protection or due process 
violations. According, there is not ruling or order for this court 
to review, and we will not address these points now. See 
Arkansas Contractors Licensing Bd. v. Pegasus Renovation Co., 347 
Ark. 320, 64 S. W.3d 241 (2001) (holding that an appellant must 
obtain a ruling from the Board in order to preserve an argument, even 
a constitutional one, for an appeal from an administrative 
proceeding. 

Just as was the case in Hanks, the Board here issued an order which merely states that the 

Plaintiffs' conduct .. fell within the terms of the statute, Ark. Code Ann.§ 20-16-l 703(d)." Exh. 

5. As noted above, the Board further stated that it lacks authority to declare the statute at issue 

unconstitutional. Exh.5. Respondents' refusal to issue Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 

that comply with the Administrative Procedures Act and Arkansas law, as stated in Hanks, would 

effectively deprive Respondents of their right to judicial review of the agency's decision - a right 

that is provided for in Ark. Code Ann.§ 25-25-212. Respondents know this. as the Board was a 

party in the Hank,; case -- where the sufficiency of a very similar Board order was at issue -- yet 

they refuse to perform their legal duty. Thus, Petitioners have no other means to allow them to 

comply with Hanks and obtain judicial review of the Board's decision, which upholds ADH'' s 

deficiency citations, other than to obtain relief through a writ of mandamus. Under Hanks, 

Petitioners cannot obtain judicial review of the Board's adverse decision absent an order that 

complies with the law. 

WHEREFORE, Petitioners request that their petition for a writ of mandamus be granted. 

8 
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Respectfully submitted: 

~~# ... t /s/Bettma E. Brownstein___..._ _______ __ 

Bettina E. Brownstein (85019) 
Bettina E. Brownstein Law Firm 
904 West Second Street, Suite 2 
Little Rock, Arkansas 7220 I 
Tel: (50 I) 920-1764 
Email: beuinabrownstei n1,i)gmai I.com 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 

On Behalf of Arkansas Civil Liberties Union Foundation, 
Inc. for Plaintiff Little Rock Family Planning Sen1ices 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEAL TH 

v. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES and 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENTS 

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF APPEALS OF DEFICIENCY FINDINGS AND 
MOTION TO DISMISS DEFICIENCY CITATIONS 

The Basis for the Appeals 

Respondents Little Rock Family Planning Services ("LRFPS") and Planned Parenthood 

of Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma dba Planned Parenthood of Great Plains ("PPAEO"), submit 

this brief and motion to dismiss in support of their appeals of deficiency citations contained in a 

Statement of Deficiencies issued by the Arkansas Department of Health ("ADH") on March 13, 

2018 to LRFPS, and Statements of Deficiencies issued to PPAEO's health centers in Fayetteville 

and Little Rock on March 23, 2018. The grounds for their appeals are: 

(r) The statute upon which the citations are based, A.C.A. § 20-16-1703(d), as now 

interpreted by ADH, ("the Payment Ban"), violates the takings clauses of the 5th and 14th 

Amendments of the U.S. Constitution and Article 2, § 22 of the Arkansas Constitution; 

(2) The Payment Ban violates the equal protection clauses of the 5th and 14th 

Amendments of the U.S. Constitution and Article 2, § 18 of the Arkansas Constitution; 

(3) The Payment Ban violates the privacy rights of Respondents' patients, as guaranteed 

by the U.S. and Arkansas Constitutions; 

(4) The Payment Ban violates the Contracts Clause of the U.S. Constitution, Art. I,§ 10. 
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(5) The Payment Ban constitutes tortious interference with contract in violation of 

Arkansas common law; 

(6) ADH exceeded its authority in issuing the deficiency citations absent a regulation or 

rule prohibiting this conduct, and, under A.C.A. § 20-7-I09(c), its interpretation of the law as 

prohibiting payment for services provided at a patient's first visit until the lapse of 48 hours 

interferes with the practice of medicine; 

(7) Issuance of the deficiency citations was arbitrary and capricious, as ADH had 

previously found no violation of law in LRFPS's practice of charging for services provided at the 

patient's first visit before the lapse of 48 hours; and 

(8) Issuance of the deficiency citations was arbitrary and capricious as PPAEO's practice 

of gathering credit card infonnation at the first visit and then charging patients for services only 

after a delay of at least 48 hours complies with A.C.A. § 20-l 6-l 703(d). 

Introduction 

Passed in 2015, A.C.A. § 20-16-1703(d) prohibits a health center from collecting 

payment from women for a "service provided in relation to abortion" until the completion of the 

state's 48-hour mandatory delay before an abortion may be obtained. The state itself mandates 

that clinicians provide certain counseling and ultrasound services, and that they do so at least 48 

hours before a patient returns for an abortion. Yet the Payment Ban - contravening unifonn 

standard medical practice - precludes collecting payment for these services at the time they are 

rendered. Without just compensation, the Payment Ban deprives abortion providers of their state

recognized property interest in their professional earnings. It violates providers' right to equal 

protection under the law because payment for abortion-related services is singled out for 

differential treatment from payment for all other medical services, for which patients may be 
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charged at the time the services are provided. In addition, the Payment Ban erodes Respondents• 

ability to keep their patients' most intimate, medical infonnation private and violates the 

contractual relationship between providers and patients. ADH exceeded its authority in issuing 

the deficiency citations and its actions in doing so were arbitrary and capricious. And for 

PPAEO, the deficiency citation is unlawful for the additional, independent reason that its 

practice of collecting credit card information at the first visit, but not charging patients unti I after 

expiration of the mandated period, fully complies with the statutory text. For these reasons and 

others listed above and discussed below, Respondents urge the ADH Board of Health to grant 

their motion to dismiss the deficiency citations. 

Statutory Context 

As part of the state's infonned-consent mandate, a woman seeking an abortion must 

receive counseling, have an ultrasound to detennine whether there is embryonic or fetal cardiac 

activity, and receive state-mandated informational materials.§ 20-16-1703(b)(I). The 

counseling must be provided in person at least 48 hours before the abortion, thus legally 

mandating that a woman make two trips to the providing facility. Id In practice, the ultrasound 

is also performed at this initial visit so that, among other things, the physician can provide the 

information required by the mandatory counseling statute. See Affidavit of Lori Williams, Exh. 

1, Brief and Affidavit of Melany Helinski, Exh. 2, Brief. As further detailed below, Respondents 

had historically charged patients for the services provided at the first visit and then, if the patient 

returned for an abortion after the expiration of the 48whour delay, Respondents charged patients 

at that time for the abortion. However, according to A.C.A. § 20-16-1703( d), a physician "shall 

not require or obtain payment for a service provided in relation to abortion to a patient who has 

inquired about an abortion or scheduled an abortion until the expiration of the 48-hour reflection 
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period required in this section." As interpreted by ADH, that means that Respondents are 

prohibited from collecting payment for services provided at the first visit until the expiration of 

the 48-hour mandatory delay period. But, for a number of reasons, some women do not return 

again after the burdensome 48-hour mandatory delay. 1 This means that the Payment Ban 

impedes Respondents' ability to ever recover fees for first-visit services from those women who 

do not return, resulting in a significant financial loss to Respondents. 

Failing to comply with the provision subjects a physician to criminal prosecution, civil 

penalties, findings of unprofessional conduct, and license suspension or revocation. §§ 20-16-

1709, 1710. The Payment Ban forces abortion providers either to risk their patients' 

constitutionally protected privacy rights by attempting to contact them by telephone and/or 

sending them paper bills in an attempt to recover the fees for services provided at the first visit, 

or to forego payment entirely for these services. See Exhs. 1 and 2. The Payment Ban thus 

serves only to undermine patients' trust that they can receive high-quality care without having to 

sacrifice their privacy. 

Procedural History 

LRFPS received a Statement of Deficiencies from ADH on March 13, 2018, which stated 

that LRFPS was in violation of A.C.A. § 20-16-l 703(d). PPAEO's health centers also received 

letters from ADH on March 13, 2018, seeking additional information about PPAEO's collection 

of credit card information (but not payment) on a patient's first visit for those first-visit services. 

It was unclear from these letters whether ADH had determined that PPAEO's practice of 

1 A woman may not return for the second visit because of the many logistical and financial 
barriers associated with Arkansas's mandate that she make a second trip to the facility such as: 
travel costs (particularly if she is travelling a far distance), the need to arrange child care, the 
need to take additional time off from work, the need to keep the abortion private from others, 
among other barriers. See Exhs. I and 2 
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collecting credit card infonnation complied with the law. Then, on March 23, 2018, ADH sent 

revised letters to PPAEO Little Rock and Fayetteville health centers clarifying that it considered 

the collection of credit card information a deficiency and violation of the law. 

Within the IO-day allowed period, Respondents disputed the legitimacy of the citations 

and requested a hearing before the Arkansas Board of Health ("the Board"), in accordance with 

A.C.A. § 20-15-208. Respondents have agreed to a joint hearing on their administrative appeals 

of the citations. 

Respondents' Medical and Billing Procedures 

Consistent with widespread medical practice, Respondents historically charged patients 

for first-visit services at the time those services were provided. After passage of A.C.A. § 20-16-

l 703(d), LRFPS continued this practice, which approach was validated when, following an 

inspection by ADH in 2016, it was found in compliance with all applicable ADH rules and 

regulations and was not cited for any violation of§ 20-16-1703(d). See Exh. 1. On July 14, 2016, 

ADH again inspected LRFPS. Following this inspection, ADH issued a Statement of 

Deficiencies citing violation of §20-16-1703( d) as the basis for a deficiency citation. After an 

appeal. ADH subsequently dismissed the citation, agreeing with LRFPS that ADH lacked 

authority to issue it because it had no authority over physician conduct and there was no rule or 

regulation covering the particular conduct involved. See Exh. I .Therefore. LRFPS continued 

charging for first-visit services at the time provided until it received the deficiency citation that is 

the subject of its appeal. 

Following passage of§ 20-16-1703(d), PPAEO initially ceased charging patients for any 

first-visit services at the time of the first visit. But due to the financial losses, PPAEO 

experienced as a result of not charging patients at the time of the first visit, PPAEO instituted the 
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practice of obtaining credit card information from the patient at the time of the first visit, but not 

submitting any credit card charges until (at the soonest) the expiration of more than 48 hours. See 

Exh. 2. Collecting credit card information at the first visit but not charging_patients until after 

the expiration of the 48-hour period is consistent with A.C.A. § 20-16-l 703(d), which provides 

only that a provider "shall not require or obtain payment for a service provided in relation to 

abortion to a patient who has inquired about an abortion or scheduled an abortion until the 

expiration of the forty-eight-hour reflection period required in chis section:· 

Since the deficiency citations were received that are the subject of this appeal, 

Respondents have refrained from charging for services or obtaining credit card information from 

patients at the time of the first visit. See Exhs. l and 2. Instead, if patients do not return for a 

second visit to obtain an abortion, have indicated they do not intend to obtain an abortion, or are 

otherwise ineligible for an abortion, Respondents send them an invoice by mail after at least 48 

hours have passed, and attempts - often unsuccessfully- to obtain payment in this manner. See 

Exhs. 1 and 2. On occasion, if the patient has expressed concern about receiving mail, PPAEO 

wil I attempt telephone contact - also after the expiration of at least 48 hours. See Exh. 2. If a 

patient does return for her abortion, she is then charged for the medical services rendered at both 

visits. See Exhs. I and 2. In no instance, at the present time, is payment requested by either 

Respondent for services provided at the first visit prior to the elapse of 48 hours. See Ex.hs. I 

and 2. 

Respondents' First-Visit Services 

At all times, both before and after the issuance ,of the deficiency citations, during the first 

visit to LRFPS or PPAEO, a woman is given information in accordance with § 20-16-1703. A 

patient who desires an abortion then undergoes an ultrasound administered by qualified staff and 
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interpreted by physicians. The ultrasound determines the location of pregnancy (intrauterine or 

ectopic), how many weeks the pregnancy has advanced, whether the pregnancy is ongoing, and 

whether there is embryonic or fetal cardiac activity. (lf the pregnancy is not ongoing, the woman 

may receive immediate medical care to manage her pregnancy loss, or a referral to a medical 

provider of her choice.) 

The ultrasound is necessary at the first visit to comply with state-mandated requirements 

including (1) to determine whether there is embryonic or fetal cardiac activity, and, if so, to 

infonn the patient of that fact, A.C.A. § 20-16-1303; (2) to infonn the patient of how many 

weeks the pregnancy has advanced and of the "probable anatomical and physiological 

characteristics of the" embryo or fetus, id.; § 20-l 6-l 703(b)(I )(C-D); and (3) to describe •'the 

proposed abortion method," id.; § 20-16-l 703(bXI ){B)(i). State law mandates that the physician 

provide this information, which is dependent on ultrasound, at least 48 hours before the abortion. 

Id.; § 20-16-l 703(b)(I ); See Exhs. I and 2. A provider who fails to comply with these mandates 

would face criminal charges, civil liability, and termination of his or her medical license.§§ 20-

16-1709, I 7to. 

Inasmuch as state law requires an abortion patient to travel twice to a clinic, at least 48 

hours apart, providing the ultrasound at the first visit also reduces the risk that a patient wi II have 

to return unnecessarily- and suffer further delay - if the ultrasound reveals that she is not 

eligible for an abortion at that clinic if, for example, her pregnancy has advanced beyond the 

point that that clinic provides abortion care. See also fn. I. 

If there are any signs of an ectopic pregnancy, the woman is referred on an urgent basis 

for additional care. If the woman has an intrauterine pregnancy, is within the period of 

pregnancy during which the health center provides abortions, and desires an abortion, a licensed 
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nurse under the direction of a physician and a physician provide the information the state 

mandates for the woman to be able to give informed consent for an abortion. 

Payment for Services at LRFPS and PP AEO 

At LRFPS, prior to March I 3, 2018, payment for the ultrasound, lab work, and mandated 

informed consent counseling was obtained at that visit. If the patient returned for an abortion, 

she was charged at that time for her abortion care. See Exh. 1. Since the deficiency was issued on 

March 13, 2018, if the woman does not return to LRFPS, she is billed by mail via the U.S. Postal 

Service at the mailing address she provided during her first visit. See Ex.h. 1. The invoice states 

that payment is due upon receipt. If no payment is received, the patient is billed once again after 

an additional 30 days. See Ex.h. 1. 

At PPAEO, prior to the passage of A.C.A. § 20-16-l 703(d), PPAEO patients were 

charged at the first visit for the ultrasound, lab work, and mandated informed consent counseling, 

and payment was required that same day. If the patient returned for the second visit to terminate 

her pregnancy, she was charged for her medication abortion (the only abortion method PPAEO 

provides). See Exh. 2. After passage of A.C.A. § 20-16-1703(d), PPAEO initially did not accept 

any payment or collect any credit card information at the first visit. Then, beginning in February 

2017 through March 23, 2018, PPAEO collected credit card information at the first visit but did 

not process the information until the patient's pregnancy had progressed past the range for a 

medication abortion, or the patient had affirmatively stated she did not plan to have an abortion 

at a PPAEO health center, and always at least 48 hours after the first visit. See Exh. 2. 

Generally, significantly more than 48 hours was allowed to pass to give the patient an 

opportunity to return for the abortion. In the majority of cases, the credit card charges did not go 

through when PPAEO attempted to process the credit card, and PPAEO then attempted to collect 
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payment by sending the patient a hard copy bill. See Exh. 2. Since March 23, 2018, PPAEO has 

not collected any payment or credit card infonnation prior to the lapse of 48 hours after the 

patient's first visit. If a patient returns for her abortion, at that time she is billed for both her 

procedure and her first-visit services. If a woman does not return for the abortion, PPAEO mails 

a hard copy bill to the patient for the first-visit services. a See Exh s 2 

The Evidence 

The evidence contained in Exhibits 1-3 shows that LRFPS and the PPAEO have 

experienced significant loss of revenue as a result of AD H's current interpretation of§ 20-16-

I 703(d) as prohibiting payment at the first visit for physician charges for ultrasounds and other 

first-visit services. From February 1, 2017 to March 22, 2018, PPAEO lost $ I 0,961.66 in patient 

revenue. See Affidavit of Nathan Johnson, Exh.3, Brief. Fifty-seven women did not return for an 

abortion and have unpaid balances2 for this period. LRFPS had a loss of $20,000 in patient 

revenue from March I, 2018 to September 5, 2018. See Exh.1.One hundred and two patients 

who did not return for an abortion and who were billed for first visit services during this same 

period, did not pay for these services. See Exh. 2. 

The evidence shows that, based upon Respondents' e,cperience, this rate of payment 

delinquency is not unexpected and is the reason why most medical providers charge for services 

on the same day they are received. Insurance or other third-party payment is not available for 

ultrasounds and the other first-visit services; thus, the only means to ensure payment for these 

physician and other professional services is to charge a patient before the service is provided. 

See Exhs. l-3. In addition to the loss of revenue from patients, Respondents incur additional 

2 As of the date of this motion and brief. PPAEO, due to the intermittent nature of the paper 
billing, is unable to ascertain its total lost revenue since it ceased collecting credit card 
information on March 24, 2018. 
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expense in staff time for billing and efforts to obtain payment from patients for services 

rendered. These additional staff expenses would be unnecessary if not for the Payment Ban. 

These additional expenses are estimated at $540 for LRFPS. See Exh. I. There is an additional 

expense for PPAEO associated with attempts to collect payment by paper billing. See Exh. 3. 

No health care provider in the state other than an abortion provider is prohibited from 

charging for services until 48-hours has elapsed. For instance, plastic surgeons, and oral surgeons 

and dentists, when their services are not covered by insurance, charge for services when 

rendered. No law prevents them from doing so. See Exhs 1-3. 

The Payment Ban Is Unconstitutional under Both the Federal 
and Arkansas Constitutions as a Taking 

Without Just Compensation 

The statutory prohibition on charging for an ultrasound and other first-visit services 

before the lapse of 48 hours constitutes an unconstitutional takin without just compensation 

under the Takings Clause of both the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution (made applicable 

to the states by the Fourteenth Amendment) and Article 2, § 22 of the Arkansas Constitution. 

The Fifth Amendment provides that "private property" shall not "be taken for public use, without 

just compensation." Chicago, B. & Q.R. Co. v. Chicago._166 U.S. 226,239 (1897); Penn 

Central Transportation Company, v. City Of New York, 438 U.S. 104, 122 (1978). 

A legitimate property interest is ;'determined by reference to existing rules or 

understandings that stem from an independent source such as state law." Phillips v. Washington 

Legal_Foundation, 524 U.S. 156, 163-64 (1998) (internal citation and quotation marks omitted). 

"[A]t least as to confiscatory regulations (as opposed to those regulating the use of prope11y), a 

State may not sidestep the Takings Clause by disavowing traditional property interests long 

recognized under state law." Id. at 167 (internal citation and quotation marks omitted). 
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Government has the authority to confiscate private property, but it imposes two conditions on the 

exercise of such authority: the taking must be for a "public use" and "just compensation" must be 

paid. Brown v. Legal Foundation of Washington, 538 U.S. 216,232 (2003). The Arkansas 

Constitution has a similar provision: - [P]rivate property shall not be taken, appropriated or 

damaged for public use, withoutjust compensation therefor.- Art 2, Sec. 22. 

The Arkansas Supreme Court has decreed that the right to payment for medical services 

is a property interest protected by both the federal and Arkansas constitutions. In Arnold v. 

Kemp. 306 Ark. 294 ( 1991 ), the Court found that a state statute that capped attorneys' fees paid 

to counsel appointed to represent indigent criminal defendants represented a taking without just 

compensation under both the Fifth Amendment and Arkansas Constitution and declared the 

statute unconstitutional. The Court said, 

Attorneys, like the members of any other profession, have for sale to the 
public an intangible-their time, advice, and counsel. Architects, engineers, 
physicians, and attorneys ordinarily purvey little or nothing which is 
tangible. It is their learned and reflective thought, their recommendations, 
suggestions, directions, plans, diagnoses, and advice that is of value to the 
persons they serve. It is not the price of the paper on which is written the plan 
for a building or a bridge, the prescription for medication, or the will, contract, 

or pleading which is of substantial value to the client; it is the professional 
knowledge which goes into the practice of the profession which is valuable. 

Attorneys are licensed by the state to practice their profession; but so are other 
professionals, such as architects, engineers, and physicians. One who practices 
his profession has a property interest in that pursuit which may not be taken 
from him or her at the whim of the government without due process. 

Attorneys make their living through their services. Their services are the 
means of their livelihood. We do not expect architects to design public 
buildings, engineers to design highways, dikes, and bridges, or physicians 
to treat the indigent without compensation. 

When attorneys' services are conscripted for the public good, such a taking is 
akin to the taking of food or clothing from a merchant or the taking of services 

from any other professional for the public good. 
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Id at 301. 

The recognition by the Supreme Court of Arkansas that payment for professional 

services, including professional medical services, is property means that these earnings are 

protected property interests under both the federal and state constitutions. See Phillips v. 

Washington 524 U.S. at 163-64; Burns v. Brinkley, 933 F. Supp. 528,532 (E.D. N.C. 

1996). The Court in Burns explained that the U.S. Constitution looks to state law to detennine 

what constitutes a protected property right. Id. (citing Cleveland Bd. of Educ. v. Loudermill, 410 

U.S. 532, 538 (1985)). Thus, payments for the medical services provided by Respondents are 

protected property rights that cannot be abrogated under either the U.S. or Arkansas constitutions 

absent just compensation. 

TI1e evidence shows that banning payment at the time of a patient's first visit to 

Respondents means that their physicians and other licensed staff are forced to provide services 

without compensation. See Exhs 1-3. Just as requiring the attorneys in Arnold v. Kemp to 

provide services without compensation was an unconstitutional takings in violation of both the 

federal and state constitutions, forcing Respondents and their physicians to perform certain 

services in order to comply with the law and then making them forgo compensation for these 

services is also an unconstitutional taking without just compensation. 

In addition, there is no evidence that banning payment for 48 hours furthers any public 

purpose or use. The only evidence of any purpose behind the enactment of §20-16-1703( d) is 

contained in Act I 086, codified at§ 20-16-1709, ""Legislative finding and purposes." See Act 

1086, Exhi. 4 to Brief. An examination of these findings and purposes shows that all are 

concerned with ensuring that a woman possess adequate information to make an informed 

decision as to whether to tenninate her pregnancy. The Payment Ban has no impact on this. The 
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evidence shows that a woman receives the same information prior to giving infonned consent (or 

not). irrespective of the timing of payment. See Exhs. I and 2. In the absence of any public 

purpose whatsoever for taking Respondent's protected professional earnings, the Payment Ban is 

unconstitutional and should be invalidated. 

The Payment Ban Violates the Equal Protection Provisions 
of the Federal and Arkansas Constitutions 

The Equal Protection Clause of the Fifth Amendment is "essentially a direction that all 

persons similarly situation should be treated alike." Stevenson v. Blytheville School Dist. #5, 800 

F.3d 955, 970 (8th Cir, 2015) (quoting City of Cleburne. Tex. v. Cleburne living Ctr., 473 U.S. 

432,439 (1985)) (internal quotation marks omitted.) The Equal Protection Clause of the 

Fourteenth Amendment states in pertinent part, " ... nor shall any state ... deny to any person 

within its jurisdiction the equal protection of its laws.·· 

The Arkansas Constitution imposes a similar requirement. Article 2, Section 3 of the 

Arkansas Constitution states, "The equality of all persons before the law is recognized and shall 

ever remain inviolate; ... " Article 3, Section 18 of the Arkansas Constitution states, "The 

General Assembly shall not grant to any citizen, or class of citizens, privileges or immunities 

which, upon the same tenns, shall not equally belong to all citizens." 

Under both the federal and Arkansas Constitution, while most laws may survive an equal 

protection challenge "if the distinction it makes rationally furthers a legitimate state purpose," 

Zobel v. Williams, 457 U.S. 55, 60 (1982), the state may not rely on a classification "whose 

relationship to an asserted goal is so attenuated as to render the distinction arbitrary or 

irrational." Cleburne, 473 U.S. at 446; see Streight v. Ragland, 280 Ark. 206, 213 (1983) (noting 
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that the same rational basis review applies to equal protection arguments raised under both the 

Arkansas and federal constitutions).3 

The Payment Ban penalizes abortion providers and no other health care professionals, 

for no legitimate reason, much less a constitutionally-sufficient one. There is no other instance 

where the state forces a doctor to perfonn certain services. mandates the timing of those services, 

and then effectively disallows payment for those services. Because the law singles out abortion 

providers for disparate treatment without justification, it is unconstitutional under both the 

federal and Arkansas constitutions. See Arnold v. Kemp 306 Ark. 294, 304 (1991 ). 

In Arnold, the Arkansas Supreme Court found that singling out certain attorneys to 

provide services to the indigent at a reduced rate of compensation violated the equal protection 

guarantees of the federal and Arkansas constitutions. In making this determination. the Court 

considered three factors: (I) the character of the classification, (2) the individual interests 

asserted in support of the classification, and (3) the governmental interests asserted in support of 

the classification. Id. It concluded that the burden to represent the indigent fell impermissibly on 

a subclass of attorneys. The Court found there was no rational basis for the disparate treatment, 

rejecting the state's argument that since only lawyers had the requisite license to practice law, the 

legislature .. could take one step at a time in addressing complex problems." Id. Instead, the Court 

found that the legislature could not infringe upon the guaranteed constitutional rights of the 

citizens it represents, and that the burden to represent the indigent fell unequally on different 

lawyers. Therefore, lawyers' rights to equal protection were violated. Id Just as was the case 

with the lawyers in Arnold, the Arkansas Legislature is impermissibly infringing on the 

3 Actually. the appropriate level of scrutiny to apply in these appeals' challenge under equal 
protection is heightened scrutiny. since the Payment Ban targets a woman's fundamental right to 
an abortion. 
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guaranteed constitutional rights of the citizens it represents, in this case abortion providers-and 

only abortion providers -are forced to render professional services without compensation. There 

is no rational basis for this punitive law, nor is there any reasonable relationship between the law 

and any purported purpose. While rational basis review does not "require a perfect or exact fit 

between the means used and the ends sought," Walker v. Hartford Life & Accident Ins, Co., 831 

F. 3d 968, 978-79 (8th Cir. 2016), it is "not toothless." Kansas City Taxi Cab Drivers Ass.n LLC 

v. City of Kansas City, Mo., 742 F. 3d 807, 8IO (8th Cir. 2014). Instead, equal protection review 

requires, at a minimum, that a statute's discriminatory line-drawing be rationally related to a 

legitimate state need. And here, the evidence shows no such relationship. There is simply no 

medical or other legitimate justification for prohibiting a physician from charging for services 

rendered to a patient at the time of service. Rather, the Payment Ban effectively prevents 

physicians who provide abortion from obtaining compensation for medical services they deliver 

- even though these medical services are mandated by Arkansas law. See Exh. 3. Indeed, the law 

appears motivated by animus toward abortion. Such motivation cannot provide a rational basis 

for denying compensation to abortion providers and no other type of health care provider. 

The lack of a legitimate purpose for the Payment Ban is borne out by the only evidence 

of legislative intent behind this law, as discussed above. See Exh. 4. An examination of these 

findings and purposes shows that all are concerned with ensuring that a woman possess adequate 

infonnation to make an informed decision as to whether to terminate her pregnancy. That 

purpose has no rational relationship to the Payment Ban: whether a woman receives the 

infonnation to make an informed decision is not influenced by when payment for services 

already rendered is made. See Exhs 1 and 2. And, regardless of whether a woman obtains an 

abortion, she remains liable for payment for these first-visit services. Requiring delayed payment 
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for first-visit services does nothing to add to the infonnation a woman has prior to her decision. 

Women receive the same state-mandated infonnation and are required to observe the same 48-

hour delay regardless of when payment is made. See Exhs 1 and 2. Thus, the prohibition on 

payment at the first visit does nothing to further any state interest in ensuring that women have 

sufficient infonnation before choosing to have an abortion. And the state of course does not 

have a legitimate interest in "taking·· a physician's legitimate compensation for services provided. 

See Exh. 4. 

The Payment Ban Violates a Patient's Right to Privacy 
under the U.S. Constitution 

The U.S. Constitution protects not only privacy in individual decision-making, but also 

"the individual interest in avoiding disclosure of personal matters." Whalen v. Roe, 429 U.S. 589, 

599-600 (1977); see McCambridge v. City of Little Rock, 298 Ark. 219,229 (1989) (recognizing 

a constitutional right to nondisclosure of "personal matters"); see also Eagle v. Morgan, 88 F.3d 

620, 625 (8th Cir. 1996) (holding that the right protects "highly personal matters" in "the most 

intimate aspects of human affairs"); Cooksey v. Boyer, 289 F .3d 513, 515-16 (8th Cir. 2002) 

(same); Alexander v. Peffer, 993 F .2d 1348, 1349-50 (8th Cir. 1993) (same). By threatening 

disclosure of the identity of women who have sought abortions, the Payment Ban violates 

patients' constitutional right to infonnational privacy. 

The Payment Ban creates a significant risk that confidential abortion information will be 

disclosed to third parties. Because of this statute, it is practically impossible to obtain payment 

for first-visit services from those patients who, for a variety of reasons - such as difficulties 

arranging transportation to travel (often for long distances), inability to take off from work, 

inability to arrange childcare, need to keep the abortion private, or being beyond the point in 

pregnancy at which the clinic provides abortion care - are unable to return for an abortion. See 
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Exhs 1 and 2. Respondents are forced instead to attempt to contact these patients by either 

telephone or mail to try to recover payment for these services. Both these methods carry 

significant risk of exposing the patient's visit to a third party. Telephoning presents the risk that 

other individuals will answer the provider's telephone call or overhear the conversation;4 mailing 

a bill carries the risk that someone else will open the envelope with the bill. See Exhs. I and 2. 

Both types of communication may thus lead to the disclosure of confidential information that a 

woman is pregnant and considering an abortion. See Hopkins v. Jegley, 267 F. Supp. 3d 1024, 

I 042 (E.D. Ark. 20 I 7) (finding that LRFPS "is a well-known abortion provider," so any 

communication relating to LRFPS necessarily "discloses that the patient likely is seeking an 

abortion"). While Respondents make their best efforts to minimize the chances that this personal 

information is disclosed through the collection process, see Exhs. I and 2, there remains a 

significant risk that a woman's confidential medical information will be disclosed. In contrast, if 

women were able to pay for the services at the first visit, there would be no need to contact these 

patients after the fact to obtain payment. See Ex.hs.1 and 2. In this way the statute impermissibly 

risks disclosure of the identity of women who sought an abortion but did not return to the 

provider for the abortion appointment. 

The Arkansas Supreme Court has held that the right to informational privacy under the 

U.S. Constitution protects "personal matters," meaning "information: (I) that the individual 

wants to and has kept private or confidential, (2) that, except for the challenged government 

4 In addition, telephoning patients about outstanding bills requires additional resources that are 
unlikely to result in payment since many patients change phone numbers frequently or have 
phones that arc often out of service. Sec Exh. 2. 
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action, can be kept private or confidential, and (3) that to a reasonable person would be hannful 

or embarrassing if disclosed." McCambridge v. City of Little Rock, 298 Ark. 219, 230 (1989).5 

A woman seeking an abortion meets all three of the McCambridge criteria. ft is no secret 

that abortion can be a highly-charged, emotional issue. See Jegley, 267 F. Supp. 3d at 1076. 

Many patients are desperate not to reveal to anyone that they are pregnant and considering an 

abortion. See Exh. I and 2. For some women, disclosure of the fact that they sought an abortion 

could expose them to abuse. See Jegley, 267 F. Supp. 3d at l 076. (finding evidence in the record 

that "women fear hostility or harassment. .. for deciding to seek an abortion'~). There is ample 

evidence that women who seek abortions in Arkansas are subject to hostility and harassment. See 

PPAEO v. Jegley, 4:15-cv-84, Prelim. Inj. Order (June 18, 2018). Because a woman seeking an 

abortion typically (I) wants to keep her decision to seek an abortion private, (2) could keep it 

private but for the Payment Ban, and (3) might be harmed or embarrassed by its disclosure, her 

abortion decision is a "personal matter" entitled to constitutional protection under Arkansas 

Supreme Court precedent. 

A woman also has a protectable privacy interest in her abortion-related information under 

U.S. Supreme Court and Eighth Circuit precedent. In the Eighth Circuit, the right to 

informational privacy applies where disclosure would be "a shocking degradation or an 

egregious humiliation," or "a flagrant bre[a]ch of a pledge of confidentiality which was 

instrumental in obtaining the personal information.'· Eagle v. Morgan, 88 F.3d 620,625 (8th Cir. 

1996) (quoting Alexander v. Peffer, 993 F.2d 1348, 1350 (8th Cir. 1993 )). Constitutional 

s Arkansas state courts are bound by the Arkansas Supreme Court's interpretation of federal law. See 
Lockhart v. FrehVell, 506 U.S. 364 (1993) (Thomas, J., concurring) ("An Arkansas trial court is bound by 
[the United States Supreme] Court's (and by the Arkansas Supreme Court's and Arkansas Court of 
Appeals') interpretation of federal law .... "). 
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protection turns on "the nature of the material" and whether the person has "a legitimate 

expectation that the infonnation would remain confidential." Id 

The decision to have an abortion "involves some of the most intimate and personal 

aspects of a woman's life." Jegley, 267 F. Supp. at 1095 A woman has a legitimate expectation 

that information revealed to her physician will remain confidential. See, e.g., Ferguson v. CUy of 

Charleston, 532 U.S. 67, 78 (2001) ("The reasonable expectation of privacy enjoyed by the 

typical patient ... is that [her medical infonnation] will not be shared with nonmedical personnel 

without her consent."). As a fonn of medical information, abortion-related information is a 

"categor[y] of data which, by any estimation, must be considered extremely personal." Eagle, 88 

F.3d at 625. The involuntary disclosure that a woman sought an abortion could cause a woman to 

suffer '"a shocking degradation" or "egregious humiliation," Jegley, 267 F. Supp. 3d at 1093, in 

part because of the violence and abuse that might ensue. Accordingly, as the Eastern District of 

Arkansas recently concluded, abortion information lies at the core of informational privacy under 

the Eighth Circuit's standard. See Jegley, 267 F. Supp. at l095 (finding a likelihood of success 

on informational privacy claim based on disclosure of a minor's abortion to local law 

enforcement).6 For all these reasons, patients have a strong, constitutionally-protected interest in 

avoiding disclosure of their sexual activity and their desire to seek an abortion. 

A law invading constitutionally-protected privacy can be upheld only if a substantial 

government interest outweighs the burdened privacy right. See McCambridge, 298 Ark. at 231 

6 See also Tucson Woman's Clinic v. Eden, 3 79 F.3d 531, 553 (9th Cir. 2004) (informational 
privacy protections triggered by requirement to disclose abortion patient records to state); 
Greenville Women's Clinic v. Comm 'r, S.C. Dep '/ of Health & Envtl. Control, 317 F.3d 357, 371 
(4th Cir. 2002) (applying informational privacy doctrine to abortion infonnation, but finding no 
constitutional violation because of adequate "recordkeeping and infonnation reporting 
mechanisms"). 
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(citing Nixon v. Administrator of General Servs., 433 U.S. 425, 456-57 (1977)); see also Taylor 

v. United States, I 06 F.3d 833, 837 (8th Cir. 1997) (concluding ''that the government has the 

requisite interest" in disclosure and that the statute "is sufficiently related to such interest ... to 

pass constitutional muster''). The Payment Ban is purportedly designed to ensure a woman's 

infonned consent to an abortion, see Ex.h. 4, but as described at length above, prohibiting 

providers from collecting payment for services already provided-payment for which a woman 

remains liable regardless qf whether she obtains an abortion, or does so at the same clinic where 

she received theji,-st-visit services-does nothing to ensure her infonned consent. 

In fact, this risk of a ''breach of confidentiality" may "interfere with a woman's right to 

decide to end a pregnancy" and .. cause [her] to for[e]go abortion in Arkansas rather than risk 

disclosure" of the fact that she sought an abortion. Jegley, 267 F. Supp. 3d at I 076; see also 

Planned Parenthood, Sioux Falls Clinic v. Miller, 63 F.3d 1452, 1462 (8th Cir. 1995) 

(recognizing the harm of a parental notice statute because .. parents who differ from their [minor] 

daughters on religious or moral grounds over abortion" might go so far as to "prevent their 

daughters from obtaining abortions"); Planned Parenthood Minn., N.D., S.D. v. Daugaard, 799 

F. Supp. 2d 1048, I 061 (D.S.D. 2011) (finding that a woman may choose to forego her abortion 

rather than disclose her decision to a Pregnancy Help Center). There is no state interest that 

outweighs this risk, and so the law fails any constitutional balancing and impermissibly infringes 

on Respondents' patients' constitutional right to infonnational privacy. 

The Payment Ban Also Violates Patients' Right to Privacy 
Under the Arkansas Constitution 

Implicit in the Arkansas Constitution is "a fundamental right to privacy" that triggers 

strict scrutiny review. Jegley v. Picado, 349 Ark. 600, 632 (2002); see also Zimmerman v. Pope, 

2015 Ark. App. 499 (2015) (applying Picado). Recognizing the state's "rich and compelling 
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tradition of protecting individual privacy," the Arkansas Supreme Court has held that the state 

constitution provides even greater privacy protection than the U.S. Constitution. 349 Ark. at 631. 

Picado contemplates that a statute like the Payment Ban, which "disclos[es] [a woman's] 

records" and results in "an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy," violates her fundamental 

right to privacy. 349 Ark. at 631. "When a statute infringes upon a fundamental right, it cannot 

survive unless 'a compelling state interest is advanced by the statute and the statute is the least 

restrictive method available to carry out [the] state interest.'" Picado, 349 Ark. at 632 ( quoting 

Thompson v. Arkansas Social Services, 282 Ark. 369, 374 (1984)). Even if the statute at issue 

here could survive a lesser balancing test (which it cannot), it certainly could not survive strict 

scrutiny: the method by which the Payment Ban operates is not just more restrictive than 

necessary, but entirely unrelated to its supposed purpose of ensuring a woman's informed 

consent. As explained above, a woman remains liable for the bill for first-visit services, 

regardless of whether she returns to the same clinic for an abortion, and so the law does nothing 

to inform her decision. Because it fails strict scrutiny review, the Payment Ban also violates 

patients' right to informational privacy under the Arkansas Constitution. 

The Statute Violates the Federal Contracts Clause 

The Contracts Clause of the federal Constitution provides that "[n]o state shall ... pass 

any ... Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts.'· U.S. Const .. Art 1, § 10, cl. 1. Courts 

generally apply a two-step test when analyzing a claim under the Contracts Clause. See. e.g., 

Gen. Afolors Corp. v. Rome in. 503 U.S. 181 ( 1992). Courts first detern, ine "'whether the state 

law has 'operated as a substantial impairment of a contractual relationship.·,· Id. at 186. In 

answering this question, courts consider ·•whether there is a contractual relationship, whether 

[the] law impairs that contractual relationship, and whether the impairment is substantial.'" Id. If 
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there is a substantial impairment of the contractual arrangement, com1s then assess "whether the 

state law is drawn in an 'appropriate· and ·reasonable· way to advance 'a significant and 

legitimate public purpose.·•· Sveen v. Melin, 138 S. CL 1815, 1822(2018) (citing Energy 

Reserves Group, Inc. t'. Kansas Power & light Co .. 459 U.S. 400, 411-12 (1983)). 

In this instance. the evidence shows that the Payment Ban operates to substantially impair 

the contractual atTangement between the abmtion provider and the patient. See Exh 1-3. The 

providers and their physicians stand in a contractual relationship with the individual patient in 

rendering medical services. The Payment Ban unarguably constitutes a substantial impairment 

of Respondents' ability to receive compensation under this arrangement. See Exhs I and 3. 

More specifically. the Payment Ban interferes with a health care provider's reasonable 

expectation of payment for professional services. and prevents the health care provider from 

safeguarding the right to compensation for these services. See Sveen, 138 S. Ct. at 1822. 

The Payment Ban Tortiously Interferes with Respondents' 
Contractual Relationships with Their Patients 

Arkansas recognizes the tort of interference in situations involving contract or business 

expectancies between a physician and patient. See LasikPlus Murphy, MD., P.A. v. LCA-Vision, 

Inc., 776 F. Supp. 2d 886, 897 (E.D. Ark. 201 I) (citing Baptist Health v. Murphy, 373 S. W.3d 

269, 284 (Ark. 2010)). The elements oftortious interference with contractual rights are: "(1) the 

existence of a valid contractual relationship or business expectancy; (2) knowledge of the 

relationship or expectancy on the part of the interferer; (3) intentional interference inducing or 

causing a breach or termination of the relationship or expectancy; and (4) resultant damage to the 

party whose relationship or expectancy has been disrupted." Walt Bennett Ford, Inc. v. Pulaski 

Cnty. Special School Dist .• 274 Ark. 208, 214 (Ark. 1981 ). These four elements are easily met in 

this case. 
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Respondents indisputably enter into valid contractual relationships with individual 

patients at their initial visit. (1) The parties are competent; (2) there is a subject matter upon 

which a contract can operate (medical services); and (3) legal consideration, as well as mutual 

agreement and mutual obligation, are present (medical services rendered in exchange for 

payment). See City of Dardenelle v. City of Russellville, 3 72 Ark. 486, 490 (Ark. 2008) (listing 

the "essential elements of a contract" as .. (1) competent parties, (2) subject matter, (3) legal 

consideration, (4) mutual agreement, and (5) mutual obligation"). ADH is aware of this 

contractual relationship and that Respondents depend on patient fees to pay for the ultrasound 

and other first-visit services. 

Damages result from enforcement of the Payment Ban. See Restatement (Second) of 

Torts§ 774A (Am. Law. Inst. 1979) (damages for interference include "the pecuniary loss of the 

benefits of the ... prospective relation ... [and] consequential losses for which the interference 

is the legal case"). Dr. Thomas Tvedten is the owner of LRFPS, and the loss of patient revenue 

due to the Payment Ban falls directly to him. See Exh. l. The loss of patient revenue affects the 

ability of PPEAO's clinics to provide a livelihood to its physicians and professional staff. Exh, 

3. LRFPS has experienced a loss of revenue of$20,540 since the issuance of the Statement of 

Deficiencies, see Exh. I. PPAEO has experienced a loss of $10, 961.66 since February 2017 to 

March 23. 2018 and more since that date. See Exh.3. Because of this interference with 

Respondents' contractual relationships with their patients and the attendant damages they 

experience, the Payment Ban should be invalidated. 
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ADH Exceeded Its Authority in Issuing the Statements of Deficiencies Because 
There Is No Regulation or Rule Prohibiting the Conduct Cited, and ADH's Current 

Interpretation of the Statute Im permissibly Regulates the Practice of Medicine 

A previous deficiency citation issued by ADH to LRFPS on August 5, 2016 was 

dismissed after an appeal because there was no Board rule or regulation governing LRFPS's 

practice of charging patients for an ultrasound and other services at the time the services were 

provided. Robert Brech, then General Counsel for ADH, recognized that absent such a rule or 

regulation, ADH lacked the authority to issue the citation. See Brech Aug. 25 Letter, Exh. 8 to 

Exh. I. The conduct cited in the March 23, 2018, Statement of Deficiencies is identical to that 

dismissed previously. However, no pertinent regulation or rule has ever been promulgated by 

the Board. Therefore, for the same reason the August 5, 2016 deficiency citation was dismissed, 

the citations that are the subject of these appeals should meet the same fate. 

In addition, even if there were a rule or regulation on this issue, Arkansas law makes 

clear that the Board "shall not regulate the practice of medicine or healing nor interfere with the 

right of any citizen to employ the practitioner of his choice." A.C.A. § 20-7-109. Banning 

payment for services provided at a patient's first visit until the lapse of 48 hours unquestionably 

constitutes regulation of Respondents' physicians' practice of medicine. ADH's current 

interpretation of the statute interferes with both the timing and method of payment by patients 

(resulting in nonpayment for a significant proportion of services provided). Absent the Payment 

Ban, Respondents would require payment for first-visit services at the time of service, thus 

avoiding the loss of revenue due to the delay in billing. Therefore, ADH lacks authority to issue 

the citations that are the subject of this appeal: no rule or regulation allows the citations, and the 

' citations violate§ 20-7-I09 (c) in attempting to regulate when and how Respondents can charge 

for their medical services. 
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The Issuance of the Statements of Deficiency to LRFPS 
Was Arbitrary and Capricious 

ADH's issuance of the deficiency citations was arbitrary and capricious as ADH had 

previously found no violation oflaw in LRFPS's practice of charging for services provided at the 

patient's first visit and before the lapse of 48 hours. See Exh. I. A subsequent deficiency citation 

was dismissed. See Exh. 2. ADH's about-face in its interpretation of the law is unjustified as 

LRFPS' s practice of charging patients at the first visit, which previously was found to be in 

compliance with ADH"s rules and regulations, is identical to its practice subsequently found to 

warrant a deficiency citation. This fits the very definition of arbitrary and capricious. 7 

Collecting Credit Card Information Does Not Constitute 
"Requiring" or "Obtaining" Payment and AD H's Citation of this Practice 

Was Arbitrary and Capricious. 

In any event, PPAEO acted lawfully when it collected credit card information from its 

patients during their first visit to the clinic, so PPAEO's citations must be withdrawn. ADH's 

citation of this practice was arbitrary and capricious and not supported under Arkansas law. The 

statute at issue prohibits an abortion provider from "requir[ing] or obtain[ing] payment for a 

service provided in relation to abortion to a patient who has inquired about an abortion or 

scheduled an abortion until the expiration of the forty-eight-hour reflection period" mandated by 

law. A .C.A. § 20-16-1703( d). Under Arkansas law, the Board must construe this statute "just as 

it reads, giving words their ordinary and usually accepted meaning in common language." 

Arkansas Dep'tofCorrection v. Shults, 2018 Ark. 94, 4,541 S.W.3d 410,412 (2018). Language 

that was not included by the legislature will not be read into the statute. Id If the "statute is 

7 BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY, 112,224, 8th ed. (1999) "'Arbitrary: Founded on prejudice or 
preference rather than on reason or fact " .. Capricious: Contrary to the evidence or established 
rule of law." 
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ambiguous, th[e] court must interpret it according to legislative intent," and the court's "review 

becomes an examination of the whole act." Dickinson v. SunTrusl Nat'/ Morlg. lnc., 2014 Ark. 

513, 4, 451 S. W.3d 576, 579 (2014). 

The plain language of the statute prohibits only "obtain[ing] payment" or ••requir[ingJ ... 

payment" for an abortion-related service during the mandatory delay. Ark. Code§ 20-16-

l 703(d). Three words are at issue here: ·•obtain," "require;· and "payment." Given its most 

natural meaning, a payment is a transfer of money. See Pay, Merriam-Webster Online Diclionary 

(2018), https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/pay ("to make a disposal or transfer of 

(money)" or ''to give in return for goods or service"); Payment, Merriam-Webster Online 

Dictionary (2018), https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/payment ("something that is 

paid"). To obtain a payment is "to gain or attain [it,J usually by planned action or effort." Obtain, 

Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary (2018), https://www.merriam

webster.com/dictionary/payment. To require a payment is "to claim or ask for [it] by right and 

authority" or "to demand [it] as necessary or essential." Require. Merriam-Webster (2018), 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/payment. By merely takings a woman's credit card 

information, but not submitting any charges, PPAEO neither obtains nor requires payment. 

First,. and simply, PPAEO does not improperly "obtain payment'' because it does not 

.. gain or attain" any money during the 48-hour delay. Money from the patient's bank account 

does not transfer to PPAEO until (if the credit card transaction is successful) the moment her 

card is charged. And second, taking credit card infonnation is not the same thing as requiring 

payment. If it were. every online retailer with its customers' credit card information on file 

would have the "right and authority" to .. demand [payment] as necessary or essential'' at any 

time. Under the state's reading of the statute, a company like Amazon, which collects users· 
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credit card infonnation when they sign up for the service, would be "requir[ing] ... payment" 

before users even bought their first item. In the same way, an abortion facility has not 

"require[d]" payment for an abortion-related service unless and until the credit card information 

collected from the patient has been processed, which does not happen until after the 48-hour 

waiting period has elapsed. Under the plain text of the statute, collecting credit card information 

does not constitute "requiring" or "obtaining" payment. 8 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons asserted above, the Statements of Deficiencies should be dismissed and 

the Motion to Dismiss granted. 

Dated: September 6, 2018 

Respectfully submitted: 

Bettina E. Brownstein (85019) 
Bettina E. Brownstein Law Firm 
904 W. Second St., Suite 2 
Little Rock. Arkansas 7220 I 
Tel: (501) 920-1764 
E-mail: bettinabrownstein@gmaiI.com 

8 Even if the statute were ambiguous, the Jegislature's intent was to ensure a woman's informed consent 
to an abortion. See Exh. 4. Because collecting credit card information is unrelated to that purpose. the 
statute should not be read to prohibit obtaining credit card information. 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEAL TH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEAL TH 

V. 

PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

Affidavit of Lori Williams 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENTS 

My name is Lori Williams. I am over the age of 21, competent and have personal 

knowledge of the matters testified to herein. 

1. I am currently the Clinic Director at Little Rock Family Planning Services, 

PLLC ("LRFPS'). I submit this affidavit in support of LRFPS' appeal of the Statement 

of Deficiencies issued by the Arkansas Department of Health C'ADH") on March 13, 

2018. 

2. I am an Advanced Practice Nurse with an M.S.N. from Vanderbilt University. From 

1999-2000, I worked as a labor and delivery nurse at Rebsamen Medical Center in 

Jacksonville, Arkansas. In 2000, I was employed at Women's Community Health Center 

in Little Rock as the nursing supervisor. I also had a gynecology practice. In 2003, [ 

become employed at LRFPS, first as a women's health practitioner, then in 2004 as 

Associate Clinic Director. In 2007, I became CUnic Director. Thomas H. Tvedten. M.D. 

is LRFPS's owner and medical director. LRFPS has been in existence since 1973. [tis 

licensed by the State of Arkansas since the 1980s and is in good standing with the 

Arkansas Department of Health CADH). LRFPS provides abortion care and related 

services. As Clinic Director, I oversee the day-to-day operation of LRFPS clinic. I 
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oversee all aspects of patient care under the supervision of Dr. Tvedten. In addition, I 

participate in all aspects of patient care as needed. I am responsible for management of 

patient records and all other records kept by LRFPS as mandated by the state and as 

needed to operate LRFPS. I am also responsible for LRFPS medical record keeping, 

financial management, and billing practices. In addition, I maintain a separate 

gynecological practice. 

3. On May 16, 2016, LRFPS was inspected by ADH. At that time, the inspectors noted 

that LRFPS was charging patients seeking an abortion for the ultrasound and other 

services provided during her first visit prior to providing these services. ADH, however, 

found that LRFPS was in compliance with all its rules and regulations and did not cite 

LRFPS for violation of any law, including §20-I 6-1703(d). Attached as Exhibit A is a 

true and accurate copy of ADH's May 16, 2016, letter concerning its findings following 

the inspection. On July 14, 2016, ADH again inspected LRFPS. Following this 

inspection, ADI-I issued a Statement of Deficiencies citing violation of §20-l 6-1703(d) 

as the basis for a deficiency citation. After an appeal, ADH subsequently dismissed the 

citation, agreeing with LRFPS that ADH lacked authority to issue it because it had no 

authority over physician conduct and no rule or regulation covering the particular 

conduct involved. Attached as Exhibit B is a true and accurate copy of a letter from 

ADH's General Counsel Robert Brech dismissing the citation. 

4. At LRFPS, during a patient's first visit, she is given information as required by law, and 

an ultrasound is performed by a certified sonographer. The ultrasound determines 

location of pregnancy (intrauterine or ectopic) whether the pregnancy is ongoing, the 

gestational age, and whether there is a fetal heartbeat. If an ectopic pregnancy is 
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suspected, the woman is referred on an urgent basis for additional care. If the pregnancy 

is not ongoing, the patient is offered miscarriage management or referral to the provider 

of her choice. 

5. If the pregnancy is intrauterine and within the gestational range during which LRFPS 

provides abortions (21.6 weeks), and if the patient indicates she wishes to return to 

terminate her pregnancy, she is provided the information the state mandates that she 

receive in order to give informed consent 48 hours later. The informed consent is done 

by both a licensed nurse under the direction of a physician and a physician. All 

ultrasounds are interpreted by a physician using his education, training and experience to 

determine the patient's eligibility for an abortion and if eligible, to determine the best 

course of treatment for the patient. 

6. The ultrasound is necessary at the first visit to comply with state-mandated requirements 

including 1) to determine whether there is a fetal heartbeat, and, if so, to inform the 

patient of that fact; 2) to inform the patient of how many weeks the pregnancy has 

advanced and of the probable anatomical and physiological characteristics of the embryo 

or fetus; and 3) to describe the method of the abortion the woman wilJ obtain. State law 

mandates that the physician provide this information, which is dependent on an 

ultrasound, at least 48 hours before the abortion 

7. But for Arkansas law, LRFPS would provide care all in one day for patients who request 

it: ultrasound, counseling and, abortion. The only reason to perform the ultrasound 48 

hours in advance of an abortion is to comply with Arkansas's mandate that a woman 

receive certain information and then delay at least 48 hours before she may obtain an 

abortion. There is no medical reason why the ultrasound must be perfom1ed 48 hours in 
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advance ofan abortion. However, because Arkansas mandates that delay, doing the 

ultrasound at the first visit reduces the risk that a patient will have to return unnecessarily 

- and suffer further delay- if the ultrasound reveals that she is not eligible for an 

abortion at the LRFPS clinic. That occurs, for example, if her pregnancy has advanced 

beyond the point at which we provide abortions. 

8. Prior to receiving the deficiency citation that is the subject of this administrative appeal, 

patients were charged $200 for the ultrasound and the other services provided at the first 

visit, and payment was required either by cash or credit card before the ultrasound was 

performed. 

9. On January 30, 2018, ADH inspectors visited LRFPS; subsequently, ADH cited the 

clinic for violation of§ 20-16-1703( d) for charging patients prior to the lapse of 48 hours 

after the first visit. The letter citing LRFPS was received March 14, 2018. 

10. Since this latter date, LRFPS has ceased charging patients for the ultrasound described 

above at the first visit. If a women returns for an abortion, at that time she is charged 

either by credit card or cash for the amount of the ultrasound, the other initial services, 

and the abortion. 

11. After receiving the services at their first visit, some women do not return to LRFPS for 

an abortion. This happens for a number of reasons. One common reason is that a woman 

cannot manage to travel back to our clinic: many of our patients struggle with poverty 

and have to travel from far away. Transportation, childcare, and work obligations are all 

problems. The state requirement that they make the trip twice to get an abortion is an 

insurmountable obstacle for some patients. Other women are beyond the point in 
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pregnancy at which we offer an abortion; if they are able to travel and desire a referral 

for abortion out of state, we provide such a referral. 

12. If the woman does not return for an abortion within 30 days, LRFPS mails an invoice to 

the patient at the address she supplies at the first visit. The invoice requests immediate 

payment. If payment is not received within 30 days, a copy of the original is mailed 

again to the patient. 

13. Based upon my experience, patients are often desperate to keep private their decision to 

inquire about an abortion. This is for a variety of reasons but often is because family 

members, including the woman's sexual partner, may have intensely negative feelings 

about abortion. Many women request that they be allowed to pay at the first visit. 

14. LRFPS has considered contacting patients who do not return for an abortion by 

telephone to advise them that payment for the ultrasound and other services is due and to 

request payment in lieu of sending an invoice by mail. However, LRFPS staff has 

determined that the risk of invading patients' privacy by telephoning is greater than that 

of mailing an invoice. These risks include that someone other than the patient will 

answer the telephone and want to know from the patient the source and content of the 

call, or may overhear the patient speaking to us and glean information about the patient's 

visit to the clinic as a result. 

15. I have concerns, based on my experience, that mailing a bill for the ultrasound to the 

patient's address does pose the risk that someone other than the patient will open the 

envelop and discover the visit to LRFPS. I have had experience with the privacy 

problems posed by mailing invoices. In one instance, I mailed an invoice to a patient 

and someone other than the patient called to inquire why the patient had visited the 

5 
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clinic. While I do believe that mailing a bill as opposed to telephoning a patient carries 

less risk of violating her privacy, both involve risks which can be avoided by permitting 

LRFPS to charge at the point services are provided. 

16, Because of the same privacy concerns for abortion patients, LRFPS does not utilize the 

services of third-party collection services. This further limits our ability to obtain 

payment. 

17. Since March 14, 2018, the day after receipt of the Statement of Deficiencies to the date 

of this affidavit, 108 patients, who did not return for an abortion, were billed. Of these 

six patients have paid for their ultrasound and other services after receiving a bill. This 

has resulted in a total loss of $20,000 to LRFPS and Dr. Tvedten over this period. This 

loss will increase so long as§ 20-16-l 703(d) is in effect. 

18. In addition to the loss of revenue from patients, LRFPS incurs additional expense in 

staff time for billing and efforts to obtain payment from patients for services 

rendered. These additional staff expenses would be unnecessary if§ 20-16-1703( d) were 

not in effect as now interpreted by ADH. These additional expenses are $540 for 30 

additional hours of staff time. These additional staff expenses will increase as long as 

this law is in effect. Thus, the total loss to LRFPS from March 14, 2018 to lhe date of 

this affidavit is $20,540. 

19. Based on my experience as Clinic Director it is necessary to collect payment up front 

from patients as this is the only way to ensure payment for physician services 

rendered. In my experience, it is standard medical practice to charge at the time services 

are rendered unless they will be reimbursed by a third party. 

6 
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9/5/2018 ADH affklavit 001.jpg 

20. I am unaware of any other medical pro\'ider \Vho is prevented by the state from charging 

when a service is provided except in the case of an emergency. 

21. The same medical and other services are provided to patients irrespective 0fwhen we 

collect payment for these services. Patients receive exactly the same information ~nd 

receive the same informed consent counseling regardless of the timing of payment. 

22. LRFPS relies on payment fi-om its patients to fund the operation of its clinic and to 

provide its doctors and staff with II livelihood. Dr. Tvetlten, as !he sole owner of LRFPS. 

is the recipient of revenue generated by patient fees. 

FllRTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NOT 

df/.•· luJ!tLeJ»,J Cf /s/1r 

hltps:l/mail.google.comlmaillca/u/0/#inbox/165aa7459b79e684?projector-:1&messagePartld=0.1 

7 
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May 16, 2016 

Lori Williams, Administrator 

Arkansas Department of Health 
5800 West Tenth S1ree1, Sui1c 400 • Linlc Rock, Arkansas 72204 • Telephone (501) 661-2201 

Governor Asa Hutchinson 
Nathaniel Smith, MD, MPH, Director and State Health Officer 

Little Rock Family Planning Services, PLLC 
#4 Office Park Drive 
Little Rock, AR 72211 

Dear Ms. Williams: 

RE: Licensure Abortion Clinic Complaint Survey 
Conducted 05/12/2016 

Little Rock Family Planning Services, PLLC is considered to be in compliance with applicable 
provisions of the Rules and Regulations for Abortion Clinics in Arkansas. We appreciate the 
cooperation of the Facility staff during the survey. 

Ifwe may be of assistance at any time, please call (501) 661-2201. 

Sincerely, 

~j)~ 
Liz Davis, Program Manager 
Health Facility Services 
Arkansas Department of Health 

Ism 

EX~IBIT 

,,...~ ' E'I. lo,: 
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August 25, 2016 

Arkansas Department of Health 
S600 West Tenth SITecl.. Suite 400 • Little Roell. Arkansas 72204-1704 • Telephone (SOI) 66 I .,220 I 

Co,-ernor Asa Hutchinson 
Nathaniel Smith. MD, MPH, Director and Slate Hcallh Officer 

Ms. Bettina E. Brownstein, Attorney at Law 
904 West Second Street 
Little Rock, AR 72201 

RE: Little Rocle Family Planning/Dispute of Deficiency Finding 

Dear Bettina: 

Thank you for your August 17, 2016, letter disputing the deficiency citation issued to Little Rocle. 
Family Planning Services on August 5, 2016, in the Department's Statement of Deficiencies. You 
have made a number of legal arguments as to why the deficiency citation was improper. 
Specifically, the deficiency dealt with the facility accepting payments for services provided in 
relation to an abortion prior to the expiration of the forty-eight hour reflection period as required 
under Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703( d). 

I cannot disagree with your point that the Arkansas Department of Heahh lacks authority to issue 
this particular deficiency citation. I a1so agree that no Board of Health rule or regulation covers 
this particular conduct. Having determined that your first two points have merit, and my 
agreement that the Department lacked sufficient authority to issue the citation, I see no reason to 
address your additional legal arguments. I will instruct the Department staff to retract their 
deficiency citation. I do expect the staff will forward their findings to the State Medical Board 
for their consideration. 

S~
0

1lCC!j y, 

. ·A-~-
1 obert Brech, JD 
General Counsel 

RB/nc 

cc: Connie Mehon, Branch Chief; Health Systems Licensing 
Renee Mallory, Center Director, Health Protection 

I 
EXHIBIT ,B 

+o 
£-.tL. l 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEALTH 

V. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES and 

PLANNED PAREN'.fHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

Affidavit of Melany Belinski 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENTS 

My name is Melany Helinski. I am over the age of 21, competent and have personal 

knowledge of the matters testified to herein. 

1. I am currently the Regional Director of Health Services at Planned Parenthood of 

Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma ("PP AEO"). I have been Regional Director since 2013. 

As Regional Director of Health Services, I am responsible for all health and operational 

services at all PP ABO health centers in Oklahoma and Arkansas. 

2. I submit this affidavit in support ofPPAEO's appeal of the Statements of Deficiencies 
\ 

issued by the Arkansas Department of Health ( .. ADH") on March 23, 2018 to PPAEO's 

Fayetteville Health C.enter and PP AEO's Little Rock Health Center, respectively. That 

statement was issued following letters dated March 13, 2018, in which ADH sought 

. additional information about PPAEO's billing practices after an on-site inspection, and 

did not state whether a deficiency had been issued. ADH subsequently withdrew these 

initial letters and clarified that it considered PPAEO's practice, as described below, a 

deficiency in violation of state law. 

EXHIBIT 

I 
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developing and implementing all its medical policies and procedures utilized at the 

Fayetteville and Little Rock health centers. 

6. The Fayetteville and Little Rock health centers provide medication abortions. During a 

patient's first visi~ she is given written information in accordance with state law. She is 

provided information about both medication and surgical abortions, an ultrasound is 

performed by a nurse practitioner to determine whether the pregnancy is intrauterine and 

ongoing, how far the pregnancy has advanced, and whether there is embryonic or fetal 

cardiac activity. If an ectopic pregnancy is suspected, the women is referred on an urgent 

basis for additional care. If the pregnancy is not ongoing, the patient is offered 

miscarriage management or referral to the provider of her choice. If the pregnancy is 

intrauterine and within the period of pregnancy during which PP AEO provides abortion 

care (up to IO weeks as dated from the first day of the woman's last menstrual period 

(",LMP")) and the patient indicates she wishes to return to terminate her pregnancy, she is 

provided the information the state mandates that she receive in order to give informed 

consent 48 hours later. Information required for informed consent is provided by both a 

licensed nurse under the direction of a physician and by a physician. All ultrasounds are 

interpreted by a physician using hls or her education, training and experience to (1) 

determine the patient's pregnancy status, (2) guide the state's mandated information that 

must be communicated to the patient, e.g., how many weeks the pregnancy has advanced, 

and the type of procedure that will be used to terminate the pregnancy, and (3) determine 

the patient's plan of care, eligibility for an abortion and if eligible, to determine the best 

course of treatment for the patient 
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10. After their first visit, some women do not return for an abortion. This happens for a 

number of reasons. One common reason-is that a woman cannot manage to travel back to 

our health centers: many of our patients struggle with poverty and have to travel from far 

away. Transportation, childcare, and work obligations are all problems, especially for a 

large number of our patients who are poor and have to travel a long distance. The state 

requirement that they make the trip twice to get an abortion is hugely difficult for some 

patients. Since we only provide abortion through ten weeks LMP, other women are 

beyond the point in pregnancy at which we offer an abortion ( or will be beyond this point 

by the time they can get back to our health centers); if they desire a referral for abortion 

to another provider who may offer an abortion for a longer period of pregnancy, we 

provide such a referral. 

11. After § 20-16-1703 ( d) went into effect, PP AEO stopped charging for the day one visit 

until after expiration of the 48-hour period. PP AEO experienced a loss in revenue 

because of the delayed charging, and I participated in conversations around that time 

regarding ways to mitigate the financial losses experienced at the health centers; 

however, the exact data regarding financial losses experienced during that time is 

difficult to recreate because we merged our old record system with a new system in 

January 2017. In order to try to reduce its financial losses from being unable to charge for 

the day one services at the time of the day one visit, in Febroary 2017, PPAEO began 

collecting credit card information at the first visit, but did not submit any charges for 

those patients who did not return for the second visit until the patient's gestation was out 

of range for a medication abortion. PP AEO did not submit charges less than 48 hours 

after the first visit in any circumstances. In the vast majority of cases, more than 48 
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related to their abortion. Similarly, some patients express concern when providing 

PP AEO with their address that nothing be mailed to their address. Other patients express 

a concern about being contacted by PPAEO about their abortion services by phone. 

Unfortunately, because of this law, we are unable to collect payment at the first visit even 

for those patients who affirmatively request to pay for the services at the first visit 

because of a desire to limit additional communications related their abortion services. 

Because of the same privacy concerns for abortion patients, PP AEO does not currently 

utilize the services of third-party collection services. This further limits our ability to 

obtain payment for the services we provided. 

19. For those patients who affirmatively express concern about receiving mail related to their 

abortion, PP AEO will attempt to notify them about the outstanding balance through an 

alternative method, such as by phone. Contacting patients by phone about outstanding 

bills is challenging for multiple reasons: (1) some of our patients do not have working 

cell phones or land-line phones, or these numbers change frequently, which makes it 

difficult to contact them by phone; (2) some of our patients share cell phones or land-line 

phones with others, making it difficult for us to use this as a method of contacting 

patients about confidential medical services; and (3) we do not have the internal staff 

resources to follow up with these patients about outstanding bills by phone, particularly 

given that reaching a patient may take multiple attempts due to the factors detailed above. 

Thus, contacting these patients by phone (and indeed, any method of contacting patients 

after the fact to request payment for services provided) is both an unreliable way of 
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obtaining payment for the services we provided, and problematic for patient 

confidentiality as it poses a risk that this infonnation will be disclosed. 

20. In addition, I believe there are many additional patients who do not affirmatively state 

a concern with receiving mail at their address, but who nevertheless may be unable to 

keep their abortion confidential as a result of receiving a paper invoice for abortion

related services. I therefore have concerns, based on my experience, that contacting our 

patients after the fact to obtain payment for the ultrasound and other services poses a risk 

that a woman's abortion will be disclosed. 

21. The same medical and other services are provided to patients irrespective of the timing of 

the request for payment for these services. Patients receive exactly the same information 

and receive the same informed consent counseling regardless of the timing of the 

payment for these services. 

22. PP AEO relies on pa~ent from its patients to funds the operation of its Fayetteville and 

Little Rock health centers and to cover the salaries of its doctors and staff. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. · 

State of d,t.L/4,,a 
County of &/4 

) 

) 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a notary public, within and for said county and 
state. 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEALTH 

v. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES AND 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

Affidavit of Nathan Johnson 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENTS 

My name is Nathan Johnson. I am over the age of 21, competent, and have personal 

knowledge of the matters attested to in this affidavit. 

1. I am the Chief Financial Officer ("CFO") for Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and 

Eastern Oklahoma. I submit this affidavit on behalf of PP AEO in its appeal of the 

Statement of Deficiencies issued by the Arkansas Department of Health ("ADH") on 

March 23, 2018 to the PPAEO Fayetteville and Little Rock health centers. 

2. As CFO, I am responsible for overseeing the collection, maintenance, and analysis of all 

financial records generated by the two health centers. In this capacity and in the ordinary 

course of business. I routinely gather data pertaining to the number of abortions 

perfo1med at each health center, nwnber of patients who were seen for ultrasounds and 

counseling, and other services (hereinafter "first day services"), and the timing, method, 

and amount of payments for services. To prepare this affidavit, I reviewed data stored in 

PPAEO's electronic health records system concerning patient visits and payments. 

3. The PPAEO Fayetteville and Little Rock health centers have experienced significant loss 

ofrevenue as a result of§ 20-16-1703(d)'s prohibition on obtaining payment for charges 

for ultrasounds and other medical services performed during a woman's first visit until 

EXHIBIT 
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limited cases. providers have agreed to accept subsequent insurance payments or allowed 

patients to establish payment plans. In either of those cases. of course, the decision not to 

require same-day payment was the result of a provider's choice to enter into a particular 

payment arrangement, not due to a state or federal requirement: 

7. Based on my own experience working with the .finances of multiple health care 

organb:ations; it is widely known that outstanding fees become increasingly more 

difficult to collect as more time passes from the date of service. 

8. Patient revenue is crucial to PPAEO's ability to continue to operate both the Fayetteville 

and Little Rock Health Centers and to compensate the physicians and other professional 

staff for their services. The loss of revenue due to § 20-16-1703( d) is significant in tenns 

of the Fayetteville and Little Rock health centers' ability to cover their operating 

expenses in the future. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NOT. 

Nailian 1J! ~ 

AND SWORN TO before me. a notary public, within and for said county and 
state. 

My Commission Expi;es: fl/ 17 j;z. tJ~ ~ . 
r J 

Notary Public 

WNNEMAYER 
U,}Mlollm1ie,t0qtn 

-"Olllff,21122 

(Seal or Stamp) 
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Stricken language would be deleted from and underlined language would be added to present law. 
Act 1086 of the Regular Session 

1 State of Arkansas As Engrossed: HJ/23/15 

A Bill 2 90t11 General Assembly 

3 Regular Session, 2015 HOUSE BILL 1578 

4 

5 By: Representatives Lundstrum, Bentley, Copeland. Coza11, Davis, Dotson. Eads, C. Fite. Gates, M. 

6 Gray, Harris. Henderson. Lemons. D. Meeks, Miller, Payton, Petty, Rushing. B. Smith, Speaks, Sullivan. 

7 Vaught, Womack., Ballinger, Brown, G. Hodges, J. Mayberry, Wallace 

8 By: Senators J. Hendren, B. Johnson, Files, Hester, D. Sanders 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

For An Act To Be Entitled 
AN ACT TO REPEAL AND REPLACE THE WOMAN'S RIGHT TO 

KNOW ACT OF 2001; TO PROVIDE FOR VOLUNTARY AND 

INFORMED CONSENT FOR AN ABORTION; TO PROVIDE 

PROCEDURES FOR ENSURING VOLUNTARY AND INFORMED 

CONSENT FOR AN ABORTION; TO REQUIRE CERTAIN SIGNAGE 

IN ABORTION FACILITIES; TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN 

REQUIREMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 

HOSPITALS RELATIVE TO ABORTION; TO PROVIDE FOR THE 

DELIVERY OF CERTAIN INFORMATION UNDER THE WOMAN'S 

RIGHT TO KNOW LAW; TO PROVIDE FOR PENALTIES; AND FOR 

OTHER PURPOSES. 

Subtitle 
TO REPEAL AND REPLACE THE WOMAN'S RIGHT 

TO KNOW ACT OF 2001; AND TO PROVIDE FOR 

VOLUNTARY AND INFORMED CONSENT FOR AN 

ABORTION. 

31 BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF ARKANSAS: 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

SECTION 1. DO NOT CODIFY. Legislative findings and purposes. 

(a) The General Assembly finds that: 

(1) It is essential to the psychological and physical well-being 

of a woman who is considering an abortion that she receive complete and 

EXHIBIT 
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Stricken language would be deleted from and underlined language would be added to present law. 
Act 1086 of the Regular Session 

I State of Arkansas As Engrossed: 83/23/1.5 

2 90th General Assembly A Bill 
3 Regular Session, 2015 HOUSE BILL 1578 

4 

5 By: ,Representatives Lundstrom, Bentley, Copeland, Cozart, Davis, Dotson, Eads, C. Fite, Gates, M. 

6 Gray, Harris, Henderson, Lemons, D. Meeks, Miller, Payton, Petty, Rushing, B. Smith, Speaks, Sullivan, 

7 Va~ght, Womack. Ballinger, Brow11, G. Hodges. J. Mayberry, Wallace 

8 By: Senators J. Hendren, B. Johnson, Files, Hester, D. Sanders 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

For An Act To Be Entitled 
AN ACT TO REPEAL AND REPLACE THE WOMAN'S RIGHT TO 

KNOW ACT OF 2001; TO PROVIDE FOR VOLUNTARY AND 

INFORMED CONSENT FOR AN ABORTION; TO PROVIDE 

PROCEDURES FOR ENSURING VOLUNTARY AND INFORMED 

CONSENT FOR AN ABORTION; TO REQUIRE CERTAIN SIGNAGE 

IN ABORTION FACILITIES; TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN 

REQUIREMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 

HOSPITALS RELATIVE TO ABORTION; TO PROVIDE FOR THE 

DELIVERY OF CERTAIN INFORMATION UNDER THE WOMAN'S 

RIGHT TO KNOW LAW; TO PROVIDE FOR PENALTIES; AND FOR 

OTHER PURPOSES. 

Subtitle 
TO REPEAL AND REPLACE THE WOMAN'S RIGHT 

TO KNOW ACT OF 2001; AND TO PROVIDE FOR 

VOLUNTARY AND INFORMED CONSENT FOR AN 

ABORTION. 

31 BE lT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF ARKANSAS: 

32 

33 

34 

35 

SECTION 1. DO NOT CODIFY. Legislative findings and purposes. 

(a) The General Assembly finds that: 

Cl) It is essential to the psychological and physical well-being 
36 of a woman who is considering an abortion that she receive comp1ete and 

11111111110 03-02-2015 11:35:20 JMB063 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

As Engrossed: H3/23/15 

receiving an abortion does so only after giving her voluntary and fully 

informed consent to the abortion procedure; 

HB1578 

(2) Protect unborn children from a woman's uninformed decision 

to have an abortion; 

(3) Reduce "the risk that a woman may elect an abortion, only to 

discover later, with devastating psychological consequences, that her 

decision was not fully informed", as stated in Planned Parenthood v. Casey. 

505 U.S. 833 2 882 (1992); and 

(4) Adopt the construction of the term "medical emergency" 

accepted by the United States Supreme Court in Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 

505 U.S. 833 (1992), 

SECTION 2. Arkansas Code Title 20, Chapter 16, is amended to add an 

additional subchapter to read as follows: 

Subchapter 15 - Woman's Right-to-Know Act 

20-16-1501. Title. 

This subchapter shall be known and may be cited as the "Woman's Right

to-Know Act". 

20-16-1502. Definitions. 

22 As used in this subchapter: 

23 (1) (A) ''Abortion" means the act of using or prescribing any 

24 instrument. medicine, drug, or other substance, device, or means with the 

25 intent to terminate the clinically diagnosable pregnancy of a woman with 

26 knowledge that the termination by those means will with reasonable 

27 likelihood cause the death of the unborn child. 

28 (B} A use, prescription, or means under this subdivision 

29 (1) is not an abortion if the use, prescription, or means is performed with 

30 the intent to: 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

Ci) Save the life or preserve the health of the 

unborn child; 

(ii) Remove a dead unborn child caused by 

spontaneous abortion; or 

(iii) Remove an ectopic pregnancy; 

(2)(A) "Abortion-inducing drug" means a medicine, drug, or any 
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As Engrossed: H3/23/15 

1 drugs; 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

(B) Bleeding; 

(C) A blood clot; 

(D) Cardiac arrest; 

CE) Cervical perforation; 

CF) Coma; 

CG) Embolism; 

(H) Endometritis; 

(I) Failure to actually terminate the pregnancy; 

(J} Free fluid in the abdomen; 

(K) Hemorrhage; 

HBl578 

10 

11 

12 (1) Incomplete abortion, also referred to as "retained 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

tissue"; 

(M) Infection; 

(N) Metabolic disorder; 

(0) Undiagnosed ectopic pregnancy; 

(P) Placenta previa in subsequent pregnancies; 

(0) Pelvic inflammatory disease; 

(R) A psychological or emotional complication such as 

20 depression, anxiety, or a sleeping disorder; 

21 (S) Preterm delivery in subsequent pregnancies; 

22 CT) Renal failure; 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 human ovum; 

(U) Respiratory arrest; 

(V) Shock; 

(W) Uterine perforation; and 

(X) Other adverse event; 

(5) "Conception" means the fusion of a human spermatozoon with a 

29 {6) "Emancipated minor'" means a person under eighteen (18) years 

30 of age who is or has been married or who has been legally emancipated; 

31 (7) "Facility" means a public or private hospital, clinic, 

32 center, medical school, medical training institution, healthcare facility, 

33 physician's office, infirmary, dispensary, ambulatory surgical treatment 

34 center, or other institution or location where medical care is provided to a 

35 person; 

36 (8) "First trimester" means the first twelve (12) weeks of 
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As Engrossed: 83/23/15 HBl578 

1 (A) The name of the physician who will perform the 

2 

3 

abortion; 

(B) Medically accurate information that a reasonable 

4 patient would consider material to the decision concerning whether or not to 

5 undergo the abortion, including: 

6 Ci) A description of the proposed abortion methodi 

7 (ii) The immediate and long-term medical risks 

8 associated with the proposed abortion method, including without limitation 

9 the risks of: 

10 

11 

12 

13 

(a) Cervical or uterine perforation; 

(bl Danger to subsequent pregnancies; 

Cc) Hemorrhage; and 

Cd) Infection; and 

14 (iii) Alternatives to the abortion; 

15 (C) The probable gestational age of the unborn child at 

16 the time the abortion is to be performed; 

17 (D) The probable anatomical and physiological 

18 characteristics of the unborn child at the time the abortion is to be 

19 performed; 

20 CE} The medical risks associated with carrying the unborn 

21 child to term; 

22 (F} Any need for anti-Rh immune globulin therapy if the 

23 woman is Rh negative, the likely consequences of refusing such therapy, and 

24 the cost of the therapy; and 

25 CG) Information on reversing the effects of abortion-

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

inducing drugs; 

(2} At least forty-eight (48) hours before the abortion, the 

physician who is to perform the abortion, the referring physician, or a 

qualified person informs the woman, orally and in person. that: 

(A) Medical assistance benefits may be available for 

prenatal care, childbirth, and neonatal care. and that more detailed 

information on the availability of such assistance is contained in the 

printed materials and informational DVD given to her under§ 20-16-1504; 

CB) The printed materials and informational DVD under§ 

20-16-1504 describe the unborn child and list agencies that offer 

alternatives to abortion; 
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As Engrossed: H3/23/15 

l of this section and counseling related to that information shall include 

2 without limitation the following: 

HBl578 

3 (1) That by twenty (20) weeks gestational age. the 

4 unborn child possesses all anatomical links in its nervous system, including 

5 spinal cord, nerve tracts. thalamus, and cortex, that are necessary in order 

6 to feel pain; 

7 (ii) That an unborn child at twenty (20) weeks 

8 gestation or more is fully capable of experiencing pain; 

9 (iii) A description of the actual steps in the 

10 abortion procedure to be performed or induced and at which steps in the 

11 abortion procedure the unborn child is capable of feeling pain; 

12 (iv) That maternal anesthesia typically offers 

13 little pain prevention for the unborn child; and 

14 (v) That an anesthetic, analgesic. or both are 

15 available so that pain to the fetus is minimized or alleviated; 

16 (6)(A) Before the abortion, the pregnant woman certifies in 

17 writing on a checklist form provided or approved by the Department of Health 

18 that the information required under§ 20-16-1504 has been provided. 

19 (B) A physician who performs an abortion shall report 

20 monthly to the department the total number of certifications the physician 

has received. 21 

22 (C) The department shall make available co the public 

23 annually the number of certifications received under subdivision (b)(6)(B) of 

24 this section; 

25 (7)(A) Except in the case of a medical emergency. the physician 

26 who is to perform the abortion shall receive and sign a copy of the written 

27 certification required under subdivision (b)(6)(A) of this section before 

28 performing the abortion. 

29 CB) The physician shall retain a copy of the checklist 

30 certification form in the pregnant woman's medical record; and 

31 (8) At least forty-eight (48} hours before an abortion that is 

32 being performed or induced utilizing abortion-inducing drugs. the physician 

33 who is to perform the abortion. the referring physician, or a qualified 

34 person informs the pregnant woman. orally and in person, that: 

35 CA) It may be possible to reverse the effects of the 

36 abortion if the pregnant woman changes her mind, but that time is of the 
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l comprehensible: 

2 (l)CA) Geographically indexed materials that inform a pregnant 

3 woman seeking an abortion of public and private agencies and services 

4 available to assist her through pregnancy, upon childbirth, and while her 

5 child is dependent, including without limitation adoption agencies. 

6 (B) The materials shall: 

7 (i) Include: 

8 (a) A comprehensive list of the public and 

9 private agencies and services. a description of the services they offer, and 

10 the telephone numbers and addresses of the agencies; and 

11 (bl The following statement: "There are many 

12 public and private agencies willing and able to help you to carry your child 

13 to term and to assist you and your child after your child is born, whether 

14 you choose to keep your child or to place her or him for adoption. The State 

15 of Arkansas strongly urges you to contact one or more of these agencies 

16 before making a final decision about abortion. The law requires that your 

17 physician or his or her agent give you the opportunity to call agencies like 

18 these before you undergo an abortion."; 

19 (ii) Inform the pregnant woman about available 

20 medical assistance benefits for prenatal care, childbirth, and neonatal care; 

21 (iii) Contain a toll-free, twenty-four-hour 

22 telephone number that may be called to obtain information about the agencies 

23 in the geographic area of the caller and of the services offered; and 

24 (iv) State that: 

25 (a) It is unlawful for any individual to 

26 coerce a woman to undergo an abortion; 

27 Cb) If a minor is denied financial support by 

28 the minor's parents, guardian, or custodian due to the minor's refusal to 

29 undergo an abortion. the minor shall be deemed emancipated for the purposes 

30 of eligibility for public assistance benefits, except that benefits may not 

31 be used to obtain an abortioni 

32 (c) A physician who performs an abortion upon 

33 a woman without her informed consent may be liable to her for damages in a 

34 civil action; and 

35 

36 

Cd) The law permits adoptive parents to pay 

costs of prenatal care, childbirth, and neonatal care, 
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CD) Infection; 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

CE) Medical risks associated with carrying a child to term 

following an abortion; and 

(F) Possible adverse psychological effects associated with 

an abortion; 

(5) A uniform resource locator for the state website where the 

7 materials required under this section can be found; 

8 (6) Materials that include information on the potential ability 

9 of a qualified person to reverse the effects of abortion-inducing drugs. such 

10 as mifepristone, Mifeprex. and misoprostol. including without limitation 

11 information directing a woman to obtain further information at appropriate 

12 websites and by contacting appropriate agencies for assistance in locating a 

13 healthcare professional to aide in the reversal of an abortion; and 

14 (7) A checklist certification form to be used by the physician 

15 or a qualified person assisting the physician that lists the items of 

16 information to be given to the woman by a physician or the agent under this 

17 subchapter. 

18 (c} The materials shall be printed in a typeface large enough to be 

19 clearly legible. 

20 (d)(l) The department shall produce a standard format DVD that may be 

21 used statewide presenting the information required under this section. 

22 (2) In preparing the DVD, the department may summarize and make 

23 reference to the comprehensive printed list of geographically indexed 

24 names and services described in this section. 

25 (3)(A) The DVD shall show, in addition to the information 

26 described in this section, an ultrasound of the heartbeat of an unborn child 

27 at four to five (4-5) weeks gestational age, at six to eight (6-8) weeks 

28 gestational age, and each month thereafter, until viability. 

29 (8) The information in the DVD shall be presented in an 

30 objective, unbiased manner designed to convey only accurate scientific 

31 information. 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

(e) The materials and the DVD required under this section shall 

be available at no cost from the department upon request and in appropriate 

number to any person. facility, or hospital. 

20-16-1505. Prevention of forced abortion - Signage in abortion 
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8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 
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(a) The Department of Health shall develop and prOlllUl.gate regulations 

regarding reporting requirements. 

(b)(l) The Arkansas Center for Health Statistics of the Department of 

Health shall ensure that all information collected by the center regarding 

abortions performed in this state shall be available to the public in printed 

form and on a twenty-four-hour basis on the center's website. 

(2) In no case shall the privacy of a patient or doctor be 

compromised. 

Cc) The information collected by the center regarding abortions 

performed in this state shall be continually updated. 

(d)(l)(A) By June 3 of each year, the department shall issue a public 

report providing statistics on the number of women who were provided 

information and materials pursuant to this subchapter during the previous 

calendar year. 

(B) Each report shall also provide the statistics for all 

16 previous calendar years, adjusted to reflect any additional information 

17 received after the deadline. 

18 (2) The department shall take care to ensure that none of the 

19 information included in the public reports could reasonably lead to the 

20 identification of any individual who received information or materials in 

21 accordance with§ 20-16-1503. 

22 

23 20-16-1508. Rules. 

2 4 Cltt•--1r:'ffl:l'ffe~lrimenw.ro~'4ltei?eh''..TS'h-a-J:l:~di5ft~1.PeTBto7.!mi;,-fl~nt : thi~ -~ 
25 ~B"'i!nlip"'t ... l:t? 
26 (2) The department may add by rule additional examples of 

27 complications to supplement those in§ 20-16-1503. 

28 (c)'=!blllhe-Nt~sas ... s10-a1:e..J{ed.i,cal •• Board shall p7omu~gate rules. to -ensure 

29 t h~t<"-pliVEfi-ci-an's::..~1ro··j;e-tf ofil- 0a:bort':ton.1i'i!;.:re ferring,;,,phy sicians.. . 0 r .. agents ,,:Of.=-~ 

30 either p.hy.sacian .. comp:i:y"wi:t~-ftte'"f"e qu'i"remenf's'7o'f~h'i's~ subchap t:e r •.. _ , 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

20-16-1509. Criminal penalty. 

A person who intentionally. knowingly, or recklessly violates this 

subchapter CollUllits a Class A misdemeanor. 

20-16-1510. Civil penalties. 
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1 As used ia this subehapter1 

2 (1) "Aaertiea" meaH:s the use er presel'iptiea ef aRj' instrumeat, 

3 meeieiae, dNg, er aay ether saastanee er de~iee iateatieeally to termillB.te 

4 the pregaaB:ey of a wemaa l~ae~m. to be pregnant, fer a purpose other tltaa to 

5 iaerease the preeahility of a li¥e birth, ta presen.·e the life or health ef 

6 the ehild after a live birth, er to reffle¥e a dead fetas, 

7 (2) "Attempt to perfo:rm an abertiea" mea11:s an aet er aft omissioa 

8 ef a statutorily re~uired aet tllat under the eireumstanees as the aetor 

9 believes them ta be eenstitutes a substantial step in a eeurse ef eanduet 

10 plaH:Red ta eulmaate in the teE&i.natien ef a pregnaney ia hrkansas1 

11 (3) "Beard" meaas the .".trkaaoas State Meeieal Board er the 

12 appropriate health eare prafessional lieeasing board1 

13 (4) "Division" meaas tae Departmeat of Realt'e1 

14 (5) "Direeter" mea.as the ~ireeter of the Department of Health; 

15 (6) "CestatieRal age" meaas t.he age of the fet:as as ealeulatee 

16 from the first. elay ef tae last menstraal peried of the pregB:ant woman, 

17 (7) "Hedieal emergeaey11 means aay eoaditioa which, on tae easis 

18 ef the physician's geed faith clinical judgmeat, se complicates the mcdieal 

19 eonditian ef a f)regna-nt woman as te aeeessit.ate tao immediate terminatian of 

20 her f)regna:aey to 9.-'0'Crt her death or for w-hieh a eelay will e'E"eate serious 

21 risk of impairmeat af a major bodily fuaetion whieh is substaatial and decmee 

22 to be irre~ersible1 

23 (8) "Physieiaa" meaas any person liecaseel to prastiee medieiae 

24 ia this state1 and 

25 (9) "Prebaele gestatieaal age of the fetus" meaas what ia tl!:e 

26 judgmeat ef the physician :uill with reasO!~able preeahility be tac gestatioaal 

27 age of the fetas at the time the abortioa is plaR11:ea to be pcrfenaeel, 

28 

29 2Q la 903, IafeF111ed eaneent, 

30 (a) No abertiea shall be perfon11ed ia this state e1Ecept ~1ith the 

31 veluatary and infor111ed eoaseat ef the lioman upen whom the abortiea is to be 

32 performed, 

33 (b) ~teept ia the ease of a meelieal emergeRey, eonseHt to an ahortion 

34 is veluatary aael iaformcd eHly ifs 

35 (l)(h) Before aael ia ne e,,,en-t on the same day as the abortion, 

36 tse wemaa is tela the follew¼ng by telephone or 1a person by the physieian 
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a,~ailable for preaatal eare, ehildbirtn, aed eeenatal eare; 

(ii) That tne father is liable te assist ie the 

support ef her child, even ia iastaaees ill. wll:ieh the father has offered to 

pay for the a-l:iertiea1 

(iii) That she has the optioe to review the printed 

or electronic materials described ia § 2Q 16 9Q4 aed that those materials: 

(a) Hfie been provided by the state1 and 

(b) Peseribe tae fetus and list ageneies that 

offer alternatives to abortion, and 

(iv) That if the woman eaooses to exereise her 

option to ¥iew the materials~ 

(a) In a priatee form, the materials shall be 

mailed to her by a method ehesen by her1 er 

(b) Via the Internet, she shall be iRfeaaed 

before aae in no event on the sa-me eay as the abortion of the speeifie 

address of the uehsite where the mat:erials eaa be aeeesseEi, 

(i) Tae infermatien required. by this subdivisioa (b)(2) 

llltly be provieee hy e tape reeerding if pre¥isien is made to reeere er 

otherwise register speeifieally ~ihetaer the W8fflan does or does net eheese te 

review the printed materials; 

(3) Before tile abortion, the woman eertifies in writiRg that the 

informatian deseribed iR subdivisiee (b)(l) ef t:his section ana her eptiens 

described in s»bdivision (b)(2) af this seetien have been furnished ta her 

and that: sae has hee:a iRfarmeEl ef her apt:ien to re•.1iew t:he information 

referred to in s~hdi":isiea (h)(2)(h)(iii) of this seetion1 

(4) Before the abortion, the physieian who is to perforffl the 

proeedYre er the physician's ageat reeev~es a eopy of the written 

eertificatian preserihed by s»bei?.Tisien (b)(3) ef this seetien; and 

(5) Before the abortion, the paysieiaa confirms with the patient 

that she aas received infarmation regarding, 

(A) The medieal risks associated li'ith the pa:rtieula:r 

abertiea proeedure te be empleyed1 

(B) The probable gestational age of the fetus at the time 

the abortion is ta be performed; 

(C) The medical risks assoeia:tee with carrying the fetl..¼s 

Ea EeE'ill; an& 
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designed to eenvey only aeeurate scientifie infematiea aeeut the fetus at 

the various gestational ages, 

(C) The material shall aloe eontain ohjeetive iafeneatioa 

deseribing1 

(i) The methoas of termination ef pregHaaey 

preeedures commonly employed; 

(ii) The meEl.ieal risks cemmonly asseeiated with eaeh 

of those procedures; 

(iii) The possible detrimental psychelogieal effeets 

ef termi.natien of pregeaneyJ and 

(i,..) The medical risks eemmoaly assoeiated with 

carrying a ehild te term, 

(a) The materials referred te ie subseetion (a) of this section shall 

ee priatee in a tYJJeface large enough to be elearly legible. 

(c) The materials re~uirea under this eeetion shall be a>:ailable at no 

cost from the department and shall ee distrihated upoo request in appropriate 

nl.HMlers to any persoa, faeility, or hospital, 

(d)(l) The department shall develop aae l!IQintain a seeare website te 

pr&'~ide the information deseribed lH'l:der subseetion (a) of this seetien, 

(2) The uebsite shall be maintained at a minimum reeeh.1.tion of 

se:r.·enty a11e pinels per if1:eh (72 ppi), 

20 le 9Q5, Proeedare in case of medieal emergency, 

When a medieal emergeney compels the performanee of aa abortion, the 

physieian shall infom the woman, prier to the abortion if possible, of the 

medieal indieations supporting the peysieian's judgment that: 

(1) ~n abortioa is aeeessary ta avert her death; or 

( 2) A dela~· will create a serious risk of impairment of a major 

bodily function -.,hi.ea is suestantial and deemed to he irre•:ersible, 

20 le 906, Regalatioae Collection and reporting of information, 

(a) The Departmeat of Health shall de,..elop aad promulgate regulations 

regarding reporting reei-uirements, 

(b) The Arkansas Center far Health Statisties of the Departmeat of 

Health shall ensure that all information eolleeted by the eenter regarding 

abertioas perfeEBed in this state shall be available to the publie in printed 
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1 exelusion ef iadi¥iduals from eoartrooms or aeariag roams co the exteat 

2 necessary to safeguard aer identity from p1:1-Blie aiselesure, 

3 (e) Eaeh oraer te preserve the woman's as:enymity shall be aeeompaeied 

4 by speeifie written fiar.Hngs eMpla.iaiag: 

5 ( 1) 1,.nty the anoaymity of the womaa shoula be :presen·ed from 

6 ~'l¾blie diselosure; 

7 

8 

(2) Why the order is esseatial to that ead; 

(3) Heu the order is narrowly tailored to sen.·e that interest; 

9 arui 

10 (4) Way no reasonaele less restrietive alternative exists, 

11 (d) Tkis seetion shall not ee eonstraed to eoneeal the ideatity ef the 

12 plaiatiff er of uitnesses from the defendant, 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

SECTION 4. DO NOT CODIFY. The enactment and adoption of this act 

shall be in conjunction with and not supersede the Arkansas Human Heartbeat 

Protection Act, § 20-16-1:JOl et seq., derived from Acts 2013, No. 301. 

SECTION 5. DO NOT CODIFY. SAVINGS CLAUSE. If any section or part: of 

a section of chis act is determined by a court to be unconstitutional, the 

Woman's Right to Know Act of 2001, § 20-16-901 et seq •• shall be revived, and 

to prevent a hiatus in the law, the relevant section or part of a section of 

the Woman's Right to Know Act of 2001 shall remain in full force and effect 

from and after the effective date of this ace notwithstanding its repeal by 

chis act. 

/s/LundstrW11 

APPROVED: 04/06/2015 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

ADH Brief in Support of Deficiency Findings 

and Response to Motion to Dismiss 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

V. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES and 

PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA 

d/b/a PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

BACKGROUND 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENTS 

The facts giving rise to this matter are not in dispute. In 2015, "The Woman's Right to Know Act" ("the 

Act") was passed.1•2 In pertinent part, the Act required certain information to be provided to a woman 

at least 48 hours before aborting a fetus ("reflection period"). The Act also prohibited a physician from 

requiring or obtaining payment for abortion-related services until after the 48-hour reflection period 

("payment delay").3 On or about August 5, 2016, petitioner Arkansas Department of Health ("ADH") 

issued a deficiency citation to respondent Little Rock Family Planning Services (LRFPS) for violating the 

payment delay by failing to prohibit collecting such fees. However, upon LRFPS' objection, ADH 

retracted the citation agreeing that ADH and the Board of Health lacked authority over physician billing 

and that no Board of Health rule covered the offending conduct.4 

In 2017, the Act was amended to include facilities, employees, volunteers, or any other person or entity5 

(along with physicians) as those bound by the payment delay. 

In March 2018,6•7 ADH investigated a complaint that the three respondent facilities were noncompliant 

with the payment delay. ADH found the complaint to be substantiated and cited the respondents for 

deficiencies under A.C.A. 20-16-1703(d)8. (Petitioner Exhibit 1) From the citations, Respondents appeal. 

1 Act 1086 of 2015, codified at A.C.A. 20-16-1701 through 17011, attached as Exhibit 4 to Respondents Brief. 
2 Repealing a 2001 Act by the same name 
3 A.C.A. 20-16-1703(d) 
4 See Respondent's Exhibit B to Exhibit 1 
5 Act 383 of 2017 
6 March 13 to Little Rock Family Planning Services 
7 March 23 to Planned Parenthood Fayetteville and Planned Parenthood Little Rock 
8 A physician, facility, employee or volunteer of a facility, or any other person or entity shall not require or obtain 
payment for a service provided in relation to abortion to a patient who has inquired about an abortion or scheduled 
an abortion until the expiration of the forty-eight- hour reflection period required in this section. 
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ADH and Respondents have agreed to submit the matter to this Board for determination on written 

briefs. In order to preserve certain constitutional questions for future appeal, the issues are necessarily 

included in the Brief submitted by Respondents, along with tort claims. Because an administrative 

agency does not have authority to determine the constitutionality of a statute9 and there is a 

presumption of constitutionality of a statute10, ADH has not included those constitutional arguments in 

this Brief. 

ISSUES BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

1. ADH is authorized to investigate the subject matter of the complaint and did not exceed its 

authority. 

a. Licensing and regulatory authority-A.C.A. 20-9-302 

ADH is authorized and required by A.C.A. 20-9-302 ("licensing authority statute") to license and inspect 

abortion facilities, among other things. Petitioner Exhibit 2 

Sections (a) and (b) read as follows: 

(a) (1) A clinic, health center, or other facility in which the 

pregnancies of ten (10) or more women known to be pregnant 

are willfully terminated or aborted in any month, including 

nonsurgical abortions, shall be licensed by the Department of 
Health. 

(2) (A) The department shall inspect a clinic, health center, or 

other facility at least annually, and inspections shall include 
without limitation: 

(i) The facilities, equipment, and conditions of a clinic, 

health center, or other facility; and 

(ii) A representative sample of procedures, techniques, 

medical records, informed consent signatures, and 

parental consent signatures. 

(BJ An inspector shall arrive at the clinic, health center, or 

other facility unannounced and without prior notice. 

(b) The department shall: 

9 Teston v. Arkansas State Board of Chiropractic Examiners, 361 Ark. 300 (2005). 
10 Bayer CropScience LP v. Shafer, 2011 Ark. 518 
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(1) Adopt appropriate rules, including without limitation the 

facilities, equipment, procedures, techniques, medical records, 

informed consent signatures, parental consent signatures, and 

conditions of clinics, health centers, and other facilities subject 

to the provisions of this section to assure at a minimum that: 

(A) The facilities, equipment, procedures, techniques, and 

conditions are aseptic and do not constitute a health 

hazard; and 

(BJ The medical records, informed consent signatures, and 

parental consent signatures meet statutory requirements; 
(emphasis added} 

Thus, ADH is to license, inspect, and adopt appropriate rules11 to assure that health standards and 

statutory requirements are met. The statutory language is clear and unequivocal that ADH has both the 

authority and responsibility to inspect Respondents licensed facilities and to assure that the facilities 

meet statutory requirements (including informed consent signatures). 

ADH has adopted and continues the promulgation of appropriate rules pursuant to the licensing 

authority statute. A copy of the Rules and Regulations for Abortion Facilities in Arkansas ("Rules") is 

attached hereto as Petitioner's Exhibit 3. 

b. Payment delay is a component of "informed consent" 

When the payment delay was extended in 2017 to apply to facilities, the amending language made clear 

that such payment delay is part ofthe informed consent requirements which must precede an abortion 

in Arkansas. Section 3 of Act 383 of 2017 states in its entirety: 

SECTION 3. Arkansas Code§ 20-16-1703{d), concerning the 
informed consent requirement within the Woman's Right-to

Know Act, is amended to read as follows: 

(d) A physician, facility, employee or volunteer of a 

facility, or anv other person or entity shall not require 

or obtain payment for a service provided in relation to 

abortion to a patient who has inquired about an 

abortion or scheduled an abortion until the expiration 

of the forty-eight-hour reflection period required in 

this section. (bold emphasis added} 

11 ADH administers rules adopted by the Arkansas State Board of Health 
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c. Licensing authority statute directs ADH to enforce informed consent si1mature requirements - no 

additional rule is required 

As discussed in paragraph (a), the licensing authority statute directs ADH to inspect abortion facilities 

and to assure that the facilities meet statutory requirements (including informed consent signatures). 

Payment delay is part of an overall 48-hour reflection period through which valid informed consent is 

obtained. The reflection period allows for due consideration of the abortion based on information 

provided at the time of inquiry. As such, signatures obtained for payment delay purposes are among the 

informed consent signatures that ADH is statutorily directed to review, with an end to assure statutory 

requirements are met. No additional rule is necessary for ADH to accomplish this express duty. 

d. Informed consent requirement statute makes the 48-hour reflection period applicable to 

Respondent's facilities- a rule unnecessary 

When enacted in 2015, payment delay language specified that "a physician" shall not require or obtain 

payment until after the reflection period. In 2017, the payment delay {A.C.A. 20-16-1703(d)) was 

amended12 to also expressly include "facilities, employees, volunteers, or any other person or entity." A 

copy of the amending act (Act 383 of 2017) is attached as Petitioner's Exhibit 3 showing the change in 
strike-through format. Arkansas has long required a liberal construction of such remedial legislation. 

Chicago Mill & Lumber Co. v. Smith, 228 Ark. 876 (1958). By its plain language, the payment delay 

applies to facilities under regulatory authority of ADH. 

e. Where a rule is unnecessary. its absence is wholly appropriate 

A.C.A. 20-16-1703(d) is clear that a facility shall not require or obtain payment until the 48-hour 

reflection period has passed. A rule is unnecessary to give effect to such plain and unequivocal 
language. The absence of an ADH rule is therefore appropriate under the licensing authority statute, 

A.C.A. 20-9-302(b){1), which specifies that ADH is to adopt appropriate rules. 

f. Informed consent requirement statute makes all signed forms available to ADH - no additional 

rule is required 

A.C.A. 20-16-1703(e) declares that "all ultra sound images, test results, and forms signed by the patient 
or legal guardian shall be retained as a part of the patient's medical record and be made available for 

inspection by the department or other authorized agency." The basic rule of statutory construction is 

to give effect to the legislative intent and when the language is plain and unambiguous the statue is 

construed by giving ordinary and usually accepted meaning in common language. See Ozark Gas 

Pipeline Corp. v. Ark. Public Service Commission, 342 Ark. 591 (2000). The plain language of the statue 
requires that any document(s) signed with respect to payment agreements during the payment delay 

must be kept and made available to ADH. 

12 Section 3, page 4, L. 36; page S 
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2. ADH was not acting in an arbitrary or capricious manner by Issuing a deficiency citation based 

on the 2017 change in the law. 

As previously outlined in this Petition, ADH had withdrawn a deficiency finding in 2016 based on the law 

that was in place at that time in which the restriction against requiring or obtaining payment until after a 

48-hour reflection period was applicable only to "a physician". However, in 2017 law was amended. 

The amendment expanded application to include a "facility, employee or volunteer of a facility or any 

other person or entity." The legislative remediation easily distinguishes the current citation(s) from the 

one withdrawn in 2016. ADH citations, findings, letters, and transactions in 2016 under prior law are 

inapplicable to the current citations under the amended law. 

3. ADH was not acting in an arbitrary and capricious manner by issuing a deficiency citation for 
the collection of credit card information with the 48 hour period. 

A mere delay is not a taking, particularly where the delay is imposed for valid public policy reasons. One 

such example is healthcare services proyided to employees injured on the job. Providers are restricted 

from billing injured employees who suffer work-related injuries once the provider has notice. A.C.A.11-
9-118. 

In Arkansas State Police Comm'n v. Smith. 338 Ark. 354 (1999)3, the court ruled that an administrative 

action may not be regarded as arbitrary and capricious unless it is not supportable on any rational 

basis. In order to have any action set aside as arbitrary and capricious, the challenging party must show 

that the action was willful and unreasoning, without consideration, and with a disregard of the facts or 

circumstances. Id. Respondents have presented no valid argument that ADH's conduct rose to this 

standard. 

4. By following state law, there has been no action constituting tortious interference with 
contract. 

ADH has not acted in an arbitrary and capricious manner in following the state statute. Moreover, 

sovereign immunity precludes a claim for tortious interference with contract and the Respondents have 

failed to assert a fact that would preclude applying the doctrine of sovereign immunity. See Milligan v. 
Burrow, 52 Ark. App. 20, (1996) 

Conclusion 

The Petitioner respectfully requests that the Arkansas Board of Health uphold the deficiency citations 

' that were issued. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

Ann Purvis, J.D. 
Arkansas Bar License 88153 
Deputy Director for Administration 
4815 West Markham 
Little Rock, AR 72205 
501-280-4545 
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March 13, 2018 

Arkansas Department of Health 
5800 West Tenth Street, Suite 400 • Little Rock, Arkansas 72204 • Telephone (50 I) 66 l-220 I 

Governor Asa Hutchinson 
Nathaniel Smith, MD, MPH, Director and State Health Officer 

Bll!!ood of Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma 
3729 North Crossover, Suite 107 
Fayetteville, AR 72703 

Re: Complaint Investigation 02/0 I/ 18 

Dear-

On February 1, 2018, the Arkansas Department of Health conducted a complaint investigation at your facility. 
Based on document review and confirmation by interviews, it was determined the facility has possibly been requiring 
or obtaining payment for services provided in relation to abortion before the expiration of the forty-eight-hour 
rellection period, in violation of Ark, Code Ann. § 20-l6-l 703(d). To further assist our investigation, we ask that 
you provide the following information: 

• Describe the steps and timing by which the facility obtains payment from patients who inquire about or 
schedule an abortion and who pay by credit or debit card. 

• Describe the steps and timing by which the facility obtains payment from patients who inquire about or 
schedule an abortion and who pay by cash. 

• Describe the steps and timing by which the facility obtains payment from patients who inquire about or 
schedule an abortion and who pay by any means other than credit card, debit card, or cash. 

Pursuant to Arkansas Ann Code §20-9-302 (3)(A)(ii) you have thirty (30) days from the mailing of this notice to 
submit your plan for correction of the violation or ask for a hearing_ If you fail to do so, the license will be 
suspended. The suspension shall remain in effect until all violations have been corrected pursuant to §20-9-302 (3) 
(A)(iv). 

Sincerely, 

Becky Bennett, Section Chief 
Health Facility Services 
Phone: 501-661-220 I 
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March 13, 2018 

-

Arkansas Department of Health 
5800 West. Tenth Street, Suite400 • Little Rock, Arkansas 72204 • Telephone (501) 661-2201 

Governor Asa H• tchiason 
Nathaniel Smith, MD, MPH. Diredor and State Health Oft"acer 

Little Rock Family Planning Services, PLLC 
#4 Office Park Drive 
Little Rock, AR 722 I I 

Re; Complaint Investigation O 1/30/18 

Dear_, 

On January 30, 2018, the Arkansas Department of Health conducted a complaint investigation at 
your facility. Based on document review and confinnation by interviews, it was determined your 
facility has been requiring and obtaining payment for services provided in relation to abortion 
before the expiration of the forty-eight-hour reflection period, in violation of Ark. Code Ann. § 
20-16-1703(d). 

Pursuant to Arkansas Ann Code §20-9-302 (3XA)(ii) you have thirty (30) days from the mailing 
of this notice to submit your plan for correction or ask for a hearing. If you fail to do so, the 
license will be suspended. The suspension shaJI remain in effect until all violations have been 
corrected pursuant to §20-9-302 (3) (A)(iv). 

Sincerely, 

Becky Bennett, Section Chief 
Health Facility Services 
Phone: 501-661-2201 
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20-9-302. Abortion clinics, health centers, etc. 

(a) 

(1) A clinic, health center, or other facility in which the pregnancies of ten (10) or more women 
known to be pregnant are willfully terminated or aborted in any month, including nonsurgical 
abortions, shall be licensed by the Department of Health. 

(2) (A) The department shall inspect a clinic, health center, or other facility at least annually, and 
inspections shall include without limitation: 

(i) The facilities, equipment, and conditions of a clinic, health center, or other facility; and 

(ii) A representative sample of procedures, techniques, medical records, informed consent 
signatures, and parental consent signatures. 

(B) An inspector shall arrive at the clinic, health center, or other facility unannounced and without 
prior notice. 

(b) The department shall: 

(1) Adopt appropriate rules, including without limitation the facilities, equipment, procedures, 
techniques, medical records, informed consent signatures, parental consent signatures, and 
conditions of clinics, health centers, and other facilities subject to the provisions of this section to 
assure at a minimum that: 

(A) The facilities, equipment, procedures, techniques, and conditions are aseptic and do not 
constitute a health hazard; and 

(B) The medical records, informed consent signatures, and parental consent signatures meet 
statutory requirements; 

(2) Levy and collect an annual fee of five hundred dollars ($500) per facility for issuance of a 
permanent license to an abortion facility; and 

(3) (A) Deny, suspend, or revoke licenses on any of the following grounds: 

(i) The violation of any provision of law or rule; or 

(ii) The permitting, aiding, or abetting of the commission of any unlawful act in connection with the 
operation of the institutions. 

(B) 

(i) If the department determines to deny, suspend, or revoke a license, the department shall send to 
the applicant or licensee, by certified mail, a notice setting forth the particular reasons for the 
determination. 

(ii) The denial, suspension, or revocation shall become final thirty (30) days after the mailing of the 
notice unless the applicant or licensee gives written notice within the thirty-day period of a desire for 
hearing. 

(iii) (a) The department shall issue an immediate suspension of a license if an investigation or 
survey determines that: 

(1) The applicant or licensee is in violation of any state law, rule, or regulation; and 
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(2) The violation or violations pose an imminent threat to the health, welfare, or safety of a 
patient. 

(b) 

(1) The department shall give the applicant or licensee written notice of the immediate suspension. 

(2) The suspension of the license is effective upon the receipt of the written notice. 

(iv) The denial, suspension, or revocation order shall remain in effect until all violations have been 
corrected. 

(C) The applicant or licensee shall: 

(i) Be given a fair hearing; and 

(ii) Have the right to present evidence as may be proper. 

(D) 

(i) On the basis of the evidence at the hearing, the determination involved shall be affirmed or set 
aside. 

(ii) A copy of the decision, setting forth the finding of facts and the particular grounds upon which it 
is based, shall be sent by certified mail to the applicant or licensee. 

(iii) The decision shall become final fifteen {15) days after it is mailed unless the applicant or 
licensee, within the fifteen-day period, appeals the decision to the court. 

(E) A full and complete record of all proceedings shall be kept and all testimony shall be reported, 
but it need not be transcribed unless the decision is appealed or a transcript is requested by an 
interested party who shall pay the cost of preparing the transcript. 

(F) Witnesses may be subpoenaed by either party and shall be allowed fees at a rate prescribed by 
rule. 

(G) The procedure governing hearings authorized by this section shall be in accordance with rules 
promulgated by the department. 

(c) 

(1) Applicants for a license shall file applications upon such forms as are prescribed by the 
department. 

(2) A license shall be issued only for the premises and persons in the application and shall not be 
transferable. 

(d) 

(1) A license shall be effective on a calendar-year basis and shall expire on December 31 of each 
calendar year. 

(2) Applications for annual license renewal shall be postmarked no later than January 2 of the 
succeeding calendar year. 

(3) License applications for existing institutions received after that date shall be subject to a penalty 
of two dollars ($2.00) per day for each day after January 2. 
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(e) Subject to such rules and regulations as may be implemented by the Chief Fiscal Officer of the 
State, the disbursing officer for the department may transfer all unexpended funds relative to the 
abortion clinics that pertain to fees collected, as certified by the Chief Fiscal Officer of the State, to 
be carried forward and made available for expenditures for the same purpose for any following fiscal 
year. 

(f) All fees levied and collected under this section are special revenues and shall be deposited into 
the State Treasury to be credited to the Public Health Fund. 
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Rules and Regulations for Abortion Facilities 2017 

Agency# 007.05 

RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR 
ABORTION FACILITIES IN ARKANSAS 

ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH 
2017 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2014 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2014 

SECTION 1. PREFACE. 

These Rules and Regulations have been prepared for the purpose of establishing criteria for 
minimum standards for licensure, operation and maintenance of Abortion Facilities. By 
necessity they are of a regulatory nature but are considered to be practical minimum design and 
operational standards for their facility type. These standards are not static and are subject to 
periodic revisions. It is expected Abortion Facilities will exceed these minimum requirements 
and will not be dependent upon future revisions as a necessary prerequisite for improved 
services. 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2014 

SECTION 2. AUTHORITY. 

These Rules and Regulations for Abortion Facilities in Arkansas are duly adopted and 
promulgated by the Arkansas State Board of Health pursuant to the authority expressly 
conferred by the laws of the State of Arkansas in Acts 509 of 1983 and 1176 of 2011; Ark. Code 
Ann.§ 20-9-302 as amended. 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2017 

SECTION 3. DEFINITIONS. 

Note: see Section 12 for additional definitions for Physical Facilities requirements 

A. Abortion - the use or prescription of any instrument, medicine, drug, or any other 
substance or device: 

1. To terminate the pregnancy of a woman known to be pregnant with an intention other 
than to: 
a. Increase the probability of a live birth; 
b. Preserve the life or health of the child after live birth; or 
c. to remove a dead unborn child who died as the result of natural causes in utero, 

accidental trauma, or a criminal assault on the pregnant woman or her unborn 
child; and 

2. Which causes the premature termination of the pregnancy. 

Note: Abortions are prohibited during and after the twentieth (20th) week of a woman's 
pregnancy except as authorized by law. See Ark. Code Ann.§ 20-16-1401 et seq. 

B. Abortion Facility - A clinic, health center, or other facility in which the pregnancies of ten 
(10) or more women known to be pregnant are willfully terminated or aborted each month, 
including non-surgical abortions. 

C. Act - Act 509 of 1983 as amended by Act 1176 of 2011. 

D. Administrator - an individual designated to provide daily supervision and administration of 
the Abortion Facility. 

E. Consent - a signed and witnessed voluntary agreement for the performance of an 
abortion. 

F. Dead fetus or fetal remains - a product of human conception exclusive of the placenta or 
connective tissue, which has suffered death prior to the complete expulsion or extraction 
from the mother as established by the fact that, after the expulsion or extraction the fetus 
does not breathe or show any other evidence of life, such as beating of the heart, 
pulsation of the umbilical cord, or definite movement of voluntary muscles. 

G. Department - the Arkansas Department of Health. 

H. Division - the Division of Health Facility Services. 

I. Director - the Chief Administrative Officer in the Division of Health Facility Services. 

J. General Abortion Facility - an abortion facility that provides surgical abortions or both 
medical and surgical abortions. 

K. Hospital - Any acute care facility established for the purpose of providing inpatient 
diagnostic care and treatment. 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2017 

L. Local Anesthesia - Elimination or reduction of sensation, especially pain, in one part of 
the body by topical application or local injection of a drug. 

M. Medical abortion - a non-surgical abortion for which abortifacient pharmaceutical drugs 
are used to induce the abortion. 

N. Medical-Only Abortion Facility- an abortion facility in which no surgical abortions 
are performed. 

0. Minimal Sedation (Anoxiolysis) - a drug-induced state during which patients respond 
normally to verbal commands. Although cognitive function and physical coordination 
may be impaired, airway reflexes, and ventilator and cardiovascular functions are 
unaffected. 

P. Moderate Sedation/Analgesia ("Conscious Sedation") - a drug-induced depression 
of consciousness during which patients respond purposefully to verbal commands, either 
alone or accompanied by light tactile stimulation. No interventions are required to 
maintain a patent airway, and spontaneous ventilation is adequate. 

Q. Patient - any woman receiving services in the facility. 

R. Surgical abortion means a pregnancy is ended by surgically removing the contents of the 
uterus through use of suction device or other instrument(s). 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2017 

SECTION 4. LICENSING. 

A. Application for License. Application for a license or renewal of a license shall be made 
on forms provided by the Arkansas Department of Health. The application shall set 
forth: 

1. The complete name and address of the Abortion Facility 

2. The facility type: 

(a) General Abortion Facility; or 

(b) Medical-Only Abortion Facility; and 

3. Additional information as required by the Arkansas Department of Health. 

B. Grandfather provisions. 

1. A facility, in existence on January 1, 2012 and in substantial compliance with the 
physical facility requirements in Section 12, submitting initial application for 
licensure by July 1, 2012 is exempted from the physical facility requirements in 
Section 12 of these Rules for its existing physical structure. 
Notwithstanding this provision, a facility must be in compliance with these rules 
after January 1, 2014, unless the modifications would be impracticable. 

2. Except as otherwise provided in Section (4)(8)(1), Abortion 
Facilities shall comply with all requirements set forth in these 
Rules and Regulations. The Rules and Regulations shall become 
effective on January 1, 2012. 

C. Availability of Emergency Services. A General Abortion Facility shall be within thirty (30) 
minutes of a hospital which provides gynecological or surgical services. 

D. Fee. Each application for initial licensure of an Abortion Facility shall be accompanied by 
a fee of five hundred dollars ($500). The fee shall be payable to the Arkansas 
Department of Health. 

E. Renewal of License. A license, unless revoked, shall be renewable annually upon 
payment of a fee of five hundred dollars ($500) to the Arkansas Department of Health 
accompanied by an application for re-licensure. The application for annual license 
renewal along with the fee shall be postmarked no later than January 2 of the year for 
which the license is issued. 

F. Issuance of License. A license shall be issued only for the premises, services, and 
person or persons reflected in the application. The license shall be posted in a 
conspicuous place in the Abortion Facility. The license shall be effective on a calendar 
year basis and shall expire on December 31 of each calendar year. The license shall not 
be transferrable and shall expire if a change of ownership occurs. 

G. Change of Ownership. It shall be the responsibility of the Abortion Facility to notify the 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2017 

Division of Health Facility Services in writing at least thirty (30) days prior to the effective 
date of a change of ownership. The following information shall be submitted for review 
and approval: 

1. license application; 

2. five hundred dollars ($500) change of ownership fee; and 

3. legal documents, ownership agreements, and other information to support re
licensure requirements. 

H. Management Contract. It shall be the responsibility of the Abortion Facility to notify the 
Division of Health Facility Services in writing at least thirty (30) days prior to entering into 
a management contract or agreement with an organization or firm. A copy of the 
contract or agreement shall be submitted for review to assure the arrangement does not 
affect the license status. 

I. Closure. Once an Abortion Facility closes, it shall no longer be considered licensed. The 
license issued to the Abortion Facility shall be returned to the Division of Health Facility 
Services. To be eligible for re-licensure, the Abortion Facility shall meet requirements for 
new construction and all the current life safety and health regulations. 

J. Inspection. Any authorized representative of the Arkansas Department of Health shall 
have the right to enter upon or into the premises of any Abortion Facility at any time in 
order to make whatever inspection it deems necessary in order to assure minimum 
standards and regulations are met. 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2017 

SECTION 5. GOVERNING BODY. 

An Abortion Facility shall have an organized Governing Body, consisting of at least one (1) 
member, which may be the Medical Director, with local representation which shall be legally 
responsible for maintaining patient care and establishing policies for the facility and shall be 
legally responsible for the conduct of the facility. 

A. The Governing Body Bylaws. The Governing Body shall adopt written bylaws which shall 
ensure the following: 

1. Maintenance of professional standards of practice; 

2. Terms, responsibilities and methods of selecting members and officers; 

3. Methods by which Quality Improvement is established; and 

4. Compliance with federal, state and local laws. 

B. Governing Body Minutes. The Governing Body minutes shall include at least the 
following information: 

1. Review, approval and revision of the Governing Body bylaws, rules, regulations 
and protocols; 

2. Review and approval of the Quality Improvement Plan for the facility at least 
annually, and review of Quality Improvement summaries at least quarterly. 

C. Quality Improvement (QI) Program. 

1. The Abortion Facility shall develop, implement, and maintain a QI program to 
include: 

(a) Collection of data on the functional activities identified as priorities in QI 
and benchmark against past performance and national or local standards; 
and 

(b) Development and implementation of improvement plans for identified 
issues, with monitoring, evaluation and documentation of effectiveness. 

2. The scope of the QI Program shall include, but not be limited to, activities 
regarding the following: 

(a) Assessment of processes and outcomes utilizing facility-specific clinical 
data; 

(b) Evaluation of patient satisfaction; 

(c) Evaluation of staff performance according to facility protocols; and 

(d) Complaint resolution. 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2017 

3. The facility shall evaluate the effectiveness of the QI Program annually and 
establish priorities for the QI Program. 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2017 

SECTION 6. GENERAL ADMINISTRATION. 

A. Each facility shall have an Administrator responsible for the management of the facility. 
The Medical Director may also function as facility administrator. 

B. Policies and procedures shall be provided for the general administration of the facility 
and for each service. All policies and procedures shall have evidence of ongoing review 
and/or revision. The first page of each manual shall have the annual review date and 
signatures of the person(s) conducting the review. 

C. Provisions shall be made for safe storage of patients' valuables. 

D. Each facility shall develop and maintain a written disaster plan which includes provisions 
for complete evacuation of the facility. The plan shall provide for widespread disasters 
as well as for a disaster occurring within the local community or the facility. The disaster 
plan shall be rehearsed at least twice a year. One (1) drill shall simulate a disaster of 
internal nature and the other external. Written reports and evaluation of all drills shall be 
maintained. 

E. There shall be posted a list of names, telephone numbers, and addresses available for 
emergency use. The list shall include the key facility personnel and staff, the local police 
department, the fire department, ambulance service, Red Cross, and other available 
emergency units. The list shall be reviewed and updated at least every six (6) months. 

F. There shall be current reference material available onsite to meet the professional and 
technical needs of Abortion Facility personnel including current books, periodicals, and 
other pertinent materials. 

G. All employees shall be required to have annual in-services on safety, fire safety, back 
safety, infection control, universal precautions, disaster preparedness and 
confidential information. 

H. Procedures shall be developed for the retention and accessibility of the patients' medical 
records if the Abortion Facility closes. 

I. Any Abortion Facility that closes shall meet the requirements for new construction in 
order to be eligible for re-licensure. Once a facility closes, it is no longer licensed. The 
license shall be immediately returned to Health Facility Services. To be eligible for 
licensure, all the referenced National Fire Codes (NFPA) and health regulations shall be 
met. 

J. Written consent for the performance of an induced abortion must be obtained and signed 
by the patient prior to the abortion and after counseling by a qualified professional. 
Written or verbal consent shall not release the facility or its personnel from upholding the 
rights of patients including, but not limited to, the right to privacy, dignity, security, 
confidentiality, and freedom from abuse or neglect. 

K. Each facility shall have a Medical Director who shall be a physician currently licensed to 
practice medicine in Arkansas, and who shall be responsible for the direct coordination 
of all medical aspects of the facility program. 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2014 

L. There shall be written policies and procedures developed and approved by the Medical 
Director and Administrator which define the care provided at the facility. 

M. Policies and procedures shall include, but not be limited to the following: 

1. personnel policies; 

2. provision of medical and clinical services; 

3. provision of laboratory services; 

4. examination of fetal tissue; 

5. disposition of medical waste; 

6. emergency services; 

7. criteria for discharge; 

8. health information systems (including electronic records); 

9. provision of pharmacy .services; 

10. medication administration; 

11. anesthesia/analgesia/sedation administration as applicable; 

12. counseling services; 

13. patient education; 

14. infection control, including post- abortion surveillance; 

15. fire, safety, and disaster preparedness; 

16. housekeeping; 

17. laundry; 

18. preventive maintenance; 

19. processing and/or storage of sterile supplies; 

20. patient care; 

21. probable post-fertilization age determination; and 

22. proper disposition of dead fetuses and fetal remains. 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2017 

N. Administrative Reports. The Administrator or his/her designee shall report: 
infectious or communicable diseases to the Arkansas Department of 
Health, as required by: 

1. the Rules and Regulations Pertaining to Communicable Disease in Arkansas 
(Ark. Code Ann.§§ 20-7-109, 110.); and 

2. the Rules Pertaining to the Control of Communicable Diseases-Tuberculosis. 

0. Each facility shall ensure that each dead fetus or fetal remains are disposed of in 
accordance with the provisions of Ark. Code Ann.§ 20-17-102. 

1. The requirements of this subsection shall not apply to abortions induced by the 
administration of medications when the evacuation of any human remains occurs 
at a later time and not in the presence of the inducing physician nor at the facility 
in which the physician administered the inducing medications. 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2017 

SECTION 7. PATIENT CARE SERVICES. 

An Abortion Facility shall have an adequate number of personnel qualified under this section 
available to provide direct patient care as needed. 

A. Qualifications. 

1. Only physicians who are currently licensed to practice medicine in Arkansas may 
perform abortions. 

2. All facility personnel, medical and others, shall be licensed to perform the 
services they render when such services require licensure under the laws of the 
State of Arkansas. Documentation of current licensure shall be maintained in the 
personnel file for each employee. 

3. Providers of patient counseling shall, at a minimum, possess current licensure as 
a nurse, Social Worker, or documented experience and training in a related field. 
Special training in counseling which is deemed acceptable by the Department 
shall be required. 

4. All clinical staff of the facility shall be required to provide documentation of 
training and continued competence in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) or its 
equivalent. 

8. Staffing Requirements. 

1. There shall be a sufficient number of Registered Nurses in the facility at all times 
when patients are present. 

2. Registered Nurses shall be on duty to supply or supervise all nursing care of 
patients. 

C. Authority and responsibilities of all patient care staff shall be clearly defined in written 
policies, including periodic monitoring and assessment of patients. 

D. Services shall be organized to ensure management functions are effectively conducted. 
These functions shall include, but are not limited to: 

1. review of policies and procedures at least annually to reflect current standards 
of care; 

2. establishment of a mechanism for review and evaluation of care and services 
provided at the facility; 

3. orientation and maintenance of qualified staff for provision of patient care; 

4. annual in-service education programs for professional staff; and 

5. provision of current nursing literature and reference materials. 

E. Patients shall have access to twenty-four (24) hour telephone consultation with either a 
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Registered Nurse or physician associated with the facility. 

F. A Registered Nurse shall plan, supervise, and evaluate the nursing care of each patient 
from admission to the facility through discharge. 

G. Counseling services shall be provided for each patient, as follows: 

1. prior to the abortion, the patient shall be counseled regarding the abortion 
procedure, alternatives to abortion, informed consent, medical risks associated 
with the procedure, potential post-abortion complications, community resources 
and family planning; 

2. documentation of counseling shall be included in the patient's medical record; 

3. if counseling is performed in groups, the patient shall be offered an opportunity to 
meet privately with a qualified counselor; 

4. each patient shall be assessed by a Registered Nurse for counseling needs 
post-abortion; 

5. written instructions for post-abortion care shall be given to the patient at 
discharge, to include at least the following: 

(a) signs and symptoms of possible complications; 

(b) activities allowed and to be avoided; 

(c) hygienic and other post-discharge procedures to be followed; 

(d) abortion Facility emergency telephone numbers available on a twenty
four (24) hour basis; and 

(e) follow up appointment, if indicated. 

6. The patient shall be counseled regarding Rh typing and shall be given Rh 
immune globulin, if indicated. 
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SECTION 8. PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS. 

A. Admission Evaluation. Every woman seeking to have an abortion shall be registered by 
the facility and evaluated by means of a history, physical examination, counseling, and 
laboratory tests. 

1. Verification of Pregnancy. Pregnancy testing shall be available to the patient and 
may precede actual registration by the facility. No abortion shall be performed 
unless the examining physician verifies the patient is pregnant. Pregnancy test 
results shall be filed in the patient's medical record. 

2. History and Physical Examination. Prior to the abortion, a medical history shall 
be obtained and recorded. The patient shall be given an appropriate physical 
examination, as determined by the physician, which may include testing for 
sexually transmitted diseases. The facility shall report positive test results for 
sexually transmitted diseases to the Department of Health, as required. Pelvic 
examinations shall be performed only by qualified personnel, as defined by their 
Practice Acts. 

3. Pre- abortion Tests. The following are required prior to an abortion: hematocrit or 
hemoglobin, Rh typing, and onsite proof of pregnancy, such as pregnancy test, 
copy of a pregnancy test or ultrasound. Other testing may be performed 
according to facility policy. 

4. Counseling. Patient counseling services shall be offered prior to initiation of any 
abortion and if indicated following the abortion. In addition to verbal counseling, 
patients shall be given and allowed to keep printed materials. 

B. Transfer. The Abortion Facility shall have written procedures for emergency transfer of a 
patient to an acute care facility. 

C. Anesthetic agents. 

1. Anesthesia, analgesia and anoxiolysis shall be administered only by a qualified 
professional acting within the scope of his or her Arkansas license. 

2. Anesthesia administration in Abortion Facilities shall be limited to local 
anesthesia, minimal sedation, and moderate sedation. 

D. Discharge criteria, developed by the clinical staff and approved by the Governing Body, 
may be utilized to evaluate patients' medical stability for discharge. Patients may be 
discharged only on the order of a physician. Patients receiving sedation shall be 
discharged in the company of a responsible adult. 

E. Complications. 

1. General Abortion Facilities shall have emergency drugs, oxygen and intravenous 
fluids available to stabilize the patient's condition, when necessary. An ambu bag, 
suction equipment and endotracheal equipment shall be located in the clinical area 
for immediate access. 
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2. Medical-Only Abortion Facilities shall have oxygen, medication, oral airways and 
supplies available. 

3. All clinical staff shall have documented current competency in cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation (CPR). 

F. Report of Induced Termination. In accordance with Act 120 of 1981, each induced 
termination of pregnancy which occurs in Arkansas shall be reported to the Division of 
Health Statistics on a monthly basis by the person in charge of the Abortion Facility. 

G. Denial, Suspension or Revocation. The Department may deny, suspend or revoke the 
license of any Abortion Facility on the following grounds: violation of any of the 
provisions of the Act or Rules and Regulations lawfully promulgated hereunder; and/or 
conduct or practices detrimental to the health or safety of patients and employees of any 
such facilities. This provision shall not be construed to have any reference to healing 
practices authorized by law. 
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SECTION 9. HEAL TH INFORMATION SERVICES. 

The Abortion Facility shall maintain a system for the completion and storage of the medical 
record. The record shall provide a format for continuity and documentation of legible, uniform, 
complete, and accurate patient information readily accessible and maintained in a system that 
ensures confidentiality. 

A. General Requirements. 

1. The Abortion Facility shall adopt a record form for use that contains information 
required for transfer to an acute care facility. 

2. Record reviews with criteria for identification of problems and follow up shall be 
reported to the Medical Director at least quarterly. 

3. Responsibility for the processing of records is assigned to an individual employed 
by the Abortion Facility. 

4. All medical records shall be retained in either the original, microfilm, or other 
acceptable methods for ten (10) years after the last discharge. 

5. The original or a copy of the original (when the original is not available) of all 
reports shall be filed in the medical record. 

6. The record shall be permanent and shall be either typewritten or legibly written in 
blue or black ink. 

7. All typewritten reports shall include the date of dictation and the date of 
transcription. 

8. All dictated records shall be transcribed within forty-eight (48) hours. 

9. Errors shall be corrected by drawing a single line through the incorrect data, 
labeling it as "error", initialing, and dating the entry. 

10. Policies and procedures for Health Information Services shall be developed. The 
manual shall have evidence of ongoing review and/or revision. The first page of 
the manual(s) shall have the annual review date and signatures of the person(s) 
conducting the review. 

11. Medical records shall be protected to ensure confidentiality, prevent loss, and 
ensure reasonable availability. 

12. All medical records, whether stored within the facility or away from the facility 
shall be protected from destruction by fire, water, vermin, dust, etc. 

13. Medical records shall be considered confidential. All medical records (including 
those filed outside the facility) shall be secured at all times. Records shall be 
available to authorized personnel from the Arkansas Department of Health. 

14. Written consent of the patient or legal guardian shall be presented as authority 
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for release of medical information. There shall be policies and procedures 
developed concerning all phases of release of information. 

15. Original medical records shall not be removed from the facility except upon 
receipt of a subpoena duces tecum by a court having authority for issuing such 
an order. 

16. Medical records shall be complete and contain all required signed documentation 
no later than thirty (30) days following the patient's discharge. 

17. After the required retention period, medical records may be destroyed by burning 
or shredding. Medical records shall not be disposed of in landfills or other refuse 
collection sites. 

18. Each entry into the medical record shall be authenticated by the individual who is 
the source of the information. Entries shall include all observations, notes, and 
any other information included in the record. 

19. Signatures shall be, at least, the first initial, last name, and title. Computerized 
signatures may be either by code, number, initials, or the method developed by 
the facility. 

20. There shall be policies and procedures for use of electronic medical records. The 
policies and procedures shall provide for the use, exchange, security, and 
privacy of electronic health information. The policies and procedures shall 
provide for standardized and authorized availability of electronic health 
information for patient care and administrative purposes. The policies and 
procedures will be in compliance with current guidelines and standards as 
established in federal and state statutes. 

B. Record Content. Each record shall include but not be limited to documentation of: 

1. demographic and patient information; 

2. informed consent; 

3. complete family, medical, social, reproductive, nutrition, and behavioral history; 

4. initial physical examination, evaluation of risk status, and laboratory test results; 

5. appropriate referral of patients, as indicated; 

6. documentation of each periodic examination; 

7. patient counseling regarding the abortion, alternatives to abortion, informed 
consent, medical risks associated with the abortion, potential post-abortion 
complications, available community resources, and family planning; 

8. patient education regarding post-abortion signs and symptoms of possible 
complications, activities allowed and to be avoided, hygienic and other post-
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discharge procedures to be followed, telephone numbers to access emergency 
care, and follow-up appointments; and 

9. abortion and post-abortion records. 
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SECTION 10. INFECTION CONTROL FOR ABORTION FACILITIES. 

A. General. 

1. The facility shall develop and use a coordinated process that effectively reduces 
the risk of endemic and epidemic nosocomial infections in patients, and health 
care workers. 

2. The facility shall follow standard Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) precautions. 

3. There shall be policies and procedures establishing and defining the Infection 
Control Program, including: 

(a) definitions of nosocomial infections which conform to the current CDC 
definitions; 

(b) methods for obtaining reports of infections in patients and health care 
workers in a manner and time sufficient to limit the spread of infections; 

(c) measures for assessing and identifying patients and health care workers 
at risk for nosocomial infections and communicable diseases; 

(d) measures for prevention of infections; 

(e) provisions for education of patients and family concerning infections and 
communicable diseases, including hand hygiene and isolation 
precautions; 

(f) plans for monitoring and evaluating all infection control policies and 
procedures; 

(g) techniques for: 

(1) hand hygiene including procedures for soap and water 
as well as alcohol based hand rub if used; 

(2) scrub technique (applies only to General Abortion Facilities); 

(3) a sepsis; 

(4) sterilization; 

(5) disinfection; 

(6) housekeeping; 

(7) linen care; 

(8) liquid and solid waste disposal of both infectious and regular 
waste. Disposal of infectious waste shall conform to the latest 
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edition of the Rules and Regulations Pertaining to the 
Management of Medical Waste from Generators and Health Care 
Related Facnities; 

(9) policy for disposal of products of conception; 

(10) sharps and needle disposal; 

(11) separation of clean from dirty processes; and 

(12) other means of limiting the spread of contagion; 

(h) a requirement that disinfectants, antiseptics, and germicides be used in 
accordance with the manufacturer's directions; 

(i) employee health. 

4. There shall be an orientation program for all new health care workers concerning 
the importance of infection control and each health care worker's responsibility in 
the facility's Infection Control Program. 

5. There shall be a plan for each employee to receive annual in services and 
educational programs, as indicated, based upon assessment of the infection 
control process. 

B. Employee Health. 

1. The facility shall develop policies and procedures for screening health care 
workers for communicable diseases and monitoring health care workers exposed 
to patients with any communicable diseases. 

2. There shall be policies regarding health care workers with infectious diseases or 
carrier states. The policies shall clearly state when health care workers shall not 
render direct patient care. 

NOTE: Health care workers employed by the facility who are afflicted with any 
disease in a communicable stage, or while afflicted with boils, jaundice, infected 
wounds, diarrhea, or acute respiratory infections, shall not work in any area in 
any capacity in which there is a likelihood of such person contaminating food, 
food contact surfaces, supplies, or any surface with pathogenic organisms or 
transmitting disease to patients, facility personnel or other individuals within the 
facility. 

3. There shall be a plan for ensuring that each health care worker has an annual 
tuberculosis skin test or is evaluated in accordance with current Arkansas 
Department of Health Rules and Regulations Pertaining to the Control of 
Communicable Disease - Tuberculosis. 

4. There shall be a plan for ensuring that all health care workers who are frequently 
exposed to blood and other potentially infectious body fluids are offered 
immunizations for hepatitis B. 
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C. Reporting. Infectious and communicable diseases shall be reported to the Arkansas 
Department of Health in accordance with the most current versions of: 

1. Rules and Regulations Pertaining to Comunicable Disease in Arkansas; 
and 

2. the Rules Pertaining to the Control of Communicable Diseases-Tuberculosis. 
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SECTION 11. PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES. 

A. Organization. 

1. Abortion Facilities shall have provisions for pharmaceutical services regarding 
the procurement, storage, distribution and control of all medications. The 
Abortion Facility shall be in compliance with all state and federal regulations. 

2. Pharmaceutical services shall be under the direction of a licensed pharmacist if 
required by State law. In case the Abortion Facility does not require a licensed 
pharmacist, the Medical Director shall assume the responsibility of directing 
Pharmaceutical Services. A licensed pharmacist means any person licensed to 
practice pharmacy by the Arkansas State Board of Pharmacy who provides 
pharmaceutical services as defined in the Pharmacy Practice Act. The 
pharmacist or Medical Director shall make provisions that shall include, but not 
be limited to: 

(a) development and implementation of pharmacy policies and procedures; 

(b) annual review and revisions of pharmacy policies and procedures, with 
documentation of dates of review; 

(c) maintenance of medications in the Abortion Facility to meet the needs of 
the population served; 

(d) maintenance of medications in the Abortion Facility to ensure 
accountability; and 

(e) proper storage of medications. 

8. Staffing. Pharmaceutical services shall be provided by a licensed pharmacist or Medical 
Director as required by State law. If the service is provided by a consulting pharmacist, it 
may be done so on a consulting basis. Onsite consultation by the pharmacist shall be 
required at least monthly. Documentation of each consultation visit shall be recorded 
and maintained at the Abortion Facility. Documentation of each visit shall include 
compliance with, but not be limited to: 

1. proper storage of drugs; 

2. disposal of medications no longer needed, discontinued, or outdated; 

3. proof of receipt and administration of controlled substances and proper storage 
of such medications; 

4. verification that medications in stock conform to the specified quantities on 
posted lists; 

5. proper labeling; and 

6. maintenance of emergency carts or kits. 
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If the service is under the direction of the Medical Director, he/she may designate the 
above required monthly documentation to a licensed nurse. 

C. Policies and Procedures. There shall be pharmacy policies and procedures to include, 
but not be limited to: 

1. detailed job description of the licensed pharmacist and/or Medical Director; 

2. procurement of medications; 

3. distribution and storage of medications; 

4. a listing of stock medications with minimum and maximum quantities to be 
maintained in the Abortion Facility; 

5. a listing of medications with exact quantities to be maintained in emergency kits; 

6. destruction of deteriorated, non-sterile, unlabeled, or damaged medications; 

7. listing controlled substances to be destroyed on the proper forms and either 
sending a copy of the form with the medications to the Arkansas Department of 
Health by registered mail or delivering the form and medications in person; 

8. maintenance of all drug records for a minimum of two (2) years; 

9. maintenance of medications brought to the Abortion Facility; 

10. drug recalls; 

11. reporting of adverse drug reactions and medication errors to the attending 
physician and the Governing Body; 

12. accountability of controlled substances; 

13. reporting of suspected drug loss, misuse, or diversion, according to state law; 

14. use of Automatic Medication Dispensing Devices, if applicable. 

D. Drug storage and security. Medications maintained at the Abortion Facility shall be 
properly stored and safeguarded to ensure: 

1 . locked storage of all medications; 

2. proper lighting and ventilation, as required by the manufacturer; 

3. proper temperature controls with daily temperature documentation of medication 
refrigerators to ensure storage between thirty-six (36) and forty-six (46) degrees 
Fahrenheit, or two (2) to eight (8) degrees Centigrade; 
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4. separate storage of biologicals and medications from food; 

5. accessibility to licensed personnel only; and 

6. proper use of any Automatic Medication Dispensing Devices. 

E. Controlled Substances. 

1. Controlled drugs shall be double locked. 

2. A record of the procurement and disposition of each controlled substance shall 
be maintained in the Abortion Facility and be readily retrievable. Each entry on 
the disposition record shall reflect the actual dosage administered to the patient, 
the patient's name, date, time, and signature of the licensed person 
administering the medication. The signature shall consist of a first initial, last 
name, and title. (Licensed personnel who may legally administer controlled 
substances shall include only those personnel authorized by their current 
Practice Act and licensed by the Arkansas State Medical Board or Arkansas 
State Board of Nursing.) Any error of entry on the disposition record shall follow a 
policy for correction of errors and accurate accountability. If the licensed person 
who procures medication from the double locked security is not the licensed 
person who administers the medication, then both persons shall sign the 
disposition record; 

3. When breakage or wastage of a controlled substance occurs, the amount given 
and amount wasted shall be recorded by the licensed person who wasted the 
medication and verified by the signature of a licensed person who witnessed the 
wastage. Documentation shall include how the medication was wasted. In 
addition to the above referenced licensed personnel, licensed pharmacists shall 
be allowed to witness wastage of controlled substances. When a licensed person 
is not available to witness wastage, the partial dose shall be sent to the Arkansas 
Department of Health, Division of Pharmacy Services and Drug Control for 
destruction; 

4. There shall be an audit each shift change of all controlled substances stocked in 
the Abortion Facility which shall be recorded by an oncoming nurse and 
witnessed by an off-going nurse. If only one (1) shift exists, an audit shall be 
conducted at the opening and closing of the abortion facility daily. If 
discrepancies are noted, the Director of Nursing, Pharmacy Consultant and/or 
Medical Director shall be notified. As with the witnessing of wastage, licensed 
pharmacists shall be allowed to witness controlled 
substance audits; 

5. Records generated by Automatic Dispensing Devices shall comply with these 
requirements. 

F. Medications. 
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1. All verbal or telephone orders for medications shall be received by a licensed 
nurse or Registered Pharmacist and reduced to writing into the patient's medical 
record. Verbal or telephone orders shall be countersigned by the practitioner 
within twenty-four (24) hours. Signed facsimile orders are acceptable, provided 
the facsimile paper is of a permanent nature. 

2. The Abortion Facility may procure medications for its patients through community 
pharmacists, or medications may be procured through the facility's physician. 
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SECTION 12. PHYSICAL FACILITIES, ABORTION FACILITIES. 

A. Definitions. 

1. Accessible - barrier free; approachable by all peoples including those with 
physical disabilities. 

2. Addition - an extension or increase in floor area and/or height of an existing 
building, or structure. 

3. Alter or Alteration - any change(s) and modification in construction, occupancy, 
installation, or assembly of any new structural components, and any change(s) to 
the existing structural component, in a system, building, and structure. 

4. And/Or (in a choice of two (2) code provisions) - signifies use of both provisions 
shall satisfy the code requirements and use of either provision is acceptable, 
also. The most restrictive provision shall govern. Where there is a conflict 
between a general requirement and a specific requirement, the specific or 
restrictive requirement shall be applicable. 

5. Architect - a duly registered professional licensed by the Arkansas State Board 
of Architects to use the title "architect." 

6. Corridor - a passage way into which compartments or rooms open and which is 
enclosed by partitions and/or walls and a ceiling, or a floor/roof deck above. 

7. Engineer- duly registered professional licensed by the Arkansas Board of 
Registration for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors to use the title 
·engineer." 

8. New construction - the assembly of a new free standing structure. 

9. Renovation - construction performed within an existing facility. 

10. Room - a separate, enclosed space, with doorway(s), for the one (1) named 
function. 

11. Toilet - a room designed exclusively for a water closet and lavatory. 

B. Plan Review. Plans for all new construction and/or alterations shall include site 
requirements, preliminary drawings, submission of plan review fee, final construction 
documents, letter of approval for construction documents, site observation and final site 
observation. 

1. No new mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fire protection, or medical gas system 
shall be installed, nor any such existing system materially altered or extended, 
until complete drawings and specifications for installation, alteration, or 
extensions have been submitted to the Division for review and approval. 

2. Site Requirements. 
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(a) The site location shall be easily accessible to the community and to 
service vehicles such as fire protection apparatus. 

(b) The Abortion Facility shall have security measures for patients, 
personnel, and the public consistent with the conditions and risks inherent 
in the location of the facility. 

(c) Site utilities shall be reliable (water, natural gas, sewer, electricity and 
communication). The water supply shall have the capacity to provide 
normal usage plus fire fighting requirements. The electricity shall be of 
stable voltage and frequency. 

(d) The site shall afford good drainage and shall not be subject to flooding. 

(e) Soil bearing capacity shall be sufficient to support the building and paved 
areas. 

(f) Paved access roads and walks shall be provided within the boundary of 
the property to public service and emergency entrances. 

(g) Paved parking spaces shall be provided to satisfy the needs of patients, 
employees, staff, and visitors. In the absence of a formal parking study, 
each facility shall provide not less than one ( 1) space for each day shift 
staff member and employee plus one (1) space for each patient 
bed/recliner. Parking spaces shall be provided for emergency and 
delivery vehicles. 

3. Preliminary Drawings. Schematic drawings for the Abortion Facility shall be 
submitted to the Division. These drawings shall illustrate a basic understanding 
of the architectural, mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems. Schematic 
drawings shall include schematic plans, building sections, exterior elevations (all 
sides), preliminary finish schedule, and general notes. Code criteria shall be 
submitted that is specific to the proposed facility and exhibits knowledge of the 
building and fire code requirements including but not limited to construction type, 
fire protection ratings, means of egress and smoke compartmentalization. 
Drawings shall be at a scale to clearly represent the intent. A graphic and/or 
written scale and directional arrow shall be on each drawing. 

4. Submission of Plan Review Fee. A plan review fee in the amount of one (1) 
percent of the total cost of construction or five hundred dollars ($500.00), 
whichever is less, shall be paid for the review of drawings and specifications. The 
plan review fee check is to be made payable to the Division of Accounting, 
Arkansas Department of Health. A detailed estimate must accompany the plans 
unless the maximum fee of five-hundred dollars ($500.00) is paid. The Division 
will coordinate review of plans for all Arkansas Department of Health offices. 

5. Final Construction Documents. 
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(a) Plans and specifications shall be prepared by an architect and/or 
engineer licensed by the State of Arkansas. The architect and engineer 
shall prepare and submit construction documents with the respective 
seals for each professional discipline. Architectural construction 
documents shall be prepared by an architect, and engineering 
(mechanical, electrical, civil and structural) construction documents shall 
be prepared by an (mechanical, electrical, civil and structural) engineer. 
Periodic observations of construction shall be provided and documented 
by each design professional to assure that the plans and specifications 
are followed by the contractor, and that "as build" prints are kept current. 
The interval for periodic observation shall be determined and approved by 
the Division prior to beginning construction. 

(b) Working drawings and specifications shall be prepared in a manner that 
clearly defines the scope of the work and is consistent with the 
professional standard of practice for architects and engineers. Working 
drawings and specifications shall be complete for contract purposes. 

(c) Final construction documents shall be reviewed and approved by the 
Division prior to the beginning of construction. The Division shall have a 
minimum of six (6) weeks to review final construction documents after 
which time an approval letter shall be issued. Plan review with other 
Health Department Divisions shall be coordinated by the Division. 

6. Site Observation During Construction. The Abortion Facility shall be observed 
during construction and before occupancy. 

(a) The Division shall be notified when construction begins and a 
construction schedule shall be submitted to determine inspection dates. 

(b) Representatives from the Division shall have access to the construction 
premises and the construction project for purposes of making whatever 
inspections deemed necessary throughout the course of construction. 

(c) Any deviation from the approved construction documents shall not be 
permitted until a written construction addenda or change order is 
approved by the Division. 

7. Final Site Observation. 

(a) Upon completion of construction and prior to occupancy approval by the 
Division, the owner shall be furnished one (1) complete set of contract 
documents, plans and specifications showing all construction, fixed 
equipment, and mechanical and electrical systems as installed or built. 
In addition, the owner shall be furnished a complete set of installation, 
operation, and maintenance manuals and parts lists for the installed 
equipment. 
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(b) No Abortion Facility shall occupy any new construction, addition, 
renovation and/or alteration until approval has been granted from all 
city, county, and other state regulatory agencies in addition to the 
Division. 

C. General Considerations. 

1. The requirements set forth herein have been established as minimum 
requirements for new construction, addition(s), renovation(s) and alteration(s) in 
Abortion Facilities requiring licensure under these regulations. 

2. Abortion Facilities undertaking new construction, an addition, renovation, and/or 
alteration shall minimize disruption of existing functions. Access, exits and fire 
protection shall be maintained for occupancy safety. 

3. The building and equipment shall be maintained in a state of good repair at all 
times. 

4. The premises shall be kept clean, neat, free of litter and rubbish. 

D. Codes and Standards. 

1. Nothing stated herein shall relieve the owner from compliance with building, fire, 
subdivision and zoning codes, ordinances, and regulations of city, county and 
other state agencies. 

2. Compliance with referenced codes and standards shall be that of the latest 
edition(s). 

3. Accessibility requirements shall be those set forth by the Arkansas State Building 
Services, Minimum Standards and Criteria - Accessibility for the Physically 
Disabled Standards. 

4. Electrical Systems. Electrical devices shall be installed in accordance with 
NFPA 70, National Electrical Code. 

5. Mechanical Systems. 

(a) HVAC systems shall be installed in accordance with the Arkansas State 
Mechanical Code. 

(b) Air ventilation and filtering requirements shall be in accordance with 
ASHRAE Standard 62, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality and 
ASHRAE 52, Filter Efficiencies. 

6. Plumbing and Gas Systems. 

(a) Plumbing systems shall be installed in accordance with the Arkansas 
State Plumbing Code. 
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(b) Gas systems shall be installed in accordance with the Arkansas State 
Gas Code. 

7. New Abortion Facilities shall meet the criteria of NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 
Chapter 26, New Business Occupancies. Existing buildings proposed for use as 
Abortion Facilities shall meet the criteria of NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, Chapter 
27, Existing Business Occupancies. Both new Abortion Facilities and existing 
buildings proposed for use as Abortion Facilities shall meet the following 
additional requirements: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

m 

Emergency lighting shall be connected to rechargeable back-up (ninety 
(90) minute minimum duration) batteries as a means of emergency 
illumination for procedure rooms, corridors, stairways, exit signs and at 
the exterior of each exit. 

A protected premises fire alarm system as defined in NFPA 72, National 
Fire Alarm Code, Chapter 3 shall be required. 

Fire extinguisher(s) shall be easily accessible and shall be provided, 
located, and inspected as defined in NFPA 10, Standard for Portable Fire 
Extinguishers. 

At least two (2) separate exits that are remote from each other shall be 
provided on every story of Abortion Facility use. 

The minimum clear door opening for patient use shall be two (2) feet eight 
(8) inches. 

Gas fired equipment rooms shall be separated with one (1) hour fire 
resistance partitions. 

No operable fireplace shall be permitted. Inoperable fireplace(s) shall be 
sealed at the upper and lower portions of the flue. 

Cabinets or casework in patient use areas shall be furred to the ceiling 
above or provided with sloping tops to facilitate cleaning. 

A panic bar releasing device shall be provided for all required exit doors 
subject to patient traffic. , 

Medical gas, air and vacuum systems, if provided, shall meet installation, 
testing, maintenance and certification criteria of NFPA 99, Standard for 
Health Care Facilities. 

E. Design Considerations 

1. Each Abortion Facility design shall ensure patient acoustic and visual privacy 
during interview, examination, treatment and recovery. 

2. The premises shall be kept free from insect and vermin infestation. 
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3. The building shall be well ventilated at all times with a comfortable temperature 
maintained. 

4. Space and facilities shall be provided for the sanitary storage and disposal of 
waste by incineration, containment or removal, or by a combination of these 
techniques. 

5. Waiting/Reception area(s) shall be provided with sufficient seating for the 
maximum number of people that may be waiting at any one (1) time. A reception 
and information counter or desk shall be provided. 

6. A barrier free public toilet rooms shall be provided. This room may be 
conveniently located outside the Abortion Facility as part of shared tenant spaces 
in the same building. 

7. Public telephone(s) shall be provided. 

8. A housekeeping room with mop sink shall be provided. 

9. Storage space shall be provided for both administrative and clinical needs. 

10. A business office room shall be provided. 

11, A medical records storage room shall be provided. This room shall protect 
records against undue destruction from dust, vermin, water, smoke and fire. It 
shall be constructed as a one (1) hour fire resistance rated enclosure and 
protected by a smoke detection system connected to the fire alarm. Storage for 
records shall be accessible and at least six (6) inches above the floor. 

12. A consultation room shall be provided. 

13. An examination room shall be provided. The examination room shall have a 
minimum floor area of eighty (80) square feet excluding fixed millwork, vestibule, 
toilet and closets. The room shall contain an examination table and chair, 
charting counter or desk, instrument table and shelves, hand-washing sink and 
equipment storage as needed. Room arrangement shall permit at least three (3) 
feet clearance at each side and at the foot of the examination table. Entry door 
swing and view angles shall maximize patient privacy. This room may be 
combined with the procedure room. 

F. Interior Finishes. 

1 . Interior finishes shall meet the flame spread and smoke development 
requirements of NFPA 101, Life Safety code. 

2. Finished floors, ceilings and walls shall be provided for all rooms and spaces 
except mechanical and electrical rooms. 

3. Procedure rooms and soiled work rooms shall have a monolithic finish floor and 
base, stain resistant for its intended use and integral with each other (i.e., sheet 
vinyl floor with continuous sheet vinyl base). Seams in the monolithic floor and 
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base shall be chemically welded. 

4. Toilet rooms, clean work rooms, housekeeping rooms and examination rooms 
(when combined with the procedure room) shall not have a carpeted floor finish. 

5. Procedure rooms, soiled work rooms and clean work rooms shall have smooth, 
washable, moisture resistant, ceilings of gypsum board, plaster or mylar faced 
lay-in ceiling tiles. 

6. Wall finishes for all rooms shall be smooth, moisture resistant and washable. 

G. General Abortion Facilities: additional requirements. In addition to the preceding 
requirements, General Abortion Facilities shall also meet the requirements below. 

1. A procedure room shall be provided. The procedure room shall have a minimum 
floor area of one-hundred-twenty (120) square feet excluding fixed millwork, 
vestibule, toilet and closets. The minimum room dimension shall be ten (10) feet. The 
room shall contain a handwash sink with hands-free controls, soap dispenser and 
single service towel dispenser. 

2. One (1) or more recovery rooms shall be provided. A recovery room shall have a 
minimum of sixty (60) square feet per patient excluding fixed millwork, vestibule, 
toilet and closets. The room shall contain a bed or a washable, reclining chair. Multi
patient recovery rooms shall be provided with cubicle curtains for patient privacy. 

3. A clean work room shall be provided sufficient in size to process clean and sterilize 
supply materials and equipment. This room shall contain a handwash sink, work 
counter and autoclave adequate in size to sterilize the equipment in use. 

4. A soiled work room shall be provided. This room shall contain a handwash sink and 
work counter. 

5. At least one (1) barrier free, patient toilet room shall be provided for each recovery 
room. 
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SECTION 13. CERTIFICATION. 

CERTIFICATION 

It is found and determined by the Board of Health that this rule is necessary to clarify mandates 
placed on abortion facilities in Arkansas as a result of the passage of Act 603 of 2017. Act 603 
will become effective on July 31, 2017. The Act is unclear if abortion facilities would be 
responsible for the disposition of dead fetuses and fetal tissue when the evacuation occurs 
outside the presence of the ilducing physician or away from the facility in which the physician 
administered the inducing medications. Therefore, an emergency is hereby declared to exist 
and this Rule, being necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health and 
safety, shall be in full force and effect from and after July 31, 2017. 

This will certify that the foregoing revisions to the Rules and Regulations for Abortion Facilities 
in Arkansas 2017 were adopted by the State Board of Health of Arkansas at a special session 
of said Board held in Little Rock, Arkansas, on the 19th day of July, 2017. 

Nate Smith, M.D., MPH 
Secretary of Arkansas State Board of Health 
Director, Arkansas Department of Health 

Date 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FILING PROPOSED RULES AND REGULATIONS 
WITH THE ARKANSAS LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL AND JOINT INTERIM COMMITTEE 

DEPARTMENT/AGENCY _D_e_._p_art_m_en_t_o_f_H_e_al_th _________________ _ 

DMSION Center for Health Protection/Health Facilities Section 

DMSION DIRECTOR 

CONTACT PERSON 

ADDRESS 

Renee Mallory 

Robert Brech 

4815 West Markham, St., Slot 31, Little Rock, AR 

PHONE NO. 501-661-2297 FAX NO. 
NAME OF PRESENTER AT COMMITTEE 
MEETING 

E-
501-661-2357 MAIL robert.brech@arkansas.gov 

Robert Brech 

PRESENTER E-MAIL robert.brech@arkansas.gov 
INSTRUCTIONS 

A. Please make copies of this form for future use. 
B. Please answer each question completely using layman terms. You may use additional sheets, if 

necessary. 
C. If you have a method of indexing your rules, please give the proposed citation after "Short Title of 

this Rule" below. 
D. Submit two (2) copies of this questionnaire and financial impact statement attached to the front of 

two (2) copies of the proposed rule and required documents. Mail or deliver to: 

Donna K. Davis 
Administrative Rules Review Section 
Arkansas Legislative Council 
Bureau of Legislative Research 
One Capitol Mall, St11 Floor 
Little Rock, AR 72201 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I. What is the short title of this 
rule? Abortion Facilities in Arkansas 

2. What is the subject of the proposed 
rule? Disposition of fetal tissue 

3. Is this rule required to comply with a federal statute, rule, or regulation? Yes D 
If yes, please provide the federal rule, regulation, and/or statute citation. 

4. Was this rule filed under the emergency provisions of the Administrative 
Procedure Act? Yes ~ 
If yes, what is the effective date of the emergency 

rule? 11-14-2017 

No~ 

No• 
------------------

When does the emergency rule 
expire'! 3-14-2018 
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Will this emergency rule be promulgated under the permanent provisions 
of the Administrative Procedure Act? Yes [gl No • 

5. Is this a new rule? Yes D No~ 
If yes, please provide a brief summary explaining the regulation. __ 

Does this repeal an existing rule? Yes D No [gl 
If yes, a copy of the repealed rule is to be included with your completed questionnaire. If it is being 
replaced with a new rule, please provide a summary of the rule giving an explanation of what the rule 
does. 

Is this an amendment to an existing 
rule? Yes cgJ No D 

If yes, please attach a mark-up showing the changes in the existing rule and a summary of the 
substantive changes. Note: The summary should explain what the amendment does, and the mark
up copy should be clearly labeled "mark-up." 

6. Cite the state law that grants the authority for this proposed rule? If codified, please give the Arkansas 
Code citation. Act 603 of2017 

7. What is the purpose of this proposed rule? Why is it necessary? To clarify that abortion facilities are not 
responsible for fetal remains expelled away from their facilities. 

8. Please provide the address where this rule is publicly accessible in electronic form via the Internet as 
required by Arkansas Code§ 25-19-108(b). 
http://www.healthy.arkansas.gov/aboutADH/Pages/Ru lesRegu lat ions.aspx 

9. Will a public hearing be held on this proposed rule? Yes cgJ 
If yes, please complete the following: 

Date: 11/13/2017 

Time: 10:00 
Suite 801, 5800 West Tenth Street, 

Place: Little Rock, Arkansas 

No• 

10. When does the public comment period expire for permanent promulgation? (Must provide a date.) 

11/13/2017 

11. What is the proposed effective date of this proposed rule? (Must provide a date.) 

3/15/17 

12. Do you expect this rule to be controversial? Yes D No~ 
If yes, please The Department is not aware of any significant controversy at this time 
explain. regarding this rule. 
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13. Please give the names of persons, groups, or organizations that you expect to comment on these rules? 
Please provide their position (for or against) if known. 
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FINANCIAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS COMPLETELY 

DEPARTMENT Department of Health 

DMSION Center for Health Protection/Health Facilities Section 

PERSON COMPLETING THIS STATEMENT Robert Brech ------------------
TELEPHONE NO. 501-661-2297 FAX NO. 501-661-2357 EMAIL: robert.brech@arkansas.gov 

To comply with Ark. Code Ann.§ 25-15-204(e), please complete the following Financial Impact 
Statement and file two copies with the questionnaire and proposed rules. 

SHORT TITLE OF THIS RULE Abortion Facilities in Arkansas -----------------------
I. Does this proposed, amended, or repealed rule have a financial impact? 

2. Is the rule based on the best reasonably obtainable scientific, technicai 
economic, or other evidence and information available concerning the 
need for, consequences of, and alternatives to the rule? 

YesO 

Yes C8J 

3. In consideration of the alternatives to this rule, was this rule determined by 
the agency to be the least costly rule considered? Yes [&1 

If an agency is proposing a more costly rule, please state the following: 

(a) How the additional benefits of the more costly rule justify its additional cost; 
NIA 

(b) The reason for adoption of the more costly rule; 
NIA 

No IZI 

No• 
No• 

(c) Whether the more costly rule is based on the interests of public health, safety, or welfare, and 
if so, please explain; and; 
NIA 

(d) Whether the reason is within the scope of the agency's statutory authority; and if so, please 
explain. 
NIA 

4. lfthe purpose of this rule is to implement a federal rule or regulation, please state the following: 

(a) What is the cost to implement the federal rule or regulation? 

Current Fiscal Year 

General Revenue 
Federal Funds 
Cash Funds 
Special Revenue 
Other (Identify) 

Next Fiscal Year 

General Revenue 
Federal Funds 
Cash Funds 
Special Revenue 
Other (Identify) 
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Total 

(b) What is the additional cost of the state rule? 

Current Fiscal Year 

Genera= 
Revenue 
Federal• Funds 
Cash Funds 
Special Revenue 
Other (Identify) 

Total 

Total 

Next Fiscal Year 

General Revenue 

Federal Funds 
Cash Funds 
Special Revenue 
Other (Identify) 

Total 

5. What is the total estimated cost by fiscal year to any private individual, entity and business subject to 
the proposed, amended, or repealed rule? Identify the entity(ies) subject to the proposed rule and 
explain how they are affected. 

Current Fiscal Year 
$ 0 

Next Fiscal Year 
$ 0 

6. What is the total estimated cost by fiscal year to state, county, and municipal government to 
implement this rule? Is this the cost of the program or grant? Please explain how the government is 
affected. 

Current Fiscal Year 
$ 0 

Next Fiscal Year 
$ 0 

7. With respect to the agency's answers to Questions #5 and #6 above, is there a new or increased cost 
or obligation of at least one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) per year to a private individual, 
private entity, private business, state government, county government, municipal government, or to 
two (2) or more of those entities combined? 

YesD No~ 

IfYES, the agency is required by Ark. Code Ann. § 25-15-204(e)(4) lo file written findings at the 
time of filing the financial impact statement. The written findings shall be filed simultaneously 
with the financial impact statement and shall include, without limitation, the following: 

(1) a statement of the rule's basis and purpose; 

(2) the problem the agency seeks to address with the proposed rule, including a statement of whether 
a rule is required by statute; 
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(3) a description of the factual evidence that: 
(a) justifies the agency's need for the proposed rule; and 
(b) describes how the benefits of the rule meet the relevant statutory objectives and justify 

the rule's costs; 

(4) a list of less costly alternatives to the proposed rule and the reasons why the alternatives do not 
adequately address the problem to be solved by the proposed rule; 

(5) a list ofalternatives to the proposed rule that were suggested as a result of public comment and 
the reasons why the alternatives do not adequately address the problem to be solved by the 
proposed rule; 

(6) a statement of whether existing rules have created or contributed to the problem the agency seeks 
to address with the proposed rule and, if existing rules have created or contributed to the 
problem, an explanation of why amendment or repeal of the rule creating or contributing to the 
problem is not a sufficient response; and 

(7) an agency plan for review of the rule no less than every ten (10) years to determine whether, 
based upon the evidence, there remains a need for the rule including, without limitation, 
whether: 

(a) the rule is achieving the statutory objectives; 
(b) the benefits of the rule continue to justify its costs; and 
(c) the rule can be amended or repealed to reduce costs while continuing to achieve the 

statutory objectives. 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT.OF HEALTH 

v. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES and 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENT 

RESPONDENTS' REPLY TO RESPONSE OF ADH TO APPEAL OF 
DEFICIENCY FINDINGS AND 

MOTION TO DISMISS DEFICIENCY CITATIONS 

Respondents provide this reply in further support of their appeals of the March 13 and 23, 

2018, Arkansas Department of Health ("ADH'') Statements ofDeficiencies. ADH's response 

does not address Respondents' numerous constitutional arguments against ADH's enforcement 

actions, addresses only the last few pages of Respondents' 27-page opening brief, does not 

contest any of Respondents' factual evidence, and concedes there are no facts in dispute. See 

Response, p. l. Respondents, therefore, reply only to ADH's limited arguments before the 

Arkansas Board of Health ("Board''), fully reserving all of their federal and Arkansas 

constitutional claims against the asserted deficiencies and the Payment Ban. As Petitioner 

recognizes, these constitutional claims were necessarily asserted by Respondents in order to 

preserve them for appeal to the Courts, see Response p. 2, and they are so preserved. 

ADH is not authorized to issue the Statements of Deficiencies 
in the absence of an applicable rule. 

ADH has exceeded its authority in issuing deficiency citations in the absence of a rule or 

regulation. In response to this contention, ADH argues, without any citation to authority, (1) that 

1 
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a rule is unnecessary because the language of 1703(d) is "plain and unequivocal," see Response, 

Issue l(e), and (2) that it has the authority to issue the deficiency citations under A.C.A. §20-9-

302. See Response, Issue l(a). 

As Respondents established in their opening submission, ADH recognized in 2016 that it 

lacked the authority to cite LRFPS for charging for services before the expiration of 48 hours 

because ADH had not promulgated any rule or regulation regarding this conduct. See Appeal, 

Exh. B (Brech Aug. 25 letter) to_ Exh. 1. ADH is still without any rule or regulation attempting 

to implement 1703(d) ("the Payment Ban''), and its short Response fails to explain why the 

absence of a rule no longer impacts its authority to issue a deficiency. Its assertion that a rule is 

simply "unnecessary" is contradicted by ADH's own position in 2016. 

ADH also errs in arguing that a rule is unnecessary because the Payment Ban purportedly 

involves a .. remedial" statute that "require[s] a liberal construction." See Response l(d). To the 

contrary, this case concerns abortion facility licensing penalties, and the Arkansas courts are 

clear that statutes imposing such penalties must be strictly construed in favor of the licenseee, not 

liberally construed in favorofthe state. See Wilcox v. Safley, 298 Ark. 159, 161, 766 S.W.2d 12, 

13 (1989) ('''Code provisions imposing penalties for noncompliance with licensing requirements 

... must be strictly construed.") 

More fundamentally, the Board of Health is a statutory creation. It cannot exceed its 

explicit statutory authority, which is to "make all necessary and reasonable rules and regulations 

of a general nature for ... the protection of the public health and safety." See A. C.A. §20-7-109. 

Petitioner is "the state agency responsible for implementing the Board's regulations.,. See 

bJJps:/iwww.hcallhv.arkansas.gov/rules-and-regulations.gov. A review of all laws pertaining to 

the creation and administration of both the Board and the department refer to its powers solely in 

2 
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terms of rules and regulations. See generally, §25-9-101 et. seq. As stated in the ADH Guide to 

Administrative Procedure, the Arkansas State Board of Health (the "Board") and ADH are 

authorized by law to create and enforce rules and regulations to protect the health of 

Arkansans." Nowhere is it conferred upon ADH or the Board the power to enforce a state st~tute 

absent an appropriate rule or regulation. See 

llltps:/lw-..vw.hcalthv.arkansas.gov/ima!!es/uploads/pdfi'AdminProcedureGuide.pdf. Moreover, 

in §20-16-1508, the Legislature specifically instructed the Board to "adopt rules to implement 

the subchapter," of which the Payment Ban is a part. Since 2015, when the Payment Ban was 

enacted, Petitioner has ignored this legislative mandate. Since there is no regulation 

implementing the Payment Ban, the deficiency citations issued to Respondents are improper and 

should be dismissed. 

In addition, AD H's issues 1 (c) and I (t) in its Response are irrelevant and offer no support 

for these deficiencies. The "informed consent signatures" referenced in ADH's point l(c) are 

those specified in §20-16-1703(b)(6)(a), which requires a patient to sign a check-list after 

receiving the information required for informed consent in Arkansas. That check-list signature 

requirement does not incorporate or otherwise reference the Payment Ban. Moreover, the 

deficiencies cited in this case were not for any missing signed fonns or missing informed consent 

materials. Cf §20-16-l 703(b) & (e). Finally, the licensing statute itselfrequires the department 

to "Adopt appropriate rules ... [for] procedures" and "informed consent signatures" to "meet 

statutory requirements." §20-9-302(b)(l). Despite this legislative mandate, there is no rule, 

appropriate or otherwise, pertaining to the Payment Ban. 
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ADH acted in an arbitrary and capricious manner in issuing the 
March 2018 deficiency citations. 

In their appeals, Respondents argue that ADH's issuance of the March 2018 deficiency 

citations was arbitrary and capricious because a previous inspection by ADH concerning the 

same conduct, see Appeal, Exh A to Exh 1, resulted in a finding that LRFPS was in compliance 

with all ADH rules and regulations and state laws. See Appeal, p. 5. Petitioner has responded to 

this argument by addressing a different prior deficiency finding, which is Exh. B to Exh. 1 to the 

Appeal, and ignoring the finding of no deficiency shown in Exh. A to Exh. 1. See Response, p. 

5. While the deficiency citation that is the subject of this appeal is based on the 2017 amendment 

to the Payment Ban's provisions, this amendment did not change the terms of the ban; it merely 

expanded the categories of actors who might bill for physicians' services and thus be subject to 

that same ban. See Appeal, Exh.4 and Act 383 of 2107, attached to this Reply as Exh. 1 

Two separate complaints concerning the Payment Ban resulted in ADH inspections of 

LRFPS in 2016. The first inspection, prior to May 16, 2016, resulted in no deficiency finding. 

See Appeal, Exh. A to Exh. 1; the second was dismissed by ADH because it lacked authority to 

issue it -even though the physician's practice of charging for services provided at the patient's 

first visit at the time these services were provided was the same at both inspections. See Appeal, 

Exh. I. If the physician• s practice of charging patients before the expiration of the 48-hour 

reflection period violated 1709( d) in 2018, ADH should have issued a deficiency on May 16, 

2016. It did not. The amendment's expansion of the Payment Ban provision to include other 

actors does not change the substance of the law. The only thing that changed was ADH's 

interpretation of the law. 

In addition, even after Act 383 went into effect in August 2017, an ADH inspection in 

December of that year did not result in a deficiency citation for violation of the Paynient Ban, 
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even though at that time, patients were being charged prior to the lapse of the 48-hour period. 

See Supplementary Affidavit of Lori Williams, attached as Exh. 2 to this Reply. So as late as 

December 2017, Petitioner did not consider charging at the patient's first visit to be a deficiency. 

Again, the only thing that changed between December 2017 and March 13, 2018, was 

Petitioner's interpretation of the law. 

ADH's current interpretation and enforcement of l 703(d) results in 
nonpayment, not delay of payment for medical services. 

ADH has known since its attempted citation ofLRFPS for ultrasound and related billing 

in 2016 that much more than a "mere delay" is involved in its enforcement of the Payment Ban. 

Cf ADH Br. Issues 2 & 3. Undisputed facts established at that time, like the undisputed record 

here, showed that providers are never paid for a huge fraction of ultrasound patients' care if 

payment is not collected at the time of service - as is standard in the practice of medicine and 

especially critical where there is no insurance or other third-party payment source. See Appeal, 

Exhs I and 2.1 ADH recognized that such an asserted deficiency inappropriately interfered with 

medical providers' practice in 2016, yet ADH has now without rational explanation reversed 

course. But the same reasons that providers could not be so severely penalized in 2016 exist 

today. The legislature's addition of different categories of those who might bill for physicians' 

services does not change the fact that preventing payment for those services is unjustified. 

Enforcing deficiency notices and preventing payment now, when efforts to do so in 2016 were 

properly withdrawn, is arbitrary and capricious. 

1 The Payment Ban bears no resemblance to the workers' compensation system, A.C.A. 11-9-
118, where workers who have made a claim for workers' compensation coverage can formally 
serve medical providers with notice to rely on that alternate payment scheme. In contrast, the 
Payment Ban imposes loss of payment on providers and no potential recourse to any source of 
payment other than patients themselves, rather than offering a different system for payment like 
workers' compensation insurance. 
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AD H's current interpretation and enforcement of the Payment Ban 
impermissibly interferes with the practice of medicine. 

ADH does not respond to Respondents' argument and the evidence that demonstrates that 

ADH's current interpretation of the Payment Ban conflicts with A.C.A. §20-7-109, which 

forbids ADH and the Board from regulating the practice of medicine or interfering with patients 

employing the practitioner of their choice. The fact that an amendment to the Payment Ban 

provision was broadened to include not only physicians but the abortion facilities where they 

practice does not take away from the fact that its restriction on billing interferes with and 

impermissibly regulates the practice of medicine. 

The deficiency citations issued to PP AEO's health centers for its collection of credit 
card information within the 48-hour waiting period must be withdrawn. 

ADH also fails to address the substance of Respondents' argument that the collection of 

credit card information does not violate the Payment Ban, and that ADH's citation of PPAEO for 

collecting credit card infonnation was arbitrary and capricious. Instead, ADH merely states the 

general legal principle that for an action to be arbitrary and capricious, the challenging party 

must show that the action is not supportable on any rational basis. Response, Issue 3. 

But that is precisely what Respondents have done. Interpreting the Payment Ban as 

prohibiting the collection of credit card information violates the plain language of the statute, is 

in excess of the agency's statutory authority, and is arbitrary and capricious. A.C.A. § 25-15-212. 

As detailed in Respondents' opening brief, the plain language of the statute does not prohibit the 

mere collection of credit card information at the first visit: collecting credit card information 

does not constitute .. requiring" or '•obtaining" payment. See Appeal at 25-26. Petitioner fails to 

respond to this argument, perhaps because it is so clear that the collection of credit card 

information does not fall within the statutory prohibition. 
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Under Arkansas law, an agency interpretation of a statute will be overturned when it 

clearly conflicts with the statutory language. See Fordv. Keith, 338 Ark. 487,494 (1999). Thus, 

"when the statute is not ambiguous, as is the case here, the court will not interpret a statute to 

mean anything other than what it says," Simpson v. Cavalry SPV l LLC, 2014 Ark. 363, 8, 440 

S.W.3d 335. 340 (2014), even if the agency takes a contrary view. Moreover, the Arkansas 

Supreme Court has been clear that "[c]ode provisions imposing penalties for noncompliance with 

licensing requirements ... must be strictly construed." Wilcox, 298 Ark. at 161. With statutes 

imposing penalties like the Payment Ban, "every doubt as to construction must be resolved in 

favor of the one against whom the enactment is sought to be applied." Id Accordingly, since the 

deficiencies issued to PP AEO were based solely on the collection of credit card information at 

the first visit, they must be set aside. 

ADH has tortuously interfered with PP AEO's contractual 
relations with its patients and sovereign immunity in no way 

precludes this challenge to the deficiency citations. 

In response to respondents' tonious interference claim, ADH simply repeats its erroneous 

arguments that it has not acted arbitrarily and capriciously to interfere with medical providers' 

practice and compensation from their patients. In addition, it asserts that sovereign immunity 

precludes .. a claim" for tortious interference with contract. See Response, Issue 5. Respondents 

are asserting tortious interference as a defense against these deficiencies. Moreover, there are no 

constitutional issues or just compensation issues now before the Board. Rather, it is properly 

being asked according to its own administrative procedures to reverse these deficiencies issued 

by ADH and prevent ADH's further enforcement of the Payment Ban in this manner. Any issues 

of takings, compensation, constitutional limits and broader remedies are for the comts. if ADH 

fails to set aside these deficiencies. Thus, ADH's citation to the Arkansas Constitution and 
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sovereign immunity is not applicable here and, again, ignores and distracts from ADH's failure 

to conduct itself coherently and within its limited powers. ) 

The Payment Ban, as currently interpreted by ADD, 
does not affect the rate of patient return for an abortion. 

In reply to Petitioner's Issue l(c), Respondents submit the affidavit of Mick Tilford, PhD, 

attached as Exhibit 3 to this Reply. Dr. Tilford's analysis of Respondents' patient data 

demonstrates that the Payment Ban, as currently interpreted by ADH, has rio impact other than 

prohibiting payment for 48 hours and does not affect the likelihood that a woman will return to 

obtain an abortion.2 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons asserted above, the Statements of Deficiencies should be dismissed and 

the Motion to Dismiss granted. 

Dated: October 11, 2018 

Respectfully submitted: ~,-... ~ 
BettinaE. Brownstein (85019) 
Bettina E. Brownstein Law Firm 
904 W. Second St., Suite 2 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 
Tel: (501) 920-1764 
E-mail: bettinabrownstein@gmail.com 

2 Dr. Tilford did not analyze the data from PP AEO since closures of PPAEo in June 2018 ( due to 
ongoing litigation over the constitutionality of restrictions to access to abortion Jn Arkansas) 
resulted in insufficient data from PP AEO post-March 2018 for him to perform a proper analysis. 
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Stricken language would be deleted from and underlined language would be added to present law. 
Act 383 of the Regular Session 

1 State of Arkansas As Engrossed: H2/10/ll 

A Bill 2 91 st General Assembly 

3 Regular Session, 2017 HOUSE BILL 1428 

4 

5 By: Representatives Lundstrum, Ballinger, Bentley, Cavenaugh, Coleman, Davis, Della Rosa, Dotson. C. 

6 Douglas, Farrer, Gates, Gonzales, Hollowell, Jett, Lowery, Lynch, McCollum, D. Meeks, Miller, Penzo, 

7 Payton, Pilkington, Richmond, Rye, B. Smith, Speaks, Warren, Watson, J. Williams 

8 By: Senators Flippo, Bledsoe, A. Clark, B. Johnson 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

For An Act To Be Entitled 
AN ACT TO AMEND LAWS CONCERNING UNLAWFUL ABORTIONS; 

TO AMEND LAWS CONCERNING THE PROCEDURE OF DENIAL, 

SUSPENSION, OR REVOCATION OF A HEALTH FACILITIES 

SERVICE LICENSE; TO AMEND THE LAWS REGARDING ABORTION 

CLINICS; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES. 

Subtitle 
TO AMEND LAWS CONCERNING UNLAWFUL 

ABORTIONS; TO AMEND LAWS CONCERNING THE 

PROCEDURE OF DENIAL, SUSPENSION, OR 

REVOCATION OF A HEALTH FACILITIES SERVICE 

LICENSE; AND TO AMEND THE LAWS REGARDING 

ABORTION CLINICS. 

27 BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF ARKANSAS: 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

SECTION 1. Arkansas Code§ 5-61-101 is amended to read as follows: 

~-61F)01. Abortion only by licensed medical praetitieneF physician. .. 
(a} It is unlawful for any person to induce another person to have an 

abortion or to willfully knowingly terminate the pregnancy of a woman known 

to be pregnant with the intent purpose to cause fetal death unless the person 

is a physician licensed to practice medicin~ in the State of Arkansas. 

(b) Yielatioa A violation of subs~ction (a) of this section is a Class 
D felony. 
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1 

2 

3 

As Engrossed: B2/10{17 HB1428 

(3) (A) Deny, suspend, or revoke licenses on any of the following 

grounds: 

(iJ The violation of any provision of law or rule; 

4 or 

5 (ii) The pemittitJg, aiding, or abetting of the 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

collllDission of any unlawful act: in connection with the operation of the 

institutions. 

(BJ(i) If the depart:111ent determines to deny. suspend, or 

revoke a license, t:be department shall send to the applicant or licensee, by 

certified mail. a notice setting forth tbe particular reasons for the 

determination. 

fiiJ The denial, suspension, or revocation shall 

bec0111e final thirty (30) days after the mailing of tbe notice unless the 

applicant: or licensee gives written notice within the thirtv-day period of a 

desire for hearing. 

(iii)(a) The department shall issue an i.mraediate 

suspension of a license if an investigation or survey determines that: 

(lJ The applicant or licensee is i.n 

violation of any state law, rule, or regulation: and 

(2) The violation or violations pose an 

imminent threat to the health, 'litTBlfare, or safety of a patient. 

(bJ(l) file department shall give the applicant 

or licensee written notice of the :tmmediate suspension. 

{2} The suspension of the license is 

effective upon the receipt of the written notice. 

(iv) The denial, suspension, or revocation order 

sba.11 remain in effect until all violations have been corrected. 

(CJ The applicant: or licensee shall: 

(i) Be given a fair hearing; and 

(i1J Have t:be right: to present: evidence as may be 

proper. 

(DJ (iJ On the basis of the evidence at the bearing. t:he 

determi.nation involved shall be affinaed or set aside. 

(ii) A copy of the decision, setting forth the 

finding of facts and the particular grounds upon rlfh:i.cb it: is based, shall be 
ssnt by certified ma.ii to th• app~icant or 2icensee. 
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As Engrossed: H2/10/17 HB1428 

l consent requirement within the Woman's Right-to-Know Act, is amended to read 

2 as follows: 

3 (d) A physician, facility, employee or volunteer of a facility, or any 

4 other person or entity shall not require or obtain payment for a service 

5 provided in relation to abortion to a patient who has inquired about an 

6 abortion or scheduled an abortion until the expiration of the forty-eight-

7 hour reflection period required in this section. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 
30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

/s/Lundstrum 

APPROVED: 03/06/2017 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEAL TH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT.OF HEALTH 

V. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

Supplementary Affidavit of Lori Williams 

PETffiONER 

RESPONDENTS 

My name is Lori Williams. ram over the age of 21, competent and have personal 

knowledge of the matters testified to herein. I submit this supplementary affidavit in the 

captioned matter. 

I • On November 21, 2017, the Arkansas Department of Health conducted an inspection 

of Little Rock Family Planning Services' clinic. On December 7, 20 I 7, it issued a letter stating 

that "the Red Cross was not listed on the Emergency Phone Number list as required." See 

December 7. 2017 letter from Beck Bennett, attached as Exh. l. There was no deficiency 

citation issued for charging patients at the time of their first visit to LRFPS for an ultrasound and 

other services related to abortion care. 

2. I reviewed the records of Little Rock Family Planning Services ("LRFPS") to 

determine the number of patients who visited the facility from March 2017 through August 2018 

making inquiry about an abortion by month. Of those patients, I also determined the number of 

I 
EXHIBIT 

Z-

1-C~ 
1 
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women who returned for an abortion during the same period of time, also by month. The results 

of my review are below. 1 

2017 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

2018 

January 

February 

March 1-15 

After Stopped 
Charging for 
Ultrasound At Fint 
Visit 
March2-16 

LRFPS Abortion/Ultrasound Data 

Abortions 

273 

193 

204 

211 

194 

176 

194 

151 

162 

201 

182 

226 

151 

Ultrasounds 
(No Shows) 

25 

11 

9 

17 

15 

17 

26 

23 

13 

13 

22 

16 

18 

Total Patients 

298 

204 

213 

229 

209 

193 

220 

174 

175 

214 

204 

242 

169 

1 Note that a patient may have had her first visit for an ultrasound and related services in one 
month and her abortion in a later month. 

2 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT.OF HEALTH 

V. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

Supplementary Affidavit of Lori Williams 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENTS 

My name is Lori Williams. I am over the age of 21, competent and have personal 

knowledge of the matters testified to herein. I submit this supplementary affidavit in the 

captioned matter. 

1. On November 21, 2017. the Arkansas Department of Health conducted an inspection 

of Little Rock Family Planning Services' clinic. On December 7, 2017, it issued a letter stating 

that '"the Red Cross was not listed on the Emergency Phone Number list as required." See 

December 7, 2017 letter from Beck Bennett, attached as Exh. 1. There was no deficiency 

citation issued for charging patients at the time of their first visit to LRFPS for an ultrasound and 

other services related to abortion care. 

2. I reviewed the records of Little Rock Family Planning Services ("LRFPS") to 

determine the number of patients who visited the facility from March 2017 through August 2018 

making inquiry about an abortion by month. Of those patients, I also determined the number of 

1 
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women who returned for an abortion during the same period of time. also by month. The results 

of my review are below. 1 

LRFPS Abortion/Ultrasound Data 

2017 Abortions Ultrasounds Total Patients 
(No Shows) 

March 273 25 298 

April 193 11 204 

May 204 9 213 

June 211 17 229 

July 194 15 209 

August 176 17 193 

September 194 26 220 

October 151 23 174 

November 162 13 175 

December 201 13 214 

2018 

January 182 22 204 

February 226 16 242 

March 1-15 

After Stopped 
Charging for 
Ultrasound At First 
Visit 
March 2-16 151 18 169 

1 Note that a patient may have had her first visit for an ultrasound and related services in one 
month and her abortion in a later month. 

2 
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April 164 18 182 

May 220 15 235 

June 231 20 249 

July 144 18 162 

August 173 19 191 

3. I am providing updated information since the date of my initial affidavit. Since March 

14, 20 I 8, the day after receipt of the Statement of Deficiencies to the date of this supplementary 

affidavit, 108 patients, who did not return for an abortion, were billed. Of these 10 patients have 

paid for their ultrasound and ot~er services after receiving a bill. This has resulted in a total loss 

of$ 19,600 to LRFPS and Dr. Tvedten over this period. This loss will increase so long as§ 20-

16-1703( d) is in effect. 

18. In addition to the loss of revenue from patients, LRFPS incurs additional expense in staff 

time for billing and efforts to obtain payment from patients for services rendered. These 

additional staff expenses would be unnecessary if§ 20-16-l 703(d) were not in effect as now 

interpreted by ADH. These additional expenses are $720.00 for 40 additional hours of staff time. 

These additional staff expenses will increase as long as this law is in effect. Thus, the total loss 

to LRFPS from March 14, 2018 to the date of this supplementary affidavit is $20,320.00. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NOT 

3 
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Lori Williams 

State of Arkansas 

County of Pulaski 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a notary public, within and for said county and 
state. 

My Commission Expi~es: 'D / i } ~ ·'l_ 

~~ 
(Seal or Stamp) 

4 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEALTH 

V. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES and 

PLANNED PARENfflOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

AFFIDAVIT OF J. Mick Tilford, PhD 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENTS 

I. I am a Professor and Chair of Health Policy and Management in the Fay W. Boozman 

College of Public Health at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. I previously 

served as the Director of the Ph.D. program in Health Systems and Services Research at 

UAMS. I am a health economist with over 30 years of experience in this field. A copy of my 

curriculum vitae is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 

2. I submit this affidavit on behalf of Little Family Planning Services ("LRFPS") and 

Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma ("PP AEO") in the above-captioned 

matter. 

3. I was asked to provide a statistical analysis of Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703( d), and its 

effect on patient behavior -- more specifically to investigate whether a 48-hour or delay in 

payment for services provided at a women's initial visit reduces the rate at which women return 

for an abortion. The law states that .. A physician shall not require or obtain payment for a 

service provided in relation to abortion to a patient who has inquired about an abortion or 

scheduled an abortion until the expiration of the forty-eight-hour reflection period required in 

this section.'' 

I 
EXHIBIT 

'3 
-t'o~ 
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4. In analyzing the effect of this law, I relied on information about patient visits provided 

by LRFPS and data contained in the affidavit and supplementary affidavit of Lori Williams. I 

used all the data contained in William's supplementary affidavit. According to the information 

provided, at a woman's initial visit to the LRFPS clinic, she is given an ultrasound, provided 

with state-mandated infonnation and materials, and if she indicates a desire to proceed with an 

abortion and is eligible to do so, undergoes infonned-consent counselling. She is also scheduled 

for a procedure that occurs following the mandated waiting 48-hour waiting period. 

5. I understand that before the Statement of Deficiencies was received by LRFPS on March 

14, 2018, LRFPS collected payment for services provided at the first visit at that visit. I 

understand that after the Statement of Deficiencies was received, LRFPS ceased collecting 

payment for services provided at the first visit until at least 48 hours had passed. 

6. To evaluate whether this change in payment practices impacted the likelihood of a woman 

obtaining an abortion, I compared data from before and after the Statement of Deficiencies was 

received by LRFPS. 

7. To perform a statistical analysis, data were provided from LRFPS on women who made an 

initial visit to an abortion provider both before and after the Statement of Deficiencies was 

received. The analysis compares the percentage of women that returned for an abortion in these 

pre and post periods. Because LRFPS stopped accepting payment from women at the initial visit 

the day after receiving a deficiency citation from ADH on March 14, 2018, data from the second 

half of March is included in the analysis as the post-policy period for LRFPS. To address this 

data issue, the analysis was repeated with the month of March, 2018, excluded. The initial test of 

significance is based on at-test under the hypothesis that the percentage of return visits is 

reduced due to the law's prohibition on charging for initial visit services until the lapse of at least 
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48 hours. This analysis does not control for trend. If return visits are trending upward or 

downward, simple pre-post comparisons provide misleading estimates as the analysis captures 

the influence of trend and the change in LRFPS' practice. Therefore, I have done an analysis 

that does control for trend, reflected in Table 3. 

8. Table 1 provides an analysis of the mean return rate before and after the LRFPS' change in 

practice went into effect in March of 2018. The percentage of women returning for an abortion 

stayed approximately constant in this analysis with 91.88% returning in the period prior to the 

policy compared to 90. 76% in the period after the policy. The difference in rates for the pre and 

post Statement of Deficiencies periods for the LRFPS is positive and small, leading to an 

insignificant finding which supports the conclusion that whether payment is required at the first 

visit. or payment obtained until after the lapse of 48 hours, has no effect on a woman's decision 

to return for an abortion. 

Table I. Before and After Comparison Using All Data 

Points 

Statistic Percentage Returning Std. En. 

Mean (Before 

Policy) 91.88% 0.008 

Mean (After Policy) 90.76% 0.007 

Difference 0.0112 0.012 

t-value 0.9267 

p-value 0.1839 

9. Table 2 provides a similar analysis with the exception that the month of March is 

excluded. In this analysis, the percentage of women returning for an abortion remains similar. 
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with less than a 1 percentage point reduction in the months following the policy. The small 

difference in the percentage returning is not significant (p= 0.2663) at conventional levels 

(p=0.05) and the hypothesis that the policy led to a reduction in return visits would not be 

supported. 

Table 2. Before and After Comparison Using All Data Points Except 

March 2018 

Statistic 

Mean (Before 

Policy) 

Mean (After Policy) 

Difference 

t-value 

p-value 

Percentage Returning 

91.88% 

91.04% 

0.008 

0.6388 

0.2663 

Std. Err. 

0.008 

0.008 

0.013 

I 0. Table 3 provides results from an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression analysis that 

allows for trends in return visits to be controlled. OLS regression is a standard statistical 

technique often referred to as multiple regression in that it allows for an analysis of a dependent 

variable (percentage of women returning) in relation to several independent variables ( trend and 

policy period). In multiple regression, the effect of the policy period is estimated holding trend 

constant or controlling for trend. All of the data points were used in this analysis. The trend 

variable was negative suggesting that return visits were trending down over the study period, but 

the variable was not significant. If return visits were trending down, a pre-post analysis would 

indicate a decline in return visits even in absence of the law. After controlling for trend, the 

estimate of the policy effect was positive with almost a 1 percentage point increase in return 
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visits after LRFPS' change in practice .. However, the test of significance was again not 

supported (failed to reject the null hypothesis by not reaching conventional p-values for 

significance such as 0.05) suggesting that the law had no effect on return visits. 

Table 3. Before and After Comparison Using All Data Points and Accounting for 

Trend 

Statistic Coefficient Std. Err. t-vahie p-value 

Trend Variable -0.002 0.002 -1.01 0.328 

Pre/Post Dummy 0.008 0.022 0.36 0.725 

R2 0.112 

11. Table 4 provides results from another ordinary least squares regression analysis that 

excludes the month of March. Again, the trend variable is negative, similar in magnitude and 

statistically insignificant. The estimate of the change in LRFPS' practice was positive in this 

analysis, but still small and statistically insignificant. This analysis also suggests that the policy 

had no effect on return visits. 

Table 4. Before and After Comparison Using All Data Points Except March and Accounting 

for Trend 

Statistic 

Trend Variable 

Pre/Post Dummy 

Coefficient 

-0.002 

0.016 

R2 0.113 

Std. Err. t-value p-value 

0.002 -1.17 0.262 

0.024 0.65 0.529 

12. Using standard statistical analysis, I find no evidence that the rate of return visits changed 

due to LRFPS' change in practice. Based on the data and economic analysis, the prohibition on 
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payment for a 48-hour period after for the initial visit has no impact on whether or not a woman 

returns for an abortion. The percentage of women that made an initial visit and then returned for 

an abortion is approximately 91 % and this percentage did not change over the pre and post 

periods studied. The finding holds based on simple statistical tests of differences and atler 

controlling for trend. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NOT 

J.Mic~~ 

State of Arkansas 

County of_~ulaski "'::ic.l\ ,....,e_, 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a notary public, within and for said county and 
state. 

My Commission Expires: 9:\ -C.• \-· 2-D,. l-1e>. (Seal or Stamp) 

\ c::.. ~. 
BELINDA C. SHELTON ] 

'lotorv Public-Arkansas 
Sollne CountV 

Mv Commlssloo Expires 09-01-2026 
Commission # I 2C>91! 6M _:} 
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John (Mick) Tilford, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair 

CURRICULUM VITAE 

Fay W. Boozman College of Public Health 
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences 

Office Address: 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences 
4301 W. Markham St. Slot 820 
Little Rock, AR 72205-7199 

Phone: (501) 526-6642 
Fax: (501) 526-6620 
Email: tilfordmickj@uams.edu 

I. BIOSKETCH AND PROFESSIONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

Home Address: 
30 I Kingsrow Dr. 
Apt. 301 
Little Rock, AR 72207 
(501) 412-9388 

John "Mick" Tilford currently serves as a Professor and Chair of Health Policy and Management 
in the Fay W. Boozman College of Public Health at the University of Arkansas for Medical 
Sciences. Dr. Tilford also served as the Director of the Ph.D. program in Health Systems and 
Services Research at UAMS from 2012-2015. He has a secondary appointment in the Division of 
Pharmaceutical Evaluation and Policy in the College of Pharmacy and an appointment as a 
Senior Analyst at the Arkansas Foundation for Medical Care to assist with program evaluation. 
Dr. Tilford teaches courses in health economics and variations in health system perfonnance to 
students in PhD and master's level programs. His research program focuses on methods for the 
economic evaluation of health services. He has studied the cost-effectiveness of improving 
outcomes in children with traumatic brain injuries, quality of care associated with intensive care 
units, and quality-adjusted life years in children with chronic conditions, especially children with 
autism. A recent area of interest bas been the development of methods for incorporating family 
effects in economic evaluations. He received his Ph.D. in health economics from Wayne State 
University (1993) with the assistance of a dissertation grant from the Agency for Health Care 
Policy and Research (now AHRQ). 

As the Chair for the Department of Health Policy and Management, Dr. Tilford worked to 
improve the educational programs within the department. The PhD program in Health Systems 
and Services Research changed from a part-time program to a full time program admitting at 
least two students per year with stipends. The increase in Phb students led to an increase in the 
number of grant submissions by faculty and publications by students and faculty. 

The MHA program (tmder the direction of Steve Bowman initially and now Rick Ault) changed 
dramatically by focusing on integrating the program with the UAMS clinical enterprise and other 
health systems in the state. Dr. Tilford negotiated a fellowship position with the UAMS hospital 
CEO that led to a large increase in fellowship pla~nts throughout the enterprise. The program 

~BIT 

I ,o~, 
C'1'k .. 3. 
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has placed students in all of the major health systems in central Arkansas including Baptist 
Health System and Saint Vincent Infirmary. Through these placements and strategic plans to 
integrate teaching and clinical activities, student performance increased markedly as witnessed 
by the increase in students being placed in nationally competitive fellowships including the 
Cleveland Clinic, Houston Methodist Hospital, the American College of Healthcare Executives, 
and Arkansas Children's Hospital. Enrollment in the MHA program has grown with record 
cohorts being admitted in recent years. 

To improve the MPH program, Dr. Tilford expanded the types of preceptors hips available to 
students. Students in the MPH program have been placed to work on implementing patient
centered medical homes through the Arkansas Medicaid program, implementing provider led 
payment reform through the Arkansas Department of Human Services, implementing traumatic 
brain injury surveillance programs within the Arkansas Spinal Cord Commission and most 
recently, working on implementing new personnel systems in the UAMS department of human 
resources. 

Dr. Tilford and Mr. Ault led the development of a collaboration with the Walton College of 
Business at the University of Arkansas to create a healthcare track within their Executive MBA 
program. The first cohort of students started in the summer of 2017. He has received approval 
from the Arkansas Department of Higher Education to create a certificate program in analytics to 
start in the fall of 2018. 

II. EDUCATION 

Ph.D. 
M.A. 
B.S. 

Economics 
Economics 
Business & Economics 

Major Field: Health Economics. 
Minor Field: Industrial Organization. 

Wayne State University 
Central Michigan University 
Central Michigan University 

III. ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL POSIDONS 

1993 
1985 
1982 

2013 -present Chair, Department of Health Policy and Management, Fay W. Boozman 
College of Public Health, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. 

2012-2015 Director, Doctor of Philosophy in Health Systems Research Program, 
College of Public Health, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. 

2014-2015 Leadership Council, Translational Education Center of the Translational 
Research Institute, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. 

201 I -2014 Co-Director, Comparative Effectiveness Research Component of the 
Translational Research lnstiMe, University of Arkansas for Medical 
Sciences. 

2 
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20 IO - present Professor, Department of Health Policy and Management, College of 
Public Health, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (Primary 
Appointment as of 6/09). 

2014-present Professor, Division of Pharmaceutical Evaluation and Policy, College of 
Pharmacy, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (Secondary 
Appointment). 

2009-2014 Associate Professor, Division of Phannaceutical Evaluation and Policy, 
College of Phannacy. University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences 
(Secondary Appointment). 

2008 - present Senior Analyst, Arkansas Foundation for Medical Care, Little Rock, 
Arkansas. 

2002 - 2010 Associate Professor, Department of Health Policy and Management, 
College of Public Health, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences 
{Primary Appointment as of 6/09). 

2000 - 2009 Associate Professor, Department of Pediatrics, University of Arkansas for 
Medical Sciences. 

2002 - 2005 Faculty (part time), Department of Health Services Administration, 
University of Arkansas - Little Rock. 

1999 - present Graduate Faculty, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Division 
of Biometry. 

1994 - 2000 Assistant Professor, Department of Pediatrics, University of Arkansas for 
Medical Sciences. 

1993 - 1994 Instructor, Department of Pediatrics, University of Arkansas for Medical 
Sciences. 

1988 - 1992 Graduate Research Assistant, Department of Economics, Wayne State 
University. 

1986-1988 Graduate Assistant, Department of Economics, Wayne State University. 

1985 - 1986 Instructor, Department of Economics, University of Minnesota- Duluth. 

1983 - 1985 Graduate Assistant, Department of Economics, Central Michigan 
University. 

1982 - 1983 Instructor, Jackson Community College (State Prison of Southern 
Michigan). 

IV. FUNDED RESEARCH AND CONTRACTS 

A. Currently Active Research 

I. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. "Arkansas Prevention Research Center for 
Cardiovascular Risk (HTN) Reduction. Entire Period of Support 9/30/2014-9/29/2019. 

3 
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2. National Institutes of Health, National Center on Minority Health Disparities, "Weight 
Loss and Maintenance for Rural, African American Communities of Faith (The 
WORD)." Co-Investigator with 5% effort (K. Yeary, Pl). Entire period of support 9/12-
8/17. 

B. Currently Active Contracts 

1. Arkansas Center for Health Improvement "Evaluation of the Arkansas Medicaid 
Expansion through the Private Option." (Joseph Thompson, PI). Entire Period of Support 
9/14-8/19. 

C. Completed Research and Contracts 

1. Healogics. "Evaluation of Prior Authorization Rules on the Use ofHyperbaric 
Oxygenation and Outcomes for Patients with Severe Leg Wounds." Principal 
Investigator. Entire period of support 6/17 - 8/17. 

2. National Institute of Mental Health, "Mapping Clinical Outcomes to Preference-based 
Measures from the NDAR Database," Co-Investigator and Mentor (N Payakachat, PI). 
Entire period of support: 1/14-12/15. 

3. Arkansas Insurance Department "Evaluation of the Arkansas Marketplace Health 
Insurance Exchange." Principal Investigator. Entire Period of Support 1/14 -6/15. 

4. National Institutes of Health, "Remote Food Photography for the Real-time Measurement 
of Children's Food Intake," Co-Investigator with 6% effort (C. Martin, PI). Entire period 
of support 4/11-3/12. 

5. National Institutes of Health, "Arkansas Center for Clinical and Translational Research,n 
Co-Director of Translational Education Component with 10% effort (L. James and C. 
Beck, Pis). Entire period of support 9/1 1 - 3/15. 

6. National Institutes of Heal~ "Reducing Asthma Disparities through School-Based 
Telemedicine for Rural Children." Co-Investigator with 5% effort (Tamara Perry, PQ. 
Entire period of support 6/10 - 5/14. 

7. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, "Enhanced Academic Detailing to Increase 
Immunization Recall Rates," Co-Investigator with 5% effort (J. Gary Wheeler, Pl). Entire 
period of support 9/10-8/14. 

8. Arkansas Minority Health Commission. "Economic Cost of Racial and Ethnic Health 
Disparities." Principal Investigator. Entire period of support 9/13 - 4/14. 

9. Arkansas Spinal Cord Commission. "Post-Acute Care Costs for Brain Injuries, Spinal 
Cord Injuries, and Amputations in Arkansas." Principal Investigator using Arkansas 
Foundation for Medical Care. Entire period of support 7/12-6/13. 
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10. National Institute of Mental Health, "Measuring Quality Adjusted Life Years in Children 
with Autism Spectrum Disorders," Principal Investigator with 40% effort (Karen 
Kuhlthau, Co-Pl). Entire period of support: 9/09-8/12. Total Amount: $889,603. 

11. National Institute of Mental Health, "Measuring Quality Adjusted Life Years in Children 
with Autism Spectrum Disorders - Supplement," Principal Investigator with 5% effort 
(Karen Kuhlthau, Co-Pl). Entire period of support: 6/10-5/12. Total Amount: $89,708. 

12. Arkansas Department of Human Services, Division of Aging and Adult Services. 
Contract to Assess Balancing Incentives associated with the Accountable Care Act. 
Principal Investigator with 10% effort. Entire period of support 1/12-6/12. 

13. National Institute of Drug Abuse, "Development and Efficacy Test of Computerized 
Treatment for Marijuana Dependence," Co-Investigator with 5% effort (Alan Budney, 
Pl). Entire period of support 7/10 - 6/12. 

14. National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, "Family Based Contingency 
Management for Adolescent Alcohol Abuse," Co-Investigator with 5% effort (Cathy 
Stanger, PI). Entire period of support 7 /07 - 6/11. 

15. National Institute of Drug Abuse, "Behavioral treatment of Adolescent Marijuana 
Abuse," Competing Continuation for R01-DA15186, Co-Investigator with 5% effort 
(Alan Budney, Pl). Entire period of support 7/07-6/10. 

16. Center for Clinical and Translational Research, University of Arkansas for Medical 
Sciences, "Clinical Indicators to Infonn Clinicians' Referral Decisions for Cardiovascular 
Evaluation in Women." Co-Investigator with 1 % contributed effort, (Jean Mcsweeney, 
PI). 

17. Arkansas Biosciences Institute, "Center of Excellence in Child Health Services 
Research," Co-investigator with 5% effort (James Robbins, Pl). Entire period of support 
7/07 - 6/08. The objective of this study was to create a central resource for investigators 
in the department of pediatrics to use in order to advance child health services research. 

18. Children's University Medical Group, "A Hospital Data Resource and Analysis Center," 
Principal Investigator with no effort. This intramural project provided funds to support 
projects using the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP) database with faculty 
and fellows in the department of pediatrics. 

19. Arkansas Children's Hospital, "Office of Health Care Research," Co-Investigator with 
20% effort. (James Robbins, PI). Entire period of support: 6/94 - 6/09. The objective of 
this program was to provide services to ACH for the analysis of quality improvement 
projects. 

20. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention - AAMC. "Using the HCUP Databases to 
Study Birth Defects," Co-investigator with 15% effort. (James Robbins, PI). Entire 
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period of support 10/03 -8/07. The objectives of this study were to evaluate the birth 
inciden~ co~ and outcomes of children born with birth defects. 

21. Children's Sentinel Nutrition Project, "Cost Analysis for Hospitalizations," Co
Investigator with 5% effort (James Robbins, PI). Entire period of support 2/07 - 8/07. 
This small study provided support to assess whether children with food insecurity were 
associated with increased costs of hospitaliz.ation. 

22. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, "Health State Preference Scores and 
Productivity Costs for Caregivers of Children with Craniofacial Anomalies," Principal 
Investigator with 15% effort. Supplement to ·•cooperative Agreement to Establish a 
Center of Excellence in Birth Defect Prevention, .. (Charlotte Hobbs, PI). Entire period of 
support 8/05-9/07. This project compared methods for incorporating caregiver impacts 
in economic evaluations of interventions to prevent or treat craniofacial birth defects. 

23. Families USA (Contract), "Hospitalizations of Uninsured Children," Principal 
Investigator with 15% effort. Entire period of support 3/06 - 12/06. This study was the 
first contract received after creating a hospital data resource and analysis center. The 
objective was to compare outcomes of hospitalized children that lacked health insurance. 
A policy brief based on the study was produced by Families USA. Findings from the 
study were used on the US Senate floor to defend the continuation of the S-CHIP 
program. 

24. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention - AAMC. "Health Effects of Congenital 
Hearing Loss in Children," Principal Investigator with 15% effort. Entire period of 
support 10/03 - 9/06. The purpose of this study was to generate data on quality adjusted 
life years in a cohort of children with hearing loss that were diagnosed prior to the advent 
of universal newborn hearing screening. This is the only data on QAL YS in children with 
hearing loss in the US prior to universal newborn screening. Future research may 
investigate whether QAL Y relationships have changed following the introduction of 
universal newborn hearing screening. 

25. Maternal and Child Health Bureau {HRSA). "Economic Evaluation oflntensive Care 
Services for Pediatric Trawnatic Brain Injury Patients," Principal Investigator with·40% 
effort. Entire period of support 3/0 I - 2/05. The purpose of this study was to conduct a 
cost-effectiveness analysis of technological change in the treatment of traumatic brain 
iajury. HCUP data were used to generate an estimate of survival change associated with 
improved technology. QAL Y data and other cost data were collected from 10 pediatric 
intensive care units located across the country. The project received a national hero's 
award from the Emergency Medical Services for Children program. 

26. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, (DHHS) "Cooperative Agreement to 
Establish a Center of Excellence in Birth Defect Prevention." Co-Investigator with 15% 
effort. (Charlotte Hobbs, PI). Entire period of support: 10/97-10/03. This grant 
established a large case-control study of birth defects. The study included a health 
services team to study costs and outcomes of birth defects. 
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27. University of California - Los Angeles. 11Cost Analysis for Care of Children in the 
Emergency Department: Guidelines for Preparedness," Subcontract with l 0% effort. 
Entire period of support 2/02 - 12/02. This subcontract was awarded to develop cost 
estimates associated with preparedness for pediatric emergencies. 

28. DHHS -Arkansas. "Evaluation of the Family Planning Waiver," Co-Investigator with 
5% effort. Entire period of support 3/01 -12/04. My role on this study was to set up a 
system to calculate budget impacts of the family planning waiver. 

29. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, (DHHS) "Developing an Asthma 
Management Model for Head Start Children," Co-Investigator with 10% effort. (Perla 
Vargas, PI). Entire period of support: 9/00 -8/03. This randomized controlled trial 
examined a case management model in young children. My role was to evaluate the costs 
of the intervention. 

30. Agency for Health Care Policy and Research, (DHHS), ROI HS09055, "Quality and Cost 
Containment in Pediatric Intensive Care," Principal Investigator with 35% effort. (Debra 
Fiser, Co-PI). Entire period of support: 9/95 - 8/99. (Funded on initial submission). This 
study addressed the question of whether race or insurance influenced the allocation of 
pediatric intensive care services. The study collected data on over 5,000 subjects from 
pediatric intensive care units located nationally. We found significant differences in 
treatment and outcome by insurance, but not by race. Findings from the study also were 
used in the development of guidelines for the management of pediatric traumatic brain 
injury. 

31. Agency for Health Care Policy and Research, (DHHS), ROI HS09055, "Quality and Cost 
Containment in Pediatric Intensive Care-Administrative Supplement," Principal 
Investigator with 5% effort. (Al Torres, Co-PI). Entire period of support: 4/97 - 9/99. The 
supplement was awarded to extend analysis of intensive care unit cost and outcomes to 
the hospital setting. 

32. Maternal and Child Health Bureau - Health Resources and Services Agency, (DHHS), 
"Outcomes Assessment in Pediatric Trauma Patients," Co-Investigator with 5% effort. 
(Mary Aitken, PI). Entire period of support: 9/97 - 8/99. This study examined outcomes 
of children following injury. 

33. Office of Rural Health Policy- Health Resources and Services Agency, (DHHS), 
''Arkansas Telehealth: Taking the Distance out of Caring," Co-Investigator with 15% 
effort. (Ann Byn~ Pl). Entire period of support: 9/97- 9/99. This study was a federal 
initiative to evaluate telemedicine services. My role in the project was to direct the local 
evaluation. 

34. American Association for Respiratory Care, "Respiratory Care Practitioner-Controlled 
Ventilator Weaning of Children." Co-Investigator with 5% effort. (Submitted with AI 
Torres, PI, Directed with Mark Heulitt, Pl). Entire period of support; 7/98 - 6/99. Th.is 
project was a randomized controlled trial to test whether the use of respiratory care 
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practitioners were better able to assess weaning from mechanical ventilation and reduce 
the amount of time on the ventilator and the length of stay in the hospital. 

35. Housing and Urban Development, "Get Smart: Health Insurance in the Delta," Co
Investigator with 20% effort. (James Robbins, Director of Evaluation), Entire period of 
support: 9/93 - 1/97. Ibis project received funds to provide health insurance to 
previously uninsured children in the Mississippi delta. 

36. Rural Utilities Service-Department of Commerce, "Arkansas Rural Medlink.," Co
investigator with 20% effort. (Charles Cranford, Pl). Entire period of support: 5/95 -
4/96. Served as the evaluator for this project that sought to increase access to 
telemedicine in rural Arkansas. 

37. MCPG/CUMG research fund. "Estimation of Offset Effects Between Prescription Drug 
Use and Expenditures on Hospital and Ambulatory Care Visits," Co-Principal 
Investigator. (James Robbins. Co-Pl). Entire period of support 3/95 - 4/96. This 
internally funded study examined whether prescription drug offsets could be estimated 
from the National Medical Expenditure Survey. 

38. Michigan Health Care Education and Research Foundation, Grant No. 087-SAP/92-09, 
"Cigarette Smoking Behavior and Potential Health Care Savings in the State of 
Michigan," Principal Investigator. Entire period of support: 9/92 - 5/93. This grant was 
secured as a graduate student to estimate expenditure functions for a statistical person. It 
was completed while writing my dissertation. 

39. Agency for Health Care Policy and Research, R03 HS07554 t•Access to Medical Care 
and the Demand for Medical Care," Principal Investigator with I 00°/o effort (Dissertation 
Grant). Entire period of support: 9/92 - 11/93. 

Total Funding as Principal Investigator is approximately $4,250,000 as of 111/14. 

D. Submitted and In-preparation Research Proposals 

1. American Heart ASSQCiation, .. Comparative Effectiveness of Workplace Wellness 
Programs," Principal Investigator. Entire period of support: 1/13 - 12/14. Not Funded. 

2. National Institutes of Health, "Center of Excellence Network for Comparative 
Effectiveness Research in Autism Spectrum Disorders," Co-Principal Investigator (with 
Karen Kuhlthau). Entire period of support: 7 /12 - 6/17. Not Funded 

3. National Institutes of Health, "Incentives and Motivational Therapy for Teens with 
Poorly Controlled Type 1 Diabetes," Co-Investigator (C. Stanger, Pl). Entire period of 
support: 7/12-6/17. Not Funded 
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V. TRAINING GRANTS 

A. Funded Training Grants 

1. MCPG/CUMG research fund, "Research Skills Course," Principal Investigator. (Paula 
Roberson, Co-Pl). Entire period of support: 7/96 - 6/98. This project used internal 
funding to provide a course to jW1ior faculty and fellows on research skills. 

2. Glaxo Inc. "Educational Grant for the Creation of a Research Skills Course," Co
Principallnvestigator. (Paula Roberson, Co-Pl). Entire period of support 2/94 - 5/94. 
This industry sponsored grant was used to fund the Research Skills Course that was given 
to fellow and junior faculty before the creation of the COPH. 

B. Submitted Training Grants 

l. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, .. Arkansas Patient Centered Outcomes 
Research Scholars Program,., Principal Investigator. Entire period of support 1/14-12/ 19. 
This application seeks to create a K12 institutional training program in comparative 
effectiveness research using patient centered outcomes. Not Funded. 

VI. PUBLICATIONS 

A. Peer Reviewed Journal Publications 

1. Hsueh-Fen Chen, J. Mick Tilford, Fei Wan, Robert Schuldt. "CMS HCC Risk Scores and 
Home Health Patient-Experience Measures." Forthcoming in the American Journal of 
Managed Care. 

2. Michael Preston, Glen Mays, .2.oran Bursae, Billy Thomas, Jonathan Laryea, J. Mick 
Tilford, Michelle Odlwn, Sharla Smith, Ronda Henry-Tillman. "Insurance Coverage 
Mandates: Impact of Physician Utili7.ation in Moderating Colorectal Cancer Screening 
Rates." American Journal of Surgery. Epub 2018 March. 

3. Clare C. Brown, J. Mick Tilford, T. Mac Bird. "Improved Health and Insurance Status 
among Cigarette Smokers After Medicaid Expansion: 2011-2016." Public Health Reports. 
Epub 2018 Jan. 

4. Marcia A. Byers, Patricia Wright, J. Mick Tilford, Lynn S. Nemeth, Ellyn Matthews, Anita 
Mitchell. "Comparing Smoking Cessation Outcomes in Nurse-led and Physician-led Primary 
Care Visits," J Nurs Care Qua/. 2017. EPub 2017 Sep 29. 

S. Payakachat N, J. Mick Tilford, Kuhlthau K. "Parent-reported Use of interventions by 
toddlers and preschoolers with autism spectrum disorder." Psychiatric Services. Epub 2017 
Oct 16. 

6. Hsueh-Fen Chen, Saleema Karim, Pei Wan. Adrienne Nevola, Michael E. Morris. T. Mac 
Bird, J. Mick Tilford. "Financial Performance of Hospitals in the Mississippi Delta Region 
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under the Hospital Readmission Reduction Program and Hospital Value-based Purchasing 
Program. Medical Care. 2017 55(11): 924-930. 

7. Hsueh-Fen Chen, Adrienne Nevola, Tommy M. Bird, Saleema A. Karim, Michael E. Morris, 
Fei Wan, J, Mick Tilford. "Understanding Factors Associated with Readmission Disparities 
among Delta Region, Delta State, and Other Hospitals." Forthcoming in the American 
Journal of Managed Care. 

8. Leanne M Redman, L. Anne Gilmore, Jeffrey Breaux, Diana M Thomas, KarenElkind
Hirsch, Tiffany Stewart, Daniel S Hsi~ Jeffrey Burton, John W Apolzan, Loren E Cain, 
Abby D Alta7.an, Shelly Ragusa, Heather Brady, AllisonDavis, J. Mick Tilford, Eli7.a.beth F 
Sutto~ Corby K Martin. "A novel e-Health intervention can deliver an intensive lifestyle 
intervention to pregnant women with pre-pregnancy overweight and obesity for management 
of gestational weight gain: a randomized controlled pilot study." JMIR Mhealth Uhealth. 
2017 5(9): el33. 

9. Kristina L. Bondurant, J. Gary Wheeler, Zoran Bursae, Tereasa Holmes, J. Mick Tilferd. 
"Comparison of Office-Based Versus Outsourced Immunization Recall Services." Clinical 
Pediatrics, 2017 Jun;56(6):555-563. 

10. Pratik Doshi 1, J. Mick Tilford, Songthip Ounpraseuth, Dermis Z. Kuo, Nalin Payakachat. 
"Do Insurance Mandates Affect Racial Disparities in Outcomes for Children with Autism?" 
Matern Child Health J. 2017 Feb;21(2):351-366 

11. Alesia Ferguson, Christopher Y at~ J. Mick Tilford. "Value Based Insurance Designs in the 
Treatment of Mental Health Disease." American Journal of Managed Care. 2016 Jan 
1 ;22(1):e38-44 

12. Scott D. Grosse. Robert J Berry, J Mick Tilford, James E Kucik, Norman J Waitzman. 
"Retrospective Assessment of the Cost Savings of Prevention: Folic Acid Fortification and 
SpinaBi:fidain the United States." American Journal of Preventive Medicine. 2016 
May;50(5 Suppl 1):S74-80 

13. Nalin Payakachat, J. Mick Tilford, Wendy Ungar. ''National Database for Autism Research 
(NDAR): Big data opportunities for health services research and technology assessment." 
Pharmacoeconomics. 2016 Feb;34(2):127-38. 

14. J. Mick Tilford, Nalin Payakachat, Karen Kuhlthau, Jeffrey M. Pyne, Erica Kovacs, Jayne 
Bellando, D. Keith Williams, Werner Brouwer, Richard Frye. "Treatment for Sleep Problems 
in Children with Autism and Caregiver Spillover Effects." Jaurnal of Autism and 
Developmental Disorders. 2015 Nov;4S(11):3613-23. 

15. Nalin Payakachat, J. Mick Tilford "Can The EQ-5D Detect Meaningful Change? A 
Systematic Review" Pharmacoeconomics. 2015 Nov;33(1 l):l l37-54. 
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16. Sharla Smith, Glen Mays, J. Mick Tilford, Holly Felix, Geoff Curran, Michael Preston. 
Impact of Economic Constraints on Public Health Delivery System Structures. AM J Pub 
Health. 2015 Sep;l05(9):e48-53 

17. Alan J. Budney, Catherine Stanger, J. Mick Tilford, Pamela C. Brown, Zhongze Li, Zhigang 
Li, and Denise Walker. "Computer-assisted Behavioral Therapy and Contingency 
Management for Cannabis Use Disorder." Psychology of Addictive Behaviors. 2015 
Sep;29(3):501-1 l. 

18. J. Mick Tilford and Nalin Payakachat, "Progress in Measuring Family Spillover Effects for 
Economic Evaluations." Expert Reviews in Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research. 
2015 Apr;15(2):195-8. 

Cited in Chapter 7 of the 2nd US Panel recommendations for conducting CEA. 

19. Barbara S. Saunders, J. Mick Tilford, Jill J. Fussell, Eldon G. Schulz, Patrick H. Casey and 
Dennis Z. Kuo. "Financial and Employment Impact of Intellectual Disability on Families of 
Children with Autism." Families, Systems, and Health. 2015 Mar,33(1):36-45. 

20. Karen Hye-cheon Kim, Carol Cornell, T Elaine Prewitt, Zoran Bursae, J. Mick Tilford, 
Jerome Turner, Kenya Eddings, Sharhonda Love, Kimberly Harris. The WORD (Wholeness, 
Oneness, Righteousness, Deliverance): Design of a randomized controlled trial testing the 
effectiveness of an evidence-based weight loss and maintenance intervention translated for a 
faith-based, rural, African American population using a community-based participatory 
approach. Contemporary Clinical Trials. 2015 Jan;40:63-73. 

21. Nalin Payakachat, J. Mick Tilford, Karen A. Kuhlthau, N. Job van Exel, Erica Kovacs, 
Jayne Bellando, Jeffrey M. Pyne, Werner BF Brouwer. "Predicting Health Utilities for 
Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders." Autism Research. 2014 Dec;7(6):649-63. 

22. Karen Kuhlthau, Nalin Payakachat, Jennifer Delahaye, Jill Hurson, Jeffrey M. Pyne, Erica 
Kovacs, and J. Mick Tilford. "Quality of Life for Parents of Children with Autism Spectrum 
Disorder for Use in Cost-effectiveness Evaluations." Research on Autism Spectrum 
Disorders. 2014 Oct; (8)10:1339-1350 

23. Renske Hoefman, Nalin Payakachat, Job van Exel, Karen Kuhlthau, Jeffrey Pyne, and J. 
Mick Tilford. "Caring for a Child with Autism Spectrum Disorder and Parents' Quality of 
Life: Application of the CarerQoL." Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders. 2014 
Aug;44(8): 1933-45. 

24. Priya Mendiratta, Parthak Prodhan, J. Mick Tilford, and Jeanne Wei. "Trends in 
Percutaneous Endoscopic Gastrostomy Placement in the Elderly from 1993-2003." American 
Journal of Alzheimers Disease & Other Dementias, 2012 Dec; 27(8): 609-613. 

25. Nalin Payakachat, J. Mick Tilford, Erica Kovacs, Karen Kuhlthau. "Autism Spectrum 
Disorders: A Review of Measures for Clinical, Health Services, and Cost-Effectiveness 
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Applications." Expert Reviews of Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research, 2012 
Aug;l2(4):485-503. 

26. J. Mick Tilford, Nalin Payakachat, Erica Kovacs, Jeffrey M. Pyne, Werner Brouwer, Todd 
Nick. Jayne Bellando, Karen Kuhltbau. "Preference-based Health-related Quality of Life 
Outcomes in Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders: A Comparison of Generic 
Instruments." Pharmacoeconomics, 2012 Aug l; 30(8): 661-679 .. 

27. Rebecca A. Krukowski, J. Mick Tilford, Jean Harvey-Berino. Delia Smith West. 
"Comparing Behavioral Weight Loss Modalities: Incremental Cost-effectiveness of an 
Internet-based versus an In-person Condition." Obesity, 2011 Aug;19(8):1629-35. 

28. Nalin Payakachat, J. Mick Tilford, Werner Brouwer, Job Van Exel, Scott D. Grosse. 
"Measuring Health and Well-being effects in Family Caregivers of Children with 
Craniofacial Malformations. Quality of Life Research, 2011 Nov;20(9):1487-95. 

29. Dennis Z. Kuo, T. Mac Bird, J. Mick Tilford. "Associations of Family-Centered Care with 
Health Outcomes for Children with Special Health Care Needs." Maternal and Child Health 
Journal, 2011 Aug;l5(6):794-805. 

30. Scott D. Grosse, Alina L. Flores, Lijing Ouyang, James M. Robbins, John M. Tilford. 
"Impact of Spina Bifida on Parental Caregivers: Findings from a Survey of Arkansas 
Families," Journal of Child and Family Studies, 2009 Oct;l8(5): 574-581. 

31. Priya Mendiratta, John M. Tilford, Parthak. Prodhan, Mario A. Cleves, and Jeanne Y. Wei. 
"Trends in Hospital Discharge Disposition for Elderly Patients with Infective Endocarditis: 
1993-2003." Journal of the American Geriatrics Society, 2009 May;57(5):877-81. 

32. John M. Tilford, Scott D. Grosse, Allen C. Goodm~ and Kemeng Li. "Labor Market 
Productivity Costs for Caregivers of Children with Spina Bifida: A Population-Based 
Analysis." Medical Decision Making, 2009; Jan-Feb;29(1):23-32. 

33. Bryan L. Burke, James M. Robbins, TM Bird, Charlotte A. Hobbs, Claire Nesmith, John M. 
Tilford. "Trends in Hospitalizations for Neonatal Jaundice and Kernicterus in the United 
States: 1988 to 2005." Pediatrics, 2009; Feb; 123(2):524-32. 

34. Stephen M. Bowman, Tommy M. Bird, Mary E. Aitken, John M. Tilford. "Trends in 
Hospitalizations Associated with Pediatric Traumatic Brain Injuries." Pediatrics, 2008 
Nov; 122(5):988-93 

35. Laura Smith-Olinde, Scott D. Grosse, Frank Olinde, Patti F. Martin, John M. Tilford. 
"Health State Preference Scores for Children with Pennanent Childhood Hearing Loss: A 
Comparative Analysis of the QWB and HUI3." Quality of Life Research. 2008 
Aug; 17(6):943-53. 
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36. John M. Tilford, Allen C. Goodman, Mary E. Aitken, P. David Adelson. "Measuring the 
Cost-effectiveness of Tecbnologic Change in the Treatment of Pediatric Traumatic Brain 
Injury." The Journal a/Trauma. 2007 Dec;63(6 Suppl):Sl 13-20; discussion S121. 

37. Mario A. Cleves, Charlotte A. Hobbs, Phillip A. Cleves, John M. Tilford, TM Bird, James 
M. Robbins. "Congenital Defects Among Livebom Infants with Down Syndrome. Birth 
Defects Res.A Clin.Mol.Teratol. 2007 Aug;79: 657-63. 

38. John M. Tilford, Mary E. Aitken, Allen C. Goodman, Debra H. Fiser. Jeffrey B. 
Killingsworth, J erril W. Green, P. David Adelson. "Child Health Related Quality of Life 
Following Neurocritical Care for Traumatic Brain Injury: An Analysis of Preference
Weighted Outcomes." Neurocritica/ Care, Neurocrit Care. 2007 Aug;7(1):64-75. 

39. James M. Robbins., T.M. Bird, John M. Tilford, Mario A. Cleves, Charlotte A. Hobbs, Scott 
D. Grosse, Adolpho Correa, A. "Hospital Stays. Hospital Charges, and In-Hospital Deaths 
Among Infants with Selected Birth Defects- United States, 2003." Journal of American 
Medicine Association. 2007 Feb;297(8):802-803 

40. T.M. Bird, Charlotte A. Hobbs, Mario A. Cleves, John M. Tilford, James M. Robbins. 
"National Rates of Birth Defects Among Hospitalized Newborns," Birth Defects Research 
Part A Clinical and Molecular Teratology, 2006 Nov;76(11):762-9. 

41. James M. Robbins, T.M. Bird, John M. Tilford, J. Alex Reading, Mario A. Cleves, Mary E. 
Aitken, Charlotte M. Druschel, Charlotte A. Hobbs. "Reduction in newborns with discharge 
coding of in ulero alcohol effects in the United States, 1993 to 2002," Archives of Pediatric 
and Adolescent Medicine, 2006 Dec; 160:1224-1231. 

42. Stephen J. Pont, James M. Robbins, T. M. Bird. James B. Gibson, Mario A. Cleves, John M. 
Tilford, Mary E. Aitken. "Congenital Malformations Among Livebom Infants with 
Trisomies 18 and 13." American Journal of Medical Genetics, 2006 Aug 15;140(16):1749-
56. 

43. James M. Robbins, John M. Tilford, T. M. Bird, Mario A. Clev~. J. Alex Reading, 
Charlotte A. Hobbs. "Hospitalizations of newborns with folate-sensitive birth defects before 
and after fortification of foods with folic acid." Pediatrics, 2006 Dec;l 18(6):2608. 

44. Folafoluwa 0. Odetola. John M. Tilford, Matthew M. Davis. "Variation in the Use of 
Intracranial Pressure Monitoring and Mortality in Critically III Children with Meningitis in 
the United States." Pediatrics, 2006 Jun; 117(6): 1893-900. 

45. Adriana M. Lopez, John M. Tilford, K.S. Anand, Chan-Hee Jo, Jerril W. Green, Mary E. 
Aitken, Debra H. Fiser. "Variation in Pediatric Intensive Care Therapies and Outcomes by 
Race, Gender, and Insurance Status." Pediatric Critical Care Medicine, 2006 Jan;7(1):2-6. 

46. Zola K. Moon, Frank L Farmer, John M. Tilford. "Attenuation of Racial Differences in 
Health Services Utilization Patterns for Previously Uninsured Children in the Delta." The 
Journal of Rural Health, 2005 Fall;21(4):288-94. 
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47. John M. Tilford, Mary E. Aitken, KJS Anaru:L Jerril Green, Allen C. Goodman, James 
Parker, Jeff Killingsworth, Debra Fiser, and David Adelson. "Hospitali:mtions for Critically 
Ill Children with Trauma~c Brain Injuries: A Longitudinal Analysis." Critical Care · 
Medicine, 2005 Sep;33(9):2074-8 l. 

48. John M. Tilford, Scott D. Grosse, James M. Robbins, Jeffrey M. Pyne, Mario A. Clev~ 
and Charlotte A. Hobbs. "Health State Preference Scores of Children with Spina Bifida and 
Their Caregivers. 11 Quality of Life Research, 2005 May; 14( 4): 1087 M98. 

49. Jeff Killingsworth, John M. Tilford, James Parker, James Graham, Rhonda Dick, Mary E. 
Aitken. "National Hospitalization Impact of Pediatric All-Terrain Vehicle Injuries." 
Pediatrics, 2005 Mar;l 15(3):e316-21. 

50. Perla A. Vargas, Pippa M. Simpson, J. Gary Wheeler, Rajiv Goel, Charles R. Field, John M. 
Tilford, Stacie M. Jones. "Characteristics of Children with Asthma in a Head Start 
Program." Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology, 2004 Sep; 114(3), 499-504. 

51. Jeffrey R. Kaiser, John M. Tilford, Pippa M. Simpson, Walid A. Salhab, Charles R. 
Rosenfeld. "Hospital Survival of Very Low Birth Weight Neonates from 1977-2000." 
Journal of Perinatology, 2004 Jun;24(6);343-50. 

52. John M. Tilfo~ Mario A. Cleves, and Sadia Ghaffar. ''Management of Hypoplastic Left 
Heart Syndrome," (letter) Pediatrics, 2003 Nov;l 12(5):1210-1; and 2004 Feb;l 13(2):431-2. 

53. Z.Ola K. Moon, Frank L Farmer, John M. Tilford, and Kelly J. Kelleher. "Dental 
Disadvantage among the Disadvantaged: Double Jeopardy for Rural Schoolchildren." 
Journal of School Health, 2003 Aug;73(6):242-4. 

54. John M. Tilford and James G. Parker. A Gender Bias in the Allocation oflCU Resources? 
Critical Care Medicine, 2003 Jul;31(7):2073-4. 

55. James M. Robbins, John M. Tilford, Stephen R. Gillaspy, Jennifer L. Shaw, Donald D. 
Simpson, Richard F. Jacobs, J. Gary Wheeler. "Parental Emotional and Time Costs Predict 
Compliance with Respiratory Syncytial Virus Prophylaxis" Ambulatory Pediatrics. 2002 
Nov-Dec;2( 6):444-8 

56. Mary E. Aitken, John M. Tilfo~ Kathleen W. Barrett, James G. Parker, Pippa Simpson, 
Jeanne Landgrat James M. Robbins. "Health Status of Children After Admission for htjury." 
Pediatrics. 2002 Aug;l 10(2 Pt 1):337-42. 

57. John M. TIiford. "Cost-Effectiveness Analysis and Emergency Medical Services for 
Children; Issues and Applications," Ambulatory Pediatrics, 2002 Jul-Aug;2(4 Suppl):330-6. 

58. John M. Tilford, James M. Robbins, Charlotte Hobbs. "Improving Estimates of Caregiver 
Time Cost and Family Impact Associated with Birth Defects," Teratology, 2001 ;64 Suppl 
1:S37-41 
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59. John M. Tilford, Pippa M. Simpson, Timothy S. Yeh, Shelly Lensing. Mary E. Aitken, 
Jerril W. Green, Judith Harr, and Debra H. Fiser. "Variation in Therapy and Outcome for 
Pediatric Head Trauma Patients,'' Critical Care Medicine, 2001 May;29(5): 1056-61. 

Reviewed in Pediatric Emergency & Critical Care and Intensive Care Monitor. 

60. James M. Robbins, John M. Tilford, Richard F. Jacobs, J. Gary Wheeler, Stephen Gillaspy, 
and Gordon E. Schutze. "Costs and Respiratory Syncytial Virus," (letter) Pediatrics, 2001 
Mar; 107(3):608-9. 

61. John M. Tilford, Pippa M. Simpson, Jerril W. Green, Shelly Lensing, and Debra H. Fiser. 
"Volume-Outcome Relationships in Pediatric Intensive Care Units," Pediatrics, 2000 
Aug; 106(2 Pt I ):289-94. 

Reviewed in Research Briefs. 

62. Mingliang Zhang, John C. Fortney, John M. Tilford, and Kathryn M. Rost. 11An application 
of the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation," Health Services and Outcomes Research 
Methodology, 2000 Jun;l(2):165-l 71. 

63. Debra H. Fiser, John M. Tilford, and Paula K. Roberson. "Relationship of Illness Severity 
and Length of Stay to Functional Outcomes in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit: a Multi
institutional Study," Critical Care Medicine, 2000 Apr;28(4):1173-9. 

64. A.lien C. Goodman, John M. Tilford, Janet Hankin, Harold D. Holder, and Eleanor Nishiura, 
"Alcoholism Treatment Offset Effects: An Insurance Perspective." Medical Care Research 
and Review, 2000 Mar;57(1):51-75. 

65. KJS Anand and John M. Tilford. "Has the Increased Survival of Premature Infants Affected 
Resource Utilization in Pediatric Intensive Care Units?" Critical Care Medicine, 2000 
Mar;28(3):900-2. 

66. John M. Tilford, Paula K.. Roberson, Shelly Lensing, and Debra H. Fiser. "Improvement in 
Pediatric Critical Care Outcomes," Critical Care Medicine, (letter) 2000 Feb;28(2):601-3. 

67. John M. Tilfor~ James M. Robbins, Sarah J. Shema, and Frank L Farmer. "Response to 
Health Insurance by Previously Uninsured Rural Children," Health Services Research, 1999 
Aug;34(3):761-75. 

68. Allen C. Goodman, Miron Stano, and John M. Tilford (authorship determined 
alphabetically) ... Household Production of Health Investment: Analysis and Applications," 
Southern Economic Journal, I 999 Apr;65( 4 ): 791-806. 

69. John M. Tilford. Paula K. Roberson, Shelly Lensing, Debra H. Fiser. "Differences in • 
Pediatric ICU Mortality Risk Over Time." Critical Care Medicine, 1998 Oct;26(10):1737-
43. 
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Reviewed in Critical Care Management, Research Briefs, and abstracted in Pediatric News. 

70. James M. Robbins, John M. Tilford, Richard F. Jacobs, J. Gary Wheeler, Stephen Gillaspy, 
and Gordon E. Schutze. "A Number Needed to Treat Analysis of the Use of Respiratory 
Syncytial Virus Immune Globulin to Prevent Hospitalization.," Archives of Pediatric and 
Adolescent Medicine, 1998 Apr;152(4):358-66. 

Reviewed in l,ifectious Diseases in Children. 

71. Camilla M. Romund, Frank L Fanner, and John M. Tilford. "U.S. Public School 
Enrollment-based Health Insurance Initiatives and America's Uninsured," Journal o/School 
Health. 1997 Dec;67(10):422-7. 

72. John M. TiHord, William E. Gamer, Steven W. Strode, Ann B. Bynum. "Rural Arkansas 
Physicians and Telemedicine Technology: Attitudes in Communities Receiving Equipment." 
The Telemedicine Journal. 1997 Winter;3(4):257-63. 

73. Allen C. Goodman, Eleanor Nishiura, Janet R. Hankin, Harold D. Holder, and John M. 
Tilford. "Long Tenn Alcoholism Treatment Costs,'9 Medical Care Research an.d Review, 
1996 Dec;53{ 4 ):441-64. 

74. John M. Tilford and Debra H. Fiser. "Futile Care in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit: 
Ethical and Economic Considerations," editorial, Journal of Pediatrics, 1996 
Jun; 128(6):725-7. 

75. Vaughn I. Rickert, Sandra K. Pope, John M. Tilford, Sarah Hudson Scholle, John B. 
Wayne, and Kelly J. Kelleher. "The Effects of Mental Health Factors on Ambulatory Care 
Visits by Rural Teens," Journal of Rural Health, 1996 Summer,12(3):160-8. 

B. Book Chapters 

1. J. Mick Tilford and Ali Raja. "Is More Aggressive Treatment of Pediatric Traumatic Brain 
Injury Worth It?" in Economic Evaluation of Child Health, Wendy Ungar (ed.), Oxford 
University Press, 2009. 

2. Werner Brouwer, Job Van Exel, and J. Mick Tilford. "Incorporating Caregiver and Family 
Effects in Economic Evaluations of Child Health, in Economic Evaluation of Child Health, 
Wendy Ungar {ed.). Oxford University Press, 2009. 

C. Non Peer Reviewed Publications 

1. Jason Scheel, J. Mick Tilford, and Melanie Boyd. HEDIS Measures: Using Numbers to 
Improve Health in Arkansas. Journal of the Arkansas Medical Society. 2010 Feb;106(8):180-
l. 

2. J. Mick Tilford, Child Health Economics at the IHEA 7th World Congress. iHEAweek no. 
123, September 2009. 
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3. John M. Tilford, Book Review of The Cost of Birth Defects: Estimates of the Value of 
Prevention, by Nonnan J. Waitzman, Richard M. Scheffler, Patrick S. Romano. Journal of 
Perinatology. 17(2): 175, 1997. 

4. Paula K. Roberson, John M. Tilford, and Sarah J. Sberna. "Developing Instruction in 
Research Skills for Pediatric Fellows," Proceedings of the Statistical Education Section of 
the American Statistical Association, 199 5. 

5. John M. Tilford, Paula K. Roberson, and Debra H. Fiser. "Using lfit and lroc to Evaluate the 
Performance of Mortality Prediction Models," Stata Technical Bulletin. 28: 14~18, 
November 1995. Cited in the Stata® User Manual under Logistic Regression. 

D. Submitted Manuscripts 

1. Scott D. Grosse, Jamison Pike, Rieza Soelaeman, J. Mick Tilford. "Quantifying Family 
Spillover Effects in Economic Evaluations: Measurement and Valuation of Informal Care 
Time." Submitted to Pharmacoeconomics. 

2. Clare Brown, J. Mick Tilford, D. Keith Williams, Karen A. Kuhlthau, Jeffrey M. Pyne, 
Werner BF Brouwer, Nalin Payakachat. "Measuring Caregiver Spillover Effects Associated 
with Autism Spectrum Disorders: A Comparison of the EQ-5D and SF-6D." Submitted to 
Pharmacoeconomics. 

3. Sharla Smith, Glen Mays, J. Mick Tilford, T. Mac Bird, et al. "Public Health System 
Partnerships and The Scope of Maternal and Child Services: A Longitudinal Study." 
Submitted to Frontiers in Public Health Services and Systems Research. 

E. Professional Reports 

1. "Arkansas Health Care Independence Program· (Private Option), Section 1115 Demonstration 
Waiver Interim Report." Prepared for Arkansas Center for Health Improvement, March 2016. 

2. J. Mick Tilford, Mir Ali, T. Mac Bird, Stephen Bowman, Jake Coffey, Karen Drummond, 
Holly Felix, Liz Gates, M. Kathryn Stewart, Melanie Boyd, Kristina Bondurant, Anita Joshi, 
Pedro Ramos, Nichole Sanders, Mayumi. "Arkansas State Partnership Health Insurance 
Marketplace: Year One Evaluation.,. Prepared for Arkansas Insurance Department, June 
2015. 

3. J. Mick Tilford, Chenghui Li, and Sharla Smith. "The Economic Cost of Health Inequalities 
in Arkansas." Prepared for the Arkansas Minority Health Commission, April 2014. 

4. J. Mick Tilford, Austin Porter, Jason Scheel, Melanie Boyd, and Michelle Pullman. 
Hospitalizations and Medical Care Costs of Serious'Traurnatic Brain Injuries, Spinal Cord 
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Injuries, and Traumatic Amputations. Submitted to Arkansas Spinal Cord Commission, June 
2013. 

5. J. Mick Tilford and William Watson. "Fiscal and Policy Implications for the State of 
Arkansas from Rebalancing Long Term care Services and Supports Following Provisions in 
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of2010." Arkansas Department of Health and 
Human Services, Division on Agin& September 2012. 

6. Jennifer Sullivan and Kathleen Stoll. "The Great Divide: When Kids Get Sick, Insurance 
Matters." Families USA, February 2007. Data Analysis and Technical Appendix by J. Mick 
Tilford. 

7. "Evaluation of the Family Planning Demonstration Waiver: A Report to the Division of 
Medical Services of the Arkansas Department of Human Services," October 2004. 

8. Kate Stewart, Ann P. Riley, John M. Tilford. "Evaluation of the Family Planning 
Demonstration Waiver: An Interim Report to the Division of Medical Services of the 
Ark~ Department of Human Services." April, 2002. 

9. John M. Tilford. "Expansion of Medicaid Services for Children and Pregnant Women in the 
State of Arkansas: A Cost Analysis," The Governor's Task Force on Health Care Reform, 
April 1994. 

10. John M. Tilford. "Access to Medical Care and the Demand for Medical Care," Executive 
Summary written for the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research, January 1994. 

1 I. John M. Tilford. "Cigarette Smoking Behavior and Potential Health Care Savings in the 
State of Michigan," Final Report to the Michigan Health Care Education and Research 
Foundation, May 1993. 

F. Unpublished Thesis 

"Coinsurance, Willingness to Pay for Time, and Elderly Health Care Demand." Unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation. Detroit MI: Wayne State University, 1993. Thesis committee: Allen C. 
Goodman (chair), Gail Jensen, Steve Spurr, Janet Hankins. 

G. Lay Publications 

l. J. Mick Tilford. Health-care Economics and the Federal Mandate. Arkansas Democrat 
Gazette, November 14, 2010. 

2. J. Mick Tilford. Missing Markets for Health Insurance. Arkansas Democrat Gazette, March 
29, 2013. 
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VII. SCIENTIFIC PRESENTATIONS 

A. Invited Presentations and Lectures 

1. Arkansas Department of Health Grand Rounds, "What Do Students of Health Care 
Economics Know About Health Care Reform?" March, 2017 

2. Arkansas Department of Health Grand Rounds, "The Economic Cost of Health Inequalities 
in Arkansas," September, 2014 

3. Health Disparities Panel for Delta Leadership Institute, "Health Disparities: Economic Cost 
and Policy Research," September, 2014. 

4. International Health Economics Association (IHEA), European Conference on Health 
Economics (ECHE), "Nursing Roles and Health Care Economics" Dublin, Ireland, July, 
2014. 

5. Arkansas Minority Health Summit Panel Discussion with Darrell Gaskin, Brian Smedley, 
and moderated by T.J. Holmes, April 2014. 

6. Arkansas Academy of Audiology, Keynote Address, May 2012. 

7. NIMH Research Track on Health Care Refonn at the American Psychiatric Association 
Meetings, "Measuring Quality-Adjusted Life Years in Children with Autism," May 2011. 

8. Central Michigan University, Department of Economics, "Challenges and Opportunities in 
the Economic Evaluation of Child Health Services," April 2010. 

9. Cincinnati Children's Hospital Grand Rounds. "Challenges and Opportunities in the 
Economic Evaluation of Child Health," May 2009. 

10. Division of Health Services Research, Cincinnati Children's Hospital. "Methods for 
Addressing Selection Bias in Observational Studies," May 2009. 

11. Michigan Department of Health, Lansing, MI. "Incorporating Family Effects in Economic 
Evaluations of Child Health Interventions," April 2008. 

12. National Study on Cost and Outcomes of Trauma (NSCOl) for Kids, sponsored by the 
Agency for Healthcare Quality and Research, and the Emergency Medical Services for 
Children program at the Maternal and Child Health Bureau. "Measuring the Cost
effectiveness ofTechnologi~ Improvement in the Treatment of Traumatic Brain Injury" 
March 2007. 

13. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 10th Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project 
(HCUP) Partners Meeting. "HCUP Partner Data Contributing to the Public Good: Injury 
Impact and Policies," March 2006. 
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14. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Conference on Prioritizing a Research Agenda 
for Orofacial Clefts, Atlanta GA. "Caregiver Time Costs," January 2006. 

15. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Atlanta GA: "Health Effects of Congenital 
Hearing Loss,"' March 2005. 

16. National Institutes of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases Workshop on the 
Burden of Muscle Disease. Bethesda Maryland, January 2005. 

17. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention - Charting the Course: Birth Defects, 
Developmental Disabilities, and Disability and Health, Atlanta, Georgia: "Health Utilities 
and Time Costs for Caregivers of Children with Spina Bifida," September 2002. 

18. National Congress on Childhood Emergencies, Dallas, TX: "Economic Evaluation," (with 
Anne Haddix) April 2002. 

19. National EMSC Grantee Meeting, Tysons Comer, VA: "Grant Writing,'' June 2001. 

20. Ambulatory Pediatric Association Conference - Improving Emergency Medical Services for 
Children through Outcomes Research: An Interdisciplinary Approach, Reston Virginia, 
"Measuring Cost and Cost-effectiveness," March 2001. 

21. National Congress on Childhood Emergencies, Baltimore, Maryland: "Cost-Benefit and 
Cost-Effectiveness Analysis," (with Anne Haddix) March 2000. 

22. St. Georges Hospital and Medical School, London, United Kingdom: "Measuring the Cost 
and Quality of Pediatric Intensive Care Units,'' June 1999. 

23. Aitken Neuroscience Center, New York, NY. 11Variation in the Use oflntracranial Pressure 
Monitoring for Pediatric Head Trauma Patients," November 1998. · 

B. Peer-Reviewed Research Presentations (selected) 

1. Tilford JM, Melanie Boyd, Kristine Bondurant, Holly Felix, Pedro Ramos, Liz Gates, Mir 
Ali, Stephen Bowman. Comparison of Private Insurance Conswners in Arkansas: Medicaid 
and Exchange Enrollees. AcademyHealth Annual Research Meeting. June 2016. 

2. Tilford JM. Ideas for improving health economics content in student term papers. American 
Society of Health Economist ASHEcon. June 2016. 

3. Tilford JM, Payakachat N, Kovacs ~ Pyne J, Kuhlthau K. Outcomes associated with 
gastrointestinal disorders for children with autism spectrum disorders and their caregivers. 
Presented as an organized session with Eve Wittenberg and Lisa Prosser. IHEA/ECHE, July 
2014. 

4. Tilford JM, Payakachat N, Kuhlthau K, Pyne JM, Kovacs E, Brouwer W. Health utilities 
and caregiver spillover effects associated with sleep problems in chil~n with autism 
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spectrum disorders. The International Society for Quality of Life Research (ISOQOL) 20th 

Annual Meeting, Miami, FL, October 2013. 

5. Payakachat N, Hoefman RJ, Kovacs, van Exel J, Pyne J, Kuhlthau K. Tilford JM. Brouwer 
W. Quality of life among parents of children with autism spectrum disorders: A comparison 
of generic instruments. The International Society for Quality of Life Research (ISOQOL) 
I ()th Annual Meeting. Budapest, Hungary, October 24-27, 2012. (Platform) 

6. Tilford JM, Payak.achat N, Pyne JM, Kuhlthau KA, Comparing experienced utility values 
from generic instruments for caregivers of children with autism. American Society of Health 
Economists. Minneapolis MN, June 2012. 

7. Tilford JM, Payakachat N, Pyne JM, Kuhlthau KA, Brouwer WB. Comparing experienced 
utility values from generic instruments for caregivers of children with autism. European 
Conference on Health Economics, Zurich Switzerland, July 2012. 

8. Payakachat N, Tilford JM, Pyne J, Bellando J, Kovacs E, Kuhlthau K. Measuring 
preference-weighted scores for children with autism spectrum disorders: a comparison of 
generic instrwnents. The 8th World Congress on Health Economics: Transforming Health & 
Economics. Toronto, Canada, July 10-13, 201 l (Platform) 

9. Tilford JM, Pyne JM, Payakachat N, Bellando BJ, Kuhlthau K ... Measuring quality-adjusted 
life years for economic evaluations of treatments services for children with autism." 15th 

NIMH Biennial Research Conference on the Economics of Mental Health: Comparative 
Effectiveness and Mental Health Care Financing, Washington DC, September 2010. 

IO. Tilford JM, Payak.achat N. The CarerQol instrument in relation to measures of health 
utilities and quality of life outcomes in caregivers of children with craniofacial birth defects. 
8th European Conference on Health Economics, Helsinki Finland, 2010. 

11. Tilford JM, Payakachat N, Grosse SD. Comparison of health utility and quality of life 
measures in family caregivers of children with craniofacial birth defects and autism. 
American Society of Health Economists, Ithaca NY, 2010. 

12. Payakachat N, Grosse SD, Tilford JM. Comparison of health utility and quality of life 
measures in family caregivers of children with craniofacial birth defects. Presented at 
International Society of Quality of Life meeting in New Orleans, LA, 2009. 

13. Tilford JM, Raja AI. Is more aggressive treatment of pediatric traumatic brain injury worth 
it? Presented at International Health Economics Meetings in Beijing China, July 2009. 

14. Goodman AC, Tilford JM. Sleep Matters! Insights from caregivers of children with 
disabilities. Presented at the meeting of the American Society of Health Economists, Durham 
NC, 2008. 

15. Tilford JM, Fussell J, Schulz E. Casey PH. Family impacts of autism: Analyses from the 
2005-2006 national survey of children with special health care needs. Society for Pediatric 
Research, Waikiki HA, 2008. 
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16. Tilford JM. Correlates of caregiver preference scores. Presented at International Health 
Economics Meetings in Copenhagen Denmark, July 2007. 

17. Bird TM, Hobbs CA, Cleves MA, Tilford JM, Aitken ME, Robbins JM. Newborn 
hospitalizations of infants with congenital diaphragmatic hernia in the US, 1993-2003. 
Presented at Society for Pediatric Research meetings, Toronto, CA, May 2007. 

18. Mendiratta P, Tilford JM, Wei J. National trends in percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy 
tube placement among hospitalized elderly patients in the United States, American Geriatric 
Society Annual Meeting, Seattle WA, May 2007. 

19. Bird TM, Hobbs CA, Cleves MA, Tilford JM, Aitken ME, Robbins JM. Newborn 
hospitalizations of infants with congenital diaphragmatic hernia in the US, 1993-2003. 
Presented at National Birth Defects Prevention Network meetings, San Antonio, TX, January 
2007. 

20. Grosse SD, Smith-Olinde L, Tilford JM. Valuing the Health of Children with Congenital 
Hearing Loss: New Findings from the Arkansas Children's Hospital. DHDD Seminar, 
October 13, 2006. 

21. Powerful Data, Meaningful Answers -- The HCUP Kids' Inpatient Database (KID) and the 
Nationwide Inpatient Sample (NIS). Session panel (with Anne Elixhauser and Pamela Owens 
from AHRQ) at the Child Health Services Research Interest Group Meeting of 
Academy Health, Seattle Washington, June 2006 

22. Tilford J~ Goodman AC, Adelson PD. Is More Aggressive Treatment of Pediatric 
Traumatic Brain Injury Worth It? American Society of Health Economists, Madison 
Wisconsin, June 2006. 

23. Mendiratta P, TiHord JM, Wei J. Trends In Hospital Discharge Disposition For Elderly 
Patients With Infective Endocarditis, American Geriatric Society Annual Meeting, Chicago 
IL, May 2006. 

24. Cleves MA, Hobbs CA, Cleves PA, Tilford JM, Bird TM, Robbins JM. Major birth defects 
among live born infants with Down syndrome in the United States: 1993 through 2002. 
Presented at National Birth Defects Prevention Network meetings, Arlington, VA, January 
2006. 

25. Bird TM, Tilford JM, Cleves MA, Hobbs CA, Robbins JM. National birth defect 
surveillance rates: Administrative data from the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project 
compared to select state surveillance systems. Presented at National Birth Defects Prevention 
Network meetings, Arlington, VA, January 2006. 

26. Robbins JM, Bird TM, Tilford JM, Cleves MA, Hobbs CA. Length of newborn hospital 
stay, hospital charges and in-hospital deaths among infants with major birth defects in the 
United States. Presented at National Birth Defects Prevention Network meetings, Arlington, 
VA, January 2006. 
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27. Tilford JM, Grosse SD, Robbins JM, Hobbs CA. How does spina bifida affect parental 
caregivers? Findings for a survey of families in Arkansas. Presented at National Birth 
Defects Prevention Network meetings. Arlington, VA, January 2006. 

28. Robbins JM, Bird TM, Tilford JM, Reading Al, Cleves MA, Aitken ME, Druschel CM, 
Hobbs CA. Reduction in newborns diagnosed with fetal alcohol exposure in the Unites 
States, 1993 to 2002. Presented at National Birth Defects Prevention Network meetings, 
Arlington, VA, January 2006. 

29. Smith-Olinde L, Tilford JM, Grosse S, Martin PF, Olinde FL. Comparing preference scores 
of children with congenital hearing loss. The Bulletin of the American Auditory Society, 30, 
46, 2005. 

30. Smith-Olinde L, Tilford JM, Grosse SD, Martin PF, Olinde FL. Comparing preference 
scores of children with congenital hearing loss. Research Poster, Annual Meeting, American 
Auditory Society, Scottsdale, AZ, 2005. 

31. Tilford JM, Grosse SD, Martin P, Smith-Olinde L. "Health State Preference Scores of 
Children with Congenital Hearing Loss and Their Caregivers," International Health 
Economics.Association, Barcelona, Spain, July 2005. 

32. Robbins JM, Bird TM, Tilford JM, Hobbs CA. Can hospital discharge data complement 
birth defects surveillance? Presented at Academy Health, Child Health Services Research 
meeting, Boston, June 2005. 

33. Robbins JM, Bird 1M, Tilford JM, Reading JA, Cleves MA, Aitken MA, Hobbs CA. 
Reductions in newborns diagnosed with fetal alcohol syndrome in the United States 1993 to 
2002. Presented at Academy Health, Child Health Services Research meeting, Boston, June 
2005. 

34. Bannister T, Tilford JM. Does Teaching Status Influence Medical Errors and Mortality in 
Pediatric Injury Hospitalizations? Presented at Academy Health, Child Health Services 
Research meeting, Boston, June 2005. 

35. Bird TM, Tilford JM, Cleves MA, Hobbs CA, Robbins JM. Surveying birth defects in states 
with limited surveillance systems: The value of administrative data. Presented at Southern 
Society for Pediatric Research meetings, New Orleans, February 2005. 

36. Robbins JM, Tilford JM, Bird TM, Cleves MA, Reading JA, Thompson JW, Hobbs CA. 
"Hospitaliz.ations of Infants with Birth Defects in the United States Before and After 
Fortification of Grains with Folic Acid." National Congress on Birth Defects and 
Developmental Disabilities (CDC), Washington DC, July 2004. 

37. Robbins JM, Tilford JM, Bird TM, Cleves MA, Reading JA, Thompson JW, Hobbs CA. 
Newborn hospitaliz.ations for birth defects in the pre and post folic acid fortification periods. 
Presented at Academy Health meetings, San Diego, JW1e 2004. 
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Selected as most outstanding paper in child health 

38. Tilford JM, Aitken ME, Goodman AC, Green JW, Killingsworth JB, Fiser DH. ••Pediatric 
Hospitalizations for Traumatic Brain Injuries: 1997 and 2000." AcademyHealth, San Diego, 
CA, June 2004. 

39. Odetola FO, Tilford JM, Davis MM: Utilization oflntracranial Pressure Monitors in 
Critically' Ill Children with Meningitis. Academy Health Annual Meeting, June 2004. 

40. Odetola FO, Tilford JM, Davis MM: Utilization oflntracranial Pressure Monitors in 
Critically Ill Children with Meningitis. Pediatric Academic Societies' Annual Meeting, May 
2004. 

41. Hobbs CA, Robbins JM, Tilford JM. Bird TM, Cleves MA, Reading JA, Thompson JW. 
Have newborn hospitalizations for birth defects declined following fortification of foods with 
folic acid? Presented at Society for Pediatric Research meetings, San Francisco, May 2004. 

42. Thompson JW, Tilford JM, Elixhauser AE. "Using the Kid's Inpatient Database," Society 
for Pediatric Research, Seattle WA, May 2003. 

43. Green JW, Robbins JM, Shaw JL, Simpson DD, Tilford Jl\,f;. The effect of hospitalization on 
the families of otherwise healthy infants with bronchiolitis. Presented at Society for Pediatric 
Research meetings, Seattle, May 2003. 

44. Tilford JM. Killingsworth JB, Green JW, Aitken ME. Analysis of pediatric traumatic brain 
injury over time: Incidence, therapies, and outcome. Southern Society for Pediatric 
Research, New Orleans, LA. February 22, 2003. Journal of Investigative Medicine 2003. 51: 
Supplement l; S307. 

45. Tilford JM . .. Children with Spina Bifida: Health Utilities and Caregiver Time Cost." 
APHA 130th Annual Meeting & Exposition, Philadelphia, PA, November 2002. 

46. Tilford JM, Robbins JM, Grosse SD. "Health Utility Relationships for Caregivers of 
Children with Spina Bifida." International Society for Quality of Life Research, Orlando FL, 
November 2002. 

47. Killingsworth m. Tilford JM. ''Are Outcomes Improving for Pediatric Patients with Severe 
Traumatic Brain Injury?" National Congress on Childhood Emergencies, Dallas TX, April 
2002. 

48. Tilford JM, Farmer FL, Kelleher KJ, Robbins JM. "Fluoridation and Children's Demand for 
Dental Care: Analysis of Two Rural Communities." International Health Economics 
Association, York UK, July 2001. 

49. Tilford JM. "Willingness to Pay for a Reduction in Doctor's Office Waiting Time,1' 
International Health Economics Association, York UK, July 2001. 
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50. Tilford JM, Farmer FL, Kelleher KJ, Robbins JM. "Fluoridation and Children's Demand for 
Dental Care: Analysis of Two Rural Communities." Society for Pediatric Research, May 
2001. 

51. Tilford JM, Aitken ME, Simpson PM, Lensing S, Green JW, Fiser DH, "Variation in 
Pediatric Intensive Care Unit Therapies by Race and Insurance Status," Association fot 
Health Services Research, June 2000. 

Finalist for Best Paper 

52. Tilford JM, Zhang M. "Modeling Health Care Demand with the Inverse Hyperbolic Sine 
Transformation," International Health Economics Association Meetings, Rotterdam, The 
Netherlands, June I 999. 

53. Tilford JM, Simpson PM, Lensing S, Fiser DH. "Variation in the Use of Intracranial 
Pressure Monitoring for Pediatric Head Trauma Patients,'' Association for Health Services 
Research, J\Dle 1999. 

54. Tilford JM, Simpson PM, Lensing S, Fiser DH. "Volume-Outcome Relationships in 
Pediatric Intensive Care Units," Society for Pediatric Research, May 1999. 

55. Robbins JM, Tilford JM, Gillaspy SR, Thomas MD, Lensing SY, Wheeler JG. "Emotional 
and time costs ofRSV-IG." Society for Pediatric Research meetings, May, 1999. 

56. Tilford JM, Simpson PM, Lensing S, Fiser DH. "Volmne-Outcome Relationships in 
Pediatric Intensive Care Units," Southern Society for Pediatric Research, February 1999. 

57. Robbins JM, Tilford JM. Gillaspy SR, Thomas MD, Lensing SY, Wheeler JG. "Baby and 
parental reactions to RSV-IG administration." Southern Society for Pediatric Research 
meetings, February, 1999. 

58. Tilford JM, Simpson PM, Lensing S, Harr I, Fiser DH. "Comparison of Resow-ce 
Utilization and Readmissions in Pediatric Intensive Care: The Impact of a Monitored Care 
Unit," Association for Health Services Research, June 1998. 

59. Tilford JM, Simpson PM, Lensing S. Fiser DH. "Differences in Pediatric ICU Risk of 
Mortality Over Time," Southern Society for Pediatric Research, February 1998. 

60. Watson JE, Tilford JM, Fiser DH, Casey PH. "Failme-to-Tbrive as a Comorbidity in the 
Pediatric Intensive Care Unit: Prevalence and Resource Use." Southern Society for Pediatric 
Research Annual Meetings, February 1998. 

61. Robbins JM, Wheeler JG, Gillaspy SR. Tilford JM, Cheadle MG, Clayton JE. Follow-up of 
infants treated with respiratory syncytial virus immune globulin. Southern Society for 
Pediatric Research, February 1998. 

62. Tilford JM. "Quality and Cost-Containment in Pediatric Intensive Care," Emergency 
Medical Services for Children National Meeting, January 1997. 
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63. Tilford JM, Robbins JM, Farmer FL. "Utilization and Costs of Vision Benefits by 
Previously Uninsured School-Aged Children," Southern Society for Pediatric Research, 
February 1997 meetings. 

64. Tilford JM, Robbins JM, Marshall JM, Flick EM, Mohnnann H. ''Relationship Between 
Prescribed Medicines, Emergency Department Use, and Inpatient Hospitalizations for 
Children with Asthma," Southern Society for Pediatric Research, February 1996 meetings. 

65. Robbins JM, Tilford JM, Sissel PA, Manjanatha S, Farmer FL. "Predictors of Health Care 
Utilization Among Children in the Mississippi Delta," Southern Society for Pediatric 
Research Annual Meetings, February 1996. 

66. Kellogg KW, Fawcett DF, Scholle SH, Anders M, Tilford JM, Robbins JM. "Costs of 
Delivering Beta-Agonist in a Protocol Driven Respiratory Care Plan for Asthma," Southern 
Society for Pediatric Research Annual Meetings, February 1996. 

67. Tilford JM, Roberson PK, Lensing S, Fiser DH. "Cost Containment and Clinical 
Performance in Pediatric Intensive Care," Association for Health Services Research, 
Chicago, June 1995 meetings. 

68. Tilford JM, Robbins JM, Shema SJ, Field C, Farmer FL, Kelleher KJ, Association for 
Health Services Research, Chicago, June 1995 meetings "Health Care Utilization and Costs 
of Previously Uninsured Rural Children." 

69. Roberson PK, Shema SJ, Tilford JM. "Developing Instruction in Research Skills for 
Pediatric Fellows." American Statistical Association Annual Meeting, August 1995. 

70. Rickert VI, Pope SK, Tilford JM, Scholle SH, Wayne J, Kelleher KJ. "The Effects of 
Depression and Problem Drinking on Rural Adolescent Ambulatory Health Care Use. 11 

Society for Adolescent Medicine, March 1995. 

71. Shema SJ, Robbins JM, Tilford JM, Farmer FL, and Kelleher KJ. "Health Status of 
Uninsured Rural Adolescents." Southern Society for Pediatric Research Annual Meeting, 
1995. 

72. Tilford JM, Robbins JM, Shema SJ, Feild C, Fanner FL, and Kelleher KJ. "Insuring The 
Uninsured: Health Care Expenditures By Rural Children." Southern Society for Pediatric 
Research Annual Meetings, 1995. 

73. Tilford JM. "Coinsurance, Time, and Differential Use of Health Care Among the Medicare 
Elderly," Association for Health Services Research, San Diego, June 1994 meetings. 

74. Fiser DH, Roberson PK, Tilford JM, Harshbarger S, and the Pediatric Critical Care Study 
Group. "Prediction of Functional Outcome in PICU: A Multi-Institutional Study." Society of 
Critical Care Medicine, Annual Meetings, 1994. 
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75. Tilford JM. "Coinsurance, Willingness to Pay for Time, and Elderly Health Care Demand." 
American Public Health Association- Health Economics Committee, Washington D.C., 
October 31, 1994. 

76. Fiser DH, Roberson PK, Tilford JM, Robbins JM, Pope SK, Kirby RS, Sberna SJ. "Severity 
and Case-Mix Adjusted Outcome: A Measure of One Dimension of Quality in Pediatric 
Intensive Care? Society for Pediatric Research, 1994. 

VIII. TEACHING AND EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

A. Courses Taught 

HSRE 9723: Advanced Health Economics II: Supply-side Economics (Role: Sole 
Instructor). Three credit hours. 1bis doctoral-level course provides an advanced examination 
of the supply side of health economics, including theory, methods, and policy implications. 
The course covers theory and methods for modeling the supply of health care, the theory of 
managed care insurance and various :frameworks for understanding the allocation of 
resources to hospitals and other providers in the health care system. A key goal of this course 
is for students to obtain a finn understanding of how researchers attempt to model provider 
behavior and systems of care. UAMS College of Public Health, Fall 2017 (4 students), Fall 
2013 (2 students), Fall 2010 (4 students). 

HSRE 9723: Advanced Health Economics I: Demand-side Economics (Role: Sole 
Instructor). Three credit hours. This doctoral-level course provides an advanced examination 
of the demand side of health economics, including theory, methods, and policy implications. 
The course covers theory and methods for modeling the demand for health and health care, 
the theory of health insurance and various frameworks for incorporating health insurance 
coverage into models of health care demand, and empirical studies that explicitly account for 
health, health care, and health insurance in detennining labor supply. A key goal of this 
course is for students to obtain a firm understanding of how researchers attempt to capture 
the economic aspects of consumer health behavior when studying the impact of health 
policies and systems of care. UAMS College of Public Health,), Fall 2016 (4 students}, Fall 
2012 (1 student), Fall 2011 (1 student),), Fall 2009 (2 students}. 

HSRE 9203: Variation in Health System Performance (Role: Primary Instructor). Three 
credit hours. At its core, the field of health services research is devoted to the study of 
variation in health system performance and health care practice. As the second semester in 
the two-semester sequence, this doctoral-level seminar will focus on what can be learned 
from studies of variation in health systems and services - investigating the causes, 
consequences, and solutions to harmful, wasteful, and inequitable variation. In doing so, this 
course will review conceptual foundations of health services and systems research (HSR), 
and examine current topics and ongoing research in this field. Students will examine current 
empirical research conducted by investigators concerning the development, organization, 
financing, and delivery of health services and their impact on population health. Students 
wiJI also gain experience in conceptualizing research questions of interest in HSR, 
developing theoretical frameworks to infonn these questions, and critically reviewing the 
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empirical literature on topics of interest. UAMS College of Public Health, Spring 2017 ( 4 
students), Spring 2016 (4 students), Spring 2015 (4 students), Spring 2013 (2 students). 

HSAD 5273: Introduction to Health Economics (Role: Sole Instructor). Three credit hours. 
Economics is the study of the allocation of scarce resources. Health economics considers the 
allocation of health care resources to evaluate whether more efficient or equitable 
distributions can be achieved. The course is a survey of economic issues on significant topics 
in the health care field. Some topics could stand as a single course. The first class sessions 
reintroduce economics principles; the subsequent sessions expand on these principles and 
apply them to health care. UAMS College of Public Health, Spring 2017 (21 students), 
Spring 2016 (28 students), Spring 2015 (32 students), Spring 2014 (29 students), Spring 2013 
(21 students), Spring 2012 (11 students), Fall 2011 (directed study with 3 students), Spring 
2011 (20 students), Spring 2010 (19 students), Summer 2008 (2 students), Spring 2007 (16 
students), UALR Spring 2003 (14 students), UALR Spring 2002 (16 students), UAMS 
Division of Biometry Spring 2001 (7 students), UAMS Division ofBiometry Spring 1999 (4 
students). 

Research SkilJs Course: Developing Grant and Journal Submissions. (Role: Course 
Director in 1996 and 1997; Course Coordinator in 1994 ). Non-credit course. This course 
provided instruction in research designs, introductory statistics. and research skills necessary 
for preparing research projects from abstract submissions to grant applications. Intended 
audiences were fellows and junior faculty in the Department of Pediatrics. Fall 1997 (14 
students; 23 CME credit hours), Fall 1996 (11 students; 20 CME credit hours). Fall 1994 (15 
students; 36 CME credit hours). 

Principles of Ecttnomics. (Role: Course Director). Three credit hours. This course provides 
an introduction to principles of micro or macroeconomics. The course is intended for 
freshman college students and provides a basic understanding of supply and d~mand for 
goods and services, market structures, and the role of prices. Wayne State University (1987-
1991 with approximately 30 students), Central Michigan University (1984-1985 with 
approximately 35 students), University of Minnesota- Duluth (1985-1986 with 
approximately 200 students). 

Introductory Statistics. (Role: Course Director}. 'Three credit hours. This course provides 
business students with an introduction to statistics including basic descriptive statistics, 
hypothesis testing, and linear regression. University of Minnesota- Duluth (1985-1986 with 
approximately 20 students), Jackson Commmrity College ( 1982-1983 with approximately 15 
students). 

B. Tea~hiog Lectures in University Setting 

I. College of Nursing UAMS, Leadership in Healthcare Systems Class "Finance and Health 
Economics" September 19, 2014. November 6, 2015. July 21, 2016. 

2. Cancer Institute Grand Rounds, UAMS. "The revolution in comparative effectiveness 
research." With Brad Martin, February 27, 2013. 
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3. College of Public Health UAMS, "Measuring quality-adjusted life years in children with 
autism." January 11, 2013 . 

. 4. College of Public Health UAMS, "The revolution in comparative effectiveness and 
patient-centered outcomes research: A framework for assessing interventions for children 
with autism." March 6, 2012. 

5. Division of Health Services Research, Department of Psychiatry UAMS. "Measuring 
quality-adjusted life years in children with autism." December 6, ~010. (With N. 
Payakachat). 

6. College of Public Health UAMS. "Can cost-effectiveness analysis inform financing 
decisions associated with treatment for autism?" November 2, 2010. (With N. 
Payakachat) 

7. Leadership Education in Neurodeveloprnental and Related Disabilities, "Economic 
Evaluation of Child Health Services for Children with Neurodevelopmental Disabilities." 
UAMS, April 23, 2010. 

8. Health Policy and Promotion Conference, College of Public Health, "Challenges in the 
Economic Evaluation of Child Health Services," January 16, 2008 

9. Health Policy and Promotion Conference, College of Public Health (with P. Mendiratta), 
"Trends in Hospital Discharge Decisions for Elderly Patients Hospitalized with Infective 
Endocarditis," January 30, 2007. 

l 0. Health Policy and Promotion Conference, College of Public Health, "Is More Aggressive 
Treatment of Traumatic Brain Injury in Children Worth It?" July 25, 2006. 

11. Jones Eye Institute Grand Rounds, "Introduction to Health Economics," April 13, 2006. 

12. Pediatric Faculty Development Seminar, "Using Reference Manager for Your 
Publications." February 21, 2006. 

13. College of Medicine Dean's Research Forum, "Measuring the Return on Investment from 
Medical Research," October 25, 2005. 

14. Pediatric Critical Care Medicine Seminar, "Impact of ICP Monitoring on Outcome in 
Critically Ill Children with Meningitis: An Application of the Propensity Score Method to 
Reduce Bias in Observational Studies," October 7, 2005. 

15. College of Medicine, UAMS, Introduction to Clinical Medicine I Course, Health Care 
Finance, August 31, 2005. 

16. College of Nursing Research Seminar, "Health State Preference Scores of Children with 
Spina Bifida and Their Caregivers," April 6, 2004. 
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17. Arkansas Center for Health Improvement: Health Policy Forum, "Developing the Basis 
for Universal Health Insurance for Children." June 4, 2002. 

18. Department of Pediatrics Grand Rounds. "Universal Health Insurance for Children," 
January 22, 2002. 

I 9. Center for Outcomes Research and Effectiveness, UAMS, "Variation in the Use of 
Intracranial Pressure Monitoring for Pediatric Head Trauma Patients," September 22, 
1999. 

20. College of Nursing- Nurse Theory Course, UAMS, "Introduction to Health Economics," 
March 19, 1999. 

21. Arkansas Children's Hospital~ Nursing Grand Rounds, "Hospital Cost and Quality," 
March 9, 1999. 

22. Center for Outcomes Research and Effectiveness, UAMS, "Risk Adjustment Systems in 
Pediatrics: Methods and Applications," May 27, 1998. 

23. Statistical Journal Club, UAMS, "A Note on Alternative Models of the Demand for 
Health Care," March 10, 1998. 

24. Department of Pediatrics Evidence-Based Medicine Lecture Series, "Economic 
Evaluation of Health Services," December 4, 1997. 

25. UALR Master's Program in Health Administration, "Health Care Reform," April 29, 
1997. 

26. Center for O~comes Research and Effectiveness (CORE) Scholar Lecture, "Severity 
Adjustment," January 30, 1997 

27. Seventh Annual Professional Development Day- UAMS, "A Primer on Illness Severity, 
Health Care Costs, and Quality of Care," Little Roe~ October 21, 1997. 

28. Department of Pediatrics Research Conference, "A Primer on Illness Severity, Resource 
Use, and Quality of Care," December 5, 1996. 

29. Center for Outcomes Research and Effectiveness, UAMS, "Cost Containment and 
Clinical Performance in Pediatric Intensive Care," March 8, 1995. 

30. UALR Master's Program in Health Administration, "Health Services Research," April 5, 
1995. 

31. Department of Pediatrics Grand Rounds, "Hospital Care: Time to Consider both Cost and 
Quality," November 8, 1994. 
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C. Teaching Lectures in_a Community Setting 

l. Arkansas Primary Care Association Annual Meeting, "Healthcare Economics and the 
Accountable Care Act," September 2016. 

2. Adventures in Learning, "It's the Economy Stupid," Little Rock, April 6th -May 25 th, 

2005. 

3. St. Vincent Health System, Focus Group Participant for Community, November 2004. 

4. Case Management Society of America, "A Primer on Cost and Outcomes Measurement," 
Little Rock. September 1997. 

5. Arnericorps National Service Orientation, "Problems and Prospects for Rural Health Care 
Services,n Little Rock, May 22, 1995. 

6. Arkansas School for Mathematics and Science, Panel Discussant, Little Rock, March 16, 
1995. 

D. Clinical Scientist Mentoring 

2006 - 2008: Bryan Burke, M.D. 
2006 - 2008: Laura Smith-Olinde, Ph.D. 
2004 - 2005: Fola Odetola, M.D. 
1998 - 2004: Jeff Kaiser, M.D. 
1996 - 1997: Al Torres, M.D. 

E. Fellow Advising 

2011 - 2013 : Barbara Saunders, M.D. 
2006- 2008: Priya Mendiratta, M.D. 
2004 - 2007: Torn Bannister, M.D. 
2003 - 2004: Adrianna Lopez, M.D. 

F. Dissertation Committee 

2018-
2017-
2015-
2015-2018: 
2015-2017: 
2014-2017: 
2014-2015: 
2013 -2016: 
2012-2013: 
2012-2013: 

Adrienne Nevola (Chair) 
Clare Brown (Chair) 
Mir Ali (Chair) 
Leah Richardson 
Rebecca Pope (Chair) 
Marcia Byers 
Teresa Hudson 
Patty Smith 
Michael Preston (Chair) 
Sharla Smith (Chair) 
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2011 - 2013: Diane Robinson (Chair) 
2009 - 2011: Mac Bird 
2005 - 2007: Angela Green, RN 

G. MS/MPH Advising 

2018-
2017-
2017-2018 
2017-2018 
2016-2017 
2016-2017 
2015-2016 
2014-2015 
2014-2015 
2014-2015 
2012-2013 
2012-2013 
2012-2013 
2012-2013 
2010-2011 
2002-2004 

Dimple Shah 
JoshSalil 
Jennifer Morales 
Jermifer Victory 
Savannah Skaggs 
Kristen Alexander 
John Ukadike 
Clare Brown 
Alexandria Beebe 
Aaron Carroll 
Pratik Doshi 
Sabha Talibi 
Julia Kettlewell 
CodyHaedon 
April Moore, MPH 
Jeff Killingsworth, MPH 

H. Mentoring Committee (Chair) 

2006 - 2009: Nahed El-Hassan, M.D., MPH 

I. Summer Science Student Mentoring 

2006: Tammy E. Binz 
2017: James Abraham 

J. Junior Faculty Mentoring 

2015 -Taren Swindle 
2013 - Sharla Smith, PhD 
2012 -Anthony Goudie, PhD (KL2 Scholar Primary Mentor) 
2009 - Qayyim Said, PhD 
2009 - Nalin Payakachat, PhD 

IX. SERVICE ACTIVITIES 

A. Univenity Service Activities 

Intercollegiate Faculty Council, University of Arkansas Medical Sciences Faculty Center, 
2016-2017. 
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Panel member, University of Arkansas Medical Sciences, Office of Grants & Scientific 
Publications, presentation on experiences and responding to questions about the NIH peer
review process, "Flllld My Grant! Learn How to Make It Happen from a Panel of Expert 
Reviewers," April. 2015. 

Legislative Testimony, Arkansas State Public Health and Welfare Legislative Committee, 
Testified on a report commissioned by the Arkansas Minority Health Commission, The 
Economic Cost of Health Inequalities in Arkansas, September, 2014. 

Dean's Executive Committee, Fay W. Boozman College of Public Health, University of 
Arkansas for Medical Sciences, 2013 - present. The DEC is the governing body of the 
COPH. 

Graduate Council, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (2012-2014). The Graduate 
Council is the governing body of the UAMS Graduate School. 

Arkansas Consortium for Health Services Research Executive Committee. University of 
Arkansas for Medical Sciences (2006-2008). The executive committee provides advice on 
data infrastructure for conducting health services research. 

PhD Admissions Committee for Health Systems Research, College of Public Health, 
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (2006 - 2013). The committee votes on 
accepting prospective students to the Ph.D. program. 

Human Research Advisory Committee. University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (2000 
- 2004). Served as a reviewer and participated in the development of standard operating 
procedures. 

Strategic Plan Committee for Pediatric Administration. Department of Pediatrics, University 
of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (2000 - 2001 ). Assisted with the creation of white papers 
for planning administrative services. 

Research Cotmcil. Arkansas Children's Hospital Research Institute (1998 1999). Research 
investigators reviewed policies and procedures associated with the Research Institute. 

Governor's Health Care Refonn Task Force, State of Arkansas (1993 - 1994). Developed a 
cost analysis for expansion of health insurance to children. 

College of Medicine, UAMS, Admissions Interviews, 2007, 2003, 2001, 2000, 1999 (2). 
Interviewed prospective medical students and filed a report. 

B. Professional Service Activities 

Ad Hoc Grant Reviewer for National Institute of Mental Health, July 2017. 

Advisory Board Participant, Roche Ltd, October 2016. 

Ad Hoc Grant Reviewer for Netherland Organisation for Scientific Research, December 
2012. 
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Ad Hoc Grant Reviewer for Military Operational Medical Research Program (RAD 3), 
June 2012. 

Symposium Organizer on Economics of Child Health for International Health Economics 
Association, Toronto Canada, July 201 l. 

Ad Hoc Grant Reviewer for Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality- Research 
Centers for Excellence in Clinical Preventive Services, July, 2011. 

Ad Hoc Grant Reviewer for National Institutes of Health - Healthcare Delivery and 
Methodologies (IIDM)_IRG, October, 2010. 

Ad Hoc Grant Reviewer for National Institutes of Mental Health - Mental Health 
Services in Specialty Settings (SRSP) review committee at NIMH, October, 2010. 

Invited Participant for NIMH workshop on Informatics for Autism Research: Community
Wide Solutions, August. 2010. 

Ad Hoc Grant Reviewer for Maternal and Child Health Bureau - Health Resources and 
Services Administration, 2005, 2004, 2002, 2001 (2), 1999 (2), 1998, 1997. 

Ad Hoc Grant Reviewer and Panel· Chair for Maternal and Child Health Bureau - Health 
Resources and Services Administration, June 2002. 

Member of Poster Award Committee for conference of the International Health Economics 
Association, Beijing China, 2009. 

Member of Scientific Committee for conference of the International Health Economics 
Association, 2009, 2011. 

Member of Scientific Committee for conference of the American Society of Health 
Economists, 2008 

Member of Scientific Committee for inaugural conference of the American Society of 
Health Economists, 2006 

Member of Project Steering Committee, American Academy of Pediatrics. Evaluation of 
care of children in the emergency department: Guidelines for preparedness. 

Member of Advisory Council for Emergency Medical Services for Children program, 
Maternal and Child Health Bureau, Health Resources and Services Administration. 
National trauma registry for children project. 

Member of Planning Committee for interdisciplinary conference on Emergency Medical 
· Services for Children, Ambulatory Pediatric Association, 2000 - 2001 
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Member of the Research, Evaluation, and Information Systems task force to revise 5-year 
plans for the Emergency Medical Services for Children program, Maternal and Child 
Health Bureau, June 1999 - 2001 

C. Community and Public Service Activities 

Member of the Rehabilitation Subcommittee for the Arkansas Trauma Advisory Council, 
2012. 

Member of cost analysis group for Arkansas' Closing the Addiction Treatment Gap project, 
Division of Behavioral Health Services, Arkansas Department of Human Services, 2009. 

Senior Analyst for the Arkansas Foundation for Medical Care to assist with data mining 
and program evaluation. 

Technical Consultant for Epidemiology Division of the Arkansas Department of Health to 
assist with return on investment calculations associated with reductions in hospitalizations of 
tobacco related conditions. 

Technical Consultant to Michigan Department of Community Health, Bureau of 
Epidemiology, Division of Genomics, Perinatal Health and Chronic Disease Epidemiology to 
assist with economic evaluation of caregiver interventions. 

D. Services to Academic/Professional Journals and Editorial Boards 

Editor: Health Economics Network (HEN) journal: Economic Evaluation Methods 

Journal Reviewer: 

Ambulatory Pediatrics 
Applied Health Economics and Health Policy 
BMC Health Services Research 
Clinical Performance and Quality Health Care 
Contemporary Policy 
Critical Care Medicine 
Frontiers in Public Health Systems and Services Research 
Health Affairs 
Health and Quality of Life Outcomes 
International Journal for Quality in Health Care 
JAMA Pediatrics 
Journal of Autism and Developmental Disabilities 
Journal ofGenera/ Internal Medicine 
Journal of Health Care for the Poor and Underserved 
Journal of Pediatrics 
Journal of Rural Health 
Journal of the Canadian Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry 
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Medical Care 
Medical Decision Making 
NEJM 
Neurology and Therapy 
Obesity 
Pediatrics 
Pharmacoeconomics 
Social Science and Medicine 
The Patient 
Quality of Life Research 
Value in Health 

Book Reviewer: 

The Economics of Health and Health Care, Sherman Follan~ Allen Goodman, and Miron 
Stano, Prentice-Hall Inc.: Upper Saddle River, NJ, 1997. 

Monograph Reviewer: 

Congressional Office of Technology Assessment, Non-Financial Barriers to Access to 
Health Care, 1993. 

Discussant: 

American Public Health Association, Session on Prevention and Long Tenn Care, November 
1997 

International Health Economics Association, Session on Teaching, July 2011. 

E. Professional Memberships 

American Society of Health Economists 

International Health Economics Association 

Academy Health 

American Economic Association 

International Society for Quality of Life Research 

X. A WARDS AND HONORS 

2018 Recipient of the Outstanding Faculty Award from the College of Public Health 
Student Council. 
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2006 Recipient of Best Project Award from Emergency Medical Services for Children 
Program for Economic Evaluation of Intensive Care Services for Pediatric Traumatic 
Brain Injury Patients. 

2000 Educator of the Year Award from the Department of Pediatrics. University of 
Arkansas for Medical Sciences. 

1998 Excellence in Medical Education Award from the Department of Pediatrics, 
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. 

1997 Excellence in Research Award from Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Foundation 
for a research paper entitled "Long Term Alcoholism Treatment Costs" co-authored 
with Allen Goodman and others. 

1993 Dissertation Research Award from the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research 
of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEALTH 

v. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES AND 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENfflOOD GREAT PLAINS 

PETITIONER 

RF.SPONDENTS 

Supplementary Affidavit of Nathan Johnson 

My name is Nathan Johnson. I submit this supplementary affidavit in support of the 

captioned matter to provide current information as to the loss of revenue experienced by PP AEO 

Fayetteville and Little Rock health centers as a result of ADH's current interpretation of§ 20·16-

1703( d). PP AEO experienced a loss of $2,957.00 between March 23, 2018 and July 10, 2018 

from patients who were billed for services provided at their first visit and who did not remit 

payment. (I have included in my calculations only those patients who received services on or 

before July 10, 2018 as these patients were sent bills over 30 days ago). The $2,957.00 represents 

a combined loss of patient revenue from both health centers for these patients. Pursuant to 

ADH' s interpretation of the requirement being challenged in this matter, PP ABO staff collec~ 

no payments for services obtained during those patients' first visits. 

~CSAYETHNOT 

State of 0r{ t:v;U)d(L} ) 

County of ~~ J 
SUBSCRIB~RN TO before me, a notary public, within and for said county and . 
state. 

My Commission Expires: 8/27fM:i 
J 

(S 

4~?h~ 
NoWy Public 

LEMIEUER 
..,._. •• EllilS 

Mpl17,Z22: 
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11/1/2018 

- M Gtnail 

Compose 

lnbox 

Sent 

Drafts 

• Categories 

Social 

Updates 

Forums 

Promotions 

• [Gmall]Trash 

- A l.~.-.1--

• Bettina 

468 

792 

496 

+ 

Re: LRFPSIADH Administrative Hearing and Decision • beUinabrownslein@gmail.com • Gmail 

0... Search mail 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Oct 31, 2018, at 12:45 PM, Bettina Brownstein <bettinabrownslein@gmaif.com> wrote: 

> 

> Laura: As you are working on the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 

> Law, I want to draw your attention to Hanks v. Sneed, 235 S.W. 3d 883 

> (Ark. 2009), which states that for judicial review, the licensee needs 

> to obtain a ruling on each individual issue raised, In addition, the 

> court requires a ruling on constitutional issues. Accordingly, I am 

> requesting in behalf of Respondents that there be such findings of 

> fact and conclusions of law on all Issues raised on our appeal. even 

> the constitutional ones. 

> 

> In addition, I had previously requested whether the Board would stay 

> it's decision pending our appeal to the court. 

> 

> If you have any questions. please do not hesitate to contact me. 

> 

> Cordially, 

> 
> Bettina Brownstein 

·•-.. II.aoogle.com/mall/u/0nshva--1#inbox/i'JtxVXPbFcnfCzxdglBBSQKZRTKFSwSpfxxzmkzXrLXShvTFGvvhGmZOdRwWzHMDLslRplh 

... 

< 

1/1 
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BEFORE THE ST A TE BOARD OF HEAL TH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

V. 

PETITIONER. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES and RESPONDENTS 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF ARKANSAS AND 
EASTERN OKLAHOMA D/B/A PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

STIPULATED FACTS; CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER 

STATUTORY AUTHORITY 

This Order is issued under the authority vested in the Arkansas State Board of Health, and the 
State Health Officer of Arkansas by Ark. Code Ann.§§ 20-7-101, 20-7-109 et seq.; Ark. Code 
Ann. § § 20-9-204 and 205, and§ 20-9-302; and by the Arkansas Administrative Procedures Act, 
Ark. Code Ann.§ 25-15-201 et seq. 

Pursuant to the parties' stipulated procedure in the Notice of Hearing, and in lieu of an in

person hearing before a subcommittee, the Petitioner, Arkansas Department of Health, and the 

Respondents, Little Rock Family Planning Services and Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and 

Eastern Oklahoma d/b/a Planned Parenthood Great Plains, stipulated to the following facts in 

written briefs, which were presented to and adopted by the Arkansas Board of Health on the 25th 

day of October, 2018: 

STIPULATED FACTS 

1. The Petitioner, the Arkansas Department of Health, received a complaint regarding 

Respondents' three licensed abortion facilities. 
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2. In .January and February, 2018, Petitioner, the Arkansas Department of Health, 

investigated Respondents Little Rock Family Planning Services and Planned Parenthood of 

Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma. 

3. Following an investigation and document review, on March 13, 2018, the Department 

advised Respondent, Little Rock Family Planning Services, by letter that it found that 

Respondents were deficient by violating Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703( d). Specifically, 

Petitioner found that Respondents had been requiring and obtaining payment for services 

provided in relation to abortion before the expiration of the forty-eight (48) hour reflection 

period, in violation of the law. 

4. Following an investigation and document review, on March 23, 2018, the Department 

advised Respondent, Planned Parenthood's centers in Fayetteville and Little Rock, by letter that 

it found that Respondents were deficient by violating Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703( d). 

Specifically, Petitioner found that Respondents had been requiring and obtaining payment for 

services provided in relation to abortion before the expiration of the f01ty-eight ( 48) hour 

reflection period, in violation of the law. 

5. From the citations, the Respondents appealed to the Board of Health. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. Pursuant to the parties' stipulated procedure to provide for a fair hearing by submission 

of written briefs, the Board reviewed the written briefs submitted by the Depat1ment and 

Respondents, which examined the Department's authority and applicability of Ark. Code Ann. § 

20-16-1703( d) to the Respondents' actions. Interpretation of a statute is a question of law. 

2. After review and consideration of the agreed facts and questions of law, the Board of 

Health voted during its October 25, 2018, meeting, and affirmed the Department's deficiency 

2 
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-

findings and its interpretation of the law. The Board of Health agreed with the Department's 

written arguments and affinned the determination that Respondents' conduct fell within the 

terms of the statute, Ark. Code Ann.§ 20-16-l 703(d). 

3. To the extent that Respondents raised constitutional claims against enforcement of the 

state statute, the Department responded that the statute is presumed to be constitutional and 

enforced the law. While noting that the Board of Health does not have authority to declare 

unconstitutional a statute that the Depa1tment was required to enforce, the Respondents' 

constitutional claims were reviewed and considered by the Board during the review process. 

4. To the extent that Respondents raised a tortious interference with contract claim, by 

upholding the deficiencies based on the Department's arguments, the Board affirmed the 

Department's assertion that sovereign immunity would preclude that claim. 

ORDER 

After due consideration and deliberation, the Board of Health affirmed that the stipulated 

facts against the Respondents were proven as deficiencies and that the Respondents' actions 

were in violation of Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703( d). The resulting order concerns the rights of 

the Respondents and is a final agency action. This Order shall become final unless appealed in 

accordance with Ark. Code Ann.§ 25-15-212 within thirty (30) days atler service of the Board's 

decision. 1 

1 The procedures for review of the Department's decision under Ark. Code Ann. § 20-9-
302 (b) provide for finality fifteen (15) days after the decision is sent by certified mail. See also 
District Court Rule 9(f)( l) Appeals to Circuit Court-Administrative Appeals (noting that if an 
applicable statute provides a method for filing an appeal from a final decision of any agency and 
a method for preparing the record on appeal, then the statutory procedures shall apply). 
However, due to the nature of these proceedings, it appears that any judicial re_view procedures 
under the Administrative Procedure Act would apply. 

3 

--
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IT IS SO ORDERED this'($ th day of November, 2018. 

('_ - ~ ) 
~.~-

Catherine Tapp 

President 

Arkansas State Board of Heallh 

., . 

4 

··-
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 
ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEALTH 

v. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES and 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENTS 

Motion to Compel Order that Complies with Arkansas Law 

Respondents, pursuant to the Administrative Procedures Act, Ark. Code Ann. §25-15-201 

el seq., submit this motion to compel Petitioner to issue a revised order that complies with this 

Act and Arkansas law. 

1. On November 8, 2018, the Arkansas State Board of Health (the "Board") issued an 

order in the captioned matter which purports to be a final agency action. Order, p.3. 

2. The order recites that it was issued, inter alia, under the Arkansas Administrative 

Procedures Act, A.C.A. §25-15-201 el. seq. (the "Act" or the "APA"). However, the order fails 

to comply with this Act, which requires that "there be findings of fact and conclusions of law 

separately stated." §25-15-210. The order does not do this. Jt merely recites that "after 

consideration of the agreed facts and questions oflaw, the Board of Health voted ... and 

affirmed the Department's deficiency findings and its interpretation of the law. The Board of 

Health agreed with the Department's written arguments and affinned the determination that 

Respondents' conduct fell with the terms of the statute, Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703 ( d)." 

3. The order is insufficient to pennitjudicial review of the Board's decision to uphold 

the deficiency citations that are the basis of the administrative appeal. It does not permit a 
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reviewing court to address and rule on each of the issues raised by Respondents in their 

administrative appeal. 

4. It is well-established that Arkansas law requires the Board to make specific finding on 

individual issues raised by a respondent in an administrative appeal, including alleged 

constitutional issues, before a reviewing court will address them. See Hanks v. Sneed, 235 S. W. 

3d 883, 890,366 Ark. 371 (Ark. 2006) (citing Arkansas Contractors Licensing Bd. v. Pegasus 

Renovation Co., 347 Ark. 320 (2001) (An appellant must obtain a ruling from the Board in order 

to preserve an argument, even a constitutional one, for an appeal from an administrative 

proceeding.)) 

3. Petitioners' initial brief raised the following eight, separate points of appeal: 

(1) The statute upon which the citations are based, A.C.A. § 20-16-1703(d), as now 

interpreted by ADH, ("the Payment Ban"), violates the takings clauses of the 5th and 14th 

Amendments of the U.S. Constitution and Article 2, § 22 of the Arkansas Constitution; 

(2) The Payment Ban violates the equal protection clauses of the 5th and 14th 

Amendments of the U.S. Constitution and Article 2, § 18 of the Arkansas Constitution; 

(3) The Payment Ban violates the privacy rights of Respondents' patients, as guaranteed 

by the U.S. and Arkansas Constitutions; 

(4) The Payment Ban violates the Contracts Clause of the U.S. Constitution, Art. 1, § 10. 

(5) The Payment Ban constitutes tortious interference with contract in violation of 

Arkansas common law; 

(6) ADH exceeded its authority in issuing the deficiency citations absent a regulation or 

rule prohibiting this conduct, and, under A.C.A. § 20-7~109(c), its interpretation of the law as 

prohibiting payment for services provided at a patient's first visit until the lapse of 48 hours 

interferes with the practice of medicine; 
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(7) Issuance of the deficiency citations was arbitrary and capricious, as ADH had 

previously found no violation of law in LRFPS's practice of charging for services provided at the 

patient's first visit before the lapse of 48 hours; and 

(8) Issuance of the deficiency citations was arbitrary and capricious as PPAEO's practice 

of gathering credit card infonnation at the first visit and then charging patients for services only 

after a delay of at least 48 hours complies with A.C.A. § 20-16-1703( d). 

4. Petitioner, in its response to Respondents' initial brief, responded separately to all of 

the non-constitutional bases for the appeal (with the exception of number 6, which it did not 

respond to at all.) However, the order completely fails to respond to any of these separate bases. 

5. Respondents intend to raise all the above-enumerated issues on appeal to the circuit 

court and, under the AP A and Arkansas law, are entitled to an order from Petitioner that permits 

the reviewing court to address and rule on each of these issues. 

5. Respondents presented facts relevant to each point of appeal via six affidavits. None 

of these facts were controverted by the Department of Health. Moreover, the department 

presented no additional facts beyond the five the order characterizes as "Stipulated Facts." 

However, the order completely ignores the uncontroverted facts presented via Respondents' 

affidavits. 

6. The order labels certain facts "Stipulated Facts." This is incorrect. While Respondents 

do not contest these facts, they were not stipulated to by Respondents. Moreover, they are 

incomplete, as there are many :;idditional facts, as contained in the affidavits of Melanie Helsinki, 

Nathan Johnson, Lori Williams. and Dr. Mick Tilford, that should be considered "'stipulated" 

because they were not disputed by the department. Since they were not controverted by the 

department, they must be accepted by the Board. 
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WHEREFORE, Respondents request that this motion be granted and that Petitioner issue 

a revised order with separately stated conclusions of law and findings of fact that support each 

conclusion on all eight points of appeal, including the constitutional issues, raised by 

Respondents in their appeal. 

In addition, Respondents renew their request that the deficiency citations contained in the 

Statements of Deficiencies issued to Respondents be dismissed and that their Motion to Dismiss 

be granted.* 

Respectfully submitted: 

~~ 
Bettina E. Brownstein (85019) ::::::::-___ 
Bettina E. Brownstein Law Finn 
904 W. Second St., Suite 2 
Little Rock, Arkansas 7220 I 
Tel: (501) 920-1764 
E-mail: bettinabrownstein@gmail.com 

*Respondents are in receipt of notices from Petitioner that it deemed affidavits submitted by 
Respondents in their administrative appeals to be Plans of Correction of the alleged deficiencies 
contained in the Statements of Deficiencies that are the subject of their appeal. Respondents do 
not consider these unilateral actions by Petitioner to constitute any type of agreement by them as 
to the validity of the defiency citations at issue nor as any type of waiver of Respondents' 
challenges to the legality of the citations. 
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BEFORE THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

V. 

PETITIONER 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES and RESPONDENTS 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF ARKANSAS AND 
EASTERN OKLAHOMA D/B/A PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

ORDER 

On October, 25, 2018, after review and consideration of the complete record of undisputed facts, 

questions of law, and legal arguments submitted by the parties, the Board of Health affirmed the 

Department's deficiency findings and its interpretation of a statute, specifically, Ark. Code Ann. 

§ 20-16-1703(d). In consideration of the Respondents' November 14, 2018, motion to compel 

order that complies with Arkansas law, the original order, dated November 8, 2018, is sufficient. 

Therefore, the motion is denied. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 3rd day of December, 2018. 

~/ 
Cath~½f2J 

President 

Arkansas State Board of Health 
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Bettina E. Brownstein 
904 W. Second St 

Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 
Tel: (501) 920-1764 

E-mail: bettinabrownstcin<,(gmail.com 
December 14, 2018 

Re: LRFPS et al v. Arkansas Board of Health et al. 60cv-18-8090 

Hon. Timothy Fox 
Pulaski Circuit Court, Sixth Div. 
401 W. Markham St., Room 210 
Little Rock, AR 7220 I 

Dear Judge Fox: 

I represent Plaintiffs/Petitioners in the referenced case. On December 13, 2018, I filled a Petition 
for Writ of Mandamus in their behalf against Defendant/Respondent the Arkansas Board of 
Health and Respondents, members of the Board of Health. The petition has been served on all 
Respondents. The Arkansas Attorney General has been notified and will represent the Board of 
Health in this matter. I write to request a hearing on the petition at the Court's earliest 
convenience. 

By copy of this letter, I am informing opposing counsel of this request. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

cc: Michael Cantwell, Assistant Attorney General 
Vincent Wagner, Assistant Attorney General 

Cordially, 

Bettina E. Brownstein 
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ELECTRONICALLY FILED 
Pulaski County Circuit Court 

Larry Crane, Circuit/County Clerk 

2018-Dec-17 11 :25:06 
60CV-18-8090 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF PULASKI COUNTY, Al'C~H~li'!!~.,_o_5_o_o5_: 2_4_3 _Pa....:g:....e_s --1 

SIXTH DIVISION 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING 
SERVICES and PLANNED PARENTHOOD 
OF ARKANSAS AND EASTERN 
OKLAHOMAdbaPLANNED 
PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

v. 60CV-18-8090 

PETITIONER 

ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH RESPONDENTS 

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD 
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CERTIFICATION OF RECORD OF ADMINSTRATIVE PROCEEDING 

I, Jessica Upchurch, certify that the attached record is to the best of my knowledge and 

belief: a complete record of the procedural history, testimony, and the other matters and things 

concerning the matter of Arkansas Department of Health v. Little Rock Family Planning 

Services and Planned Parenthood of Arkansas, and Eastern Oklahoma D/B/ A Planned 
Parenthood Great Plains, Case No. 60CV-18-8090. 

I personally prepared the attached record and attest that, to the best of my knowledge; it is the 

entire record on file with the Arkansas Department of Health. 

ST ATE OF ARKANSAS 

COUNTY OF PULASKI 

Subscribed and sworn before me this 14 

Notary Public 

My Commission Expires: 

A~us± .1., a0;x5 

Jessica Upchurch 
Arkansas Department of Health 

Office of Medicaid Provider Appeals 
4815 West Markham Street, Slot 31 

Little Rock, AR 72205 
(501) 280-4034 

day of De~mw.2018. 
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ARKANSAS STATE BOARD OF 
HEALTH 

QUARTERLY MEETING 

THURSDAY, October 25, 2018 

10:00 A.M. 

1 
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TO: 

Arkansas Departn1ent of Health 
-IX 1, W,,t Ma,1ham Str~t·t • 1.iltk Rn,·k. Arkansas 72105-3867 • h:kph,111,· (.,111) t,1, I -~11110 

Gmcrnor Asa llutchinson 
!\athanil'I Smith, 1\1[), MPII, Director and Stall· lfralth Ortic1.•r 

MEMORANDUM 

BOARD CW IU:/\1.TH l\1I(MBERS 

FROM: Jessica Upchurch 

DATE: Octc1ber 15. 2018 

RE: October 25. 2018 -()uarterly Meeting 

The quarterly meeting of the Arkansas State Board of Health will be held on Thursday. October 
25, 2018. at 10:00 a.m., at the Freeway MediL:al Building, Suite 906 in Little RcH.:k. Please find 
attached the agenda, meeting minutes from the July 26, 2018 Quarterly Meeting, and related 
materials tor the Board meeting. 

If ~'OU prefer to conference in, the number is 1-866-434-5269, access code 7207010. 

If you have any questions. please feel free lo call me al (50 I) 661-2878. Thank you. 

cc: Dr. Nathaniel Smith, Director and State Health Officer 
Stephanie Williams, Deputy Director, Public Health Programs 
Ann Purvis, Deputy Director for Administration 
Dr. Namvar Zohoori, Chief Science Officer 
Dr. Gary Wheeler, Chief Medical Officer 
Robert Brech, General Counsel 
Dr. Glen Baker. Director. Public Health Laboratory 
Shirley Louie. Director. Center for Puhlic Health Practice 
Patricia Scott. Director. Center for Health Advancement 
Renee Mallory, Director, Center for Health Protection 
Don Adams, Dinx:tor, Center for Local Public Health 
Dr. Dirk Haselow, Arkansas State Epidemiologist 
Dr. Marisha DiCarlo, Director. Health Communications 
Michelle R. Smith. Director, Otlicc of Minority Health & Health Disparities 
Haley Ortiz, Director. ADH Governmental Affairs Policy 
Legal Services 
Governor's Office 
Legislative Council 

2 
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I. Call to Order/ Introduction 

QUARTERLY MEETING 
STATE BOARD OF HEALTH 

AGENDA 
October 25, 2018 

10:00 a.111. 

II. Approval of Minutes - Quarterly Meeting, .July 2(l, 2018 

111. Old Business 

IV. New Business 

I. Cancer Registry Research Data/ Kristyn Vang 1,·ote required I 

2. Abortion Facilities regarding Planned Parenthood Appeals/ Laura Shue. General Counsel !vote required I 

3. Cosmetology Appeal - Phase One Cosmetology School/ Vicki Pickering. Administrative Law Judge l\'otel 

4. Controlled Substance Emergency Rule/ Laura Shue. General Counsel 

5. Controlled Substance Rule/ Laura Shue. General Counsel !vote required I 

6. County Heallh Officer/ Dr. Narmar Znhoori !vote n•quiredl 

7. EMS / Brooks White. Administrative Law Judge: Chad Lance. This will be a recommendation for the 
Board to adopt the Proposed Findings or Fact and Conclusions of Law made hy the three-member 
subcommittee which at the hearing on the case in August voted to recommend re,·ocation of Mr. Lance·s 
Paramedic license. lrnte required! 

8. El'v1S / Brooks White. Administratin~ Lav,1 Judge: Tony Meador: This will be a presentation of a proposed 
Consent Agreement for the Boar<.l"s approval whereby Mr. J\,kador "·ill consent to discipline in lieu of a 
disciplinary hearing if approved. [rntc required! 

9. EMS / Brooks White. Administrative Law Judge: Chris Hogan: This will he a presentation of a proposed 
Consent Agreement for the Board·s approval \\hereby Mr. Hogan will consent lo discipline in lieu of a 
disciplinary hearing if appnn-ed. !vote required I 

3 
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V. Other Business 

I. Administrative Updates 

VI. 

I. 

., 

~ 

-'· 

VII. 

VIII. 

Public Health Science/Program Updates 

Science update/ Dr. Namvar Zohoori 

I lcpatitis A outbreak update/ Dr. Dirk Hasdm,

Program updates/ Deputy Director Stephanie Williams 

President's Report 

Director's Report 

4 
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ABORTION FACILITIES REGARDING 

PLANNED PARENTHOOD APPEALS 

5 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Arkansas Department of Health 
4815 West Markham Street• Little Rock. Arkansas 72205-3867 • Telephone (501)661-2000 

Governor Asa Hutchinson 
Nathaniel Smith, MD, MPH, Director and State Health Officer 

MEMORANDUM 

BOARD OF HEAL TH MEMBERS 

Laura Shue, General Counsel 

October 16, 2018 

Arkansas Department of Health v. Little Rock Family Planning Services and Planned 
Parenthood of Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma d/b/a Planned Parenthood Great Plains 

Attached please find documents submitted by the petitioner Arkansas Department of Health (ADI-I) and 
respondents Little Rock Family Planning Services (LRFPS) and Plarmed Parenthood of Arkansas and 
Eastern Oklahoma d/b/a Planned Parenthood Great Plains (PPAEO). 

The parties have agreed to submit this matter by the attached written pleadings and without oral 
presentation. 

6 
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Arkansas Department of Health 
-1815 Wi:sl Markham Stn:cl • liUk R,,~~- .-\11.•n•a> 72205-)867 • Tc:Jcplmnc (SOI J <,<,1-2000 

Go,·ernor Asa Hutchinson 
Nathaniel Smilh, MU, l\lPII. Director and Seate Health Offic-t.r 

BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN THF. MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS nt~PARTMENT OF HEALTH PETITIONER 

V. 

PPGP and LRFPS RESPONDENT 

STATUTORY AIJTHORITY 

This Notice of Hearing is issued under the authority vested in the Arkansas Department of 
I lealth pursuant to Ark. Code t\nn. § ::!0-9-302 et. Seq and Ark. Cu<lc; Ann.§ 20-7-101 el.Seq. 

STATKMENT OF FACTS 

A complaint was received by the agency regarding the three licensed abortion tiu:ilitics. 
The cumplainl was subsequemly investigated: 
Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma on 1/25/18, 
Little Rock Family Planning Services on 1/30/18 and 
Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma on 2/01/18. 

f-vidcnce of noncompliance with Ark. Code Ann §20-16-1703(d) was identified. Notification of 
regulatory noncompliance was provided by letter: · 

Plam1cd Par1:nlhood uf Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma dated 3/23/18, 
I ,ittle Rock family Planning Services dated 3/13/18 and 

Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma dated 3123/18 

7 
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STATEMENT OF LA\VS 

Ark. Code Ann §20-16-l703(d) A physician. l:.1cility. employee or volumeer of a facility. or an~ 
other person or entity shall not require or nhtain payment fi.1r a sen ice provided i11 relation LO 

uhortio11 tu u 1.niticnl \\hll has inquired about an abortion or scheduled an abortion until rhc 
e:-.:pi rat ion 1.1f the forty-eight- hour rctkction period required in this section. 

ORDER 

ln lieu of an in person hearing before a ;;uhcomminee of the Board of Health the parties have 
, agreed to the following schedule for document submission. 

PPGP/LRFPS initial submission ·. Sept. 6 2018 

ADH Response Sept. 27, 2018 

PPGP/LRFPS R~ply -- Ol:L 11, 2018. 

Final record submission to Board- Oct. 11, 2018 

Board ofIIcalth meeting- Oct 2:5, 2018 

Respondent is welcome to attend the Board of Health meeting Oct 25, 2018 at 10 AM in room 
906 of Freeway Medical Bldg. 5800 West I 0111 Street Little Rock AR 72204. Board of Health 
meetings arc public meetings. 

Date '~ ~ 

8 
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VIA fIAJ\:D DELIVER'.' 

Mr. Reginald Rogers. Esq. 
(iencral C'C1unscrs Otlice 
t\rkan:sas Dept. of Health 

Bettina E. Brownstrin 
Bettina E. Brownstein Luw Firm 

904 W. Second St 
Litflc- lfock, Arkansns 72201 

Tel: (50 I) 920-1 764 
E-mail: hdti11;~h1y\\ 11~tci11-'u l,!mail.(·om 

September 6. 2018 

4815 W. Markham St., Slot 331 
1.ittlc Rod, Arkansas 72205-3867 

f/..,;J b&I I< (tc~';r 
RECEIVED 

SEP O 6 2018 

LEGAL DIVISION 

R~: In the Matter of Arkansas Dept. of Health v. Little Rock Family Planning Services. Inc. and 
Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma dba Planned Parenthood Great Plains 

Dear Mr. Rogers: 

In ac~ordanc~ with the Notice of Hearing issued in tht: referenced matter. enclosed please find 
Rl!~pondems· initial submission. which is due today. 

C1"'rdially. 

-Hellina 1-:. Hrownslcin 
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REC El Y I!: D 
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS HOARD OF I-IEALTII 

SEP O G 1.0\S 
IN THE MATIER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEALTH 

V. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLA~NING SERVICES and 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS ANO EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PAIU:NTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

- GA.I .. 01v1s10N 
Pl-~l'IONF.R 

RESPONDENTS 

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF APPEALS OF DEFICIENCY FINDINGS AND 
MOTION TO UISMISS DEFICll£NCY CITATIONS 

Tlu.· Basis for the Appeals 

Rc!-pondents Little Rock Family Planning Services C-'LRFPS"") and Planm·d Parenthood 

or Arkansas anti Eastern Oklahoma dba Planned ParentlHll,d of Great Plains ("'Pl'AEO'"), submit 

this brit'f and motion IO dismis~ in suppo11 of their appeals or ddil'.iency l'.ilalilm~ c.:ontainl!d in a 

~lat-:"m~n1 ,1f Defa:icncies issued hy the Arkansas Department of Health r·ADI 1 .. ) 011 Mar,.;h I 3, 

21118 10 1.RFPS. and Statcml!nts or Delidencies issued to PPAEff::. health ..:entt!rs in Fayetteville 

and Lillie Rock on March 23. 2018. The grounds for their appeals arc: 

! I) Tht! statute upon whkh the citations are basc:d. A.C./\.. § .20-16-170:l(d ), as nov,, 

intl.'rpr.::ti.>d by Al)) L (""the Payment Ban''), violates the lakings clauses l1f1he )th and 14th 

Amendm~nts of the U.S. Constitution and Article~.§ 22 of the Arkansas (\institution: 

(2) The Payment Ban violates the equal protection dauscs of the 5th and 14th 

Am~ndme111s of the U.S. Constitution and A11ick 2. § 18 of the Arka11s,1s Constitution: 

(J) The Payml!nl Ban violates the privacy rights c,f Respondents' patit:111s, as guaranteed 

by tht: t !.S. and Arkansas Constitutions: 

(4) fhe Paynwn1 Ban vi(1!c1tes the Contracts Clause or the U.S. Cnnstiwtilln. Art. 1. * I 0. 

10 
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{5) The Payment Ban constitutes tortious int<.>rlerence wi1h contract in ,·k•lation or 

Arkansas c:omm,m law; 

(6) ADH exceeded its au1hori1y in issuing the deficiency citations abst·nt a rcgulati0n or 

rule prohibiting this conduct. and. undl!r A.C.A. § ~0-7-IOlJ(c), its interpretation flf the lm-v as 

prohibiting pay111c111 liw services provided at a patient's first visit until the lapsc ,,r 48 hours 
1, 

interferes \Vith tht· prac1ice of ml!dicine; 

( 7 J Issuance of the dcticicncy citations was arhitrary and c:apricinus. as ADI t had 

previously found no violation of law in LRFPS's practice ofcharging for services prf1,·idcd a1 the 

patient's lim visir betbrc: the lapse.' of 48 hour·s; and 

(8) ls~uance oftht dclicil:!ncy citations was arbitrary and capricious as PPAF<rs practice 

of gathering credit card inlc.mnation m the first visit and then charging patit::nts for services only 

after a delay of at lca-;t 48 hour:-: complie.s with A.C.A. § 20- I 6- I 703(dJ. 

Introduction 

Passed in 2015, A.C.;\. § 20-16-I703(.d) prohibits a health center from collecting 

payment from v,omcn for a '·service provided in relation to alxmion" until the completion of the 

state·!> 48-hour rrnmuatory dday bel"(m:: an abortion may be obtained. Tht: s1c11t' itse(/111wufa1es 

that clinicians provide c~riain coun~cling and ultrasound services. and that !hey do Sll al least 48, 

lwurs hcforc a patient rdurns lur an abortion. Yet the Payment Ran·· contravening unifrmn 

standard medi~al practice •·- preduut:s ctillcding payment for these servkcs at the time they arc 

rendered. Without just compL·nsatiun. the Payment Ban deprives abortion providers of their state

rec(1gnizcJ property interc~t in tht'ir professional earnings. It violates providers· rig.ht 10 equal 

protection unJcr 1h~ law because payment for abortion-related services is singled out for 

diffrrt'ntial trt:'atment from paym~111 for all other m~dical servi<.:l!s. for whid1 patients may be 

"') 
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charged Jt the tim<::: the scrviL'CS MC pro\·ickd. In ,1ddition, the Payment Ban erodes Respundenls' 

ahility hi keep their paiients· most intimali .. •. medical information private and violates the 

cnntrnctual relationship bet\.VC1..·11 providers und patients. ADH exceeded its authority in issuing 

the Jdicicm:y ci1atillJ1S and it~ a1.:1ions in doinp. so were arbitrary and capricious. And for 

PPAEO, the dcficiern.:y citation is uniaw(ul for the additional. independent reason that its 

practit;c or colkl'ling credit card information at the first\ isil. but nc,t charging paticn1s until a Ji er 

expiration of the mandated period, fully com pl ks with the statutory text. For these reasons and 

others listed above and discussed below. Respondents urge the ADH Board of Health t\i grant 

their motion to dismiss the deficiency citations. 

Statutory Context 

As part of the :;iatc · s infi.lm1cd-consent mandate. a woman seeking .in ahortion must 

r~ccive counseling. have an ultrnsound to ddermine whether there is emhryonic M fetal cardiai.: 

activity, and receive· state-mandated infi1rmational materials.§ 20-16-1703(b)(I ). The 

i.:ounseling must he provided in pc:rsou al kasl 48 hours before the abo11ion, thus legally 

mandating that a woman make two trips to the providing facility. Id. fn practice, the ultrasound 

is also perfom1ed at this initial visit so that. among other things. the physician can provide the 

in formation required by the mandatory c<'unsd ing statute. See Affidavit or Lori Wil I ian1s. 1-',h. 

I. Rriefand Affidavit of M<:'lany lklinski. F.">;h. 2, Brief. As further detailed helow, Resp0ndcnts 

had historically charged parienls for the scrvil:es provided al the tirst visit and then, if the patient 

returned fr1r an ahonion alter the expiration of the 48-hour delay. Respondents charged patients 

at that time for the abortion. However, according to A.C.J\. § 20-J 6-1703(d), a physician ··shall 

11<11 require or obtain payment for a service provided in relation to abo11ion to a patient who llas 

inquired abm1l an abortion or :scheduled an abortilln until the ~),.'.piratitln 0f the 48-hour rdlcction 

.., 
.l 
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period rcquirrd in this section:· As imcrprcted l~y ADH. that means that Respondents arc 

pruhihiwd from collecting payment ti.ir scn·iccs provided at the first visit until the expiration of 

the 48-hour mandatory delay p<.>rioJ. But, for a number of reasons, some women do not return 

again afl:er the burdensomt 48-hour 111:111da1ory dday. 1 This means that the Paymclll Han 

impedes Respondents' ability lo l!l'l!I' nx:ov~r frt·s for first-visit services from those women wl1L1 

dr1 not return, resulting in a signilicanl financial loss to Respondents. 

Failing to comply with the provision sul~jects a physician to criminal prosecution, civil 

penalties. findings of unprofessional conduct. and license suspension or revocation. §* 20-16-

1709, 17!0. The Payment Ban forces .,hm1i<111 providers either to risk their patients' 

constitutionally protected privacy righls hy attempting lo contact them by telephone und!or 

sending them paper bills in an attempt to rel:1Wtr the fo::s for services provided at the lirst vi~it, 

or to forego payment entirely for these services. See l::xhs. I arnJ 2. The Paymcml Ban thus 

~~P.cs unly ro undermine patients· trust that they can rccei,·c high-quality care without having tu 

.sacrifice their privacy. 

Procedural History 

I .RFPS received a Statement of Dclickm:ies from ADH on March 13, '.!O 18. which stah.:d 

that LR FPS \-vas in vit.ilation of A.C .A. § 20-16-1703( d ). PPAE()" s health centers alsti rcecived 

ll!lters from ADH on March 13, 2018, !_;eeking .idt.litiunal information about PPAE<)'s cullertion 

11t\:rcdit card information (but not payment) ,111 a patient" s lirst visit for those first-visit services. 

It was unclear from these letters whether ADH had detc!rmined that PPAEO's practice M 

----·-· ....... --··---·"·-· ··-·· ·--
' ;\ woman may not return for the ScClllld \·isit because or the! many k>gistical and linam:i:11 
harriers associated with ,\rkansas's mandate that sJ1e make a Sl.!cond trip Lo the facility such as: 
Iran·! costs (particularly if she is travelling a far distanc.:c), the need to arrangt: l:hild care, the 
need ll> take additional time off from v.-lH·k. the need to keep the abortion private fonn others. 
among other barriers. See Exhs. I and 2 

4 
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cnll(xtint! credit c,n-d information complied with the law. l'hen. ,,n i\,ford1 n. 2018. AOH sent 

1\.'\ i-;t•d kllcrs to PP.t\H) I .ittlc Rock and Fayetteville health centcrs d,1riJ)·ing that it considered 

the colkction of credit card information a Jeficicncv and ,·iolation of the law. 
• I, 

\Vi thin the I 0-day allowed pcriml, Rcs1wndcnts disputed the legitimacy of the citations 

and rt!qucstcd a hearing before the Arkansas Board of 1-!callh ("'the Board""), in accordance with 

A.(' . .'\.§ 20-15-208. Respondents have agreed to a joint hearing on their administralive appeals 

() r the 1:iiations. 

Respondents' \1cdical and Billing Procedu1·es 

Consisten.t with ,,.,,idespread medical practice. Respondents historically charged p11ticnts 

for lirs1-visi1 st:rvices ai the time those services \•Vere pwvided. After passage of AC.A§ 20-16-

l 703id). LRFPS continued this practice. which approach was validated when. following an 

i11specti(H1 by A DH in 2016, it was found in compliance with all applicable ADH rules and 

n::gulations and \'-"as not cilcd for any vi~lation of~ 20-16-1703( d ) .• \'el- Exh. 1. On July 14, 2016, 

ADI I again inspected LR.FPS. Following this inspection. ADH issued a Statement nf 

Deficiencies citing violation of ~20-l 6-l 703(d) as the basis for a deficiency i;itation. After an 
I 

appeal. ADI I subsequently dismissed the citation. agreeing with LRFPS that ADH lacked 

authority to issue it bci:ause it had no authority over physician C011duct and there was no rule or 

regulation cuvering the particular condud involved. ,\'ee Exh. I .Therdi.)re. LR.FPS continued 

charging for first-visit services at the time provided until it rccciv~d the dcficit·m·y citation that is 

the sub_icct of its appeal. 

Following passage of§ 20-16-17W(d), PPAEO initially c.:,1sed charging patients for any 

tirst-visit S('r\'iccs at th~ ti1m.· of the first visit. Hut due 1(1 the linancial h,sses. PPAEO 

e:-:pni~11ct:d as:! result of not charging p,l!icnts at the 1i11H:' of the first visit. PPAE.O instituted the 

5 
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practil'.~ of"ohtaining credit card information from thl' patient at thi: time l)f th~ lirst \·isit. but 1101 

~ubmitting any cr~dit card d1argl!S until (at the sorn11::s1J thi: expiration of nrnrc th:m 48 hours. See 

Fxh. 1. Cnlkcting credit card information al thl! first ,·isit hut not (harging patic11ts until afler 

the cxpirati,m (if the 48-huur period is (:Onsistcnt with A.C .A. ~ 20-1 (1-1703\d ). whi1.:h prnviJ~s 

only that a pro\·ickr ··,h:i!I 11111 rcquiri: or obtain paym<.:nt for :1 :-l·n i-..:;: pnn i,l.:d in rl·l.11i1,n II> 

:ih1 1rli1111111 a p:11icnt whu ha-, i11quircd ahout nn al"'<'rlion ,ir ~t·hcJukd ;in ~1bl1rti11n until the 

L'.\pir,11i,1Ji ul tl:L· fi,rl~-cigl11-h11ur n.:lk-..:tion period n.:quircd in 1111, ~ .. .-di,,11."· 

Sim:i: the ddicicncy citations were received that are tht: sul~ject or this appeal. 

Respondents havt refrained from charging for services or obtaining. <.:rc!dit card inli:,rmation from 

patil!nts at thi: time of rhc first visit. See Exhs. I and ~- Instead. i r p,lliem::: do not return for a 

second visit to ,ihtain an abortion, have indicated they do not intend to ohtain an abd11ion. or are 

otherwise ineligible for an abonion. Respondents send them an invnit.:\! by mail ath:r at least 48 

hnurs have passed. :md a!IL'mpts -- often unsuccessfi.illy -· to ob1ain paym1.'t1l in this manner. See 

I:xhs. I ~md 2. On o~casion. if tlit: patient has expressed c0111.:c:rn about re"L·tivin!:! Jnilil, PPAEO 

,-vill attempt tdephon~ i.:ont<1ct ·· also alter the expiration or at lca::;1 :.18 hours. S;:e •-:xh. 2. tr a 

patient docs rl.!turn for hl..'r abortion, she is then charged for the medical scrvicl..'s rendered at both 

visits. Set· l•:xhs. I and 2. In no instance, at the prc::scnt timt.·. is payment r<:qut.>stt'd by t'ither 

Rcspondl!nt for services prm·idt:d at the first visit prior to the elapse of 48 hour~. Sel' Exhs. I 

and 2. 

Respondents• First-Visit Services 

/\t a!I times. both bcfi.ire and atlcr the issuan<.:e or the dcli<.:icncy citations. during th\! first 

,isit to l.RFPS or PPAFO. a woman is given inform,1tio11 in aC<.:lirdaim: with§ 20-16-1703. A 

patient who desires an nhot1 il111 then umkrgo4.!s an ultrasound adm inisl~rl.'d by qua Ii li~d staff and 
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intL'rpreted hy physicians. The ultrasound detl'rmines the l(\Cation 0r pr~gnan1:y (intrauterine or 

cL·wpi<.:). h1nv many \\teks the pregnancy has advanced, whether lhr prcg.mmcy is ongoing. and 

vd1etht!r lhrn.: i-; embryonic or fotal cardiac activity. (If the pregnancy is nut ongoing. the woman 

may rcct'ive immediate medical care to manage her pregnancy loss. (1r a referral lo a ml!dical 

pnn:idt:r of her choice.) 

Tll(· ultrn~ound is necessary at the first vi.-.il l<1 comply with stal~-mandated r~quin.·nH:nts 

including ( 11 to determine vd,cthcr there i~ L·mbryllllic or fetal cardiac activity, and. if so. to 

inform the patient or that fact. /\.C.A. ~ 20-16-1303; (2) to inform the patient of how many 

weeks the pregnancy has advanced and l,f the ··probable anatomical and physiological 

characteristics or the'' embryo or fetus. id.: § 20-16-1703(b)( I )(C-D}; and (3) to describe -·1he 

proposed abortion mi::thod."' id.; § ~0-l 6-l 703(b)( I )(B )(i). State law mandates that the physician 

provide this information. which is dependent (lll ultrasound, at least 48 hours hdore lht' ahortion. 

Id.: § 20-16-l 70](h)(l ); See Exhs. I and 2. A provider who tails to comply with these mandates 

,vould face criminal charges. civil liability. and termination of his or her medical license. ** 20-

16-1709. 1.710. 

lnasmw::h as stc.1te law requires an abortion patient lo travel twice to a clinic, at least 48 

hours apart. providing the ultrasound at the tirst visit also reduces the risk that a patient will have 

lo rctum unnecessarily-- and suffer ti.n1hcr delay -- if the ultraslJtmd reveals that she is not 

eligible for an abortion at that clinic if, for example. her pregnancy has advanced beyond the 

point that that dinic provides aht,11ion care. 5,'ee a/soji1. I. 

If lhL·rc are any signs or :m ~ctopic pn:gnancy, the woman is reterre-d on an urgent hasi:

fi.1r aJditional l:are. If the womnn has an intrnutcrinc: pr1::gnarn:y. is within the pc.:riod of 

prt,gnancy during w-hich the health c.:enter provides nhortions. and desires an abortion .• 1 licensed 
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nurse under the directil\11 of a physician and a physician provide the information the state 

mandates for the woman to he able to give infonm.·d consent for an abortion. 

ra,·mc11t for Services at LRFPS and PPAEO 

At LR.FPS. prior to March 13.2018. payment frlr the ultrasound. lab work, and mandakd 

inltmned consent coun!-ding was nbtaincd at that visit. If the patient returi1ed fr)r an abo11ion. 

she was charged at that timr.! for her ab,,.-irtion care. See Exh. l. Since the delicicncy was issut!d on 

March 13, 2018, if the woman duc:s not return to LRFPS, she is billed by mail via th,: U.S. Pt1stnl 

Service at the mailing address she provided during her first vi$it. See Exh. l. Thi! invoice stales 

that payment is due upon receipt. If no payment is received, the patient is billed once again al'ler 

an additional 30 days. Set' Exh. 1. 

At PPAEO. prior to the passage of A.C.A. § 20-l6-1703(d), J>PAEO patients were 

charged at the first visit ror Lhl! ultrasound. lah work, and mandated infon11ed consent counseling. 

and payment wa ... required that same day. If the patient returned l<.)r the second visit to terminate 

her pregnancy, she was charged fo,r her medication abortion (the only abortion method PPAFO 

provides). See Exh. ]. After passage or A.l :.A. * 20-l 6- I 703(d). PPAEO initially <lid nol m:ci;pt 

any payment or collect any credit card information at the first visit. Then. beg.inning in February 

20 I 7 through l\.farch 23, 2018, PP/\ EO t:ollet:tcd credit card information at the lir:-1 visit but did 

not process the information until the patient'$ pregnancy had progressed past the range for a 

medication abortion, or the patient had affirmatively stated sh<> did not plan io have nn abortion 

at a PPAEO health ce.nter, and always at least 48 hours after the first visit. Sci! Exh. 2. 

Generally. significantly more than 48 hours ,vas allowed Lo pass 10 give tht:: palit:nt an 

opp011unity to return for 1bc c1bor1ion. In the majority or cases, the credit card charges did not go 

thrnugh when PPAEO att~mptcd tu process the credit card. and PPAEO then attempted to collect 
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payment by sending the paiknt a hard copy hill. Ser Exh. 2. Sim:~ f\-larch :!3. ~OJ X. PPAH> has 

not <:1>lb.:ted any paymL.!nt or credit 1.:ard information prior to the lapse of48 hours alter the 

paticnf s first visit. If a patient returns for her abortion, at that time she' is billed for hnth her 

pn)L·edure and her lirst-visit services. If a vvoman i.h.:s not rdurn for the ahnrtion. PPAH) mails 

a hard copy bill t<1 thl' pali1.:nt ror tht· first-visit scrvii;cs. a Sec Exh s 2 

I 

J'hc evidence contained in Exhibits 1-3 shows that LRFPS and the PPAEO havl! 

experienced significant loss of revenue as a result of i\DH's current interpretation of§ ::!0-16-

l 703(dJ as prohibiting paymenL at the first visit for physician charges for ultrasounds and other 

first-visit .services. Fnm, February I. 2017 to March 22: 2018. PPAEO lost $10,961.66 in parient 

revenue. ,\·ee Aftidavit or Nathan Johnson. Exh.3, Bric[ Fifty-seven women did not return for an 

abor1ion and have unpaid balances2 f;.)r this period. LRFPS had a loss of $20,1100 in-patient 

revt:nuc from \fmdt I, 2018 to September 5. 2018. See Exh.1.0ne hundred and II.Vt) putil!nts 

H"ho did not return for an abortion c1nd who wen~ billed for fir.-1 visit servic~s during 1his same 

period, did not pa} ·n.,r thc:se services. 5,h: Exh. 2. 

The evidence slm\'l.'S 1hat, based upon Respondents' experience, this rate of payment 

1.lelinqucncy is not unexpected and is the rcascm why most medical providers d1argc for scrvkcs 

011 tht..' same day they arc received. lnsuranct· or other third-party payment is not available for 

ultrasounds and the other lirst-visit services: thus, the only means to ensure payment for these 

physidm, and other professional services is to ch:1rge a patient before the scn-'ice is pro\·ided. 

Sec 1-:.xhs. 1-3. In addition t0 the loss of revenue- from paticn1s. Rcspondcnls incur addition~! 

2 As 1lf the dn1e of this rnoti(,n and brief. PPAliO, due to the inlcrmit1cnt natun: of the paper 
billing. i~ unable to ascertain its total lost revenue !'-inct' it ceased collecting. crcuit card 
inli.,rmation on Mar\'.h 24, 2018. 
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L'xpc:nse in ~tafftinic for billing artd effo11s 1<111btain paymcnl from p:1iit•nts for services 

n:11dcrcd. Th,:sc addjtional staff expc:nscs would be unnecessary if 1101 for the Payment 13an. 

These additional L'Xpcnscs arc estimated at $5--1-0 fur LR FPS. Se«- l;_xh .. Then: is an additi1111al 

expc11-;c for PPA[O associated with attempts lo collect payment by paper billing. Ser! Exh. 3. 

',.o health care ~1rovider in the stat:: l)lher than an abortir1n provider is prohibited from 

charg.ing for services un!il 48-hours ha='- elapsed. For instance, plastic surgi:uns. and oral surg:..:uns 

and dcnti~1s, \.\hen thc>ir servi~es arc nc1t covcrl;!d by insurance, l.'.hargc ti.)r sen·icc:s vv·hL'n 

rendered. No law prevents them from doing so. Exhibits 1-J. 

The Payment Ban Is Unconstitutional under Both the Federal 
and Arkansas Constitutions as a Taking 

Without Just Compensation 

The statutory prohibition on charging for an ultrasound and other first-visit services 

helim.: the lapse or 48 hours t:onstitutes an unconstitutional 1akin wi1ho111 just compc11satiun 

undt'r the Takings Clause of hoth 1hc Filth Amcndmcnt to the l :.s. Constitution {made applicable 

h1 th~ ~talcs hy the Fourteenth Amendment) and A11icle 2. § 22 of the Arkansas Constitution. 

The Filth Amendment provides that --private property"' shall not ··be tciken tllf public use. without 

just compensation:· ChiC<JJ(O, B. & Q.R. Co. 1·. Clricugo._166 U.S. 226. '.::39 (_l 897): Penn 

Ce1111ra/ Tran.~portc.1ti011 < 'omtJar~v. 1·. City (?/NL"1r fork, --1-3 8 L: .S. I 04_ l 22 ( 1'.J78). 

:\ legitimate property interest is ·'determined by rderem:e to existing rules or 

undl.'rslamiings that stem from an independent stnirct: such as stale law.·· Phiilips v. Washington 

legui_Fowulotiun. 524 t..S. 156. 163-64 ( 1998) (internal citalillll and quotalillll marks omitted). 

··1 A ]1 least as lt1 cooliscatory regulations (as opposed to those regulating the use of property). a 

State may 11(1t sidcstt']1 the: Taking-; Clause by dis::wowing traditional pnipcrty interests long 

rccng.niL.(:d under slate l..1,v."· id. at 167 (intcrnal citation and quotation marks omitted). 

JU 
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(imL·rnmcnt 1i;i._ 1he a111hori1y h> co111iscatc private property. but it irnp<'~~~s tw(> conditions on thr 

cx1:.·n·isc or :-11d1 ~mthMity: the taking must be for a "publk use" and "ju$! compensation" must be 

paid. /1ro11·11 1·. l,e,!!.ul Foundation <fl·Vasl,i11gton. 538 U.S. 216. 2_~2 (1003 ). The Arkansas 

Constitutilln h~1:- a similar provision: ·· IP]rivate property shall not be takc'.n, appropriated or 

damaged r,,r public use, without just compensation therefor:· Art. 2. Set:. ~1. 

Thi! Arkansas ~uprcme Court has decreed that the right tn payrncn1 li1r medical services 

is a property interest protected by hoth the federal and Arkansas consti1uti11ns. In Arnold v. 

Kemp, 306 Ark. 294 ( 1991 ), the Court found that a state slatut1:.· that capp!!d attorneys' fees paid 

t(l counsel appointl!d to rcpn:::sent indigent criminal defendants reprcsent~d a taking without just 

compensalion under both the Fifth Amendment and Arkansas Constitution and declart!d the 

stalllli:! unconstituti(1m1I. Th~ Cou11 said. 

Allomeys. like:: the memhers of any other profession. have for sale h"• the 
publi.: an i11tangihic:---thdr lime, advice, and counsel. c"\rchitt:cb, l!t1gint:ers, 
physil·iuns. and attf1rneys ordinarily purvey linle or nothing which is 
ltmgihh.:. It i~ their learned and reflective thought, their recommendations. 
suggl!stions. directions. plans. diagnoses. and advice rhat is of value to 1he 
pcrSllll':i they serve. It is not lhe price of the paper on which is written the plan 
for a building or a bridge, the prescription for medication. or the will. conlr.it'.l. 

l,r ple,1din~ which is of substantial value to the client: it is the prolessional 
f...m1wkdgc v.-l1ich gne~ into the practicl! of the pwfcssiun \\thich is valuable. 

AthHnt:ys arl.· liccns1;.•d hy the state to pradice their prnlc:ssion; hut s,1 arc: oth~r 
pr(1fcssionab. such as c1rchitccts, engineers, and physicians. One ,-.ho prncti1:~s 
his pn1fession has a propeny interest in that pursuit which may not be takc:n 
from him or her at the whim of the government without due prnct.·ss. 

Athin1e:vs lllake their living through their services. rl1c:ir services are the 
means of their livelihood. We do not expect architects to tksign public.: 
buildings. c.:nginec:rs to design highways, dikes. :ind bridges, M physicians 
ro treat the indigent v.i1hout compensation. 

\Vh<.·n attnmeys' service::: arc conscripted for the puMic g<l(ld, such a taking is 
akin Ill !he taking of food or ck1thing from a merchant <1r the taking ,,r services 
from .my .ith..:r professi1>nal for the puhl ic good. 

11 
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Id. at 301. 

The recognition by the Supreme Com1 of .Arkm.1sas that pa}ment for professional 

services. including professional m~dical services. is propl!rt)' means that thc!\c earnings arc 
' 

protected property interests under both the lcdl!ral and state constitutions. ,'\'ee Phillip., ,,_ 

f-Vashingwn 524 l/.S. al 163- 6./-: Bum.,·\'. Brinkley, 933 F. Supp. 528,532 (E.D. >i.C. 

1996). The Court in Burns explained tha1 the U.S. Constitution looks io state law to determine 

what constitutes a protected property 1ight. Id. (dting Cleveland Bd. of f.duc. ,_._ 1.oudermi/1. 470 

l..l.S. 532. 538 (1985)). Thus, payments for the medical servi~es provided by Rcsponck:nis arc 

protected prC1perty rights that cannot be abrogated under either the U.S. or Arkansas constitutions 

absent just compensation. 

The evidence shows that banning payment at the time of a patient's first visit to 

Respondents means that their physicians and other licensed staff are forced to provid~ servit:cs 

without compen$ation. ,\'ce Exhs 1-3. Just as requiring the attorneys in A mold"· Kt·mp lo 

provide services without compensation was an unconstitutional takings in violation of both the 

tedcral and state constitutions, fi.>rcing Respondents and their physicians to perfonn certain 

services in order to comply wilh the law and then making them forgo compensation for these 

services is alSl' an unconstitutional taking without just compensation. 

In addition. there is no evidence that banning payment for 48 hours furthers any public 

purpose or use. The only evidence of any purpose pehind the enactment of §20-16-170>(d) is 

contained in Act 1086. codified at§ 20-16-1709, ··tegislativc finding and purpo~es ... S£'e Act 

I 086. Exhi. 4 to Briel~ An examination of' these findings and purposes shows that all art' 

concerned with ensuring that a woman possess adequa1c information 10 make an infi.)rmcd 

decision as to v,·hethcr to terminate her pregnancy. fhc Payment Ban has no impact on this. I he 
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evidence shows that a \.\'Oman receives the sam~ information prior Lo giving informed rnnscnl (or 

not), irrespective of the timing of payment. .\'C'e Exhs. I and:!. In the absence of any public 

purpose whatsoever for triking Respondem ·s proll!cted prnfessional earnings. the Payment Bani<

uncunstitutional and should bl! invalidakd. 

The Payment Ban Violates the Equal Prutcct'ion Pnl\'isions 
of the Federal and Arkansas Constitutions 

The Equal Protection Clause of the Fifth Amendment is "essentially a direction that all 

persons similarly situation should be treated nlike. "' Stevl:'n.mn v. Rlythe,·ilJ,, School /)isf. #5. 800 

F.3d 955,970 (8111 Cir. 2015) (quoting Ci1y o{Clehurne. Tex. v. Cleburne Lfring Ctr .. 473 U.S. 

432. 439 (1985H (internal quotation marks omiued.) The Equal Protection Clause of the 

Fourteenth Amendment states in pertinent part. " ... nor shall any stah: ... di.'n~' lo any pcrs,m 

,,. ithin ib _iurisJic1io111h1: ~.-qu:il prnhxlillll t1f its law:-:· 

The Arkansas Constitution impo:;es a similar requirement. Article 2. Section 3 or th..=: 

Arkansas Constitution stares. "The equality of all persons before the law is recognized and shali 

ever remain inviolate; .. :• Article 3. Section 18 of lhe Arkansas Constitution states, --rhe 

Cicneral Assembly shall_ not grant to any citizen. or class of citizens. privileges or immunities 

·which. upon the same terms. shall not equally belong to all citizens." 

Under both the federal and Arkan~as Constilution. while 111(1st laws may survive an equal 

protection challenge "if the distinction it makes rationally furthers a legitimate state purpose," 

Zoh<1/ ,•. H--'illiams. 457 U.S. 55. 60 ( 1982), the state may not rely on a classification "whose 

relationship to an asserted goal is so attenuated as to rcndrr thi:! distinclion arbitrary or 

irra1ionat:· Cleburne. 4n U.S. at 446: sc'£' Strl'ight ,._ Ragland. 280 Ark. 206,213 ( 1983) inoting. 
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th:11 the same rntional basis review applies 10 equal protel.'.ti1rn argunKnts raised undi.'r both the 

,\ rkansas and li..·c.leral constitutions).-' 

The J>aymt:'11I Ran penalizes abortion providers and 11\1 other health cmc professionals. 

for no kgi1imatc reason. mw.:h l~ss a c1111s1itu1icmally-sulfa:ient one. There is 110 other instance 

\\here the --;tatc forces a doctor to perfonn certain -;crviccs. manda1es the liming 01·1htise serrices, 

,md th.::n ctkctivdy disallows paymc111 li.1r tlH1sc sen ict:'s. lkrnu~c 1he law singles out ahorti1111 

proYidcrs l(ir disparate lrca1ment withnul _justilic:11ion. it is uncnnsti1utin11al under lxHh the 

federal and Arkansas constitutions. Sec .-1rnold ,._ /{cmp 306 Ark. 2Q.:J, 304 ( 1991 J. 

In :-/mold, the Arkansas Supreme Court found that singling out cc11ain attorneys 10 

provide sen ices lo the indigent at a reduced rate or compensation "iolated the equal protection 

guarantees of the rederal and Arkansas rnn::;titu1ions. 111 rnakin!:( this determination, the Cl,urt 

(unsidl:"1-..:c.l three factors: (I) the char:-:irter nf the c la~si Ii Cd! i1111, ( 2 / th~ individual intc:rests 

as~crtcd i11 sup1xm of the dassitication, and t_J) the gowrnmcnial intcrc:-ts assc11ed in suppo11 of 

the clussificatit1n. Id. It Cl)ncludcd that the burden t\l repn.:scnt 1hc indigent Cell impermissibly lm 

a suhdass or auomcys. The Court found there was no rational ba.sis for the disparate tn.:atmcnt. 

r..:jccting the sta11.:·s argument rlwt since lH1ly law~ crs had the rcquisi!l' license to practice lavv". tilL' 

!cgi:-daturc ··c,1uld take one step at a time in adJrcssing Clllllplt-:x prnhkms.'· Id Instead. the Court 

ti,und that the legislature could 1101 infringe upon the guaranteed ..:onslilulional rights of the 

ci1i.t.c11s it represents. and that the bmdcn to rqJrc:sl'.nl the indigent IL-II llllL~qually 011 diff~r~nt 

lawyers. Th~refore. lawyers" rights to l!qual protection wcrL' violatL'd. Id Just as was the case 

with file ln\\'yers in Amo/cl, the Arkansas Legislature is impermissibly infringing Pll the 

3 .:\c111ally. tlw appn.1priatc level or scrutiny to apply in liwse app~·al< challt-ng.e under equal 
pr,)(L·1.·tion i:; heighlenc:J scrutiny. since the Payment l3an targets :1 ,,-"1rn1<m's !'undmrn:ntal right ll1 

,111 .ili11r1iu11. 
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guarankcd rn1hlit11tional rights or !he citiLens it rcprcst?nh. in thi~ case abc,rtinn providers-and 

only abortion providers -arc forced to render professional servi~·cs with(1t1t compensation. There 

is no ra1ional hasis for this punitive law, nor is there any reasonabk relationship bctwe.en the law 

nnd any purported purpose. While rational basis review docs 11(1t '"rcquit'l: a perfect or exacl lit 

he1we1.:11 the means used and the ends sought." T-Va/ker v. 1/artlorci L(te & Accident Ins. Co, 831 

F. 3d 968. Q78-79 (81h Cir. 2016). it is "not toothless." Kem.ms ( 'ity Taxi ( 'ah Dri1•ers Ass.n IIC 

i·. Ci1y,f /\-!ms,1.\· Ci~v. Ho .. 742 F. 3d 807,810 (8 1h Cir. '2014). Instead. equal protection review 

requires. at a minimum, 1hat a statute's discriminatory linl!-dra\\-ing he rationally related to a 

legitimate state need. And here, the evidence shows no such relat.ionship. There is simply no 

medical or <,thcr legitimate .1ustilication fi..1r prohibiting a physician from charging for services 

rendered 1l' a patient al the time of service. Rather, the Payment Ban cflectively prevents 

physici:.111:s n Ito rrovide abortion from obtaining compen:-ation for medical services they deliver 

- c:·ven lhou~h these medical services are mandated by Arkansas law. St!e l:.xh. J. Indeed, the law 

appears motivated by animus toward abortion. Such motivation cannot provide a rational ba.~is 

for denying CtHnpcnsation to abortion providers and no other type of health care provider. 

The lack of a legitimate pllqJose for the Payment Ban is borne 1>ut by the only evidence 

of legislative intent behind this law, as discussed above. See Exh. 4. An examination of these 

lii1dings and purposes shows that all are concerned with ensuring. that a woman possess adequate 

information to make an informed decision as to whether to terminate her pregnancy. That 

purpose has no rational relationship to the Payment Ban: \-Vhcthcr a woman rci;cives the 

information to make an informed decision is not int1ucnccd by ,vhcn payment for scrvici:s 

aln;:ad_v rendered is made. See Exhs I and 2. And, t'l'.gmdless or" heihcr a woman obtains an 

abortion. she remains li<tbk~ for payment for these first-visit servicc.:s. Rcquiring cklaycd payment 
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for lirst-risil sl..'r\·ic.:e~ dncs nolhing 10 add to 1hc infon11ation a woman has pri<,r to hl..'r decisil,n. 

Women rcct'iv~ the samc slate-mandated infonnation and are required In ohst·n-c the same 48-

hour delay regardless ~)r when payment is made. See Exhs I and 2. l"lws. the prohihitiCln on 

payment al the first , isit docs nothing to further any state interrst in t.:nsmin~ that ,h,men have 

suOicicnt inti1r111atin11 hdorc choosing to have an abortion. And the sunc pf L'oursc· J\)es 11lll 

have a leg.iiimatc interest in .. taking .. a physician's legitimate compensation for sL·n·iccs pnwided. 

See Exh. 4. 

Th<.· P:1ymcnt Ban Violates a Patient's Right to Privacy 
under the U.S. Coustit11tion 

The lJ.S. ConstiLution prowcts not only privacy in individual deci.sion-making, but also 

·'the individual interest in avoiding disclosure of personal matters.'' l·Flwlen ,·. Roe, 4:.ll L.S. 589, 

599 -600 { 1977): set· ;\fc( .'umhrid!!e 1•. ( 'ity oflillle Rock. 298 Ark. 219, '229 ( l '-i8')) ( recognizing 

a constitutional right 111 11ondisd0sure of '"personal matters"): se<' alrn Fag/,· 1· Hor~r111. 88 F.3d 

620, 625 ( 8th Cir. 1996) ( holding that the right protects ·'highly personal malli:-rs .. 111 "!he most 

intimate aspects l'f human atfairs'"): Cooksey v. Boyer, 189 F.3d 513. 515-1 (, (8th Cir. 2002) 

(same); Alexmulcr , ... Peffer. 993 F.2d 1348. 1349-50 (8th Cir. 1993) (samc'i. By threatening 

disclosure <1f lhe idcntit)- 1,f women who have sought abortions. the J>c1ymen1 Bau viol mes 

patie111s· constitulio11al right Ill inlimmuional privacy. 

The Paymc'III Bun rrcates a significant risk that confidential ahl,rtion inflmnation will he 

disclosed to third parties. 8<:'causc of this statute. it is practically impossible 10 oh1ai11 payment . ' 

for first-visit scrvic~s from thos~ patients who, for a variety of reasons .. such as di lfo:ultics 

arranging iransporta1i0n to travl'l (\)lh:n for kmg distances), inability to take off from ,vMk. 

inability to urrnngl! ..:hifdt:arL'. need to kl.'~p the abortion private, or being bcy1md :he poinl in 

pregnancy at which the dinic pru,·ich:s abortion care - arc unable tc1 return for an .ibl'rtion. :;;,,,, 
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Fxh<: I and 2. Rc:s1M1d..:nl~ arc lim:cJ inst.:-ad to attempt 10 contact these patient-; by either 

tdephonc cir mail to try 10 rcco\'Cr p:iyrnl!nl for these services. Both these nwthods carry 

significant risk of exposing the patient's \'isit to a third patiy. Telephoning prcsL't1ls the'. risk that 

other individuals v.,ill answer the rrnvider"s telephone call or overhear the con,.ersation:·! mailing. 

a bill carries the risk that somc(111e else will (1pcn the envelope wilh the hill. See Exhs. l :md 2. 
, 

Both types of communication may thus lead to the disclosure of confidential infonnation that a 

woman is pregnant and n,nsidcring an aho11ion. See Hopkins, .. .Jegley. 267 F. Supp. 3d 1024. 

I 042 (E.D. Ark. 2017) (finding that LR.FPS "i:, a well-known abo1tion providet:· so any 

communication relating to LR FPS necessarily "discloses that the patient likely is seeking an 

abortion"). While Respondents make their best efforts to minimize the chances that this personal 

information is disclosed through th~ collection process. see Exhs. I and 2. there remains a 

significant risk that a woman's conlidc.>ntial medical information will be disclosed. In contrast. if 

women were able t(l pay fnr the services at the first visit, there would be no need to contact these 

parients atler the fact to \lbtain payment. See Exhs. I and 2. In this way the slaluk impermissibly 

risks disclosure of the identity of women who sought an abortion but did not rd urn 1(1 the 

provider f'or the abo11ion appointment. 

The Arkansas Supreme Court has held that the right lo informational privacy undi:r rhc 

U.S. Constitution protects --personal matters.'' meaning "'infom1ation: ( 1) that the individual 

wants to and has kl!pt private or confidential, (2) that except for the challenged government 

'In addition. tekphoning patients about outstanding bills requires additional rcsl1urccs that arL' 
unlikely to resul! 111 paymen1 ~int.:e many patients change phone numbers frequently or havt.: 
phones that are often out of service. t:xh. 2. 
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ace ion. can be kept private or confidential. and 13) that to a r~asonablc person would h~ harmful 

1)r embarrassing i r disclosed."' .\Id ·,m1hrid~1• ,,_ ( 'ily 1~! Uu/e Rock, 298 Ark. 219. 230 ( I <-.189). ~ 

A woman seeking an abonion meets all three of the AkCumbridgc criteria. It is no secret 

that ahonion can be a highly-charged, cnwtional issue. Sec .legley, 267 F. Supp. Jd at I 076. 

!\.fany patients are desperate 111.1t ton.·\ cal to anyone that they arc pregnant and considering un 

abortion. See Exl1. I and 2. For so111c.! wnm~n, disdosur(! tif.thc fact that they sought an alwrli1m 

cciuld expose them to abuse. See .leµ,ley. 2o '.'.' F Supp. Jd at I 076. (finding evicknce in the rcrnrd 

that ··women tear hostility or harassmc.-nt. .. for deciding to seek an abortion''). There is ample 

evidence that women who seek abc1rtions in Arkansas are subject to hostility and harassmc:111. Set' 

PPAEO v. Jeg/ey, 4: l 5-cv-84. Prclim. ln_i. Order. (June 18, 2018). Because a woman seeking an 

abortion typically (I) wants to keep her decision ll' seek an abortion private, (2_) could keep i1 

privale but for the Payment Ban, and< 3 i might hi.' harmed or embarrassed by its disclosure. her 

alxmion decision is a ··personal maHcr .. cnti1kd to <.:linstitutional protection under Arkansns 

Supreme Com1 precedent. 

I 

A woman also has a protectabk pri\·acy interest in her abortion-related information L111tkr 

U.S. Supreme Com1 an<l Eighth Circuit prcccdcnl. In the Eighth Circuit. the right to 

informational privacy applies where disclosun .. · \.Vould be ··a shocking degradation or an 

egregious humiliation." or "a flagrant brejaJch of a pledge of confidemiality which was 

instrumental in obtaining the pcrsonnl information ... tt.1xle v. Morgan. 88 F.3d 620, 625 l8lh Cir. 

1996) !quoting A/e:wnder v. l'e_/kr. 993 F.2d 1348, J.l50 (81h Cir'. 1993)). Conslitutional 

' ,\ rkansas state cou1ts arc: bound b)- thl! Arl,.an::;:1~ SuprL'llh.! Ctiurt' s int1trpr~tation or: frderal la,v. Sc,· 
Lockharr ,,_ Fretwr!ll. 506 l.l.S. J64 ( l 993 J (1'110nrn;;. J. c0ncurring.) 1··An Arkansas trial C{1Urt is hound h~ 
!the- United States Supreme] Co1111·:;. (and hy the .'\rl-.ani-as Supreme (\1urt's and Arkansas Court or 
Appt>al~') interpretation or federal l:tw .... "J. 
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pn.ltec1i,111 iurns 011 '·the nat.ur~ of the 111a1crial'· and wht:ihcr lhc: persllll has "a legilimak 

cxpcc1a1ion lhat the information would remai_n confidential.'' Id 

The decision ln have an ahortion "involves some of ihe most intimate and personal 

aspects of a woman's life.'' Jegky. 26 7 F. Supp. at I 095 A woman has a legitimate expectation 

that information revealed lo her phy$ician will remain confidential. St'e, e.g, Ferguson, .. Cir_,• <(f 

( 'harle.mm. 532 U.S.' 67, 78 C~00 I J ("'The reasonable expectation of privacy enjoyed hy the 

typical patient ... is 1hat [her medical infrmnation) will not be shared with nonmedical personnel 

,;vithout her consent."). As a form of medical information. abo11ion-related information is a 

·'catcgorfyj of data which, by any estimation, mm:t be considered extremely personal:· Eagle, 88 

F3d at 625. The involuntary disclosure that a woman ~ought an ahortion could cause a woman to 

sulfor "a shoc..:king degradation" or •·~grcgious humilia1inn,"' .legley, 267 F. Supp. 3d at 1093, in 

part because of the violence and abuse that might ensue. Accordingly, as rhe Eastern District of 

Arkansas recently concluded. ah011ion information lies at the core of informational privacy undt!r 

the Eighth Circuit's standard. Set' .Jegley. 267 F. Supp. at 1095 (finding a likelihood of success 

on infom,ational privacy claim based lm disclosure of a minor" s ahortion to local law 

;:nforccmcnt). '' For all these reasons. patients have a strong. constitutionally-pro1ec1c:!d int~rcst in 

avoiding disclosure of their sexual activily and their desire to seek an abo11ion. 

A law invading constitutionally-protected privacy can be upheld only if a substantial 

government interest outweighs the hurdened privacy right. See McCamhridge, 298 Ark. at 231 

'' See also 7i,cson Woman's ( '/i11it· 1·. £den. J 79 F.Jd 531, 553 (91h Cir. 2004) {informational 
privacy prott'clions triggereJ by rc:quirt:mt'nt 10 disdosl~ abl,r.tion ratit'nl recllrds lo slatt.:): 
(iree11ville i-i-'0111en 's Clink,,.< '0111111 'r. S.< ·. l)ep ·, <?!Healih & H11rrl. Control. 3 l 7 F.Jd ~57. 371 
(4th Cir. 2002) (applying inli.mnational privacy <loclrinc 10 abo11il1n information. hul finding no 
constitutional violation be-cause of adequate- "record keeping and information reporting 
mechanisms··). 
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(l·iting :\'iro11 1· . . :/dmi11i\lra11ir <~(General S<'n'.1 .. 4~~ U.S. -125 . ..isr1 57 (l 977)); sec: a/.w 7c;yior 

r. U11i1cc/S1ates, 106 F.Jd 833. 837 (8th Cir. 1997) (concluding '·that the government has the 

r.:quisik interest" in disclosure and that !he statute: .. is sulfo.:ienrly related to such interest ... 10 

pass constitutional muster"'), The Payment Ban is purp1irtcdly (ksignc:LI to t'.nsurc a wom,m ·., 

inti.)rmcd cons,:nt to an abortion, sc:e Exh. 4, but a-; dcsnibcd at kn~th above, prohibiting 

pwvidt>rs lhm1 collecting payment lc)r sen·ic:t's ulreae,6' pro\ided- -payment fiJr which a woman 

remains liabk re~ardlt:ss <~(H-'hether she oblllim· m1 ahonion. or does so a, the s(/lllt' dinic where 

she recehed rlw_firsr-1:isir services- docs ll{Hhing io ensure her informed consent. 

In facl. this risk of a ·'breach of conlidi::ntiality .. may "intcrlcre with a woman ·s right to 

decide to end a pregnancy" and "cause [her.I to for!e!go ,iburtion in /\rkansas rather than risk 

disclosure'· of the fact that she sought an ahonion. Jegley, 267 F. Supp. 3d at I076; see also 

Pla1111ed Parenthood Sioux Falls Ciinic l'. Milla. 6J FJd 145'.2, 146:2 ( 8th Cir. 1995) 

(recognizing the harm of a parental notice statute because --parents who di !for from their [mim1rl 

Jaughtas on religious or moral grounds ov1..·r abortion .. might go s(1 far as to "prevent their 

daughk!rs from obtaining abortions''): Planned Parenlhood Minn .. YI). ,,;,,·. D v. Daugaard, 799 

I-'. Supp. 2d 1048. 1061 (D.S.D. 201 l)(finding that a \.\Oman may ch<K,se to forego he::raburtit1n 

rathl'r than disclcisl! her decision to a Pregnancy Help Ci:nrerl. Tht.'rc is nu stak interest that 

outweighs this risk, and so the law fails any ~onstitutilmal balancing and impermissibly infringes 

Qll Rcspond~nts' patients· constitutional right to infrm11a!i{inal privacy. 

The Payment Ban Also Violates Patients' Right to Privacy 
Under !he Arknns.1s Constitulion 

Implicit in the Arkansas Constitution is .. a fundamL"ntal right lo privacy'" that triggers 

strict scrutiny review. Jeglcy r. Picado, 349 Ark. (;00. 6.'i2 (20U2): see (I/so Zi1111nl!rnum F. f'oJJI!. 

?01 :'°) :'.\rk. App. 4')9 C~Ol -") (applying Pic:ado). Rccogni1.ing the statc·s .. ,ich and compelling 
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tr.idilil'll of pmh.·~tin!:! individual privacy:· the Ark:111:-a~ Supreme Coun h:1s held that the: !.late 

cons1i111tio11 pro\·idrs even J!rearer privacy protection than the t ;.S. Constitution. 349 Ark. al 631. 

/'icmln cuntemplatc;s that a statute like the Payrnc-111 Ban. which ·'disdos[rsJ fa woman's.I 

l"l't"tlf,b .. and reo.;ufts in ·\111 unwarranted invasion of pL'r•mnal prinu:y." violates her fundamental 

right 111 pri\·acy . .149 Ark. a1 631. "When a statute' infring(:s upon a 1i111damcmal right. it cannot 

surviw unk-:;s ·a ~ompelling stale interest is advanced by the statute and the statute is the least 

rt'strictive mGthod available to carry out [the] state intere~t. .,. l'if,1th 349 f\rk. at 632 (quoting 

71,omp.,on 1·. Arkamas Social Services. 282 Ark. 369, ~ 74 i 19841 J. f'vC'ri if the statute at issue 

hert· coulJ ~ur\'i\'\~ a lesser balancing test (which it cannot). it certainly could not survive ~trict 

scrntiny: thl' mcth,1d by \,·hich the Payment l3an opl:!rat~~ is nm just more restrictive than 

necessary. but entirciy unrelmed to its supposed purp0sc ,1f ensuring a woman's informed 

l·,m-;..:nt. ;\:; l'Xplain~d above, a woman remains liabl~ fi.1r the bill for lirsl-\isit service~, 

rc·gardh-.1·\ of 11·hcthC'r s/,e returm- ro fhe swm• clinic /i11· ,111 obortion. and so the law does nothing 

lo inli1r111 her dt·..:ision. lkcause it fails strict scrutiny revie,~, the Pay1111!nt Han also violates 

patients' right to informational privacy under the Arkansas Constitution. 

The Statute Violates the Federal Contracts Clause 

,111,· ... 1.,1\\ impi1iri11g th<: Obligation of Cumrncis."· l l.S. <. \,11:-;1.. \rl. \. ~ I 0, d. I. Courts 

< ,cI1. \I,,;, 11 , ( ·,1r;1 ,. Rnnwi11. 503 ll.S. I!< I ( I 1N ~ J. C nuns lirst d1.:li.:rn1i11..: ·-,\ hl.'1 her t hl· -.1al1.: 

/lhl'I i.11\ 'lllJl,1irs 1'1:1l c,,ntractual rd.11io11ship. a11d \\lll'lhl·r th~ i111p.1innl·nt is ~uhstanti:11.·· Id II° 
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IL·~i1irna11.: p11hliL purpn,,: · · \ri'dl ,- .t/c/i11. 1.,8 S. Cl. 1815. 1822 ()IIX; 1~i1i11~ j; 1ii-_!!I 

Nt'.,en,·., i il'P/!f-'- !11, ,. l.:t1;1,.;,· / 1,Jll't·r (\· / i,i.:/11 ( ·o. 45<) (JS. 400, -411 l ~ t_ I 1JX, il 

till' t.:11111ra,1u:d ;,rr;m~l'llll:111 h:l,\1::..·11 thi: ahnr!ion pruvidcr and thl' plit.:ni. \n- l \Ii i-; i Ill' 

nf Respondl'nls · ;1hi I it~ tn r..:cl'i \ L' L'P!llpL'tl:-.1tion under this arra11g_L'mi.:n1. \<·•· l xii, i .11a: 

The Payment Ban Tortiously Interferes with Respondents' 
Contractual Rl·latio11shi1>s with Their Patients 

Arkansa;1- recpg11i/e, th~ kiri or intc:rtert'm:e in ~ii-uations involving, ct1111rac1 ~,r hu~i1w:-s 

cxpedam:ic:sbctwci.:naph1~it:ia11anJpa1ii.:11t. .\'ei.1/.asikP/mMurphy . .\1.JJ. l'.,I. \". i(-.l-/"i,i,,11. 

Inc., 776 F. Supp. 2d 886. 897 (LD. Ark. 201 I) {citing Baptis1 lfralth 1-·- .\fwrh_L _;73 S.W.3d 

.269, .284 (Ark . .2ll IO)_). l'hc:- ckmcnts ~ir tt,r1ious intc.-rkrcncl' with contnh:lu~1l rights arc· ··1 I) the 

existence of a valid rnntr:11.:111al relationship N business expcctan~y; (2 l klh)wkJge ,if 1i1L· 

relationship or cxpeciam:y on the pm1 ur the interferer: (3) intentional imcrkrcnc\.' inducing or 

causing a bn.:m.:h 1..ir ll'nninatitin of the rda1iunship or i.'xpectaney; and (4) resultant d,1:m1~L' ll! lhl' 

p~1rty ,,.,hose rcbticmship or t·xpcc1:1rn.:y has bc.:•t·n disrnptc<l.'" Walt Be11nc11 For.I l11c. ;• /'11/,1,·ki 

( ·my. -~iJt!C'ial .,·<"ncMI /Ji.,t. 274 Ark. 208. J.. l 4 (Ark. l lJ8 J ). 1"111:st• lour dcmt:nls arc c:1sil~ mcl in 

this case. 
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Respondents indispulahly enter into ,·alid wmrnctual relationships with indi,·idu;.11 

patients at their initial visit. ( I ) Thr parties are competent; (2) there is a su~ject malll.!r UJ'l)ll 

which a contract can operate I medical scn1ices); :rnd (>) legal consideration. as well as 1m1u1al 

agreement and mutual ohligation. are presl.!nt (me(lical servict!S rendered in exchange ti1r 

payment) . .<:ee Cily o!Dnrdcnl'ile v. ( ·;,y 4Russ,.,/Ml/e, 3 T2 Ark. 486. 490 (Ark. 2008) ( listing 

the ··essc::ntial clements of a ('<1ntract"· as··< I) competent pa1ties, (2) su~ject matter. (3) kg.al 

consideration. (4) mutual agreement. and (5) mutual obligation'·). ADH is aware f1f this 

contractual relationship and that Respondents depend on patient fees to pay for the ullrasl1ttnd 

and other first-visit services. 

Damages result from enforcement of rhc Payment Ban. See Restatement (Sel'lllld) of 

Torts § 774A (Am. Law. Inst. 1979) (damages for interference include ··the pecuniary loss or 1he 

benefits of the ... prosr,ective rdation ... land I consl!queniial losses for whid1 the intcrfcrcm:c: 

is 1he legal case .. ). Dr. llwmas l"wdkn is the owner of LRFP8, and the loss 01· patient revenue 

due to the Payment Ban falls direclly to him. See Exh. 1. The loss of patient revenue affecls the 

ability of PPEAO's clinics to prnvidl! a livelihood h) its physicians and professional staff bh, 

J. LR FPS has experienced a lo:-:s or revenue of$20.540 since the issuan·ce C\fthc Statement of 

Deficiencies . . tee Exh. I. PPAEO has experienced a loss of $10, 961.66 since February 2017 to 

1\-farch 23, 2018 a,id more since that dat<.'. Se£' Exh.3. Because of this interference wirh 

Respondents· contractual rdutionship:- with their patients and lhe attendant damages they 

experience, the Payment Ban should bl! invalidated. 

,~ __ ) 
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ADH Exceeded Its Authorit)• in Issuing the Statemrnts of Deficiendcs Because 
There ls '.\Jo Regulation or Ruk Prohibiting tht· Conduct Cited, and Al.Hi's Current 

lnter·pretation of t·he Statute lmp<.•rmissibly Regulates the Practice of Medicine 

A previous dtiicicncy citalion issued by ADll to LRFPS on August 5, 2016 ,.vas 

dismissed alier an appeal because 1h\!n.: was no Hoard rule or rl'gulation governing LRFPS's 

practice of charging patients for an ultrasound .ind olhcr services at the time the services W(·rc 

provided. Robc:11 Brech, then General Counsel for i\DII. rccng,ni;;ed that absent such a rule or 

regulation. ADH lacked the authority to issue the ritation. See Brech Aug. 25 Letter. Exh. B tu 

E:i.:h. I. The conducl cited in the March 23, 2018. Statement of Deficiencies is identical 10 that 

dismissed previously. However. no pertinent regulation <ll" rule has ever been promulgated b~

the Hoard. Therefore, for the same reason the August 5, 2016 deficiency ciration was dismissed, 

the citations thal are the subject of these appeals should meet the same fate. 

ln addition, even if there were a rule or regulation on this 1$sue, Arkansas law makes 

dear that the Board "'shall not regulate the! practice or medicine ,lr healing nor interfere wilh the 

right of any citizen to employ the practitioner ot" his choice.'' A.C.A. § 20-7-l09. Banning 

payment for services provided at a patient's tirst visit until thl! lapse of 48 hours unquestionably 

constitutes regulation of Rcspondems· physicians· practice of medicine. ADM's currc1it 

interpretation of the statute interferes with bo1h the timing and method of payment by patients 

(resulting in nonpayment I.hr a significant proportion 0f services provided). Absent the Payment 

Ban, Rcspondi::nts would require paymenl for lirsl-visil services at the ti111e of service, thus 

avoiding th~ loss of revenue due to the dday in billing. ·1 here fore. ADH lacks authority to issue 

the cj1ations that are the subject of this appeal: no rule or rt!gulmion allows the citations, and the 

citations violnte § 20-7-109 (c) in attempting to regulate when and how Respondents c,m charge 

l~"lr their medical services. 
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The Issuanc(' of the Statcnm1ls of Deficiency lo LRFPS 
Was Arhitra11· and Capddou-" 

ADll's is.)uance of the deficiency citations was arbi1rar~ and capriciou:; as ADIi had 

prcviou~ly li)und 110 violation of law in LRFPS"s practice nf charging for St'rvices provided at the 

patient"s l'irst \isi1 :md he fore the lapse Ill' 48 hour:-. ,\ee 1·\h. I. •\ subsequent deliciency citatinn 

wa$ dismissed . . <..;;:<' t-\:h. 2. ADI-l's about-face in its in1crprdatinn of the law is unjusti!ied as 

I .lff PS· 5 practice of charging pal ients at th!! first visit which prcvi,rnsly was found lo be in 

(:<,rnp!i:mcc "vi1l11\DH's rules and rcgulmicms. is identical tn its practice subsequently found to 

wmranl a dcliciem:y citation. This tits the very detinition of arbitrary and capricious. 7 

Collecting Credit Card Information Docs Not Constitute 
"Requiring'' or "Obtaining" Payment and AD H's Cit:1tion of this Practice 

Was Arbitrnry and Ca1>ricious. 

In any e\Cllt. PPAEO acted hrwfully v,.:hcn it colkctcd credit card infonnation from its 

patienh during their first visit to the clinic:. Sl\ PPAEO" s ritatinns must be 1.vithdraw11. ADIi\ 

citation of this practice was arbiirary and caprici,)us and 1101 supported urn.kr Arkansas law. The 

statute at issu..: prohibits an abortion provider from ··rcquir[ ingl or obtain[ing] paymeni for a 

service 1mwided in reln1io11 to abortion l\) a patient whn has inquired about an abortion or 

scht:dukd an ab11nion until the expirati,)n of the fo11y-cigh1-hour rdkction period .. mandated by 

lav,·. A( ·.A. ~ 20- I 6-l 703(d). Under Arkansas law. the Roan! must construe this statute "just as 

it n:aJs. gi,ing words their ordinary and usually aCCl'P!Cd meaning in common language:· 

Arkcn1.\1.1s /)ep ·1 of'( 'orreclio11 ,·. Shll/;,· .. 2018 Ark. 1)4, 4. 541 S. W.~d 410. 412 ( 2018). I .anguage 

that '"·as n<11 included by the legislature: will not be read into tilt? -;taiutc. Id If the "statute is 

7 IH .. \cK·s LA \V DICTIONARY. 112,224, 8th ed. (1999) ·"Arhitrary: Fnunded on prejudic~ or 
prdt.·1e1;cc 1,llhe11han on reason ,ir fac:t. ··Capricious: C,111trary [11 1h,: l·vidl'ncc or establisht:d ruk 
of h.1 \\ ... 
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amhig11t1us. thjl' I l'.Olffl must intc;rprel it according to kgislutivc i11tcn1:· and 1he ~c1L111· s ··.-~view 

becomes an cxaminati11n oftht." whok ae1." l>ifkinson v. Sunlru.w ,\.'ar ·1 Morrg. Inc: .• 2014 Ark. 

513. -t • 51 S.W.3d 576, 57<J t20l4>. 

·1 he plain language of the statuie prohibits only "ohwinl ingl paymcnC or ··rt!quirl ingJ ... 

p.:iymcnt" for an abo11ion-rdatcd service during the mandatory delay. Ark. l ·ode ~ ~0- I 6-

l 703(d ). lhrcc words an.~ at issue hc:re: ·'ol'ltain." ··require." and ··paymcn1.·' liivcn its most 

nallJral meaning. a payment is a transfer or money. See Pay, Afer,-iam-H-:,,bstcr Online 1Jic1i01w1J' 

(21.118). httJ~s;.-.-,nn~Jlll'iriam-wcbst\:L£Pl11ididionaryfu~ (""IL' make a dispu!)al or transfer of 

(money)'" or "to give in return for goods or service"): l'ayment, Merriam-l·Vehster Online 

Dictionwy {1018). !}_!Jp~:ii,,w\.\-.m~n:i~11::'""'d~stcr:.\:5llll/diclionarv/parmcnt r-~omcthing that is 

paid"). To obtain a payment is ·•to gain or attain [it,J usually by planned action t1r cffiJrl. ·' Ohrai11, 

Merriam-l-J"ehstt.'r < Jnlincc: Dictionc:11:v (2018), https;/f.,\:}\-~""..J!leLfj~Jn.:

~vd"J~lcr.i;lllll::<.liqi_t111;.i_r~!1~~1Vmc11t. To require a payment is ··10 claim or a~k for fit] by right anJ 

authority'· or .. ll, demand [itj as necessary or essential." Require: .. \.Jerri am- H'eb.,1r:r (2018). 

ht.tp~-=-~'.~~~'!'.~"-'.mt'1-riam-webs1er.com/dictionan:_/p~j'.....1ll<;lll. By mcrdy takings a wpm,m·s cn.:dit card 

informa1in11, l,ut not submining any charges. PPAEO neither obtains nur n:quires pa) mern. 

First, and simpl). PPAEO docs nnt impnipcrly .. obtain pa)111en1'" 1~\!rau:;c it docs not 

··gain or attain .. any nwney during rhc 48-hour delay. Money frnm the p:uicnt"s bank a<.'.counl 

does m•t translt:r lo PPAEO until (if the credit card transaction is suL·ccssful) the moment her 

card is charged. ,\nd second, taking credit card information is lllH tht: same thing as requiring 

payment. If il wi.:n:. cvi.:ry online retailer ,1vith its rnstomers· credit card information on tile 

\\"{,uld have till' ··rig.ht and authority" to '·demand [payment] as ncccs~ary ~,r l!Sscntial" at any 

timl'. I 1nder the st,11c·s reading of tht: statute, a C('lllpany like Amnzon. which rollects 11s~rs· 
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credit card information when they sign up for the service, would be ·'requir[ingl ... payment'· 

before users L'vcn hnuf'_ht their first item. In the same way, an abortion facility has not 

"requirejd j" paymcnl for an alx1rtion-relatcd service unkss and until the credit card infomiation 

collerlcd from the patient has been processed. vl'l1ich does not happen until after the 48-hour 

\\:ailing period has elapsed. Under the plain text of the statute. collecting credit card inl«.IJ"lnarion 

docs llLll constitute "requiring'' or1·'obtaining'· payment. 8 

CONCLUSlON 

For the reasc,11s asserted above. the Statements of Deficiencies should be dismissed and 

the MNion to Dismiss granted. 

Dated: September 6, 2018 

Respectfully submitted: 

Bettina E. Brownstein (85019) 
Bettina E. Brownstein Law Finn 
904 \V. Second St.. Suite 2 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 
Tel: (501) 920-1764 
E-mail: bctt inabrownslci n(c~: gmai I .com 

~ F·.ven ifllK' ,rntu1e \-\er.:- ambiguous, the legislature's intcnl was 10 ensure a wo111,rn·s informed consent 
1n an abonion. ,r.,·C'e Exh. ~- Because colkcting credit card i11fi.>r111ation is unrdatcd to that purpose. the 
sw1111c should ,wt be rL'ad to prohibit obtaining credi1 card inti:,rmation. 
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HEFOHE Tl-IE AlH(A:\SAS BOARD OF HEALTI-I 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

AH.KANSAS OF.PT. OF HEALTH 

V. 

PLANNED PARENTHO()0 OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTER~ OKLAIIOl\-fA dba 
PLA~NED PARENTHOOD GIU:AT PLAINS 

Affidavit of Lori Williams 

PETITIONER 

IU~SPON0ENTS 

My name is Lori \Villiams. I am over thL' agl! or 21, competent and have personal 

knmvlcdge of th\! matters testified to herein. 

1. I am currently the Clinic Director at Littk Rock Family Planning Services. 

PLLC r·LRFPS'). l submit (his affidavit in suppoi1 of LR FPS' appt·al of the Statement 

<•f Dc::fkicncics is~ued by thl' Arkansas Department ofl-kalth ("ADIi'.) on \farch 1.\ 

2018. 

I am an Advanced Practice Nurse with an M.S.N. from Vanderbilt University. From 

1999-2000, J ,vorked as a labor and delivery nur::;e at Rc:bsamen Medical Center in 

.lacksc•nville. Arkansa~. In 2000. I was employed at Worncn·s Community Health Center 

in Lill le Rock as the nursing supervisor. I also had a gynecology practice!. In 2003, r 

hcct11nt: t'mployed at LR FPS, first as a \:\'omen· s health practiti@er. then in 2004 as 

) 

AssC'lciate Clinic Director. In 2007. l Pecamc Clinic Director. Thomas H. Tvcdten. M.D. 

is LR FPS· 5 owner and mt·dical direcror. I .R FPS has bt·cn in existence since l ''7 3. It is 

licensed by the State of Arkansas since the 1980s and is in good standing with the 

Arkansas Department of I l~allh C"ADH.""). LRFPS prnvides abortion ~ar~ and related 

s~rvices. As Clinic Din::ctnr. I oversee the- day-to-day operation of LRFPS clinic. 

I 
EXHIBIT 
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owrsec all asp,.:c:ts nf patit:nl care und1::r 1hc.' supervision t1f I )r. TH'lltcn. In addili1lll. I 

pa11icipa1c in :,ti :-1~pci.:1s of palit'nl care as needed. I am rt'-sponsible for managt:mcnl or 

patient records and all other rei.:1..,rds kept by LIU·PS as mandated by th..:: st:itc and as 

necckd h1 opcrntc LIHPS. I am abo rl'sponsiblc: for LRFPS medieal rcl"onJ kci:ping. 

lin:incial manal,!l'llll'.nt. and billing practices. In addition. I maintain a ~cpc.1ra1.i; 

g.y11ee,,logical pradit.:i:. 

3. On 1\-fay l(i, 1016. LRFPS was inspected hy ADH. At that time. the inspectors rn 1tcd 

that Liff PS was charging patients :-.ceking an ahortion for the ultrasound and other 

scn·ices provided during her first visit prior to providing lht!se St'-rvict'-s. ADH. however. 

found that UU-PS was in eompliam:c with all its rules and regulations and did not cite 

LRr PS for violation (1f any law. including §20-1 tl-1703(<.l). Attached as Exhihit A is .i 

true rmd aci;11nl!c copy of ADI l's May 16, 2016, letter concerning its finding,; follc 1wing 

tht· inspl•ction. On July I .:J.. 20 I 6. ADH again inspected I.Rf-PS. Following thi:-; 

inspc"dio11. A DI I i~sut:d a State1m:111 of Defkiencies citing violation of ~20- I 6- I 703td} 

as the: hasis for a ddiciency citation. Alter ,m appeal, ADH subscqu~ntly dismissed the 

citation. agreeing \Vith LRFPS that ADH lacked authority lo issul! it hl·causc ii had no 

authority over phy~i..:ian i;onduct und no rule or rl'.'gulntion covering the particular 

conduct involv<:'d. Aliachc.-d as Exhibit Bis a true and aceuratc t'Opy of a ktter from 

ADH's Ci,meral C111111sel Roben Brech dismissing the citation. 

4. At LRFPS. during. a palit.·nt"s first visit. she is gi\'s:n information as n:quir.:d hy h1w. and 

an ullras1 1L111d is performed t,y a certified sonograrher. The ultrnstHmd determines 

location <'f prcgnani;y ! intrnut~rinc or ~<.:topic) whether !he: pregm11Ky is t1ng11i11µ.. 111<:.· 

gesla!ionnl :1gc. and whclhl'r !here is a !~tat hearthcnt. If an ~cwpit.: pregnancy is 

., 
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suspected. lhc w(,man is rcfrrrcd \)11 an urgclll ba:'-is for a~ldi1iunal care. Ir !he pregnancy 

is not ongoing. the patient is 0ff~rcd miscirriage managcm~nt or referral h> the provider 

cir h.:r choice. 

). If the pregnancy is inlrautcrine and within the gcstalilinitl range during which LR FPS 

pr(.lvidl·~ ,1bortions (21.6 weeks), and ifth1.: patient indicates sl1e wishes to return w 

lcnninale h\.!f pregnancy. she is providcJ the infrirmation the stale mandates that she 

receive in order tn give: informed wnsenl 4R hom.s l,JH:r. The infrm11cd consent is done 

by both a licensed nurse under the direction or a physician and a physician. All 

ultrasounds are interpreted by a physician using his education. training and experience lo 

determine the patient's eligibility for an abortion and if digible. to dc1ennine the hest 

cours..: cif treatment for the patient. 

6. The ultrasound is necessary at the first visit tn t:nmply \•,ith state-manda1ed requirements 

induding I) to determine whether there i!- ,i fetal heart heat, and. if so. to inform the 

patient of that fact: 2) to inform lhe paticnl of' hov,, many ,,,.:eeks tile pregnancy has 

advanced and of the probablc anatomical and physiological charat·teristics of the embryo 

or tctus; and 3) to describe the method of !he abNtion rhe wt1111an will obtain. State law 

mandates that the physician provide lhis infr1mrntion, which is dependent on an 

ultras0und. nt least 48 hours before the abt1r1ion 

7. Bui li1r Arkansas la\.v. LR FPS would provide cnre ail in <111e day for patients who request 

it: ulirasound. counsding and. abortion. The only reason 10 perform the ultrasound 48 

hours in advance of an abortion is to comply with Arkans:.:is·s mandate that a woman 

n:C\.'.in.· ,xrtain inl<.1rmation and then delay at least -18 hours before she may tibtain c1n 

abortion. Then:' is m1111\:!dical rt'nSl)ll ,,vhy the ultras(1t11Hi 111ust b~ performed 48 hours in 

1 
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ullra:-ound at the.: iirst visit reduces the.> risk that a patient will h.1\·e to rdurn unnc.:t:cssarily 

and suffrr further ,kla·y -- if the ultrasound rc.:ve:ils that 5hc is 11-1t l'.ligiblc for an 

abonic,11 at the I .RI-PS clinic. That occurs. for example, if her prcgnam:y lu~ adv.1nccd 
\ 

b(.') mid the.: p(1in1 :11 ,,,, hich w<· pru, idc aho11ions. 

8. Priur lo ren.:ivill!,! lhl' ckficiency .:itation thai is the subject <1!" thi~ ndrnini~lrati,·c appeal. 

patic.:nts \·\l"r<.: chargi:·J S20li for the ultrasound and the othc.:r sen·icc.:s prm ideJ at the first 

visit. and payment was required either hy cash or credit card bc.:fore the ultras, 1und \,\as 

pcrf<,rmed. 

9. On January 30, 2018, ADI·! inspectors visited LR.FPS; subscqucntly, ADii citc.:d the 

clinic for viol<Hi(ln ,11' ~ 20-l 6-l 703(d) frn- charging patients prior to the lapse· nr 48 hours 

alier the lirsl visi1. The letter citing LRFPS ,-vas rcc.:i\\:d !Vtarc:h 1-l. .2018. 

iO Since tlfr, l:t!icr date. I.RFPS has ceased charging patients for th1: ultrasound dcserih1.•d 

ab<H cat the lirst visit. tr :.i women returns for an abortion, at that time shl' is charged 

cith\!r by credit card or cash ti.x the amount of !he ultrasound. the other initial sen ices. 

and the abonion. 

11. Ati.:r n:cci, ing the services at their first visit. :c;ome 1,-vomcn do not retum to l.RFPS for 

an abtirtiun. This happens for a number of reasons. One common reason is that u woman 

c;-11111111 manage tn tr:lvci back lo llllr clinic: many of our patirnls :-aruggle with poverty 

and have !ti ira\"d from far .may. Transportation, childcan:, nnd wml obligations arc all 

pmhkms. Thi! stale requir.:mcnt that they make the trip t wic1.· to µCl an abor1ion is an 

insunJ10untablc nbstaclc for some patients. Oth1.·r women :11"1.· beyond (ill' point in 
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pregnancy at which we offer an .1ho11i,,n: if thi:y are able to travel ,111<.I desire a rclcrral 

for ahortion out ()f s1c11c. we pn1,·id1: such a reli::rral. 

12. Ir the woman do~s not return li.1r an ahonion within 30 days. LRFPS mails an im·1>iCl' 111 

the patient at thi: address shL" supplic~ .11 the:: first visit. The invoice: requests immediate: 

payment. ff payment is 1101 rccl'ivc:d \\ithin W days. a c11py c1fthc Migin .. 11 is maikd 

again to the p,1tient. 

13. 8ascd upon my cxpcrien<.:I!, patients an:: lllien desperate to keep private their decision 111 

inquire about an ahc1nion. This is for a variety of' reasons but otkn is because family 

members, including the wonum·c; sexual partner. may have intensely negative feelings 

about abortion. l\'lany women rtquest that they he allm.ved to pay at the first visit. 

14. LRFPS has considered contacting patients who do not return for an abor1il,n by 

telephone 10 advic;l' them that payment for the ultrasound ai1d other services is due and tn 

request paymcll! in lieu of sending an in"oicc hy mail. However. I.RFPS c;1affhas 

Jekrminc<l that lhl! risk or invading patients· privacy by telephoning is greater than that 

of mailing an innlicc. l'hcsc ri.-;ks include that someone other than the patient will 

answer the !eleph(lnc and wan! In h.now from thi: patient the source and cont<:.'nt or the 

call. lW may overhear the patient speaking to us and glean information ah11u1 the patient"-; 

visit to the clinic as a resul I. 

15. I have rnncc-rns. based on my l'Xpcrir1K·c. 1hat mailing a bill for the ultrasound to the 

patienrs address does pose the: risk that somconl? other than the patient will open thr 

~nvelop and discover the visit to I.RFl'S. I have had experience with the privacy 

prohlems posed by mailing invoiccs. In one inst..rnce. I mailed ,111 i11V(1il'c tu a patient 

and Sl1mconc othL'r than the paticm called tu inquire why thl:' patient had ,·isitcd lh-: 
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cliniL:. While [ do bcli<!V(.' that mailing a hill as oppo!-cd to telephoning a patient carries 

less risk of violating her privacy. bc)th im·olvc risks vv'hich can be a\·oidcd by pL'rmitting 

1.RFPS to charge at lhe point services arc provided. 

16. ikcm1se of the same privacy concerns for ah,irtion pa1ienls, LR FPS does not utilize the 

services or lhird-pany collection services. !his l'urthcr iimits our ahility to obtain 

payment. 

17. Since i\.farch 14.2018. the day after receipt of the Statement of Deficiencies lo the date 

of this atfalavit. 108 patients, who did not return for an abortion. were billed. Of these 

six patients have paid for their ultrasound and other services after receiving a bill. This 

has resulted in a total loss of $20,000 to LR FPS ,md Dr. lvedtcn over this period. This 

loss will increase so long as § 20- I 6-l 703(d) is in effect. 

IR. In <1ddition to the loss of revenue from patients. LR FPS incurs additional expense in 

staff time for billing and cffc111s to obtain p,tyment from patients ror service, 

rendered. These additional staff expenses wou!d he rnmccessary if§ 20-16-1703( d_1 were 

not in effect as now interpreted by A.DH. These additional expenses are $540 for 30 

additional hours of staff time. These additional staff expenses will increase as long as 

this law is in effect. Thus, the l(1tal loss to LR FPS from l'vbrch 14. 2018 to the date of 

this anidavit is $20,540. 

19. l3as-:d on my experience as Clinic Director it is ncc1:ssary to collect payment up front 

li·,,m patk-nb as this is the only ,vay lo ensure payment for physician services 

rendered. In my experience. it is standard medical practice to charge at the time services 

are rc:.:ndercd unless they will be reimbursed by a third part~'-

42 
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L,Hi \\'ilii,1n1:s, AJministrator 

Arkansas Departlnent of llealth 
5800 Wcsl Tcn1h S1r~i,1. Su,1e ,:oo • Uu!c Rr;ek. Arbn~as 722°' • Telephone \501) ~1-2201 

Go,·ernor Asa Hutchinson 
Nathaniel Smith, Mn, MPH. Director and Swtc llcallh Officer 

t ink• R;_wk Fan1ily Planning Sen-ices. PLLC 
#--4 Otfo.e Park n~ive 
Little: Hod,, AR 7221 I 

:(F Li(en-;u1-..~ Ahc1ni:)i1 Clinic Cornplai111 Survey 
Conducted 05. l ].'201 {1 

l 1:tie i(,xK hrn1:ly Plnnning Services. Pl.l.C t,-; cons::lcrt·,i !() bi: u ,:,xnplidnce with app!icahle 
p;-.-.,,.·i-;:on:·; ,,f :hl'. l{ul,.:,; ;1.11d l{i,:~'.11b1i,11i:-. 1:ll ,\hor:icn (-:!1.11:-:•; i1,_A.rJ~}1_1sas. We npprec1,1t..~ t!1e 
cooperatwn of the Facility srnff during the .;u:-vey. 

If v.-e m:iy be oi' ;-1s.sisl<1lh:t! <1t any rime, please c aii (51) i , ,~(, I -2.2i1 i 

~-J:;~ 
Liz Dil\ is. Program Manag~:r 
Healih Fae diry Servicc>.s 
1\rkam,:1s O.!partmt!m of Health 

. exwsrr 
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Augus! 2.". 2016 

Arkansas Departn1eu( of I lealth 
~hr.,) \\'r.,tt l ~n!h \ttu·:. Su,tr. 4(l(l • t rllk R,1,k. 'lrk~i:111~ ?l:!!l~.1?(1., 1. fd~flli••r;C \SO I! ,r, '-1:·': • 

Go,-..rnor A,11. Hukhln!'<!n 
!'1.uthafliel o;m,th, MD, I\.IPH, Din:ctnr and ~111(e Hullh Officn 

Ms. ~cttin.1 E. Uro"'ns!dn. Attomey at Law 
l.}04 \Vcsl S~:ctmcl Slrt~'-1 
Liulc: Rrn:k . .\R '72201 

RE: Little lfo\.-.k Family Planning/Dispute of Deficiency Finding 

Dear Bettina: 

Thank you for your August 1 7, WI 6, letter disputing the deficiency ritall,m issued lo Little Rod-
Family Planning s~ices m1 August 5. 2016, in the Department"s Statement of l)cficiencics. You 
Jm\·c madct a numbt•r nf legal argumt~nls as Lo ,.,.·by the ddicienc.:y citation was imr,ropc:r. 
Spccit1cally. thL· defkicncy dealt with the facility accepting payments for scr:vices provided in 
relation to an abortio11 prior lo the expiration of thl: forty-eight hour rctlec:ion period as required 
under Ark. Code :\Jm. ~, 20-1 o-1703(d I. 

I cannot disagree with your poini that the Arkamias Department uf Health la~ks authority to issue 
this pamcal.:ir deficiency matron. I ·ats,, agree that no BoarJ of Health rule m rc::g1.1lati,111 Cl)\·Cl::> 

this partirnlar <Xmduct. Having determinc-d that your first tw;.1 pt.)int:- have merit, a11d my 
agreement that the Dc.-partment lacked suffa.:ient authority to issue the citation, 1 sec no rc.-as1.1n lo 
address your add it 1onal kgal arguments. 1. will instruct the D~anrnent staff to retra1..1 their 
deficiency citatiC'ln. r do expect the sniff will forward thdr ti.nding:,; tu the State Medical Board 
for their c110sid..:ration. · -

P .. h,·11 Hr,·,·h. JD 
Gl!nernl Counsel 

RB/nc 

,x: Connie ~-klhm. Bran..:11 Chie( Health SyStcms Licensing 
Re-nee Mallory. (. 'cntl-r Director. Health Pmteqk111 

I 
EXHIBIT 

+o 
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BEFORETHEARKANSASBOARDOFHEALTll 

IN THE '.\IATrER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEALTH 

V. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES and 

PLA.~NED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dha 
PLANNED PARE!'ITHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

Affidavit of Melany Helinski 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENTS 

My name is :vfclany Helinski. I am over the age uf 2 l, competent and have personal 

knowledge of the matters testified to here.in. 

l. I am currently the Regional Director of Health Services at Planned Parenthood of 

,\rka11sa:, and fa1skm Oklahoma ('PPAEO"'). i have been Regional Director ~ince 2013. 

As Regional Director of Health Services, I am responsible for all health and operational 

services al all PPAEO !1calth centers in Oklahoma and Arkansas. 

2. I submit this affidavit in support of PPAEO's appeal of t~e Statements of Deficiencies 

issued hy the Arkansas Deparlmt!nt of Health (''ADH'') on March 23. 2018 to PPAEO's 

h1yct1evillc Health Center and PPAEO's Little Rock Health Center, respectively. That 

statement was issued following letters dated March 13. 2018. in which ADI-I sought 

additional in1om1ation about PPAEO's billing practices after au on-site inspection, and 

did not stale whether a deficiency had been issued. ADH subscqucmly withdrew these 

initial letters and darified that it considered PPAEO's practice, as described belov-.-, a 

deficiency in violation of state law, 

I 
EXHIBIT 
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3. I han: wurked in lht health care field since 2001, \-\ hen I began working at the Faim11)u11l 

< 'c:ntcr in Dallas, Te:o<as, as ;i p:ilicnt counselor for women ,;ccking an ab(111ion. At the 

Faimwunt Center, I rccein~d training in all aspects of the process tiir patients to ret·t·ivc 

ah,111ion c;::ri:, induding cc,un~cling, ultrasound~, and po!;t-Uh\lnion laboratory pr\Ktdun:.!s. 

I :;ubscqucntly hec:mh: l'tHlJJS<.'ling coordinator for the ccnH.'I' In 2007. I begun working 

fr,r Planned Parenthood Greater Tcxa~ as mnnag~'.r (.lf its abortion facility in Dallas. 

Tc·Ji.as. where I remained until 2013. In 2013, I assumed my present position. PP 1\EO's 

b-1yct1cvilk and I .ittle Rock health centers .ire licensed by the Stall! of Arkansas and in 

good Slirnding with the 1\rkansas Department of Health CADlf"). 

4. As Regional Director of Health Services, my responsibilities urc 10 provide din~ct 

supervisi,m wall health center managers in my area. including the h!yettt:'villc and 1.ittlc 

Rock health centers: I monitor thc.sc health center's scrvi~c~, acti\·itie:-, and fi.trll·ti0ns, 

I 

including heal1lu.:~trc scrvicc!s, dcrical services, sch1.'tluling • .ind finances. I als<, till in if 

therl' Hrl' kmporary staffing needs in the health ct:ntcrs. I monitvr r aycttevillc .ind Little 

RtH:k's health ci:ntcrs· hilling procedure~ for all services pt'!rfonned by them. I am 

i1m1lvl'd in setting policic.·s and prc.,cedures tc> co111ply with all state and fcdrrnl law.~ and 

ADJ[ rules and rcg1Jlati<,ns. I work with health center managers tt, ensure thJt all .statc

mandutcd 111fc.innati1m is hoth prnvided to patients and is documtmlcd lo c.:ompl~- with all 

.ipplic.:ahle laws and rcgul:-11im1s. 

5. All staff providing pati<·nt care at the Fayetlevi!lc and l.illk Rock health centl.!rs m\: 

supervised by a phy~ic.:ian empl<•ycd al lhat health i.;t!nter. In :iddition. PPAFO ~·mplc..•y:.- a 

i\-kdical Dirl.!.;l<lr, wlw is a lit,m-d-cl·rtificd OBUY N and who is responsible ti.,1 
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developing ancl implementing all its mrdical policies 1and procedures utilized al the 

f ay<.:ttcvillc and L1t1le Rock health centers. 

6. The Fayeue,·ilk :md Littk Rock health centers provide mcdic11lil1n aho11inn~. During a 

patient's first v1:-it, shr is given writll'n infimnation in accordm1ce with state bw. She is 

provi(kd infrmn,nion about both medication and surgical ahNtions, an ultrasound is 

perfonucd by a nurse practitioner to dctcm1inc whether the pregnancy is intrauterine and 

ongoing. how far the pregnancy has advanced, and whether there is embryonic or fetal 

cardiac activity. If an ectopic pregnancy is suspected, the women is referred on an urgi:.nl 

basis for additional care. If the pregnancy is not ongoing. the patient is offered 

miscaniagc management or referral 10 the provider of her choice. lf the pregmm9 is 

intrauterine and within the period cif pregnancy during which PPAEO provides abortion 

care (up to ! () \h'ek-:, ~1s dated from the first day of the woman's 1:t,;t menstrual period 

( .. LMP")) and the patient indicat~,s sht! wishes to retum to tcnninate her pregnam:y. :-.ht! is 

provided the tnfom,ation the state mandates that she receive in order to give int~im1t!d 

consent 48 hour;-; later. lnfonnation required for infonned consent is provided by both a 

licensed nur:;e undt•r the direction of a physician and by a physician. All ultrasounds an: 

intcq,rt'led by a physician using his or her education, training and cxpcri(·nc'-· !l) ( 1) 

determine the patient"s pregnancy status, (2) guide the state's mandated information that 

must he communicate.d to the patient, e.g., how many weeks the pregnancy has advanced, 

and the type of procedure- that will he 11sc:.:J In terminate the pregmmq·. and (3) detennint: 

the patient's plan l,f can:, cligihility for an abonion and if eligibk. to detem1ine the best 

course ,,f trcmment for the patient. 
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The ultrascHmd i~ pcrfomH.·d h.,r rnul1iplc re;:,c,11s: first. PPAEO's medical st:rndards and 

guidelines require :m ulir:;,:c_1u111.I pri<:ir tc, mcdicat1on abortiun; sec(lnd, the ultrasound i~ 

necessary to be abk lo comply with thL: state-mandated requirement to atlcmpt h) dct(~c! 

embryonic or frtd i::mliac :lc:tivily, and third, w~ tl'ic thL• ultraslHmd to detcrm111c how /;ir 

along the pregnancy h.i:- :.1dvarn:cd anJ -- based on that - Lhc prohabie characteristics ,d 

the embryo or fetus, which state law requires u~ f\) pnivide an abortion patient at least •-lS 

hours before the abortion. together with a description of the type of procedure I<.) bl: used. 

Thus, ihc ultrasound i;; performed during the WL>man ·s first visit mor~ than 4X prinr 111 a 

scheduled ab\)rtion bixausc tile i11i'o1111aliPn ohtaincd by the ultrasound is required to be 

provided to her at least 4~ l1trnrs hrfon: the abortion. 

8. The only reason to perform the ulrrasou11d ~S lwurs in advance of an aborti,:m is to 

comply with !\rkans;i:- law. There i'> n<' medical reason \vhy the ultrnsot.ind must be 

performed 48 hours in advance ot an abortion. (iiven that state law rc:quircs twc.1 visits ,,1 

obtain an ab\irtiP1L having tht' ultrasound 01t the: day one visit also reduces the 1isk that ~i 

woman will han' to return unnecessarily if it is Jete1mined by ultrasound th:u the 

pregnancy is beyoJJd l O we<:"ks 1,:v1P, making the patient ineligible for a medication 

abortion, \\·hich is the (inly type of ;!borti1m pn:•vided at PPAHl"s t\rkansa~ he<1lth 

centers. 

9. Prior to the law thal proscribes c(,lkcting payment until the expiration of 4S IH'ttrs, 

PPAEO patients were charged :il the fir:-t visit for the ultras,,1111d, 1:tb work (Rh factor. 

hemoglobin, and STD lesti11g) w1d the sratc-mand:Hcd disclosuro?.s described ahll\'c, and 

pay111cnt was rc4u:red hetor1: the si:.:rviccs \\Trt: 1w1fonncd. The ah1lltion Jll"l'i.'Cdurc was 

ch:trgcd s(·pa1Jtdy ,:t thL· :-en111d visit prior t•.' it being p<'rf-iirnwd. 
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I 0. Alier 1hl:ir tirst vi~it. some wnmcn do not return fr,r an abNti<.111. · rhis lrnppcns for a 

number ofrcasons. One ctim11Hlll r..:a.son is that a woman cannot manage to travel back to 

our health cc111cr~: nrnny of our patients struggle with poverty and have to trnYcl from far 

away. Transponation, chikkare. and work obligations art! all problems, cspcrially for a 

large number o I' our patients whci arc poi.>r and ha,·c to tnn·el a Ion~ distance. The state 

requirement tha1 !hey make the trip twice to get an abortion is hugdy difficult for some 

patients. Since we only provide ah()rti(lll through ten weeks LMP, other women arc 

bcytmd the point in pregnancy at which we offer an aboition (or will be bcyon~I this p,1int 

by the time they can get b3t:k to our health centers); if they desire a reforral fr)r abo11ion 

to another provider who may offer an abortion for a longer pe1iod of pregnam.:y, we 

provide such a referral. 

I I. A ftt'r § 20-16-1703( d) w~·m into effect. PP AEO stoppe.d charging for the day niw visi1 
, 

until after expiration of the -1R-lhiur periud PPAEO experienced a loss in rt'venue 

because of ihe delayt!d charging, and I panicipated in conversations around that time 

regarding ways to mitigate the financial lo,-ses expe1icnced at the health eenters; 

however, Lhc exact data regarding financial J0$St'S experienced liuiing that time is 

difficult to rccrcat;: hccaus~ we 1m~rged om oid n.'c<ircl system with a new system in 

Ja11uary 2017. In order to try hl reduce it:c: financial losses from being unable to charge fi>r 

the day one services al the timi.' (if the day one ,·isi1, in February 20 I 7, PPAEO began 

co!Jcc.~ting credit c:1rd inii.,rmation at the first visit. but did not submit any charges for 

those patients who did not return for the ~econd visit until the plltienl 's gestation was out 

of range for a medication aho11i(1n. PPAEO did n,,1 sutimit charges less than 48 hours 

ditcr the first vi::.it in any cir,·umstanccs. In the va~t majority of cases, nlllJ'C th:111 48 
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hours passed, in l>rdcr to sec whether the paiicn1 would rciurn fr,r the abo11ion. In the 

l 1,crwhclming majorily of cases, the 1.,;rcdit card charges did not go through when PPi\[O 

prnl"cs~e.d the credit card, and the patient was ultimately sent a paper bill. Since :Vlan::h 

2], 2018, no money nur credit card infonnation ha~ bcrn obtained prior to the lapse 1,f 48 

hours after the patic11t"s first visit. 

I~. On January 25. 2018, A.DH inspectors yisilcd PPA.l::O's Lilllt:: Rock Health Center to 

perform an inspection l,f our billing practices. They subsequently issued a letter, on 

!\-larch I 3, 2018, seeking additiom}i infom1ation about Lillie Rock Health Center's billing 

prnctice. Although the letter dirl not state that a deficiency or vic,Jation of§ 20-16-

l 703(tl) had been identified, the letter did state that PPAEO was required to appeal the 

violation {though 1wne had been identified), submit a plan of com:i:ii0n. or have its 

licenses ~uspcndcd. On February I, 2018, ADH ini-perted 1b~ foyettcville l-lcalth Center 

and ADH issued an identical letter requesting additional infonnation about the 
,/' 

Fayettevilk Health Center's billing practices on March I).2018. Given the confi.tsing 

language in these letters, PPAEO could m,1 detenninc whether ADH believed that its 

practice of collecting credit card information complied with the statute. 

I~- Subs('4ucntly. Qn l\1larch 23. 2018, ADH issued nc\\- kiters that withdrew its prcviou~ 

lcllcrs and explicitly cited both health centers for violation of§ 20-16-1703( d) for 

charging patients for services provided at the first visit prior to the lap~e 0f 48 hours. 

14. Since March 23. 2018, PPAEO has ceased collcding credit card payme111 inf,,nna:ion 

for patients 1<.,r the ultrasounds and other services provid~d at the firs! visit. If a wnmc:n 

returns for an abortion. at that Lime she is charged either hy credit nud or ca~h for th.: 

sen·kes prln-iclcd m the first visit and th\? abo:1ion. lf the \\'<.lllHUl d1)l!:- llllt rdurn for ~m 
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rdated 11.1 their abo11ion. Similarly, some patients express concern wht'n pro\'itling. 

PPAEO ,•;ith their address that nothing be mailed tn their addrc'-S. Other patient!'- express 

a concern allliut being contacted by PPAEO about their alH•rlion services by phone. 

U11fi.,nu1utdy. hccaus.: of this law, we are unable to collect pa)1ncnt at the first visit even 

for tho~c patienls who aflimrntively request to pay for the services at the first visit 

because ot' a desire to limit additional commtmica1iom: rdatl·d their abortion scr\'iccs. 

Because ltf the same privacy conccms for abortion patients. PPA EO docs not cutTcntly 

utilize the services of third-party collt'ction services. This f'urthc:r limits our ability to 

obtain paymen1 fi.1r lht! services we provided. 

19. For those p;iticnts who affinnativcly express concern about n::cei\·ing mail rrlated to their 

abortion, Pl' A F.O w11l attempt to notify them .~bout the outstanding balance through an 

al!crnati V\.'. mdhod, such as by phone. Contacting pa.lit•llls by phone ahoul outslandinp. 

bill:. is challenging for multiple reasons: (1) some of our paticnts d(.I not have working 

cdl ph,mcs 11r land-line phones, or these numbers change th.:qucntly. which makes 11 

difficult h\ l.".ontact them by phune; (2) some of our patients ~hare cell phones or land-line 

phones with others, making it <liflicult for us to use this as a mctlwd of contacting 

paticms ~1b11ut confidential medical services; and {3) w.:.~ do not have the intcn1al ~taff 

restiur~· . ..:~ to follow up with these patients about outstanding hills by phone, pa11kularly 

given that reaching a paticnt may take multiple atte1ppts due to the factors detailed ab,wc. 

Thus, contacting these patients by phone (and indeed. any rnetb,,d of contacting patients 

aticr th1.· frKt to request payment for services provided) is l)(lth an unrcliahk way of 
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abn11io11, .~he n:ccin:s a h,ml copy bill for these firq visit service:~ ;,tier the 4X-huur period 

has run. 

15. Based on my cxpc1icncc a~ Regional Dircctc•r nf l lcallh Services for l'PAEO and pn·,·ious 

L'Xpt'rienec in abonion c:Hc provision. i1 is necessary to require payment from p:1tienl:-

prior to pr,,,·iJing ~er"iccs. This is the only way to cn:;ure payment for physici;m and 

other proles:-,ional Sl"rviccs rendered. In m_y experience, it is standard medic.al practice \q 

charge at Lhc time services arc rendered for services which will not lie reimbursed h:,- ;=1 

third pany. 

16. I am unaware t\f any other medical provider who is prevented by the State of Arkan,as 

from charging when d-scrvicc is provided except in the case of emergency medical 

services 

17. If n patit:nt dues ll•)l re1urn frn mi ahcirtitin, the only way PPAEO can attempt to 

recover pi1}111cr.t for the sen ices prcn-ided at the first visit is to try to -::cin!act 1h: patie;: 1 

in some fashion. PPAECrs practice of informing patients of outstanding balances is to 

send :1 paper invoice to the address on lik Since, ::ibsent this law, we always obtain 

pa_}1m·11t li:•r mcdic,d ~en·ices from scl !"-pay pnticnts at the time of service, we send paper 

invoices nut infrcqul!ntly, but this will happen 011 occnsi011 if a service that wa:e supposed 

h) be covcrcd by insunmce is not i1ltim:udy covered. 

18. Based upon my cxpc1icnci.', patients arc often desperate t(• keep p1ivate their dccisi1Hl L1> 

inquire about an abortion. This can be for a ,·ariety of reason:-; but often is be.~ausc forni! y 

members. including till' WL)lll:Jl!'s sexual partner, may have intensely negative focling, 

about abor1ion. F<.ir 1h::1t rcasc,n. some pi!lients express concerns about PPAEO 1c·o11t:icting 

them abl)ut their Jbo11io11 :-C1c'.rViL'.CS, and \'. i~ti I\, limit any f1111her contact from PP r\i:O 
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obtaining payment for the s1:rviccs we pro\·idcd, and problematic for patient 

confidentiality as it poses a risk that this infonnation will be disclosed. 

20. In addition, I believe ihcre arc many additional patients who do not affinnatively state 

a concern with receiving mail al their address. but who nevertheless may be unahk !(• 

keep their abm1ion confidential as a result of rccei ving a paper invoice for abo11ion

related services. I therekire have concerns, based on my experience, that contacting our 

patients after the fact to obtain payment for the ultrasound and other services poses a 1isk 

that a woman's abortion \>,.•ill be disclosed. 

2 I. The same medical and other services are proYided to patients irrespective of the timing of 

the request for payment for these services. Patients receive exactly the same infom1ation 

and receive the same infonned consent counseling regardless of the timing of the 

payment for these service~. 

22. PPAEO relics on payment from its patients to funds the operation of its Fayetteville and 

Little Rock health centers and to cover the salaries of its doctors and staff. 

FURTHER AFFIANT ~A YETH NOT. 

, ___ __ 
----- --------·-·-····- ------~--------··-··--···-·- ··--

State of cJ/:L/4;.<-,c ) 
·-/4' County of .a✓• '5.<:-; ) 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a notary public, within and for said county and 
state. 
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ANDREW COLE AUKERMAN 
NOTAJ:IV PUBLIC· STATE OF OKLAHOMA 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES JAN, 1t, 202a' 

COMMISSION q 18000381! 

iSeal or :-.wmp) 
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BRFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN THE MA1TER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEALTH PETITlONER 

V. 

LITTLF. ROCK FAMILY PLA.NNlNG SERVICES AND 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD Of RESPONDENTS 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GRRAT PLAINS 

Affidavit of Nathan Johnson 

My name is Nathan Johnson. 1 am over the age of 21, competent, and have personal 

knowledge of the matters aticsted 10 in this affidavit. 

I. I am lhe Chief rinancial Officer ("CFO") for Planned Paremhood of Arkansas and 

f-astcm Oklahoma. I submit this artidavit on behalf of PPAEO in its appeal of the 

Statement of Deficiencies issued by th(! Arkansas r.h:part1m:11l of Health (''ADlr') on 

l\farch 23, 2018 to the PPAEO Fayetteville and Little Reck health centers. 

2. As CFO, I am responsible for overseeing the collec1ion, maintenance, and analysis of all 

financial records generated by the two health centers. In this capacity and in the ordinary 

course of business, I routinely gather data pe11aining to the number of abortions 

perfonned at each health cemer. number of patients who were seen for ultrasounds and 

counseling, and other services (hereinafter "first day services''), and the timing, method, 

and amount of payments for services. To prepare this affidavit, 1 reviewed data stored in 

PPAEO's electronic health records system concerning patient visits and payments. 

3. The PPAEO Fayetteville and Little Rock health ce:1ters have experienced significant loss 

of revenue as a result of§ :20-16-1703(d)'s prohibition on obtaining payment for charges 

for uitrasounds and other medical services performed during a ,-voman 's lirst visit until 
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the expiration of 48 hours. 13ccausc- we scm: <Hit paper hilling~ intcrmirtently. \ve havc 

not ye! been able to ascertain the toial lo:;t reven11e :-:incc we slopped collecting cwdit 

card information for first day service.~, as those patients hnvc not y-:l hJd 30 days since 

:Tcciving p:1p(:r bills to remit paymcms. 

4. 1-rom f ehruary I. 2017 to Ivlarch 22, 2018. PPAEO ~xperienced a total loss of 

$ I 0,% 1.66 in patient revenue from both health cemers due 10 heing ur:able 10 ohiain 

paymcnl fr1r services provided 10 patients "vho had ultrasounds and/or other medical 

services. hut did not subsequently obtai:l a medication abortion. A lo,al of 57 \'v'omen diJ 

not rewrn f'nr an abortion from r ebruary I, 2017 to March 22. 2018. and had unpaid 

halances remaining on their account:;. This loss offccs (ll.:currcd while PPAEO obtained 

credit card information from patients but did not process pJyment until the expiration of 

at least 48 h0urs. Due to the invalidity of the .:rc'dit card rnunbcrs provided and the 

diniculty ill rl-co\·ering fees from the~e patients through paper hills, we still experienced a 

loss in revenue, and this loss will increase while the lav/s ;Jrnhihition of payment at the: 

point of service is in effect 

5. B.:caus.: we now do paper biliing for patients who fail tn return for second day services, 

we 11111.c.1 i:,vcst additional resources in1u collecting outstanding charges. Previously, front 

1)filcc staff al the hcalt:-1 ccuters Cllt1ld culle1,;t fi.1r those scn·iccs al the same time they 

were ch(·cking in patients; llllW, -.ve pay a revenue cycle vendor to handle billing for those: 

services. 

Ci. I have worked with th~) LinarKi::il teams fi:..11' other hc-;:lth c:ffc org,111iza1ions, including 

h1!·ge health care systems in "J\:xa~ c>.nd !Vlarylm:d. l had never :".card of restrictions 

pr~\'e1:1i11g pruvidL·rs from l:tilkcting fr,r services pr(ividcd Pn the date of scrviee. In 
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limited cases, providers have agreed to accept subsequent insurance payments or allowed 

patients to establish payment plans. In either of those cases, of c.oursc, the decision not to 

require same-day payment was the result of a provider's choice to enter int0 a particular 

payment airnnge1rn:nt. not due to a state or (edcral requirement. 

7. Based on my own rxperience working with the finances or multiple health care 

organizations, it is widely known that outstanding fees become increasingly more 

difficult lo collect as more time passes from the dale of service .. 

8. Patient revenue is crucial to PPAEO's ability to continue to operate both the Fayetteville 

and r .ittle Rock Health Centers and to compensate the physicians and other professional 

staff for their services. The loss of revenue due to § 20-16-1703(d) is signilicanl in tcm:s 

of the Fayel!evillc and Little Rock health centers' ability to cover their operating 

expenses in the future. 

FURTHER /\FFIANT SAYETH NOT. 

--- -·· ·------------

State of 'l_fj'q~~?t.?:-~ _ ) 
County of S~!b1-~_Q,{.·)'- .. __ l 

1·i - c· ---lfJL _t( ____ . 
Nathan J<,hnson f -~ 

SUBSet,rnif~D AND SWORN TO before mt.:, a nPtary public, within and for said c.ounty and 
stale. 

I I 
My Commission Expires: ... ?' / J / i:!3 I!_~~-. 

.. , 

17 

. ~¥ev?.:,u_ l)!~_1JsA-__ _ 
Notary PuMic 
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L,EN.'NEUAYER 
~Jw0111l111e11IElqns 

hlpt 11, 21122 

(Seal or Stamp) 
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8 
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10 

11 
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accurate information on abortion and its alternatives; 

(2) The knowledgeable exercise of a woman's decision to have an 

abortion depends on the extent to which she receives sufficient information 

to make an informed choice between two (2) alternatives: giving birth or 

having an abortion; 

(3) Adequate and legitimate informed consent includes 

information which "relating to the consequences to the fetus," as stated in 

Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833 1 882-883 (1992); 

(4)(A) According to the Guttmacher Institute, in 2008 seventy 

percent (70%) of all abortions performed in the United States were performed 

in clinics devoted solely to providing abortions and family planning 

services. 

(B) Most women who seek abortions at these facilities do 

14 not: 

15 (i) Have any relationship with the physician who 

16 performs the abortion, before or after the procedure; or 

17 (ii) Return to the facility for postsurgical care. 

18 (C) In most instances, the woman's only actual contact. 

19 with the physician occurs simultaneously with the abortion procedure, with 

20 little opportunity to receive counseling concerning her decision; 

21 (5) The decision to abort a pregnancy is an important and often 

22 •Stressful one, and it is desirable and imperative that it be made with full 

23 knowledge of its nature and consequences, as stated in Planned Parenthood v. 

24 Danforth, 428 U.S. 52, 67 (1976); 

25 (6) "The medical, emotional, and psychological consequences of 

26 an abortion are serious and can be lasting", as stated in H.L. v. Matheson, 

27 450 U.S. 398 1 411 (1981); 

28 (7) Abortion facilities or providers often·offer only limited or 

29 impersonal counseling opportunities; and 

30 (8) Many abortion facilities or providers hire untrained and 

31 unprofessional counselors to provide preabortion counseling whose primary 

32 goal is actually to sell or promote abortion services. 

33 (b) Based on the findings presented in subsection (a) of this section, 

34 the purposes of this act are to: 

35 (1) Ensure that every woman considering an abortion receives 

36 complete information on abortion and its alternatives and that every woman 

2 
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1 receiving an abortion does so only after giving her voluntary and fully 

2 informed consent to the abortion procedure; 

3 (2) Protect unborn children from a woman's uninformed decision 

4 to have an abortion; 

5 (3) Reduce "the risk that a woman may elect an abortion, only to 

6 discover later, with devastating psychological consequences, that her 

7 decision was not fully informed", as stated in Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 

8 505 U.S. 833 1 882 (1992); and 

9 (4) Adopt the construction of the term "medical emergency" 

10 accepted by the United States Supreme Court in Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 

11 505 U.S. 833 (1992). 

12 

13 SECTION 2. Arkansas Code Title 20, Chapter 16, is amended to add an 

14 additional subchapter to read as follows: 

15 Subchapter 15 - Woman's Right-to-Know Act 

16 

17 20-16-1501. Title. 

18 This subchapter shall be known and may be cited as the "Woman's Right-

19 to-Know Act". 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

20-16-1502. Definitions. 

As used in this subchapter: 

(l)(A) "Abortion" means the act of using or prescribing any 

instrument, medicine, drug, or other substance, device, or means with the 

intent to terminate the clinically diagnosable pregnancy of a woman with 

knowledge that the termination by those means will with reasonable 

likelihood cause the death of the unborn child. 

(B) A use, prescription, or means under this subdivision 

(1) is not an abortion if the use, prescription, or means is performed with 

the intent to: 

(i) Save the life or preserve the health of the 

unborn child; 

(ii) Remove a dead unborn child caused by 

34 spontaneous abortion; or 

35 

36 

(iii) Remove an ectopic pregnancy; 

(2)(A) "Abortion-inducing drug" means a medicine, drug, or any 

3 
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other substance prescribed or dispensed with t~e intent of terminating the 

2 clinically diagnosable pregnancy of a woman, with knowledge that the 

3 termination will with reasonable likelihood cause the death of the unborn 

4 child. 

5 (B) "Abortion-inducing drugs" includes off-label use of 

6 drugs known to have abortion-inducing properties, which are prescribed 

7 specifically with the intent of causing an abortion, such as misoprostol, 

8 Cytotec, and methotrexate. 

9 (C) This definition does not apply to drugs that may be 

10 known to cause an abortion, but which are prescribed for other medical 

11 indications such as chemotherapeutic agents or diagnostic drugs. 

12 (D) Use of drugs to induce abortion is also known as a 

13 medical, drug-induced, or chemical abortion; 

14 (3) "Adverse event" means an undesirable experience associated 

15 with the use of a medical product in a patient, including without limitation 

16 an event that causes: 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

or damage; 

(A) Death; 

(B) Threat to life; 

(C) Hospitalization; 

(D) Disability or permanent damage; 

(E) Congenital anomaly or birth defect, or both; 

(F) Required intervention to prevent permanent impairment 

(G) Other serious important medical events, including 

25 without limitation: 

26 (i) Allergic bronchospasm requiring treatment in an 

27 emergency room; 

28 

29 

(ii) Serious blood dyscrasias; 

(iii) Seizures or convulsions that do not result in 

30 hospitalization; and 

31 

32 abuse; 

33 

(iv) The development of drug dependence or drug 

(4) "Complication" means an adverse physical or psychological 

34 

35 

36 

condition arising from the performance of an abortion, including without 

limitation: 

(A) An adverse reaction to anesthesia or other 

4 
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drugs; 

(B) Bleeding; 

(C) A blood clot; 

(D) Cardiac arrest; 

(E) Cervical perforation; 

(F) Corna; 

(G) Embolism; 

(H) Endornetritis; 

(I) Failure to actually terminate the pregnancy; 

(J) Free fluid in the abdomen; 

(K) Hemorrhage; 

HBIS78 

(L) Incomplete abortion, also referred to as "retained 

tissue"; 

(M) Infection; 

(N) Metabolic disorder; 

(0) Undiagnosed ectopic pregnancy; 

(P) Placenta previa in subsequent pregnancies; 

(Q) Pelvic inflammatory disease; 

(R) A psychological or emotional complication such as 

depression, anxiety, or a sleeping disorder; 

(S) Preterm delivery in subsequent pregnancies; 

(T) Renal failure; 

(U) Res11iratory arrest; 

(V) Shock; 

(W) Uterine perforation; and 

(X) Other adverse event; 

(5) "Conception" means the fusion of a human spermatozoon with a 

human ovum; 

(6) "Emancipated minor" means a person under eighteen (18) years 

of age who is or has been married or who has been legally emancipated; 

(7) "Facility" means a public or private hospital, clinic, 

32 center, medical school, medical training institution, healthcare facility, 

33 physician's office, infirmary, dispensary, ambulatory surgical treatment 

34 center, or other institution or location where medical care is provided to a 

35 peraon; 

36 (8) "First trimester" means the first twelve (12) weeks of 

5 
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gestation; 

(9) "Gestational age" means the time that has elapsed since the 

first day of the woman's last menstrual period; 

(10) "Hospital" means any institution licensed as a hospital 

pursuant to the laws of this state; 

(11) "Medical emergency" means that condition which, on the 

basis of the physician's good-faith clinical judgment, complicates the 

medical condition of a pregnant woman and necessitates the immediate 

termination of her pregnancy to avert her death or for which a delay will 

create serious risk of substantial and irreversible impairment of a major 

11 bodily function; 

12 (12) "Physician" means any person licensed to practice medicine 

13 

14 

15 

16 

in this state including medical doctors and doctors of osteopathy; 

(13) "Pregnant" or "pregnancy" means that female reproductive 

condition of having an unborn child in the woman's uterus; 

(14) "Qualified person" means an agent of the physician who is a 

17 psychologist, licensed social worker, licensed professional counselor, 

18 registered nurse, physician assistant, or physician; 

19 (15) "Unborn child" means the offspring of human beings from 

20 conception until birth; and 

21 ( 16) "Viability" means the state of fetal development when, in 

22 the judgment of the physician based on the particular facts of the case 

23 before him or her and in light of the most advanced medical technology and 

24 information available to him or her, there is a reasonable likelihood of 

25 sustained survival of the unborn child outside the body of his or her mother, 

26 with or without artificial support. 

27 

28 20-16-1503. Informed consent requirement. 

29 (a) A person shall not perform or induce an abortion without the 

30 voluntary and informed consent of the woman upon whom the abortion is to be 

31 performed or induced. 

32 (b) Except in the case of a medical emergency, consent to an abortion 

33 is voluntary and informed only if: 

34 (1) At least forty-eight (48) hours before the abortion, the 

35 physician who is to perform the abortion or the referring physician has 

36 informed the woman, orally and in person, of the following: 

6 
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l (A) The name of the physician who will perform the 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

abortion; 

(B) Medically accurate information that a reasonable 

patient would consider material to the decision concerning whether or not to 

undergo the abortion, including: 

(i) A description of the proposed abortion method; 

(ii) The immediate and long-term medical risks 

associated with the proposed abortion method, including without limitation 

the risks of: 

(a) Cervical or uterine perforation; 

(b) Danger to subsequent pregnancies; 

(c) Hemorrhage; and 

(d) Infection; and 

(iii) Alternatives to the abortion; 

(C) The probable gestational age of the unborn child at 

16 the time the abortion is to be performed; 

17 (D) The probable anatomical and physiological 

18 characteristics of the unborn child at the time the abortion is to be 

19 performed; 

20 

21 child to term; 

22 

(E) The medical risks associated with carrying the unborn 

(F) Any need for anti-Rh immune globulin therapy if the 

23 woman is Rh negative, the likely consequences of refusing such therapy, and 

24 the cost of the therapy; and 

25 (G) Information on reversing the effects of abortion-

26 inducing drugs; 

27 (2) At least forty-eight (48) hours before the abortion, the 

28 physician who is to perform the abortion, the referring physician, or a 

29 qualified person informs the woman, orally and in person, that: 

30 (A) Medical assistance benefits may be available for 

31 prenatal care, childbirth, and neonatal care, and that more detailed 

32 information on the availability of such assistance is contained in the 

33 printed materials and informational DVD given to her under§ 20-16-1504; 

34 (B) The printed materials and informational DVD under§ 

35 20-16-1504 describe the unborn child and list agencies that offer 

36 alternatives to abortion; 

7 
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(C)(i) The father of the unborn child is liable to assist 

in the support of the child, even in instances where he has offered to pay 

for the abortion. 

(ii) In a case of rape or incest, the information 

required under subdivision (b)(2)(C)(i) of this section may be omitted; 

(D) The woman is free to withhold or withdraw her consent 

7 to the abortion at any time without affecting her right to future care or 

8 treatment and without the loss of any state or federally funded benefits to 

9 which she otherwise might be entitled; and 

10 

11 

12 

13 

(E) The information contained in the printed materials and 

informational DVD given to her under§ 20-16-1504 1 is also available on a 

state website; 

(3)(A) The information required under subdivisions (b)(l) and 

14 (2) of this section is provided to the woman individually and in a private 

15 room to protect her privacy, to maintain the confidentiality of her decision, 

16 to ensure that the information focuses on her individual circumstances, and 

17 to ensure that she has an adequate opportunity to ask questions. 

18 (B) Subdivision (b)(3)(A) of this section does not 

19 preclude the provision of required information through a translator in a 

20 language understood by the woman; 

21 (4)(A) At least forty-eight (48) hours before the abortion, the 

22 woman is given a copy of the printed materials and permitted to view and 

23 given a copy of the informational DVD under§ 20-16-1504. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

(B) If the woman is unable to read the materials, the 

materials shall be read to her in a language she can understand. 

(C) If the woman asks questions concerning any of the 

information or materials under this subdivision (4) 1 the person who provides 

or reads the information or materials shall answer her questions in a 

language she can understand; 

(5)(A) At least forty-eight (48) hours before an abortion 

31 is performed or induced on a woman whose pregnancy has progressed to twenty 

32 (20) weeks gestation or more, the physician performing the abortion on the 

33 pregnant woman, the referring physician, or a qualified person assisting the 

34 physician shall, orally and in person, offers information on fetal pain to 

35 

36 

the patient. 

(B) The information required under subdivision (b)(5)(A) 

8 
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of this section and counseling related to that information shall include 

2 without limitation the following: 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

(i) That by twenty (20) weeks gestational age, the 

unborn child possesses all anatomical links in its nervous system, including 

spinal cord, nerve tracts, thalamus, and cortex, that are necessary in order 

to feel pain; 

(ii) That an unborn child at twenty (20) weeks 

gestation or more is fully capable of experiencing pain; 

( iii) A description of the actual steps in the 

abortion procedure to be performed or induced and at which steps in the 

abortion procedure the unborn child is capable of feeling pain; 

(iv) That maternal anesthesia typically offers 

little pain prevention for the unborn child; and 

(v) That an anesthetic, analgesic, or both are 

available so that pain to the fetus is minimized or alleviated; 

(6)(A) Before the abortion, the pregnant woman certifies in 

17 writing on a checklist form provided or approved by the Department of Health 

18 that the information required under§ 20-16-1504 has been provided. 

19 (B) A physician who performs an abortion shall report 

20 monthly to the department the total number of certifications the physician 

21 has received. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(C) The department shall make available to the public 

annually the number of certifications received under subdivision (b)(6)(B) of 

this section; 

(7)(A) Except in the case of a medical emergency, the physician 

26 who is to perform the abortion shall receive and sign a copy of the written 

27 certification required under subdivision (b)(6)(A) of this section before 

28 performing the abortion. 

29 

30 

31 

(B) The physician shall retain a copy of the checklist 

certification form in the pregnant woman's medical record; and 

(8) At least forty-eight (48) hours before an abortion that is 

32 being performed or induced utilizing abortion-inducing drugs, the physician 

33 who is to perform the abortion, the referring physician, or a qualified 

34 person informs the pregnant woman, orally and in person, that: 

35 

36 

(A) It may be possible to reverse the effects of the 

abortion if the pregnant woman changes her mind, but that time is of the 

9 
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1 essence; and 

2 (B) Information on reversing the effects of abortion-

3 inducing drugs is available in materials prepared by the department. 

4 (c)(l) In the event of a medical emergency requiring an immediate 

5 termination of pregnancy, the physician who performed the abortion clearly 

6 certifies in writing the nature of the medical emergency and the 

7 circumstances that necessitated the waiving of the informed consent 

8 requirements under this subchapter. 

9 (2) The certification required under subdivision (c)(l) of this 

10 section shall be signed by the physician who performed the emergency abortion 

11 and shall be permanently filed in both the records of the physician 

12 performing the abortion and the records of the facility where the abortion 

13 took place. 

14 (d} A physician shall not require or obtain payment for a service 

15 provided in relation to abortion to a patient who has inquired about an 

16 abortion or scheduled an abortion until the expiration of the forty-eight-

17 hour reflection period required in this section. 

18 (e) All ultrasound images, test results, _and forms signed by the 

19 patient or legal guardian shall be retained as a part of the patient's 

20 medical record and be made available for inspection by the department or 

21 other authorized agency. 

22 

23 20-16-1504. Publication of materials. 

24 (a}(l) The Department of Health shall: 

25 (A) Publish easily comprehensible printed materials and an 

26 informational DVD in English and Spanish within ninety (90) days after the 

27 effective date of this subchapter; 

28 (B) Develop and maintain a secure Internet website, which 

29 may be part of an existing website, to provide the information required under 

30 this subchapter; and 

31 (C) Monitor the website on a weekly basis to prevent and 

32 correct tampering. 

33 (2) The department shall not collect or maintain information 

34 regarding persons using the website. 

35 (b) The department shall review and update annually, if necessary, the 

36 following printed materials and informational DVD which shall be easily 

10 
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1 comprehensible: 

2 (l)(A) Geographically indexed materials that inform a pregnant 

3 woman seeking an abortion of public and private agencies and services 

4 available to assist her through pregnancy, upon childbirth, and while her 

5 child is dependent, including without limitation adoption agencies. 

6 (B) The materials shall: 

7 ( i) Include: 

8 (a) A comprehensive list of the public and 

9 private agencies and services, a description of the services they offer, and 

10 the telephone numbers and addresses of the agencies; and 

11 (b) The following statement: "There are many 

12 public and private agencies willing and able to help you to carry your child 

13 to term and to assist you and your child after your child is born, whether 

14 you choose to keep your child or to place her or him for adoption. The State 

15 of Arkansas strongly urges you to contact one or more of these agencies 

16 before making a final decision about abortion. The law requires that your 

17 physician or his or her agent give you the opportunity to call agencies like 

18 these before you undergo an abortion."; 

19 (ii) Inform the pregnant woman about available 

20 medical assistance benefits for prenatal care, childbirth, and neonatal care; 

21 (iii) Contain a toll-free, twenty-four-hour 

22 telephone number that may be called to obtain information about the agencies 

23 in the geographic area of the caller and of the services offered; and 

24 (iv) State that: 

25 (a) It is unlawful for any individual to 

26 coerce a woman to undergo an abortion; 

27 (b) If a minor is denied financial support by 

28 the minor's parents, guardian, or custodian due to the minor's refusal to 

29 undergo an abortion, the minor shall be deemed emancipated for the purposes 

30 of eligibility for public assistance benefits, except that benefits may not 

31 be used to obtain an abortion; 

32 (c) A physician who performs an abortion upon 

33 a woman without her informed consent may be liable to her for damages in a 

34 civil action; and 

35 

36 

(d) The law permits adoptive parents to pay 

costs of prenatal care, childbirth, and neonatal care. 

11 
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l (C) The department shall ensure that the materials 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

described in this section are comprehensive and do not directly or indirectly 

promote, exclude, or discourage the use of any public or private agency or 

service described in this section. 

(2)(A) Materials that include information on the support 

obligations of a father of a child who is born alive, including without 

limitation the father's legal duty to support the child, including child 

support payments and health insurance, and the fact that paternity may be 

established by the father's signature on a birth certificate, by a statement 

of paternity, or by court action. 

(B) The materials shall state that more information 

12 concerning establishment of paternity and child support services and 

13 enforcement may be obtained by calling state or county public assistance 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

agencies; 

(3)(A) Materials that describe the probable anatomical and 

physiological characteristics of the unborn child at two-week gestational 

increments from fertilization to full term, including color photographs of 

the unborn child at two-week gestational increments. 

(B) The materials and descriptions shall: 

(i)(a) Include information about brain and heart 

21 functions, the presence of external features and internal organs during the 

22 applicable stages of development, and any relevant information on the 

23 possibility of the unborn child's survival. 

24 (b) If a photograph is not available, a 

25 picture shall contain the dimensions of the unborn child and shall be 

26 realistic; and 

27 (ii) Be objective, nonjudgmental, and designed to 

28 convey only accurate scientific information about the unborn child at the 

29 various gestational ages; 

30 (4) Materials that contain objective information describing the 

31 various surgical and drug-induced methods of abortion, as well as the 

32 immediate and long-term medical risks commonly associated with each abortion 

33 method, including without limitation the risks of: 

34 

35 

36 

(A) Cervical or uterine perforation or rupture; 

(B) Danger to subsequent pregnancies; 

(C) Hemorrhage; 

12 
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(D) Infection; l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

(E) Medical risks associated with carrying a child to term 

following an abortion; and 

(F) Possible adverse psychological effects associated with 

an abortion; 

(5) A uniform resource locator for the state website where the 

7 materials required under this section can be found; 

8 (6) Materials that include information on the potential ability 

9 of a qualified person to reverse the effects of abortion-inducing drugs, such 

10 as mifepristone, Mifeprex, and misoprostol, including without limitation 

11 information directing a woman to obtain further information at appropriate 

12 websites and by contacting appropriate agencies for assistance in locating a 

13 healthcare professional to aide in the reversal of an abortion; and 

14 (7) A checklist certification form to be u~ed by the physician 

15 or a qualified person assisting the physician that lists the items of 

16 information to be given to the woman by a physician or the agent under this 

17 subchapter. 

18 (c) The materials shall be printed in a typeface large enough to be 

19 clearly legible. 

20 (d)(l) The department shall produce a standard format DVD that may be 

21 used statewide presenting the information required under this section. 

22 (2) In preparing the DVD, the department may summarize and make 

23 reference to the comprehensive printed list of geographically indexed 

24 names and services described in this section. 

25 (3)(A) The DVD shall show, in addition to the information 

26 described in this section, an ultrasound of the heartbeat of an unborn child 

27 at four to five (4-5) weeks gestational age, at six to eight (6-8) weeks 

28 gestational age, and each month thereafter, until viability. 

29 (B) The information in the DVD shall be presented in an 

30 objective, unbiased manner designed to convey only accurate scientific 

31 information. 

32 (e) The materials and the DVD required under this section shall 

33 be available at no cost from the department upon request and in appropriate 

34 number to any person, facility, or hospital. 

35 

36 20-16-1505. Prevention of forced abortion - Signage in abortion 

13 
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facilities. 

(a)(l) A licensed facility where abortions are performed shall post a 

sign conspicuously in a location defined in subsection (b) of this section 

that is clearly visible to all individuals who enter and that features the 

text contained in subdivision (a)(2) of this section. 

(2) The sign shall display the following text: 

"It is against the law for anyone, regardless of his or her 

relationship to you, to force you to have an abortion. You have the right to 

contact any local or state law enforcement or any social service agency to 

receive protection from any actual or threatened physical, emotional, or 

psychological abuse. It is against the law to perform, induce, prescribe 

for, or provide you with the means for an abortion without your voluntary 

consent.". 

(b) The sign shall be posted in each waiting room, patient 

consultation room, and procedure room used by patients for whom abortions are 

performed, induced, prescribed or for whom the means for an abortion are 

provided. 

(c) The continued posting of signage shall be a condition of licensure 

of any facility that performs or induces abortions. 

(d) The display of signage does not discharge the duty of a facility 

to have a physician orally inform a pregnant woman of information and 

materials contained in§ 20-16-1503. 

(e)(l) The Department of Health shall provide all signs required by 

this section to the licensed abortion facility. 

(2) The department may require that a licensed abortion facility 

reimburse the department for any costs associated with the sign or signs. 

20-16-1506. Medical emergencies. 

29 When a medical emergency compels the performance of an abortion, the 

30 physician shall inform the woman before the abortion, if possible, of the 

31 medical indications supporting the physician's judgment that an immediate 

32 abortion is necessary to avert her death or that a fortv-eight-hour delay 

33 will cause substantial and irreversible impairment of a major bodily 

34 function. 

35 

36 20-16-1507. Regulations Collection and reporting of information. 

14 
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(a) The Department of Health shall develop and promulgate regulations 

regarding reporting requirements. 

(b)(l) The Arkansas Center for Health Statistics of the Department of 

Health shall ensure that all information collected by the center regarding 

abortions performed in this state shall be available to the public in printed 

form and on a twenty-four-hour basis on the center's website. 

(2) In no case shall the privacy of a patient or doctor be 

compromised. 

(c) The information collected by the center regarding abortions 

performed in this state shall be continually updated. 

(d)(l)(A) By June 3 of each year, the department shall issue a public 

report providing statistics on the number of women who were provided 

information and materials pursuant to this subchapter during the previous 

calendar year. 

(B) Each report shall also provide the statistics for all 

previous calendar years, adjusted to reflect any additional information 

received after the deadline. 

(2) The department shall take care to ensure that none of the 

information included in the public reports could reasonably lead to the 

identification of any individual who received information or materials in 

accordance with§ 20-16-1503. 

20-16-1508. Rules. 

(a)(l) The Department of Health shall adopt rules to implement this 

subchapter. 

(2) The department may add by rule additional examples of 

complications to supplement those in§ 20-16-1503. 

(c) The Arkansas State Medical Board shall promulgate rules to ensure 

that physicians who perform abortions, referring physicians, or agents of 

either physician comply with all the requirements of this subchapter. 

20-16-1509. Criminal penalty. 

A person who intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly violates this 

subchapter commits a Class A misdemeanor. 

20-16-1510. Civil penalties. 

15 
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1 (a) In addition to any remedies available under the common law or 

2 statutory law of this state, failure to comply with the requirements of this 

3 subchapter shall provide a basis for a: 

4 (1) Civil malpractice action for actual and punitive damages; 

5 and 

6 (2) Professional disciplinary action under the Arkansas Medical 

7 Practices Act, § 17-95-201 et seq., § 17-95-301 et seq. 1 and§ 17-95-401 et 

8 ~ 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

(b) A civil liability shall not be assessed against the woman upon 

whom the abortion is performed. 

(c) When requested, the court shall allow a woman to proceed using 

solely her initials or a pseudonym and may close the proceedings in the case 

and enter other protective orders to preserve the privacy of the woman upon 

whom the abortion was performed or attempted. 

(d) If judgment is rendered in favor of the plaintiff, the court shall 

also render judgment for a reasonable attorney's fee in favor of the 

plaintiff against the defendant. 

(e) If judgment is rendered in favor of the defendant and the court 

finds that the plaintiff's suit was frivolous and brought in bad faith, the 

court shall also render judgment for reasonable attorney's fee in favor of 

the defendant against the plaintiff. 

20-16-1511. Construction. 

(a) This subchapter does not create or recognize a right to abortion. 

(b) This subchapter is not intended to make lawful an abortion that is 

currently unlawful. 

28 SECTION 3. Arkansas Code Title 20, Chapter 16, Subchapter 9, is 

29 repealed. 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

Subehapter 9 Woman's Right to Kno'lii' ,A.ct of 2001 

W----16 901, Title, 

This subchapter sh-all be known and may be cited as the "Woman's Right 

to Know .:\et of 2001", 

20 16 902. Definitions-.-

16 
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1 As used in this subehapter: 

2 ( l) "l.bortion" means the use or ptescription of any instrument, 

3 medicine, drug, or any other substance or device intentionally to terminate 

4 the pregnan-e-y- of a woman kno\m to be pregnant, for a purpose other than to 

5 increase the probability of a live birth, to preserve the life or health of 

6 the child after a live birth, or to remove a dead fetus1 

7 (2) "Attempt to perfor--rn an abortion" means an act or an omission 

8 e--f a statutorily required-------a-€.--t------t---hat under the circumstances as the actor 

9 believes them to be constitutes a substantial step in a course of conduct 

10 planned to culminate in the termination of a pregnancy in Arkansas; 

11 (3) "Board" means the Arkansas State Medical Board or the 

12 appropriate health care professional licensing board; 

13 (4) "Division" means the Department of Health1 

14 (5) "Direet~~~-t---he Director of the Department of HealE--h-t 

15 (6) "Gestat---ional age" means the age of the fetus as calculated 

16 from the first day of the last menstrual period of the pregnant woman1 

17 ( 7) "Medical emergency" means any condition which, on --t-h-e-ba-s--i-s 

18 of the physician's good faith clinical judgment, so complicates the medical 

19 condition of a pregnant woman as to necessitate the immediate termination------e--f. 

20 ~ pregnancy to avert her death or for which a delay will create serious 

21 risk of impairment of a major bodily function which is substantial and deemed 

22 t-0 be irreversible1 

23 (8) "Physician" means any person licensed to practice ffiCB--i.c----i-ne 

24 :ic-n this state1 and 

25 (9) "Probable gestational age of the fetus" means what------in-t---h-e 

26 judgment of the physici-an will with reasonable probability be the gestational 

27 age of the fetus at the time the abortion is planned to be performed, 

28 

29 20 16 903. Infor-med-e-ens-enh 

30 fa) No abortion sha-1-1---be performed in this state eJCcept with the 

31 voluntary and informed consent of the woman upon whom the abortion is to-be 

32 performed. 

33 (b) E1(eept in the case of a medical emergency, consent to an abortioH 

34 is voluntary and informed only i-f+ 

35 f--l-+-(l\) Before and in no event on the same day as the abortion,-

36 the woman is told-the following by ---t--e-l-e-phmi.e or in person by the physician 

17 
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1 who is to perform the abortion, by a re-ferring physician, or by an agent of 

2 e4-ther physician: 

3 (i) The name of the physician who will perform the 

4 abortion;-

5 f-i-i) The m~----a-l------£isks associated with the 

6 particular abortion procedure to be employedi 

7 f4--i--i-} The probae--le gestational age of the fetus at 

8 the time the abortion is to be performe-e;-

9 ( iv) The mc4i-€-al~4sk& associated Hith carrying the 

10 fetus to term1 and 

11 (v) That a spouse, boyfriend, parent, friend, or 

12 other person cannot force her to have an abortion. 

13 (B) The information required by this subdivision (b)(l): 

14 -(-4-} £hall be prov4ded during a consultation in which 

15 -t-he-physieian or his or her agent is able to ask questions of the woman and 

16 the woman is able to ask questions of the physieian1 

17 ( ii) (a) -May-b€-p-rovided by telephone without 

18 conducting a physical e1rnmination or tests on the woman. 

19 (b) If the i-n-f-ermation is supplied by 

20 telephone, the information may be based both on facts supplied to the 

21 physician or his or her agent by the--WBmaH and on whatever other relevant 

22 information is reasonably available to the physician or his or her agentj and 

23 f4--i--i-} Shall not be 7Hovided by a tape recording. 

24 (C) If a physical e1camination, tests, or other new 

25 -information subsequently indicates the-need in the medical judgment of the 

26 physician for a revision of the information previously supplied to the woman, 

27 -t-ha-t-revised information may be communicated to the \~oman at any time before 

28 the performance of the abortion. 

29 (D) This section does not preclu-de the provision of 

30 required information through a translator in a language understood by the 

31 woman; 

32 (2)(A) Before and in no event on the same day as the abortion, 

33 the woman is informed by telephone or in person by the physician who is to 

34 p-c-rform the abortion, by a referring pny-&i-eian, 0-r by an agent of either 

35 physician: 

36 {i) That medical assistance benefits may be 

18 
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l ava ilabl~r-----prenatal eare, childbirth, and neona-1=--a-l ea re 1 

2 (ii) That the father • S liable to assist in----t-h€ 

3 -suw&rt of her child, even in instances in which -4che father has offered to 

4 p-ay--f--a-r-the abortion, 

5 -{iii) That she has the option to review the printed 

6 or electron-4:-c-,Raterials described in § 20 16 904 and that those materials: 

7 +a+ Have been-provided by the state; and 

8 (b) Describe thc---f-e--t--u-s--------nnd list agencies that 

9 offer alternatives to abortion; and 

10 (iv) That if the woman chooses to exercise her 

11 &p-tion to view the materials: 

12 (a) In a printed form, the materials shall be 

13 mailed to her by a method chosen by her; or 

14 -{b) Via the lnternet, she shall be informed 

15 be-fe~-e-------and in no event on the same day as the abortion of the specific 

16 a4dress of the website where the materials can-be accessed.-

17 OH The information requir~--by--t-his subdivision (b) (2) 

18 may be provided by a tape recording if provision is made to record or 

19 o-t-l=!c-IVise register specifically whether the WOffian does or does not choose to 

20 review the printed materials; 

21 (3) Before the abortion, the woman certifies in writing that the 

22 information described in subdivision (b)(l) of this section and her options 

23 de-s£ribed in subdivision (b) (2) of this secti~n have been furnished to her 

24 and that she has been informed of her option to review the informa--t-4:-eft 

25 referred to in subdivision (b) (2) (A) (iii) of-Eh~-t4-e-n--t 

26 (4) Before the abortion, the physician who is to perform the 

27 jH"--OCedure or the physician's agent receives a copy of the written 

28 certificat-ion prescribed by subdivision (b)(J) of--this section; and 

29 (5) Before the abortion, the physician confirms with the patient 

30 that she has received information regarding: 

31 (A) The medical risks associated with the f)flrticular 

32 abortion procedure to be employed; 

33 (B) The probable gestational age of the fetus at the time 

34 the abortion is to be performed; 

35 

36 

{¾i The medical risks associa-t-e<l with carrying the fetus 

to term1 and 

19 
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1 (D) That a spouse, boyfriend, parent, friend, or othe-r 

2 person cannot force her to have an abortion. 

3 {c) The Arkansas State Medical Board shall promulgate regulations to 

4 ensure tha-t-physicians ,iho perform abortions, referring physicians, or agents 

5 e! either phy-s-i-e-:i.an comply with all the requirements of this section. 

6 

7 20 16 904. Printed materials, 

8 (a) The Department of Health shall cause to be published in Engl4:&h 

9 and in each language which is the primary language of two percent (2~0 or 

10 more of the state's population and shall update on an annual basis the 

11 following printed materials in such a way as to ensure that the information 

12 is easily comprehensible: 

13 

14 

(1) At the option of the department: 

(A) Geographically inde1red materials designed to inform 

15 the woma-n of public and private agencies, including adoption agencies, and 

16 services available to assist a woman through pregnancy1 upon childbirth, and 

17 while the child i~Mng+ 

18 (i) A comprehensive list of the agen<:ies availab-le-t-

19 (ii) A description of the services they offer1 and 

20 (iii) A description of the manner, including 

21 telephone numbers, in which they might be contacted; or 

22 (B) Printed materials, including a toll free telephone 

23 rnnnber which may be called twenty four (24) hours per day to obtain orally a 

24 list and description of agencies in the locality of the caller and of the 

25 services they offer1 and 

26 (2) (.."...) Materials designed to inform the woman of the probable 

27 anatomical and physiological characteristics of the fetus at two week 

28 gestational incromen-ts from the time when a woman can be kno\m to be pregnant 

29 to full ~erm, including: 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

(i) Any relevant information on the-possibility of 

the fetus' survival; and 

{ii) Pictures or drawings representing the 

development--&f fetuses at two week gestational increments I provided that-t-he 

pictures or drawing-s--s-ha-1--l describe the dimensions of the fetus and shall be 

realistic and appropriate for the stage of pregnancy depicted. 

(B) The materials shall be obj-ee-tive, nonjudgmental, and 

20 
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designed to ientifie information about the .fetus at 

the various gestational ag-e-s.-

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

(G) The mater--ial shall also contain objective informat-ien 

10 

11 

12 

13 

describing: 

(i) The methods of termination of pregnanc--y 

procedures commonly Cfflf}l~ 

-(-i4.• The medical risks commonly associated wi-th each 

e-f-.those procedures; 

(iii) The possible detrimental psychological effec-t-s 

of termination of prGg-R-ancy; and 

{-iv) The medical risks commonly associated wi-t-h 

carrying a child to term.-

(b) The materials referred to in subsection (a) of this section sha-1-± 

14 be printed in-a typefae-€-±-ar~learly legible. 

15 ~rials required under this section shall be availabl-€-a~ 

16 cost from the department -aoo------shall be distributed upon request in approp-r-i-a-t-e 

17 numbers to any person, facility, or hospital. 

18 (d)(l) The department shall develop and maintain a secure website to 

19 provide the informatio-n----aescribed under subsection (a) of this section, 

20 (2) The website shall be maintained at a minimum resoluti-e-n---B-f 

21 seventy two pixels per inch ( 72 ppi) • 

22 

23 20 16 905. Procedure in case of medical emergency. 

24 When a medical emergency compels the performance of an abortion, the 

25 physician shall inform the-w-0man, prior to the abortion if possible, of the 

26 medical indications supporting the physician's judgment that: 

27 +-±--} An abortion is neeessary to avert her death; or 

28 (2) ,A, delay will creat-e a serious risk of impairment of a ma-j-o-£-

29 oo-dily function whkh is substantial and deemed to be irreversible. 

30 

31 20 16 906. Regulations Collection and reporting of information. 

32 (a) The Department-of Health shall develop and promulgate regulations 

33 regarding reporting requirements. 

34 (b) The L',rkansas Genter for He-a-lth Statistics of the Department o.f-

35 Health shall ensure that all information collected by the center regar-4-i--ng 

36 abortions performed in this --6-t-ate shall be available to the public in pria-t-ee-

21 
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form and on a twenty four hour basis on -£-h-e---.e-eRter's website, provided--------t-ha--

2 in no case shall the privacy of a J¾ltteRt or doctor be compromised. 

3 (c) The inf--e-rma-t-i--0H---£ollected by the center regarding abortions 

4 -per-formed in this state shall be coRtinually~--e4-.--

5 (d) ( l) (,A.) By June 3 of each year----,-----Ehe-department shall issue a public 

6 report providing statistics on the number of women provided information-------aM 

7 materials pursuant to this subch£-p--t-€-r~ring the previous calendar year---. 

8 fB-) Each report -Gflilll alse--p-rovide the statistics for all 

9 previous calendar years, adjusted to re--f-le€--t----any additional information 

10 received after the deadline. 

11 +i--}--The-de-parEl½Cnt---s-ha--1--±- take care to ensure that none --e-f--Ehe 

12 information included in the public reports could reasonably lead to the 

13 -identification of any individual who received information in accordance with 

14 § 20 16 903. 

15 

16 20 16 907. Penalties, 

17 (a) A person who knowingly or recklessly performs or attempts to 

18 pe--r-f-e-rm a termination of a pregnaney in violation of this subchapter shall be 

19 subject to disciplinary action by the l,rknnsas State Medical Board. 

20 ~- -Ne- penalty may be assessed against the woman upon whom the 

21 abortion is performed or attempted to be performed, 

22 (c) No penalty or civil liability may be assessed for failure to 

23 e-omply with any provision of§ 20-+-6----9--0J unless the Department of Health has 

24 made the printed materials available at the time that the physician or the 

25 physician's agent is require--d----t-e--iorm the woman of her right to review 

2 6 -t--h-em. 

27 

28 20 16 908. Haman's anonymity, 

29 (a) In every proceeding or action brought under this subchapter, the 

30 e-ourt or board shall rule, upon motion or su · entity of 

31 any woman upon whom a termination of pregnancy has been performed or 

32 attempted shall be preserved from public disclosure if she does not give her 

33 consent to disclosure, 

34 f-b) If the court or board rules that the woman's anonymity should be 

35 frreserved, the court-or board shall or---eer the parties, witnesses, and counsel 

36 -t-e preserve her anonymity and shall direct the sealifl-g-of the record and the 

22 
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1 e-Kclusion of individuals from courtrooms or he-a-r-i-ng rooms to the eJrtent 

2 necessary to safeguard her identity from public disclosure. 

3 (c) Each order to preserve thc-weman's anonymity shall be aeeomp-a-&i-e-d 

4 by speci~-4-e written findings eJtplaining: 

5 -( l) \lhy the anonymity of-t-h-e-weman--s-heB-l--e--b-e preserved from 

6 pu-b-l~osure; 

7 ( 2 ) Why the order is es s ent4-a-l---t-e--t-h-a----e-n<½-

8 ( 3) How the order is na-r-r-owly tai l~---t-e------s-e-rve that interest; 

9 a-mi 

10 ( 4) Why no reasonable less restrictive alternative eJdsts. 

11 (d) This section shall not be construed to----<:---enceal the identity of the 

12 p-laintiff o-r of witnesses from the defendant, 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

SECTION 4. DO NOT CODIFY. The enactment and adoption of this act 

shall be in conjunction with and not supersede the Arkansas Human Heartbeat 

Protection Act, § 20-16-1301 et seq., derived from Acts 2013, No. 301. 

SECTION 5. DO NOT CODIFY. SAVINGS CLAUSE. If any section or part of 

a section of this act is determined by a court to be unconstitutional, the 

Woman's Right to Know Act of 2001, § 20-16-901 et seq., shall be revived, and 

to prevent a hiatus in the law, the relevant section or part of a section of 

the Woman's Right to Know Act of 2001 shall remain in full force and effect 

from and after the effective date of this act notwithstanding its repeal by 

this act. 

/s/Lundstrum 

APPROVED: 04/06/2015 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEAL TH 

ADH Brief in Support of Deficiency Findings 

and Response to Motion to Dismiss 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH 

V. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES and 

PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA 

d/b/a PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

BACKGROUND 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENTS 

The facts giving rise to this matter are not in dispute. In 2015, "The Woman's Right to Know Act" ("the 

Act") was passed.1-7 In pertinent part, the Act required certain information to be provided to a woman 

at least 48 hours before aborting a fetus ("reflection period"). The Act also prohibited a physician from 

requiring or obtaining payment for abortion-related services until after the 48-hour reflection period 

("payment delay").3 On or about August 5, 2016, petitioner Arkansas Department of Health {"ADH") 

issued a deficiency citation to respondent Liltle Rock Family Planning Services (LRFPS) for violating the 

payment delay by failing to prohibit collecting such fees. However, upon LRFPS' objection, ADH. 

retracted the citation agreeing that ADH and the Board of Health lacked authority over physician billing 

and that no Board of Health rule covered the offending conduct.4 

In 2017, the Act was amended to include facilities, employees, volunteers, or any other person or entity5 

(along with physicians) as those bound by the payment delay. 

In March 2018,6•7 ADH investigated a complaint that the three respondent facilities were noncom pliant 

with the payment delay. ADH found the complaint to be substantiated and cited the respondents for 

deficiencies under A.C.A. 20-16-1703(d)8 . (Petitioner Exhibit 1) From the citations, Respondents appeal. 

1 Act 1086 of 2015, codified at A.CA. 20-16-1701 through 17011, attached as Exhibit 4 to Respondents Brief. 
2 Repealing a 2001 Act by the same name 
3 A.C.A. 20-16-1703(d) 
4 See Respondent's Exhibit B to Exhibit 1 
s Act 383 of 2017 
6 March 13 to Little Rock Family Planning Services 
7 March 23 to Planned Parenthood Fayetteville and Planned Parenthood little Rock 
8 A physician, facility, employee or volunteer of a facility, or any other person or entity shall not require or obtain 
payment fu, u :.~1vic.~ µ, uvided in re/orion ro abortion to a patient who hos inquired about an abortion or scheduled 
an abortion until the expiration of the forty-eight- hour reflection period required in this section. 
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ADH and Respondents have agreed to submit the matter to this Board for determination on written 

briefs. In order to preserve certain constitutional questions tor future appeal, the issues are necessarily 

included in the Brief submitted by Respondents, along with tort claims. Because an administrative 

agency does not have authority to determine the constitutionality of a statuteq and there is a 

presumption of constitutionality of a statutew, ADH has not included those constitutional arguments in 

this Brief. 

ISSUES BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

1. ADH is authorized to investigate the subject matter of the complaint and did not exceed its 

authority. 

a. Licensing and regulatory authority - A.CA. 20-9-302 

ADH is authorized and required by A.C.A. 20-9-302 ("licensing authority statute") to license and inspect 

abortion facilities, among other things. Petitioner Exhibit 2 

Sections (a) and (b) read as follows: 

{a) {1) A clinic, health cente,-, or other facility fr; :..-v·hfch t,'-;c 

pregnancies of ten (10) or more women known to be pregnant 

are willfully terminated or aborted in any month, including 

nonsurgical abortions, shall be licensed by the Department of 
Health. 

(2) {A) The department shall inspect a clinic, health center, or 

other facility at least annually, and inspections shall include 
without limitation: 

(i) The facilities, equipment, and conditions of a clinic, 

health center, or other facility; and 

(ii) A representative sample of procedures, techniques, 
medical records, informed consent signatures, and 
parental consent signatures. 

(BJ An inspector shall arrive at the clinic, health center, or 
other facility unannounced and without prior notice. 

{b) The department shall: 

3 Teston v. Arkansas State Board of Chiropractic Examiner<;, 361 /,rk. 300 (2005) 
10 Baver CropScience LP v. Shafer, 2011 Ark. 518 
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(1) Adopt appropriate rules, including without limitation the 

facilities, equipment, procedures, techniques, medical records, 

informed consent signatures, parental consent signatures, and 

conditions of clinics, health centers, and other facilities subject 

to the provisions of this section to assure at a minimum that: 

(A) The facilities, equipment. procedures, techniques. and 

conditions are aseptic and do not constitute a health 

hazard; and 

(B) The medical records, informed consent signatures, and 

parental consent signatures meet statutory requirements; 
(emphasis added) 

Thus, ADH is to license, inspect, and adopt appropriate rules 11 to assure that health standards and 

statutory requirements are met. The statutory language is clear and unequivocal that ADH has both the 

authority and responsibility to inspect Respondents licensed facilities and to assure that the facilities 

meet statutory requirements (including informed consent signatures). 

ADH has adopted and continues the promulgation of appropriate rules pursuant to the licensing 

authority statute. A copy of the Rules and Regulations for Abortion Facilities in Arkansas ("Rules") is 

attached hereto as Petitioner's Exhibit 3. 

b. Payment dclav is a component of "informed consent" 

When the payment delay was extended in 2017 to apply to facilities, the amending language made clear 

that such payment delay is part of the informed consent requirements which must precede an abortion 

in Arkansas. Section 3 of Act 383 of 2017 states in its entirety: 

SECTION 3. Arkansas Code§ 20-16-1703{d), concerning the 
informed consent requirement within the Woman's Right-to

Know Act, is amended to read as follows: 

(d) A physicianJ_acility, employee or volunteer of a 

[s1_1:;_ij!~, or any other per_~Q!!!Jrff}tity shall not require 

or obtain payment for a service provided in relation to 

abortion to a patient who has inquired about an 

abortion or scheduled an abortion until the expiration 

of the forty-eight-hour reflection period required in 

this section. (bold emphasis added) 

11 ADH administers rules adopted by the Arkansas State Board of Health 
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c. Licensing authority statute directs ADH to enforce informed consent s_ignature requirements - no 

additional rule_is required 

As discussed in paragraph (a), the licensing authority statute directs ADH to inspect abortion facilities 

and to assure that the facilities meet statutory requirements (including informed consent signatures). 

Payment delay is part of an overall 48-hour reflection period through which valid informed consent is 

obtained. The reflection period allows for due consideration of the abortion based on information 

provided at the time of inquiry. As such, signatures obtained for payment delay purposes are among the 

informed consent signatures that ADH is statutorily directed to review, with an end to assure statutory 

requirements are met. No additional rule is necessary for ADH to accomplish this express duty. 

d. Informer! consent requirement statute makes the 48-hour reflection period applicable to 

Respondent's facilities - a rule unnecessary 

When enacted in 2015, payment delay language specified that "a physician" shall not require or obtain 

payrnent until after the reflection period. In 2017, the payment delay (A.C.A. 2C-16-1703(d)) was 

amended 12 to also expressly include "facilities, employees, volunteers, or any other person or entity." A 

copy of the amending act (Act 383 of 2017) is attached as Petitioner's Exhibit 3 showing the change in 

-;trike-through format. Arkansas has long required a liberal construction of such remedial legislat10;;. 

Chicago Mill & Lumber Co. v. Smith, 228 Ark. 876 (1958). By its plain language, the payment delay 

applies to facilities under regulatory authority of ADH. 

e. Where a rule is unnecessary, its absence is wholly appropriate 

A.CA. 20-16-1703(d) is clear that a facility shall not require or obtain payment until the 48-hour 

reflection period has passed. A rule is unnecessary to give effect to such plain and unequivocal 

language. The absence of an ADH rule is therefore appropriate under the licensing authority statute, 

A.CA. 20-9-302(b)(l). which specifies that ADH is to adopt appropriate rules. 

f. Informed consent reauirement statute makes all signed forms available to ADH - no additional 

rule is required 

A.CA. 20-16-1703(e) declares that "all ultra sound images, test results, and forms signed by the patient 

or legal guardian shall be retained as a part of the patient's medical record and be made available for 

inspection by the department or other authorized agency." The basic rule of statutory construction is 

to give effect to the legislative intent and when the language is plain and unambiguous the statue is 

construed by giving ordinary and usually accepted meaning in common language. See Ozark Gas 

Pipeline Corp. v. Ark. Public Service Commission, 342 Ark. 591 (2000). The plain language of the statue 

requires that any document(s) signed with respect to payment agreements during the payment delay 

must be kept and made available to ADH. 

u Section 3, page 4, L. 36; page 5 
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2. ADH was not acting in an arbitrary or capricious manner by issuing a deficiency citation based 

on the 2017 change in the law. 

As previously outlined in this Petition, ADH had withdrawn a deficiency finding in 2016 based on the law 

that was in place at that time in which the restriction against requiring or obtaining payment until after a 

48-hour reflection period was applicable only to "a physician". However, in 2017 law was amended. 

The amendment expanded application to include a "facility, employee or volunteer of a facility or any 

other person or entity." The legislative remediation easily distinguishes the current citation(s) from the 

one withdrawn in 2016. ADH citations, findings, letters, and transactions in 2016 under prior law are 

inapplicable to the current citations under the amended law. 

3. ADH was not acting in an arbitrary and capricious manner by issuing a deficiency citation for 

the collection of credit card information with the 48 hour period. 

A mere delay is not a taking, particularly where the delay is imposed for valid public policy reasons. One 

such example is healthcare services provided to employees injured on the job. Providers are restricted 

from billing injured employees who suffer work-related injuries once the provider has notice. A.C.A.11-

9-118. 

In Arkansas State Police Comm 'n v. Smith. 338 Ark. 354 (1999)3, the court ruled that an administrative 

action may not be regarded as arbitrary and capricious unless it is not supportable on any rational 

basis. In order to have any action set aside as arbitrary and capricious, the challenging party must show 

that the action was willful and unreasoning, without consideration, and with a disregard of the facts or 

circumstances. Id. Respondents have presented no valid argument that ADH's conduct rose to this 

standard. 

4. By following state law, there has been no action constituting tortious interference with 

contract. 

ADH has not acted in an arbitrary and capricious manner in following the state statute. Moreover, 

sovereign immunity precludes a claim for tortious interference with contract and the Respondents have 

failed to assert a fact that would preclude applying the doctrine of sovereign immunity. See Milligan v. 

Burrow, 52 Ark. App. 20, (1996) 

Conclusion 

The Petitioner respectfully requests that the Arkansas Board of Health uphold the deficiency citations 

that were issued. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

l 
i ;"·.. ·' 

'::_.,...:. ,~./~4·~·-. :,.> ·, ______ _ 
Ann Purvis, J.D. 
Arkansas Bar License 88153 
Deputy Director for Administration 
4815 West Markham 
Little Rock, AR 72205 
501-280-4545 
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March 13, 2018 

.A.rkansas Departrnent of l-lealth 
5800 W~st Trnth S1rec1. Suue ,I()() • l..iute R,•ck. Arkanrns ·.12204 • l'clephurie 150 I I ~'1 · -2211 I 

G,n·t:rnor Asa llul(hinson 
Nathaniel Smirh. MD, MPU. L>ir,clor and S1:11c Heallh Orticer 

Planned Parenthood of Arkan:;.is and Eastern Oklahoma 
3729 North Crossover, Suite 107 
Fayetteville, AR 7270] 

Re: Comploint Investigation 02/01/1 S 

Dcarl 

On February I. 20 I 8. the Arkansas Dcpanment of Health conducted a complaint investig:uion at your facilil),. 
13ascd on document review and confirmatinn by interviews, ii was dcll:rmined 1he fa.:iLI)' has possibly beea requiring 
or ob1aining payment for services provided in relation to abortiQn before the eKpiration of the forty-eight-hour 
relkctior1 period. in violation of Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-170:l( dJ To fi1r1her assist our invesrigation. we ask that 
you prn"ide tht: following information: 

ilc,cribt• the ;;teps an.! timing by which the facilit) obtains payment from patients who inquire about or 
schedule an abortion and who pay by credit or debit card. 

Describe the steps and timing by which the facility obtains payment from patients who inquire about or 
schedule an ahonion and who p,1y hy cash. 

• Describe the steps and timing by which the facility obtains payment from patients who inquire al,oul ur 
schedule an abortion and who pay by any means other than credit card, debit card. or cash. 

Pursuant to Ar~ansas 1\1111 Cude §20-9-302 (3)(A)(ii) you have thirty (30) days from the mailing uf this notice to 
submit your plan for c,xrection of the violation or ask for a hearing. If you fail to d<.> so. the license will be 
suspended The ~uspcnsion shall remain in effect until all violations have been corrc..:tcJ pursuant lu §20-9-31}2 (3 I 
(A)(iv). 

Sincerely, 

Bt:i.:ky Bennett. Section Chief 
Health Facility Scr"iccs 
Phone: 501-661-220 I 

Petitioner Exhibit 1 
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March 13, 2018 

-

Arkansas Department of Health 
SSOO West Tenth Street. Suite400 • l..otllc Rncl., Arkansas TI204 • Tdephnne (:101) 661-2201 

G<wernor A,a llutchinson 
Nathaniel Smith, MD, MPH, Director and St,ate llcallh Officer 

Little Rock Family Planning Services, PLLC 
#4 Office Park Urive 
Little Rock, AR 72211 

Re: Complaint Investigation O I /30/ I 8 

Dear-. 

On January 30, 2018, the Arkansas Department of Health conducted a complaint investigation at 
your facility. Based on document review and continnation by interviews, it was determined your 
facility has been requiring and obtaining payment for services provided in relation to abortion 
before the expiration of the forty-eight-hour reflection period, in violation of Ark. Code Ann. § 
20-16-l 703(d). 

Pursuant to Arkansas Ann Code §20-9-302 (J)(A)(ii) you have thirty (30) days from the mailing 
of this notice to submit your plan for correction or ask for a hearing. If you fail to do so, the 
license will be suspended. The suspension shall remain in effect until all violations have been 
com:ckd pursuant tu §20-9-302 (3) (A)(iv). 

Sincere))', 

Becky Bennt.:tl Section Chief 
Health Facility Services 
Phone: 501-661-220 I 
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20-9-302. Abortion clinics, health centers, etc. 

(a) 

(1) A clinic, health center, or other facility in which the pregnancies of ten (10) or more women 
known to be pregnant are willfully terminated or aborted in any month, including nonsurgical 
abortions, shall be licensed by the Department of Health. 

(2) (A) The department shall inspect a clinic, health center, or other facility at least annually, and 
inspections shall include without limitation: 

(i) The facilities, equipment, and conditions of a clinic, health center, or other facility: and 

(ii) A representative sample of procedures, techniques, medical records, informed consent 
signatures, and parental consent signatures. 

(8) An inspector shall arrive at the clinic, health center, or other facility unannounced and without 
prior notice. 

(b) The department shall: 

(1) Adopt appropriate rules, including without limitation the facilities, equipment, procedures, 
techniques, medical records, informed consent signatures, parental consent signatures, and 
conditions of clinics, health centers, and other facilities subject to the provisions of this section to 
assure at a minimum that: 

(A) The facilities, equipment, procedures, techniques, and conditions are aseptic and do not 
constitute a health hazard: and 

(B) The medical records, informed consent signatures, and parental consent signatures meet 
statutory requirements; 

(2) Levy and collect an annual fee of five hundred dollars ($500) per facility for issuance of a 
permanent license to an abortion facility: and 

(3) (A) Deny, suspend, or revoke licenses on any of the following grounds: 

(i) The violation of any provision of law or rule; or 

(Ii) The permitting, aiding, or abetting of the commission of any unlawful act in connection with the 
operation of the institutions. 

(B) 

(i) If the department determines to deny, suspend, or revoke a license, the department shall send to 
the applicant or licensee, by certified mail. a notice setting forth the particular reasons for the 
determination. 

(ii) The denial, suspension, or revocation shall become final thirty (30) days after the mailing of the 
notice unless the applicant or licensee gives written notice within the thirty-day period of a desire for 
hearing. 

(iii) (a) The department shall issue an immediate suspension of a license ir an investigation or 
survey determines that: 

(1) The applicant or licensee is in violation of any state law, rule, or regulation; and 

90 Petitioner Exhibit 2 
I -··- ---····•·· ----·- -
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(2) The violation or violations pose an imminent threat to the health, welfare. or safety of a 
patient. 

(b) 

(1) The department shall give the applicant or licensee written notice of the immediate suspension. 

(2) The suspension of the license is effective upon the receipt of the written notice. 

(iv} The denial, suspension, or revocation order shall remain in effect until all violations have been 
corrected. 

(C) The applicant or licensee shall: 

(i) Be given n fair he:::iring; and 

(ii) Have the right to present evidence as may be proper.· 

(D) 

(i) On the basis of the evidence at the hearing, the determination involved shall be affirmed or set 
aside 

(ii) A copy of the decision, setting forth the finding of facts and the particular grounds upon which it 
is based, shall be sent by certified mail to the applicant or licensee. 

(iii) The decision shall become final fifteen ( 15) days after it is mailed unless the applicant or 
licensee, within the fifteen-day period. appeals the decision to the court. 

(E) A full and complete record of all proceedings shall be kept and all testimony shall be reported, 
but it need not be transcribed unless the decision is appealed or a transcript is requested by an 
interested party who shall pay the cost of preparing the transcript. 

(F) Witnesses may be subpoenaed by either party and shall be allowed fees at a rate prescribed by 
rule. 

(G) The procedure governing hearings authorized by this section shall be in accordance with rules 
promulgated by the department. 

(c) 

(1) Applicants for a license shall file applications upon such forms as are prescribed by the 
department. 

(2) A license shall be issued only for the premises and persons in the application and shall not be 
transferable. 

(d) 

(1) A license shall be effective on a calendar-year basis and shall expire on December 31 of each 
calendar year. 

(2) Applications for annual license renewal shall be postmarked no later than January 2 of the 
succeeding calendar year 

(3) License applications for existing institutions received after that date shall be subject to a penalty 
of two dollars ($2.00) per day for each day after January 2. 
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(e) Subject to such rules and regulations as may be implemented by the Chief Fiscal Officer of the 
State, the disbursing officer for the department may transfer all unexpended funds relative to the 
abortion clinics that pertain to fees collected, as certified by the Chief Fiscal Officer of the State, to 
be carried forward and made available for expenditures for the same purpose for any following fiscal 
year. 

(f) All fees levied and collected under this section are special revenues and shall be deposited into 
the State Treasury to be credited to the Public Health Fund. 
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Rules and Regulations for Abortion Facilities 2017 

Agency# 007.05 

RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR 
ABORTION FACILITIES IN ARKANSAS 

ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH 
2017 

Petitioner r.~:hibi: .1 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2014 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2014 

SECTION 1. PREFACE. 

These Rules and Regulations have been prepared for the purpose of establishing criteria for 
minimum standards for licensure, operation and maintenance of Abortion Facilities. By 
necessity they are of a regulatory nature but are considered to be practical minimum design and 
operational standards for their facility type. These standards are not static and are subject to 
periodic revisions. It is expected Abortion Facilities will exceed these minimum requirements 
and will not be dependent upon future revisions as a necessary prerequisite for improved 
services. 

1-1 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2014 

SECTION 2. AUTHORITY. 

These Rules and Regulations for Abortion Facilities in Arkansas are duly adopted and 
promulgated by the Arkansas State Board of Health pursuant to the authority expressly 
conferred by the laws of the State of Arkansas in Acts 509 of 1983 and 1176 of 2011 ; Ark. Code 
Ann. § 20-9-302 as amended. 

2-1 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2017 

SECTION 3. DEFINITIONS. 

Note: see Section 12 for additional definitions for Physical Facilities requirements 

A. Abortion - the use or prescription of any instrument, medicine. drug, or any ol11er 
substance or device: 

1. To terminate the pregnancy of a woman known to be pregnant with an intention other 
than to: 
a. Increase the probability of a live birth; 
b. Preserve the life or health of the child after live birth; or 
c. to remove a dead unborn child who died as the result of natural causes in utero, 

accidental trauma, or a criminal assault on the pregnant woman or her unborn 
child; and 

2. Which causes the premature termination of the pregnancy. 

Note: Abortions are prohibited during and after the twentieth (20th) week of a woman's 
pregnancy except as authorized by law. See Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1401 et seq. 

B Abortion Facility - A clinic, health center, or other facility in which the pregnancies of ten 
(10) or more women known to be pregnant are willfully terminated or aborted each month, 
including non-surgical abortions. 

C. Act - Act 509 of 1983 as amended by Act 1176 of 2011 

D Administrator - an individual designated to provide daily supervision and administration of 
the Abortion Facility. 

E Consent - a signed and witnessed voluntary agreement for the performance of an 
abortion. 

F. Dead fetus or fetal remains - a product of human conception exclusive of the placenta or 
connective tissue, which has suffered death prior to the complete expulsion or extraction 
from the mother as established by the fact that, after the expulsion or extraction the fetus 
does not breathe or show any other evidence of life, such as beating of the heart, 
pulsation of the umbilical cord, or definite movement of voluntary muscles. 

G Department - the Arkansas Department of Health. 

H. Division - the Division of Health Facility Services. 

I. Director - the Chief Administrative Officer in the Division of Health Facility Services. 

J General Abortion Facility - an abortion facility that provides surgical abortions or both 
medical and surgical abortions. 

K Hospital - Any acute care facility established for the purpose of providing inpatient 
diagnostic care and treatment. 

3-1 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2017 

L. Local Anesthesia - Elimination or reduction of sensation, especially pain, in one part of 
the body by topical application or local injection of a drug. 

M. Medical abortion - a non-surgical abortion for which abortifacient pharmaceutical drugs 
are used to induce the abortion. 

N Medical-Only Abortion Facility - an abortion facility in which no surgical abortions 
are performed. 

0 Minimal Sedation (Anoxiolysis)- a drug-induced state during which patients respond 
normally to verbal commands. Although cognitive function and physical coordination 
may be impaired, airway reflexes, and ventilator and cardiovascular functions are 
unaffected. 

P. Moderate Sedation/Analgesia ("Conscious Sedation")- a drug-induced depression 
of consciousness during which patients respond purposefully to verbal commands, either 
alone or accompanied by light tactile stimulation. No interventions are required to 
maintain a patent airway, and spontaneous ventilation is adequate. 

Q. Patient - any woman receiving services in the facility. 

R Surgical abortion means a pregnancy is ended by surgically removing the contents of the 
uterus through use of suction device or other instrument(s). 

3-2 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2017 

SECTION 4. LICENSING. 

A. Application for License. Application for a license or renewal of a license shall be made 
on forms provided by the Arkansas Department of Health. The application shall set 
forth: 

1. The complete name and address of the Abortion Facility 

2. The facility type: 

(a) General Abortion Facility; or 

(b) Medical-Only Abortion Facility; and 

3. Additional information as required by the Arkansas Department of Health 

13. Grandfather provisions. 

1. A facility, in existence on January 1, 2012 and in substantial compliance with the 
physical facility requirements in Section 12, submitting initial application for 
licensure by July 1, 2012 is exempted from the physical facility requirements in 
Section 12 of these Rules for its existing physical structure. 
Notwithstanding this provision, a facility must be in compliance with these rules 
after January 1, 2014, unless the modifications would be impracticable. 

2. Except as otherwise provided m Section (4)(8)(1), Abortion 
Facilities shall comply with all requirements set forth in these 
Rules and Regulations. The Rules and Regulations shall become 
effective on January 1, 2012. 

C Availability of Emergency Services. A General Abortion Facility shall be within thirty (30) 
minutes of a hospital which provides gynecological or surgical services. 

D. Fee. Each application for initial licensure of an Abortion Facility shall be accompanied by 
a fee of five hundred dollars ($500). The fee shall be payable to the Arkansas 
Department of Health. 

E. Renewal of License A license, unless revoked, shall be renewable annually upon 
payment of a fee of five hundred dollars ($500) to the Arkansas Department of Health 
accompanied by an application for re-licensure. The application for annual license 
renewal along with the fee shall be postmarked no later than January 2 of the year for 
which the license is issued. 

F Issuance of License. A license shall be issued only for the premises. services, and 
person or persons reflected in the application. The license shall be posted in a 
conspicuous place in the Abortion Facility. The license shall be effective on a calendar 
year basis and shall expire on December 31 of each calendar year. The license shall not 
be transferrabfe and shall expire if a change of ownership occurs. 

G. Change of Ownership. It shall be the responsibility of the Abortion Facility to notify the 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2017 

Division of Health Facility Services in writing at least thirty (30) days prior to the effective 
date of a change of ownership. The following information shall be submitted for review 
and approval: 

1. license application; 

2. five hundred dollars ($500) change of ownership fee; and 

3 legal documents. ownership agreements. and other information to support re
licensure requirements. 

H Management Contract. It shall be the responsibility of the Abortion Facility to notify the 
Division of Health Facility Services in writing at least thirty (30) days prior to entering into 
a management contract or agreement with an organization or firm. A copy of the 
contract or agreement shall be submitted for review to assure the arrangement does not 
affect the license status. 

I. Closure: Once an Abortion Facility closes, it shall no longer be considered licensed. The 
license issued to the Abortion Faciiity shall be returned to the Division of Health Facility 
Services. To be eligible for re-licensure, the Abortion Facility shall meet requirements for 
new construction and all the current life safety and health regulations. 

J. Inspection. Any authorized representative of the Arkansas Department of Health shall 
have the right to enter upon or into the premises of any Abortion Facility at any time in 
order to make whatever inspection it deems necessary in order to assure minimum 
standards and regulations are met. 
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Rules and Regulations For Abortion Facilities 2017 

SECTION 5. GOVERNING BODY. 

An Abortion Facility shall have an organized Governing Body, consisting of at least one (1) 
member, which may be the Medical Director, with local representation which shall be legally 
responsible for maintaining patient care and establishing policies for the facility and shall be 
legally responsible for the conduct of the facility. 

A. The Governing Body Bylaws. The Governing Body shall adopt written bylaws which shall 
ensure the following: 

1 Maintenance of professional standards of practice; 

2 Terms, responsibilities and methods of selecting members and officers; 

3. Methods by which Quality Improvement is established; and 

4. Compliance with federal, state and local laws. 

B. Governing Body Minutes. The Governing Body minutes shall include at least the 
following information: 

1. Review. approval and revision of the Governing Body bylaws. rules. regulations 
and protocols; 

2 Review and approval of the Quality Improvement Plan for the facility at least 
annually, and review of Quality Improvement summaries at least quarterly. 

C. Quality Improvement (QI) Program 

1. The Abortion Facility shall develop, implement. and maintain a QI program to 
include: 

(a) Collection of data on the functional activities identified as priorities in QI 
and benchmark against past performance and national or local standards; 
and 

(b) Development and implementation of improvement plans for identified 
issues, with monitoring, evaluation and documentation of effectiveness. 

2 The scope of the QI Program shall include, but not be limited to, activities 
regarding the following: 

(a) Assessment of processes and outcomes utilizing facility-specific clinical 
data; 

(b) Evaluation of patient satisfaction: 

(c) Evaluation of staff performance according to facility protocols; and 

(d) Complaint resolution. 
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3. The facility shall evaluate the effectiveness of the QI Program annually and 
establish priorities for the QI Program. 
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SECTION 6. GENERAL ADMINISTRATION. 

A Each facility shall have an Administrator responsible for the management of the facility 
The Medical Director may also function as facility administrator. 

8. Policies and procedures shall be provided for the general administration of the facility 
and for each seNice. All policies and procedures shall have evidence of ongoing review 
and/or revision. The first page of each manual shall have the annual review date ~nd 
signatures of the person(s) conducting the review. 

C Provisions shall be made for safe storage of patients' valuables. 

D. Each facility shall develop and maintain a written disaster plan which includes provisions 
for complete evacuation of the facility The plan shall provide for widespread disasters , 
as well as for a disaster occurring within the local community or the facility. The disaster 
plan shall be rehearsed at least twice a year. One ( 1) drill shall simulate a disaster of 
internal nature and the other external. Written reports and evaluation of all drills shall be 
maintained. 

E There shall be posted a list of names, telephone numbers, and addresses available for 
emergency use. The list shall include the key facility personnel and staff, the local police 
department, the fire department, ambulance service, Red Cross, and other available 
emergency units The list shall be reviewed and updated at least every six (6) months. 

F There shall be current reference material available onsite to meet the professional and 
technical needs of Abortion Facility personnel including current books, periodicals, and 
other pertinent materials. 

G All employees shall be required to have annual in-services on safety, fire safety, back 
safety, infection control, universal precautions, disaster preparedness and 
confidential information. 

H. Procedures shall be developed for the retention and accessibility of the patients' medical 
records if the Abortion Facility closes. 

Any Abortion Facility that closes shall meet the requirements tor new construction in 
order to be eligible for re-licensure. Once a facility closes, it is no longer licensed. The 
license shall be immediately returned to Health Facility Services. To be eligible for 
licensure. all the referenced National Fire Codes (NFPA) and health regulations shall be 
met. 

J Written consent for the performance of an induced abortion must be obtained and signed 
by the patient prior to the abortion and after counseling by a qualified professional. 
Written or verbal consent shall not release the facility or its personnel from upholding the 
rights of patients including, but not limited to, the right to privacy, dignity, security, 
confidentiality, and freedom from abuse or neglect. 

K. Each facility shall have a Medical Director who shall be a physician currently licensed to 
practice medicine in Arkansas, and who shall be responsible for the direct coordination 
of all medical aspects of the facility p(ogram 
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L. There shall be written policies and procedures developed and approved by the Medical 
Director and Administrator which define the care provided at the facility. 

M Policies and procedures shall include, but not be limited to the following. 

1. personnel policies; 

2. provision of medical and clinical services; 

3. provision of laboratory services; 

4. examination of fetal tissue; 

5. disposition of medical waste; 

6. emergency services; 

7. criteria for discharge; 

B. health information systems (including electronic records): 

9. provision of pharmacy services; 

10. medication administration; 

11. anesthesia/analgesia/sedation administration as applicable; 

12. counseling services; 

13. patient education; 

14. infection control, including post- abortion surveillance; 

15. fire, safety, and disaster preparedness; 

16. housekeeping; 

17. laundry; 

18. preventive maintenance; 

19. processing and/or storage of sterile supplies: 

20. patient care; 

21. probable post-fertilization age determination; and 

22 proper disposition of dead fetuses and fetal remains. 
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N. Administrative Reports The Administrator or his/her designee shall report: 
infectious or communicable diseases to the Arkansas Department of 
Health, as required by: 

1. the Rules and Regulations Pertaining to Communicable Disease in Arkansas 
(Ark. Code Ann. §§ 20-7-109, 110.); and 

2. the Rules Pertaining to the Control of Communicable Diseases-Tuberculosis 

0 Each facility shall ensure that each dead fetus or fetal remains are disposed of in 
accordance with the provisions of Ark. Code Ann.§ 20-17-102. 

1. The requirements of this subsection shall not apply to abortions induced by the 
administration of medications when the evacuation of any human remains occurs 
at a later time and not in the presence of the inducing physician nor at the facility 
in which the physician administered the inducing medications. 
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SECTION 7. PATIENT CARE SERVICES. 

An Abortion Facility shall have an adequate number of personnel qualified under this section 
available to provide direct patient care as needed. 

A Qualifications. 

1. Only physicians who are currently licensed to practice medicine in Arkansas may 
perform abortions. 

2 All facility personnel, medical and others. shall be licensed to perform the 
services they render when such services require licensure under the laws of the 
State of Arkansas. Documentation of current iicensure shali be maintained in the 
personnel file for each employee. 

3 Providers of patient counseling shall, at a minimum, possess current licensure as 
a nurse, Social Worker, or documented experience and training in a related field. 
Special training in counseling which is deemed acceptable by the Department 
shall be required. 

4. All clinical staff of the facility shall be required to provide documentation of 
training and continued competence in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) or its 
equivalent. 

B Staffing Requirements. 

There shall be a sufficient number of Registered Nurses in the facility at all times 
when patients are present. 

2. Registered Nurses shall be on duty to supply or supervise all nursing care of 
patients. 

C. Authority and responsibilities of all patient care staff shall be clearly defined in written 
policies, including periodic monitoring and assessment of patients. 

D. Services shall be organized to ensure management functions are effectively conducted 
These functions shall include. but are not limited to: 

1. review of policies and procedures at least annually to reflect current standards 
of care; 

2 establishment of a mechanism for review and evaluation of care and services 
provided at the facility; 

3 orientation and maintenance of qualified staff for provision of patient care: 

4 annual in-service education programs for professional staff; and 

5 provision of current nursing literature and reference materials. 

E. Patients shall have access to twenty-four (24) hour telephone consultation with either a 
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Registered Nurse or physician associated with the facility. 

F A Registered Nurse shall plan, supervise, and evaluate the nursing care of each patient 
from admission to the facility through discharge. 

G Counseling seNices shall be provided for each patient, as follows: 

1. prior to the abortion, the patient shall be counseled regarding the abortion 
procedure. alternatives to abortion. informed consent, medical risks associated 
with the procedure, potential post-abortion complications, community resources 
and family planning; 

2. documentation of counseling shall be included in the patient's medical record; 

3. if counseling is performed in groups, the patient shall be offered an opportunity to 
meet privately with a qualified counselor; 

4. each patient shall be assessed by a Registered Nurse for counseling needs 
post-abortion; 

5. written instructions for post-abortion care shall be given to the patient at 
discharge, to include at least the following: 

(a) signs and symptoms of possible complications: 

(b) activities allowed and to be avoided: 

(c) hygienic and other post-discharge procedures to be followed; 

(d) abortion Facility emergency telephone numbers available on a twenty
four (24) hour basis; and 

(e) follow up appointment, if indicated. 

6. The patient shall be counseled regarding Rh typing and shall be given Rh 
immune globulin, if indicated. 
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SECTION 8. PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS. 

A Admission Evaluation. Every woman seeking to have an abortion shall be registered by 
the facility and evaluated by means of a history, physical examination, counseling. and 
laboratory tests. 

1. Verification of Pregnancy. Pregnancy testing shall be available to the patient and 
may precede actual registration by the facility. No abortion shall be performed 
unless the examining physician verifies the patient is pregnant. Pregnancy test 
results shall be filed in the patient's medical record. 

2. History and Physical Examination Prior to the abortion, a medical history shall 
be obtained and recorded. The patient shall be given an appropriate physical 
examination, en; determined by the physician, which mc1y indude testing for 
sexually transmitted diseases. The facility shall report positive test results for 
sexually transmitted diseases to the Department of Health, as required. Pelvic 
examinations shall be performed only by qualified personnel, as defined by their 
Practice Acts 

3 Pre- abortion Tests The following are required prior to an abortion: hematocrit or 
hemoglobin. Rh typing, and onsite proof of pregnancy, such as pregnancy test, 
copy of a pregnancy test or ultrasound. Other testing may be performed 
according to facility policy. 

4. Counseling. Patient counseling services shall be offered prior to initiation of any 
abortion and if indicated following the abortion In addition to verbal counseling, 
patients shall be given and allowed to keep printed materials. 

8. Transfer. The Abortion Facility shall have written procedures for emergency transfer of a 
patient to an acute care facility. 

C. Anesthetic agents. 

1. Anesthesia, analgesia and anoxiolysis shall be administered only by a qualified 
professional acting within the scope of his or her Arkansas license. 

2 Anesthesia administration in Abortion Facilities shall be limited to local 
anesthesia. minimal sedation, and moderate sedation. 

D Discharge criteria, developed by the clinical staff and approved by the Governing Body. 
may be utilized to evaluate patients' medical stability for discharge. Patients may be 
discharged only on the order of a physician. Patients receiving sedation shall be 
discharged in the company of a responsible adult. 

E. Complications. 

1. General Abortion Facilities shall have emergency drugs, oxygen and intravenous 
fluids available to stabilize the patient's condition, when necessary An ambu bag, 
suction equipment and endotracheal equipment shall be located in the clinical area 
for immediate access. 
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2. Medical-Only Abortion Facilities shall have oxygen, medication, oral airways and 
supplies available. 

3. All clinical staff shall have documented current competency in cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation (CPR). 

F. Report of Induced Termination. In accordance with Act 120 of 1981, each induced 
termination of pregnancy which occurs in Arkansas shall be reported to the Division of 
Health Statistics on a monthly basis by the person in charge of the Abortion Facility. 

G Denial, Suspension or Revocation The Department may deny, suspend or revoke the 
license of any Abortion Facility on the following grounds: violation of any of the 
provisions of the Act or Rules and Regulations lawfully promulgated hereunder; and/or 
conduct or practices detrimental to the health or safety of patients and employees of any 
such facilities. This provision shall not be construed to have any reference to healing 
practices authorized by law 
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SECTION 9. HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICES. 

The Abortion Facility shall maintain a system for the completion and storage of the medical 
record. The record shall provide a format for continuity and documentation of legible, uniform. 
complete, and accurate patient information readily accessible and maintained in a system that 
ensures confidentiality. 

A. General Requirements. 

1 The Abortion Facility shall adopt a record form for use that contains information 
required for transfer to an acute care facility. 

2. Record reviews with criteria for identification of problems and follow up shall be 
reported to the Medical Director at least quarterly. 

3 Responsibility for the processing of records is assigned to an individual employed 
by the Abortion Facility. 

4. All medical records shall be retained in either the original, microfilm, or other 
acceptable methods for ten (10) years after the last discharge. 

5. The original or a copy of the original (when the original is not available) of all 
reports shall be filed in the medical record. 

6. The record shall be permanent and shall be either typewritten or legibly written in 
blue or black ink. 

7. All typewritten reports shall include the date of dictation and the date of 
transcription. 

8. All dictated records shall be transcribed within forty-eight (48) hours. 

9 Errors shall be corrected by drawing a single line through the incorrect data, 
labeling it as "error'', initialing, and dating the entry. 

10. Policies and procedures for Health Information Services shall be developed. The 
manual shall have evidence of ongoing review and/or revision. The first page of 
the manual(s) shall have the annual review date and signatures of the person(s) 
conducting the review. 

11 Medical records shall be protected to ensure confidentiality, prevent loss, and 
ensure reasonable availability. 

12. All medical records, whether stored within the facility or away from the facility 
shall be protected frem destruction by fire, water, vermin, dust, etc. 

13 Medical records shall be considered confidential All medical records (including 
those filed outside the facility) shall be secured at all times. Records shall be 
available to authorized personnel from the Arkansas Department of Health. 

14. Written consent of the patient or legal guardian shall be presented as authority 
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for release of medical information. There shall be policies and procedures 
developed concerning all phases of release of information. 

15 Original medical records shall not be removed from the facility except upon 
receipt of a subpoena duces tecum by a court having authority for issuing such 
an order. 

16. Medical records shall be complete and contain all required signed documentation 
no later than thirty (30) days following the patient's discharge. 

17. After the required retention period, medical records may be destroyed by burning 
or shredding. Medical records shall not be disposed of in landfills or other refuse 
collection sites. 

18. Each entry into the medical record shall be authenticated by the individual who is 
the source of the information. Entries shall include all observations, notes. and 
any other information included in the record. 

19. Signatures shall be, at least. the first initial, last name, and title. Computerized 
signatures may be either by code, number, initials, or the method developed by 
the facility. 

20 There shall be policies and procedures for use of electronic medical records. The 
policies and procedures shall provide for the use, exchange, security, and 
privacy of electronic health information. The policies and procedures shall 
provide for standardized and authorized availability of electronic health 
information for patient care and administrative purposes The policies and 
procedures will be in compliance with current guidelines and standards as 
established in federal and state statutes 

B. Record Content. Each record shall include but not be limited to documentation of: 

1. demographic and patient information; 

2 informed consent; 

3 complete family, medical, social, reproductive, nutrition, and behavioral history: 

4 initial physical examination, evaluation of risk status, and laboratory test results; 

5 appropriate referral of patients, as indicated; 

6 documentation of each periodic examination: 

7 patient counseling regarding the abortion, alternatives to abortion, informed 
consent, medical risks associated with the abortion, potential post-abortion 
complications, available community resources, and family planning; 

8 patient education regarding post-abortion signs and symptoms of possible 
complications, activities allowed and to be avoided, hygienic and other post-
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discharge procedures to be followed, telephone numbers to access emergency 
care. and follow-up appointments; and 

9. abortion and post-abortion records. 
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SECTION 10. INFECTION CONTROL FOR ABORTION FACILITIES. 

A. General. 

1 . The facility shall develop and use a coordinated process that effectively reduces 
the risk of endemic and epidemic nosocomial infections in patients, and health 
care workers. 

2. The facility shall follow standard Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) precautions. 

3. There shall be policies and'procedures establishing and defining the Infection 
Control Program, including: 

(a) definitions of nosocomial infections which conform to the current CDC 
definitions; 

(b) methods for obtaining reports of infections in patients and health care 
workers in a manner and time sufficient to limit the spread of infections: 

(c) measures for assessing and identifying patients and health care workers 
at risk for nosocomial infections and communicable diseases; 

(d) measures for prevention of infections; 

(e) provisions for education of patients and family concerning infections and 
communicable diseases, including hand hygiene and isolation 
precautions; 

(f) plans for monitoring and evaluating all infection control policies and 
procedures; 

(g) techniques for: 

(1) hand hygiene including procedures for soap and water 
as well as alcohol based hand rub if used; 

(2) scrub technique (applies only to General Abortion Facilities): 

(3) a sepsis; 

(4) sterilization; 

(5) disinfection; 

(6) housekeeping; 

(7) linen care: 

(8) liquid and solid waste disposal of both infectious and regular 
waste. Disposal of infectious waste sha!I conform to the latest 
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edition of the Rules and Regulations Pertaining to the 
Management of Medical Waste from Generators and Health Care 
Related Facilities; 

(9) policy for disposal of products of conception; 

(10) sharps and needle disposal; 

(11) separation of clean from dirty processes; and 

(12) other means of limiting the spread of contagion; 

(h) a requirement that disinfectants, antiseptics, and germicides be used in 
accordance with the manufacturer's directions; 

(i) employee health. 

4. There shall be an orientation program for all new health care workers concerning 
the importance of infection control and each health care worker's responsibility in 
the facility's Infection Control Program. 

5. There shall be a plan for each employee to receive annual in services and 
educational programs, as indicated. based upon assessment of the infection 
control process. 

B. Employee Health. 

1 The facility shall develop policies and procedures for screening health care 
workers for communicable diseases and monitoring health care workers exposed 
to patients with any communicable diseases. 

2 There shall be policies regarding health care workers with infectious diseases or 
carrier states. The policies shall clearly state when health care workers shall not 
render direct patient care. 

NOTE: Health care workers employed by the facility who are afflicted with any 
disease in a communicable stage, or while afflicted with boils, jaundice, infected 
wounds, diarrhea, or acute respiratory infections, shall not work in any area in 
any capacity in which there is a likelihood of such person contaminating food, 
food contact surfaces, supplies, or any surface with pathogenic organisms or 
transmitting disease to patients, facility personnel or other individuals within the 
facility. 

3 There shall be a plan for ensuring that each health care worker has an annual 
tuberculosis skin test or is evaluated in accordance with current Arkansas 
Department of Health Rules and Regulations Pertaining to the Control of 
Communicable Disease - Tuberculosis. 

4 There shall be a plan for ensuring that all health care workers who are frequently 
exposed to blood and other potentially infectious body fluids are offered 
immunizations for hepatitis 8. 
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C. Reporting. Infectious and communicable diseases shall be reported to the Arkansas 
Department of Health in accordance with the most current versions of: 

1 Rules and Regulations Pertaining to Comunicable Disease in Arkansas; 
and 

2. the Rules Pertaining to the Control of Communicable Diseases-Tuberculosis. 
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SECTION 11. PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES. 

A. Organization. 

1. Abortion Facilities shall have provisions for pharmaceutical services regarding 
the procurement. storage, distribution and control of all medications. The 
Abortion Facility shall be in compliance with all state and federal regulations. 

2. Pharmaceutical services shall be under the direction of a licensed pharmacist if 
required by State law. In case the Abortion Facility does not require a licensed 
pharmacist, the Medical Director shall assume the responsibility of directing 
Pharmaceutical Services. A licensed pharmacist means any person licensed to 
practice pharmacy by the Arkansas State Board of Pharmacy who provides 
pharmaceutical services as defined in the Pharmacy Practice Act. The 
pharmacist or Medical Director shJII make provi6ion6 that t:ilii:111 include. but not 
be limited to: 

(a) development and implementation of pharmacy policies and procedures; 

(b) annual review and revisions of pharmacy policies and procedures, with 
documentation of dates of review; 

(c) maintenance of medications in the Abortion Facility to meet the needs of 
the population served; 

(d) maintenance of-medications in the Abortion Facility to ensure 
accountability; and 

(e) proper storage of medicatrons. 

B. Staffing Pharmaceutical services shall be provided by a licensed pharmacist or Medical 
Director as required by State law. If the service is provided by a consulting pharmacist, it 
may be done so on a consulting basis. Onsite consultation by the pharmacist shall be 
required at least monthly. Documentation of each consultation visit shall be recorded 
and maintained at the Abortion Facility. Documentation of each visit shall include 
compliance with. but not be limited to: 

1. proper storage of drugs; 

2. disposal of medications no longer needed, discontinued, or outdated; 

3. proof of receipt and administration of controlled substances and proper storage 
of such medications: 

4. venflcation that medications in stock conform to the specified quantities on 
posted lists; 

5. proper labeling; and 

6. maintenance of emergency carts or kits. 
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If the service is under the direction of the Medical Director, he/she may designate the 
above required monthly documentation to a licensed nurse 

C Policies and Procedures. There shall be pharmacy policies and procedures to include, 
but not be limited to: 

1. detailed job description of the licensed pharmacist and/or Medical Director; 

2. procurement of medications; 

3. distribution and storage of medications; 

4. a listing of stock medications with minimum and maximum quantities to be 
maintained in the Abortion Facility; 

5. a listing of medications with exact quantities to be maintained in emergency kits; 

6. destruction of deteriorated, non-sterile, unlabeled, or damaged medications; 

7. listing controlled substances to be destroyed on the proper forms and either 
sending a copy of the form with the medications to the Arkansas Department of 
Health by registered mail or delivering the form and medications 1n person; 

8. maintenance of all drug records for a minimum of two (2) years; 

9. maintenance of medications brought to the Abortion Facility: 

1 D drug recalls: 

11. reporting of adverse drug reactions and medication errors to the attending 
physician and the Governing Body; 

12. accountability of controlled substances; 

13. reporting of suspected drug loss, misuse, or diversion, according to state law; 

14. use of Automatic Medication Dispensing Devices, if applicable. 

D Drug storage and security. Medications maintained at the Abortion Facility shall be 
properly stored and safeguarded to ensure: 

1. locked storage of all medications: 

2. proper lighting and ventilation, as required by the manufacturer; 

3 proper temperature controls with daily temperature documentation of medication 
refrigerators to ensure storage between thirty-six (36) and forty-six (46) degrees 
Fahrenheit, or two (2) to eight (8) degrees Centigrade; 
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4 separate storage of biologicals and medications from food; 

5. accessibility to licensed personnel only; and 

6. proper use of any Automatic Medication Dispensing Devices. 

E. Controlled Substances. 

1. Controlled drugs shall be double locked. 

2. A record of the procurement and disposition of each controlled substance shall 
be maintained in the Abortion Facility and be readily retrievable. Each entry on 
the disposition record shall reflect the actual dosage administered to the patient, 
the patient's name, date, time. and signature of the licensed person 
administering the medication. The signature shall consist of a first initial, last 
name, and title. (Licensed personnel who may legally administer controlled 
substances shall include only those personnel authorized by their current 
Practice Act and licensed by the Arkansas State Medical Board or Arkansas 
State Board of Nursing.) Any error of entry on the disposition record shall follow a 
policy for correction of errors and accurate accountability. If the licensed person 
who procures medication from the double locked security is not the licensed 
person who administers the medication, then both persons shall sign the 
disposition record; 

3. When breakage or wastage of a controlled substance occurs, the amount given 
and amount wasted shall be recorded by the licensed person who wasted the 
medication and verified by the signature of a licensed person who witnessed the 
wastage. Documentation shall include how the medication was wasted In 
addition to the above referenced licensed personnel, licensed pharmacists shall 
be allowed to witness wastage of controlled substances. When a licensed person 
is not available to witness wastage, the partial dose shall be sent to the Arkansas 
Department of Health, Division of Pharmacy Services and Drug Control for 
destruction; 

4. There shall be an audit each shift change of all controlled substances stocked in 
the Abortion Facility which shall be recorded by an oncoming nurse and 
witnessed by an off-going nurse. If only one (1) shift exists. an audit shall be 
conducted at the opening and closing of the abortion facility daily. If 
discrepancies are noted, the Director of Nursing, Pharmacy Consultant and/or 
Medical Director shall be notified. As with the witnessi119 of wastage, licensed 
pharmacists shall be allowed to witness controlled 
substance audits; 

5. Records generated by Automatic Dispensing Devices shall comply with these 
requirements. 

F. Medications. 
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1 All verbal or telephone orders for medications shall be received by a licensed 
nurse or Registered Pharmacist and reduced to writing into the patient's medical 
record. Verbal or telephone orders shall be countersigned by the practitioner 
within twenty-four (24) hours. Signed facsimile orders are acceptable, provided 
the facsimile paper is of a permanent nature. 

2 The Abortion Facility may procure medications for its patients through community 
pharmacists, or medications may be procured through the facility's physician. 
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SECTION 12. PHYSICAL FACILITIES, ABORTION FACILITIES. 

A. Definitions. 

1. Accessible - barrier free; approachable by all peoples including tt1ose with 
physical disabilities. 

2 Addition - an extension or increase in floor area and/or height of an existing 
building, or structure 

3 Alter or Alteration - any change(s) and modification in construction. occupancy, 
installation, or assembly of any new structural components. and any change(s) to 
the existing structural component, in a system, building, and structure. 

4. And/Or (in a choice of two (2) code provisions) - signifies use of both provisions 
shall satisfy the code requirements and use of either provision is acceptable, 
also. The most restrictive provision shall govern. Where there is a conflict 
between a general requirement and a specific requirement, the specific or 
restrictive requirement shall be applicable. 

5 Architect - a duly registered professional licensed by the Arkansas State Board 
of Architects to use the title "architect.· 

6 Corridor - a passage way into which compartments or rooms open and which is 
enclosed by partitions and/or walls and a ceiling, or a floor/roof deck above. 

7. Engineer - duly registered professional licensed by the Arkansas Board of 
Registration for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors to use the title 
"engineer." 

8. New construction - the assembly of a new free standing structure. 

9. Renovation - construction performed within an existing facility 

10 Room - a separate, enclosed space, with doorway(s). for the one (1) named 
function. 

11. Toilet - a room designed exclusively for a water closet and lavatory. 

B. Plan Review. Plans for all new construction and/or alterations shall include site 
requirements, preliminary drawings, submission of plan review fee, final construction 
documents, letter of approval for construction documents, site observation and final site 
observation. 

1. No new mechanical, electrical. plumbing, fire protection. or medical gas system 
shall be installed, nor any such existing system materially altered or extended. 
until complete drawings and specifications for installation, alteration. or 
extensions have been submitted to the Division for review and approval. 

2. Site Requirements. 
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(a) The site location shall be easily accessible to the community and to 
service vehicles such as fire protection apparatus. 

(b) The Abortion Facility shall have security measures for patients, 
personnel, and the public consistent with the conditions and risks inherent 
in the location of the facility. 

(c) Site utilities shall be reliable (water, natural gas, sewer, electricity and 
communication). The water supply shall have the capacity to provide 
normal usage plus fire fighting requirements. The electricity shall be of 
stable voltage and frequency 

(d) The site shall afford good drainage and shall not be subject to flooding. 

(e) Soil bearing capacity shall be sufficient to support the building and paved 
areas. 

(f) Paved access roads and waiks shall be provided within the boundary of 
the property to public service and emergency entrances. 

(g) Paved parking spaces shall be provided to satisfy the needs of patients, 
employees, staff, and visitors. In the absence of a formal parking study, 
each facility shall provide not less than one (1) space for each day shift 
staff member and employee plus one (1) space for each patient 
bed/recliner. Parking spaces shall be provided for emergency and 
delivery vehicles. 

3. Preliminary Drawings. Schematic drawings for the Abortion Facility shall be 
submitted to the Division. These drawings shall illustrate a basic understanding 
of the architectural, mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems. Schematic 
drawings shall include schematic plans, building sections, exterior elevations (all 
sides) preliminary finish schedule, and general notes. Cede criteria s.t-ia!I be 
submitted that is specific to the proposed facility and exhibits knowledge of the 
building and fire code requirements including but not limited to construction type, 
fire protection ratings, means of egress and smoke compartmentalization. 
Drawings shall be at a scale to clearly represent the intent. A graphic and/or 
written scale and directional arrow shall be on each drawing. 

4 Submission of Plan Review Fee. A plan review fee in the amount of one (1) 
percent of the total cost of construction or five hundred dollars ($500.00), 
whichever is less, shall be paid for the review of drawings and specifications The 
plan review fee check is to be made payable to the Division of Accounting. 
Arkansas Department of Health. A detailed estimate must accompany the plans 
unless the maximum fee of five-hundred dollars ($500.00) is paid. The Division 
will coordinate review of plans for all Arkansas Department of Health offices. 

5. Final Construction Documents. 
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(a) Plans and specifications shall be prepared by an architect and/or 
engineer licensed by the State of Arkansas. The architect and engineer 
shall prepare and submit construction documents with the respective 
seals for each professional discipline. Architectural construction 
documents shall be prepared by an architect. and engineering 
(mechanical. electrical, civil and structural) construction documents shall 
be prepared by an (mechanical, electrical, civil and structural) engineer. 
Periodic observations of construction shall be provided and documented 
by each design professional to assure that the plans and specifications 
are followed by the contractor, and that "as build" prints are kept current. 
The interval for periodic observation shall be detennined and approved by 
the Division prior to beginning construction. 

(b) Working drawings and specifications shall be prepared in a manner that 
clearly defines the scope of the work and is consistent with the 
professional standard of practice for architects and engineers. Working 
drawings and specifications shall be complete for contract purposes. 

(c) Final construction documents shall be reviewed and approved by the 
Division prior to the beginning of construction. The Division shall have a 
minimum of six (6) weeks to review final construction documents after 
which time an approval letter shall be issued. Plan review with other 
Health Department Divisions shall be coordinated by the Division. 

6 Site Observation During Construction. The Abortion Facility shall be observed 
during construction and before occupancy. 

(~) The Division shall be notified when construction begins and a 
construction schedule shall be submitted to determine inspection dates 

(b) Representatives from the Division shall have access to the construction 
premises and the construction project for purposes of making whatever 
inspections deemed necessary throughout the course of construction. 

(c) Any deviation from the approved construction documents shall not be 
permitted until a written construction addenda or change order is 
approved by the Division. 

7. Final Site Observation. 

(a) Upon completion of construction and prior to occupancy approval by the 
Division, the owner shall be furnished one (1) complete set of contract 
documents, plans and specifications showing all construction, fixed 
equipment, and mechanical and electrical systems as installed or built. 
In addition, the owner shall be furnished a complete set of installation, 
operation, and maintenance manuals and parts lists for the installed 
equipment. 
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(b) No Abortion Facility shall occupy any new construction. addition, 
renovation and/or alteration until approval has been granted from all 
city, county, and other state regulatory agencies in addition to the 
Division. 

C. General Considerations. 

1. The requirements set forth herein have been established as minimum 
requirements for new construction, addition(s), renovation(s) and alteration(s) in 
Abortion Facilities requiring licensure under these regulations. 

2. Abortion Facilities undertaking new construction, an addition, renovation, and/or 
alteration shall minimize disruption of existing functions. Access, exits and fire 
protection shall be maintained for occupancy safety. 

3. The building and equipment shall be maintained in a state of good repair at all 
times. 

4. The premises shall be kept clean, neat. free of litter and rubbish. 

D. Codes and Standards. 

1. Nothing stated herein shall relieve the owner from compliance with building, fire, 
subdivision and zoning codes, ordinances, and regulations of city, county and 
other state agencies. 

2 Compliance with referenced codes and standards shall be that of the latest 
edition(s). 

3. Accessibility requirements shall be those set forth by the Arkansas State Building 
Services, Minimum Standards and Criteria - Accessibility for the Physically 
Disabled Standards. 

4. Electrical Systems. Electrical devices shall be installed in accordance with 
NFPA 70, National Electrical Code. 

5. Mechanical Systems. 

(a) HVAC systems shall be installed in accordance with the Arkansas State 
Mechanical Code. 

(b) Air ventilation and filtering requirements shall be in accordance with 
ASHRAE Standard 62, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality and 
ASHRAE 52, Filter Efficiencies. 

6. Plumbing and Gas Systems. 

(a) Plumbing systems shall be installed in accordance with the Arkansas 
State Plumbing Code. 
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(b) Gas systems shall be installed in accordance with the Arkansas State 
Gas Code. 

7. New Abortion Facilities shall meet the criteria of NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 
Chapter 26, New Business Occupancies. Existing buildings proposed for use as 
Abortion Facilities shall meet the criteria of NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, Chapter 
27, Existing Business Occupancies. Both new Abortion Facilities and existing 
buildings proposed for use as Abortion Facilities shall meet the following 
additional requirements: 

(a) Emergency lighting shall be connected to rechargeable back-up (ninety 
(90) minute minimum duration) batteries as a means of emergency 
illumination for procedure rooms, corridors. stairways, exit signs and at 
the exterior of each exit. 

(b) A protected premises fire alarm system as defined in NFPA 72, National 
Fire Alarm Code, Chapter 3 shall be required. 

(c) Fire extinguisher(s) shall be easily accessible and shall be provided, 
located, and inspected as defined in NFPA 10, Standard for Portable Fire 
Ex"tinguishers. 

(d) At least two (2) separate exits that are remote from each other shall be 
provided on every story of Abortion Facility use. 

(e) The minimum clear door opening for patient use shall be two (2) feet eight 
(8) inches. 

(f) Gas fired equipment rooms shall be separated with one ( 1) hour fire 
resistance partitions. 

(g) No operable fireplace shall be permitted. Inoperable fireplace(s) shall be 
sealed at the upper and lower portions of the flue. 

(h) Cabinets or casework in patient use areas shall be furred to the ceiling 
above or provided with sloping tops to facilitate cleaning. 

(i) A panic bar releasing device shall be provided for all required exit doors 
subject to patient traffic. 

(j) Medical gas. air and vacuum systems, if provided, shall meet installation, 
testing, maintenance and certification criteria of NFPA 99. Standard for 
Health Care Facilities. 

E Design Considerations 

1. Each Abortion Facility design shall ensure patient acoustic and visual privacy 
during interview, examination, treatment and recovery. 

2 The premises shall be kept free from insect and vermin infestation 
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3. The building shall be well ventilated at all times with a comfortable temperature 
maintained. 

4. Space and facilities shall be provided for the sanitary storage and disposal of 
waste by incineration, containment or removal, or by a combination of these 
techniques. 

5. Waiting/Reception area(s} shall be provided with sufficient seating for the 
maximum number of people that may be waiting at any one (1} time. A reception 
and information counter or desk shall be provided. 

6 A barrier free public toilet rooms shall be provided. This room may be 
conveniently located outside the Abortion Facility as part of shared tenant spaces 
in the same building. 

7. Public telephone(s) shall be provided. 

8. A housekeeping room with mop sink shall be provided 

9. Storage space shall be provided for both administrative and clinical needs. 

10 A business office room shall be provided 

11 A medical records storage room shall be provided. This room shall protect 
records against undue destruction from dust, vermin, water, smoke and fire. It 
shall be constructed as a one (1) hour fire resistance rated enclosure and 
protected by a smoke detection system connected to the fire alarm. Storage for 
records shall be accessible and at least six (6} inches above the floor. 

12. A consultation room shall be provided. 

13. An examination room shall be provided. The examination room shall have a 
minimum floor area of eighty (80) square feet excluding fixed millwork, vestibule, 
toilet and closets. The room shall contain an examination table and chair, 
charting counter or desk, instrument table and shelves, hand-washing sink and 
equipment storage as needed. Room arrangement shall permit at least three (3) 
feet clearance at each side and at the foot of the examination table. Entry door 
swing and view angles shall maximize patient privacy. This room may be 
combined with the procedure room. 

F. Interior Finishes. 

1. lflterior finishes shall meet the flame spread and smoke development 
requirements of NFPA 101, Life Safety code. 

2 Finished floors, ceilings and walls shall be provided for all rooms and spaces 
except mechanical and electrical rooms 

3 Procedure rooms and soiled work rooms shall have a monolithic finish floor and 
base, stain resistant for its intended use and integral with each other (i.e., sheet 
vinyl floor -.vith continuous sheet vinyl base). Seams in the monolithic floor and 
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base shall be chemically welded 

4. Toilet rooms, clean work rooms, housekeeping rooms and examination rooms 
(when combined with the procedure room) shall not have a carpeted floor finish 

5 Procedure rooms, soiled work rooms and clean work rooms shall have smooth, 
washable, moisture resistant, ceilings of gypsum board, plaster or mylar faced 
lay-in ceiling tiles. 

6. Wall finishes for all rooms shall be smooth, moisture resistant and washable. 

G General Abortion Facilities: additional requirements. In addition to the preceding 
requirements, General Abortion Facilities shall also meet the requirements below 

1. A procedure room shall be provided The procedure room shall have a minimum 
floor area of one-hundred-twenty (120) square feet excluding fixed millwork, 
vestibule, toilet and closets. The minimum room dimension shall be ten (10) feet. The 
room shall contain a handwash sink with hands-free controls, soap dispenser and 
single service towel dispenser. 

2. One (1) or more recovery rooms shall be provided. A recovery room shall have a 
minimum of sixty (60) square feet per patient excluding fixed millwork, vestibule, 
toilet and closets. The room shall contain a bed or a washable, reclining chair. Multi
patient recovery rooms shall be provided with cubicle curtains for patient privacy. 

3. A clean work room shall be provided sufficient in size to process clean and sterilize 
supply materials and equipment. This room shall contain a handwash sink, work 
counter and autoclave adequate in size to sterilize the equipment in use. 

4. A soiled work room shall be provided. This room shall contain a handwash sink and 
work counter. 

5. At least one (1) barrier free, patient toilet room shall be provided for each recovery 
room. 
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SECTION 13. CERTIFICATION. 

G!;_RTIFICATION 

It is found and determined by the Board of Health that this rule is necessary to clarify mandates 
placed on abortion facilities in Arkansas as a result of the passage of Act 603 of 2017. Act 603 
will become effective on July 31, 2017. The Act Is unclear if abortion facilities would be 
responsible for the disposition of dead fetuses and fetal tissue when the evacuation occurs 
outside the presence of the inducing physician or away from the facility in which the physician 
administered the inducing medications. Therefore, an emergency is hereby declared to exist 
and this Rule, being necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health and 
safety, shall be in full force and effect from and after July 31, 2017. 

This will certify that the foregoing revisions to the !{111,.·s a11d l~eguJaJ11)!1:::. 1111 /\i>rnllon Fac,ihlic:i 
in Ark~1_1:;;1s 2017 were adopted by the State Board of Health of Arkansas at a special session 
of said Board held in Little Rock, Arkansas, on the 19th day of July, 2017. 

Nate Smith, M.D., MPH 
Secretary of Arkansas State Board of Health 
Director, Arkansas Department of Health 

Date 
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OUESTION~AIRE FOR FILING PROPOSED RULES ANI> RE(;tlLATIONS 
\.VITI-I THE ARKANSAS LEGISLATIVE COUNCIi. AND .JOINT INTERIM COVIMITTEE 

OEPARTMENT/ACEl\CY rkp}lrtment of Ilea Ith ___ ··--·-- . .. _ ·- ...... _ -·--- _ 

DIVISION Center for Health Protection/Health Facilities Section 

Renee .~all_c_1r_,_y __ _ -----------------·------··· 
Robert Brech 

DIVJSIO~ DIRECTOR 

CONTACT PE.RSON 

ADDRESS 
-----------------------··-··-------·-·· .. 
4815 West Mark.ham. St.. Slot 31. Little Rock. AR . E- .. 

PHONE NO. 501-661-2297 FAX l\"O. 
NAME OF PRESENTER AT COMMITTEE 
MEETING 

501-661-2357 MAIL wbcrt.bn:ch ct'arkansas.!!o, --· ·- . _______ ._ __ 

Robert Brech ------·----·--·------ ----- --------·-··. 
PRESENTER E-MAIL robert.brech{a1arkansas.Aov 

ll'iSTRUCTIONS 

A. Please make copies of this form for future use. 
B. Please answer each question complctch· using layman terms. You may use additional sheets, if 

ncccssarv. 
C. If you have a method of indexing )'our rules, please give the proposed citation after "Short Tith: of 

this Ruic" bclO\\'. 
D. Submit two (2) copies of this questionnaire and financial impact statement attached to the front of 

h,•o (2) copies of the proposed rule and required documents. Mail or deliver to: 

Donna K. Da"is 
Administrative Rules Review Section 
Arkansas Legislative Council 
Bureau of Lt..-gislath·e Research 
One Capitol Mall, 51h Floor 
Little Rock, AR 7220 I 

I. What is the sho11 title of this 
rule? Abortion Facilities in Arkansas 

2 What is the subject oftht' proposed 
rule? Disposition or fecal tissue 

~- Is this rule required to comply with a federal statute. rule, or regulation'? 

Jfycs. please provide the fodcral rule. regulation, and!or statute citation. 

4. \Vas thi-.; nile iilcd under the cmc:rgency provisions of the Administrative 
Procedure Act? 
If' )c::.. what is the effr:ctive date: of the erm:rgency 

rule? 

\Vhcn dc,cs the emergency rule 
f"'\;rir,;:~•J l-14-7.018 

11-14-2017 

Yc:sO 

Yes [X] 

----·--··· -··-------------------------· ·• 
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Will this crm:rgc:m:y rule be promulgated under the permanent provisions 
of the Administrative Procedure Act? Y<:s ~ No0 

~- Is this a new rule? Yes D No ['61 
lfycs. please provide a hriefsummary explaining the regulati011. __ _ 

Does this repeal an existing rule? Yes O No~ 
If yes, a copy of the repealed rule is to be included "vilh your completed qucslionnairi.:. If it is being 
replaced with a new rule, please provide a summary of the rule giving an explanation of what the rule 
does. 

Is this an amendment to an existing 
rule"? Yes r:gJ No D 

Jfycs. please attach a mark-up showing the change!. in the existing rule an<l a summary of the 
substantive:: changes. Note: The summary should explain what the amendment does, and the mark
up copy should be clearly labeled ••mark-up." 

6. Cite the 5tatc law that grants the authority for this proposed rule') I fcodified, please give the Arkansas 
Code citation. A_ct 603 of 2017 

7. What is the purpose of this proposed rule? Why is it necessary? ·1 o claril\" tha1 abo11ion_ facilities arc not 
rl:sponsibk for l~tal remains expelled av,a, li\llll their tacilitic:\ 

8. Please rnwide the address where this rule is publicly accc,sihk in cie::ctrnnic limn \'ia the Internet as 
required by Arkansas Code§ 25-19-1 OS(b). 
ltUp:-.\\.",.~ ~1._,IJ.~i!.!ll1, .ar"-tuisas .. ~!Y,'.ab,>µt/\DI I/Pafil!_~.J~nk~l~cgul .. !~.ii1_1_\_~-J.tH2.,\ 

9. Will a_puhlic hearing he held on this proposed rule? Yes [J 
If yes, pkase complete the following: 

Date: I l/13/2017 

Time: 10:00 
Suite 801. 5800 West Tenth Street, 

Place: I .ittle Rock, Arkansas 

No CJ 

I 0. \Vhi.:n docs the puhlic comment period expire for permanent promulgation? (1'v111s1 provide: a date.) 

11/13/2017 ------------------ ---··-

I I. Whar i-; the proposed effective date ,11"this propoc;cd rule'? (Must rrovidc a dal<'.l 

J.'15/17 
. ·-•---·---------------------

12. Do you expect this rule to be controversial'! Yes D No[~ 
If yes, rlcasc The Department is nq!..Jl\.\aJJ;_J)Jam significant <,:<>11trovi.:rs\ __ ;!!. U1.b_Ji_1_TI~ 
l!.xplain. n:garding_this ruk. 
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13. Pli:asc give the names of persons, groups, or organi1ations that yo11 expect ln cnm111cnt on these ruh::s":' 
Plc.1-.;c prnvidt· their p,)sition (fill" nr against) if known. 

------------ ----------------------------- --- ----------
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DEPARTMENT 
DIVISIO~ 

FINA~CIAL TMPACT STATEMENT 

PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS COMPLETELY 

Department u 1·-'-l_k'-'·ac,__l_tl_1 _______ _ 

Center for Health Protection/Health Facilities Section 

PERSON COMPLETING THIS STATE!VlENT Rubert Brech .. __ -······---·--------

TELEPHONE NO. 501-661-2297 FAX NO. SO 1-661-2357 EMAIL: roh5_rt_J~r~.£.~'.<tlarkansas.gt~\ ... 

To comply with Ark. Code Ann.§ 25- I 5-204(e), please complete the following 1-"inancial lmpnd 
Statement and file two copies with the queslionni;lire and proposed rules. 

SHORT TITLE OF THIS RULE Abortion Facilities in Arkansas 

I. IJL)CS this proposed, amended. or repealed rule have a financial impact? Yes LJ 

2. h the ruk based on the best reasonably obrninable scientific, technical, 
economic, or other cvi1.knct: and information available concernine. the 
need tor, consequences o[ and alternatives to the rule? - Yes [2J 

3. In consideration of the alternatives to this rule. was this rule dctennined by 
the agency to be the kast costly rule considered? Yes [K 

If an agency is proposing a more costly rule, please state the following: 

ia) I low the additional benefits of the more costly rule justify its additional ctist: 
N/A ---- ···- ... -------··-----. 

(h) The reason for adoption of the more costly rule: 
NIA 

No~ 

No[] 

(_c) Whether the more costly rule is hascd on the interests of public health, safet), or welfare. and 
ifso, please explain: and; 
NIA 

---··-----··-· -------

(d) Whether the reason is within the scorc nfthc agency·s statutory authority: and it'so. rlt>,hl' 
explain. 
NIA 

------·---···-·-·-··· ---·----------·---------····-··--

4. If the purpose of this rule is lO implement a federal ruk or regulation, please stati: the !i)IIO\\ ing: 

(a) What is the cost co irnpkment the federal rule or regulation? 

Current Fiscal Year 

licneral Revenue 
Federal Funds 
Cash Funds 
Special Revenue 
Oii1L.:r (ldemify) 

-----· ·--··-·-··--· --

·-·--····-------··---
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Next Fiscal Year 

General Revenue 
Federal Funds 
Cash Funds 
Special Revenue 
Other (Identify) 

----- --·------·---- -
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Total 

(h) Whnt is the ndditi0nal cost of the state rule? 

Current Fiscal Year 

Genera 
l{evenuc 
r-cderal Funds 
Cash Funds 
Special Revenue 
Other (Identify) 

Total 

-----------------

Total 

Next Fiscal Year 

General Rtvt:nue 

federal Funds 
Cash Funds 
Special Revenue 
Other (ldentil)) 

Total ------------

5. What is the Lola! t:~timatcJ t.:ll~l by fiscal year to any private individual. entity and business subject to 
Lhc proposed, amended. or rcpcakd rule? Identify the cntity(ies) subject to the proposed rule and 
explain how they arc affected. 

Current Fiscal Year 
$ () 

Next Fiscal Year 

$ 0 

---------------

o. \Vhal i~ the total l!Stimatcd cost by iiscal year t,) stale. county, and municipal government to 
implement this rule? Is this the n1s1 or the rrugram or grant? Please explain how the government is 
affected. 

Current Fiscal Year 
$ 0 -------

Next Fiscal Year 

$ 0 ------

.. ··- ·-···· .. ·- -------------

7. With respect In the agcncy·s ans\vers to Queslions #5 and #6 above, is there a new or increased cost 
or obligation of at least one hundred thousand dollars ($100.000) per year to a private individual. 
priva1e entity. private business. siate government. county government. municipal government. or rn 
two (2) or more of those entities combined? 

YesO No0 

Ir YES. the agency is required by /\rk. Code Ann ~ 25-15-204(c)(4)to file \,rilkn linding~ al the 
lime of filing the financial impact stalcmcnl. The written findings shall be filed simultaneously 
\.\ilh the financial impacl statement and shall include. without limitation, 1hc fi:illowing: 

(I) a statement of the ruk:·~ basis and purpose; 

(21 the prohlcm tht: agency seeks 10 address v. i1h the proposed ruk, including a ~1mcrm:nl uf"\\•hc1hcr 
a rule i;; required hy statutL': 
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(3) a description of the factual evidence that: 
(a) justifies the agency·s need for the proposed rule; and 
(h) describes how the hcnefits of the rule meet the relevant statutory objectives and just ii)· 

Lhe rule· s costs: 

(4) a list of less costly alternatives to the proposed rule and the reasons why the alternatives do not 
adl!quately address the problem to be solved by the proposed ruk; 

(5) a list of alternatives to the proposed rule that were suggested as a result of public comment and 
the reasons why the alternatives do not adequately address the problem to be sol\'cd by the 
prnpo:;cd rule; 

(6) a -.taterncnt of whether existing rules have created 1)r contributed to the probkm the agency seeks 
to addrcs~ with the proposed rule and. if existing rules have created or contributed to the 
problem, an explanation of why amendment or repeal of the rule creating or contributing to the 
problem is not a sufficient response; and 

(7) an agency plan for review of the rule no less than every ten (I 0) years to determine whether, 
hascd upon the evidence, there remains a need for the rule including, without limitation, 
whether: 

(a) the ruk is achieving the statutory objectives: 
(b) the benefits of the rule continue to justify its costs; and 
(c) the rule can he amended or repealed to reduce co,;ts while c.nnt inuing to achievt' the 

statulory objectives. 
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/\nn Purvis. hq. 

Bctti1rn E. Brownstein Law Firm 
90-t W. Second St, Suitr 2 

Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 
Tel: (501) 920-1764 

E-mail: 

Deputy Director for Administration 
Arkansas Dept. of I lealth 
4815 W. Markham St. 
Little Rock. AR 72205 

Re: In the l\·1atter of Arkansas Dept. of I-lea Ith \·. Little Rock Family Planning Sen·ices and 
Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and Fastem Oklahoma dibla Planned Parenthood Circa! Plains 

Dear Ann: 

Enclosed please 1he following: 

<I) Reply 10 Response of A DH to Appeal: 

el Supplementary A nidavit of Nathan Johnson: 

( 3) Letter affidavit requesting disqual i fieation of certain Board members. 

Cordialh. 

lkttina 1-:. BrO\rnstein 
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BEFORE THE Al{KANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN THE !VIATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEALTH 

V. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES and 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENT 

RESPONDENTS' REPLY TO RESPONSE OF ADI-I TO APPEAL OF 
DEFICIENCY FINDINGS AND 

MOTION TO DISMISS DEFICIENCY CITATIONS 

Respl)fldents provide this reply in further support of their appeals of the l\·1arch I} and 23. 

2018. /\rbnsas Department or Health c·ADt-1 .. ) Statements ofDeticiem:ies. ADtrs rcspunse 

dot's not address Rcspnndents· numerous constitutional arguments against AD! rs enforcement 

actions. addn:sses Pnly the last !ew pages or Respondents· 27-page opcning brief. does 1101 

contest any or Respondents· factual C\ idencc. and concedes there are no facts in dispute .. \ee 

Rcsponsl'. p.1. Rcspt)ll<knts. therefore. reply only to AD~r s limited arguments lx.'lt)re the 

Arkansas Board or Health ( .. Board .. ). fully rcscr\'ing all of their federal and Arkansas 

cu11stitutio1wl claims against the asserted deficiencies and the Payment Ban. As Petitioner 

recngnizes. these conslitutional claims \\·ere necessarily asserted by Respondents in order In 

prcscn c them for appeal to the Courts. see Response p. 2. and they arc so prcscned. 

:\DI I is not authorized to issue the Statements of Deficiencies 
in the absence of an applicable rule. 

,.\[)I I has L'Xcccdcd its authority in issuing deficiency citations in the absence of" :1 ruk t1r 

rq:ul:11ion. In rcsppn-.c In this_c11ntcntio1L ADI I argues. \\ilhout any citation to authPrity. (I) that 
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a rule is unncccssary hccausL' the bnguage or I 70J(d) is --plain and unequivocal:· see Rcsponse. 

Issue l(c). and (2) tha1 it has the authority to issue the deficiency citations under .'\.C.!\. f!0-9-

J0.2. \'ee RcsprnlSL'. Issue I (a). 

i\s Respondents established in their opening submission. ADI I recognized in 2016 that it 

lacked the authority to cite LR FPS for charging for services before the e:q1ira1ion of 48 hours 

because ,\DI I had not promulgated any rule or regulation regarding this conduct. See Appeal. 

f::xh. B ( Brech Aug. 25 letter) to Exh. I. ADH is still without any rule nr regulc11ion allempting 

lo implement I 70J(d) ( .. the Payment Ban .. ). and its short Response foils to explain ,vhy the 

ahsencc of a rule no longer impacts its authority to issue a deficiency. Its assertion that a rule is 

simply --unnecessary·· is contradicted by ADI-rs own position in 2016. 

ADI I also errs in arguing. that a rule is unnecessary because the Payment Ban purported I~ 

imoh·es a ··remedial .. statute that --rcquirc[sl a liberal construction.·· See Rcspunse l(d). fo the 

contrary. this case concerns abortilln facility licensing penalties. and the Arkansas courts arc 

ckar that statutes imposing such penalties must be strictly construed in fm or 01·1hc licenseec. not 

liberally construed in lanw of the state. See Wilcox ,·. S,!fley, 298 Ark. I ~9. I 61. 766 S. \V.2d 12. 

13 ( 1989) r·Code pn.>, isions imposing penalties fc.)I' noncompliance with licensing requirements 

... must be strictly construed ... ) 

!\1lore fundamentally. the Board or Health is a statutory creation. It cannot cxeeed its 

explicit statutory authority. \\hi<.:11 is to .. make all necessary and rcasonabk rules and regulations 

or a general naturT for ... the protection ()f the public health and sakty ... See r\.C.A. ~20-7-109. 

Pctitioncr is "thc stale agL·nc:, responsible for implementing the Board's regulations.·· See 

~ A re vie,\ or all laws pertaining to 

the cn:ati(lll and administration of both the Board and the department refer 10 its !Xl\\Crs sole I:, in 
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k'rms of ruks and regulations. See gmL'l"u!(L ~2.5-9-J 0 I ('f. seq. ,\s slated in the ADH Guide 10 

,\dminislrali\·c Procedure. the Arkansas State Board or I lcalth (the ··Bl)i.Hd--) and ADI-I arc 

aulhl1ri1.ed by la\\ to create and enforce rules and rt'gulations to protect the he~1lth oi' 

;\1-l-.ansans.·· Nm\11erc is it conferred upon ADI I or the Board the power to cn!twce :1 stale statute 

absent an appropriate rule or regulation .. ,·t'l' 
. Moreover. 

in ~.20-16-1508. the Legislature specifically instructed the Board to --adopt rules to implement 

the suhch;ipler. .. l1t'\\hich the Payment Ban is a part. Since 2015. \\·hen the Payment Ban was 

enacted. Petitioner has ignored !his legislative mandate. Since there is 110 regulation 

implementing the Payment Ban. the deficiency citations issued to Respondents are improper and 

should be dismissed. 

In addition. ADI I·s issues 1 (c) and I (I) in its Response arc irreleYant and offer no support 

i'ur these dclicicncies. The ""informed consent signatures"" referenced in AD!l"s point I (c) arc 

ll]l)se specified in ~20- I 6- I 703(b)(6)(a). which requires a patient to sign a check-list after 

recci\·ing the information required for informed consent in Arkansas. That check-list signature 

requirement does no! incorporate or otherwise rekrencc lhe Payment Ban. Moreover. the 

lklicicnciL'S citt:d in this case \Vere no! for airy missing signed forms or missing informed consent 

m:11L"rials. Cf ~20- I 6- I 703(b) & (e). Finally. the licensing statute itself requires the department 

to ··.1\dopt :1ppwpria1c rules ... [for] procedures .. and ""informed consent sibnatures .. to --meet 

stalu!Pr~ requirements ... ~.20-9-.302(h)( I). Despite this lcgislatiH' rn:mdatc. there is no rule. 

appwprialc or otherwise. pertaining lo the Payment Ban. 
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ADI-I acted in an arbitn111· and capricious nrnnncr in issuing th<.• 
Mardi 20 I 8 dcficicnc)' citations. 

In their appeals. Respondents argue that ADlrs issuance of the i\farch 2018 deficiency 

ci1atio11s \Hls arbitrary and capricious because a previous inspection by ADI-I concerning the 

same C()llduct. we Appeal. Exh A to Exh 1. resulted in a linding that I.Rf PS was in compliance 

\\ i1h all ADI I rules and regulations and state laws. 5.:ee Appeal. p. 5. Petitioner has responded lo 

this argument by addressing a different prior deficiency finding. which is Exh. B to Exh. I to the 

:\ppcal. and ignoring the finding of no deficiency shO\vn in F.-.:h. A to Exh. 1. See Response. p. 

5. While the deficiency citation that is the subject or this appeal is based on the 2017 amendment 

to the Payment Ban·s provisions. this amendment did not change the terms of the ban: it merely 

expanded the categories of actors who might hill for physicians· services and thus be subject to 

1hat same ban. 5,;ee Appeal. Exh.4 and Act 383 of 2107. attached to this Reply as Exh. 1 

Twt, separate complaints concerning the Payment 11an resulted in ADH inspections or 

I.RFPS in 2016. The first inspection. prior to May 16. 2016. rl:'suhed in no deficiency finding. 

See Appeal. Exh. A to Exh. I: thl:' second was dismissed by ADH because it lacked authority to 

issue it ----e,·cn though the physician· s practice of charging for services provided at the patient" s 

lirst ,·isil at the time these se1Tices were provided was the same at both inspections. See Appeal. 

l:xh. I. If the physician·s practice or charging patients before the c:-,,:piration of the 48-hour 

rclkction peri<1J violated J 709(d) in 2018. ADH should have issued .:i dclicicncy on May 16. 

2016. It did not. The amcndment"s expansion of the Payment Ban provision 10 include other 

actnrs docs not change the substance of the law. The tin I~ thing that changed was ADI rs 

interpretation or the law. 

In addition. e\'en alter Act .183 \\Cnt into effect in August 2017. an ADI I inspection in 

lkccmher ol"that year did not result in a deficiency citation for violation of the Payn11.:·nt Ban. 
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l'Ven though at that time. patients were being charged prior to the lapse or the 48-hour period. 

Sec Suppkml'ntary Aftida\'it or Lori Williams. attached as Exh. 2 to this Reply. So as late as 

December 1017. Pt'titioner did not consider charging at the patient ·s first visit to be a deficiency. 

:\gain. the only thing that changed between f.kccmber ::?.017 and March 13. 2018. \\as 

Petitioner's interpretation or the law. 

ADH's current interpretation and enforcement of l 703(d) results in 
nonpa~·ment, not delay of payment for medical sen1ices. 

ADl·I has known since its attempted citation of LRFPS for ultrasound and related billing 

in 2016 that much more than a --mere delay"· is involved in its enforcement of the Payment Ban. 

( _"I. ADH Br. Issues 2 & 3. Undisputed facts established at that time. like the undisputed record 

here. shcw;ed that providers are IU.'l'ff paid for a huge fraction of ultrasound patients· care if 

payment is not collected at the time of scn·ice - as is standard in the practice of medicine and 

L'Spccially critical where there is no insurance or other third-party payment source. See :\ppcaL 

Exhs 1 and 2. 1 ADH recognized that such an asserted deficiency inappropriately interfered with 

medical providers· practice in 2016. yet ADH has now without rational explanation reversed 

course. But the same reasons that providers could not be so severely penalized in 2016 exist 

today. The lcgislaturc·s addition of diffr·rent categories tifthnse who might bill for physicians· 

services does not change the tact that preventing payment for those services is unjusti lied. 

L:nforcing cklicie11cy notices and pren:nting payment no\\. when effi.H·ts to do so in 2016 wen: 

properly,, ithdrawn. is arbitrary and capricious. 

1 The Payment Ban bears 110 resemblance to the workers· compensation system. J\.C . .-\. I 1-'>-
118. ,vhcrc ,-,ork(·rs ,.,ho ha,·e made a claim fc.1r workers· compensation co,·L-rage can fi.mnally 
serve medical pro\'iders \\ ith notice to rely on that alternate payment scheme. In comrast. the 
Payment Ban im1x1ses loss or payment on pn1viders and 110 potential recourse to any source or 
payment other than patients themselves. rather than offering a di(li.'l"l'nl system for payment like 
\\Orkcrs· compensation insurance. 
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ADI-l's current interpretation and enforcement of the Payment Ban 
impcrmissihly interferes with the practice of medicine. 

i\ DI I does not respond to Respondents· argument and the e\'idence that demonstrates that 

;\[)I l"s current interpretation or the Payment Ban conllicts with J\.C.J\. ~20-7-HN. ,,hich 

fi.)rbids Al)II ~111d the B()ard from regulating the practice of medicine or interfering \\'ith patients 

employing the practitioner or thei1'· choice. The fact that an amendment to the Payment Ban 

provisilln was broadened to include not only physicians hut the abortion facilities where they 

practice does not take m,ay from the fact that its restriction on billing interferes with and 

impennissibly regulates the practice of medicine. 

The deficienc~· citations issued to PPAEO's health centers for its collection of credit 
card information within the 48-hour waiting period must be withdrawn. 

ADIi also foils to address the substance of Respondents· argument that the collection or 

credit card inrnrmation does not violate the Payment Ban. and that ADI-l's citation of PPAFO for 

collecting credit card i11li.m11ation was arbitrary and capricious. Instead. ADH merely states the 

general legal principle that f<Jr an action to be arbitrary and capricious. the challenging party 

must show that the action is not supportable on any rational basis. Response. Issue 1. 

But that is precisely \\hat Respondents have done. Interpreting the Payment Ban as 

prohibiting the collection tlfcrcdit card information violates the plain language of the statute. is 

in e\cess l1fthe agcnc~ ·s statutor~ authority. and is arbitrary and capricious. A.C.A. * 25-15-212. 

:\s detailed in Rcspondcnts' opening brief. the plain language of the statute docs not prohibit the 

mere colll'ction ur nedit card inrormation at the lirst ,·isit: collecting credit card information 

docs not constitute ··requiring·· or ··obtaining .. payment. See J\ppcal at 25-26. Petitioner foils to 

respond to this argument. perhaps because it is so clear that the collection of credit card 

inli.1r111atio11 doL'S not Lill ,, ithin the statutory prohibition. 
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l inder Arkansas Ll\\. an agency interpretation of a statute ,viii be overturned when it 

ckarl~ rnntlicts with the statutory language. See Ford 1·. keilh. 338 Ark. -l87. -l-94 ( 1999). Thus. 

··whrn the statuk is IhH ambiguous. as is the case here. the court will not interpret a statute to 

mean anything nther than what it says:· Simpson r. ( 'cmt/1:i- .\'PI· I. I.U ·. :20 I 4 Ark. 36.>. 8. 440 

S.W.3d :n:i. 340 (2014). even if the agency takes a contrary vie,v. tv1nn:mer. the Arkansas 

Supreme Court has been elem that --r c jode pro, is ions imposing penalties for noncnmpl iance with 

licensing requirements ... must be strictly construed:· H'i/rnx. 298 Ark. at 1(11. \Vith statutes 

imposing penalties like thL· Payment Ban. --every doubt as to construction must be resolved in 

1;.n or of the one against whom the enactment is sought to he applied:· Id Accordingly. since the 

dclicicncies issued to PP.AH) were based solely on the collection of credit card information at 

the lirst visit. they must he set aside. 

A.DH has tortuously interfered with PPAEO's contractual 
relations with its patients and sovereign immunit~· in no wa~· 

pn•cludcs this challenge to the deficiency citations. 

In response to respondents· tortious interference claim. ADH simpl~ repeats its erroneous 

arguments that it has not acted arbitrarily and capriciously to interfere,, ith medical providers· 

practice and compensation from their patients. In addition. it asserts that sn,ercign immunity 

precludes ··a claim .. for tortious intcrlcrence with contract. .<.·ee Response. Issue 5. Respondents 

arc asserting tortious interference as a defense against these deficiencies. l'v1orcover. there arc no 

cu11stitutional issues or just compensation issues now before the Board. Rathn. it is properly 

bL·in~ :1sh-d acrnrding to its own administrative procedures to re,·erse these Lklicieneics issued 

by A 1)1 l anJ pren:11t A Dl·I' s 1·ur1her enforcement or the Payment Ban in this manner. Any issues 

nf takings. cumpensatiun. constitutional limits and broader remedies are for the courts. if /\DH 

fr1 i Is to SL't aside these deficiencies. Thus. A DI I· s citation It) the Arkansas ( \institution and 
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sm ereig.n immunity is not applicable here and. again. ignores and distracts from ADl-l"s failure 

to conduct itself coherently and within its limited powers. } 

The Payment Ban, as currcntl~' interpreted b~· ADH, 
dol'S not affect the rate of patient return for an abortion. 

In reply to Petitioner·s Issue I (c). Respondents submit the aflidavit of Mick Tilford. PhD. 

attached as Exhibit 3 to this Reply. Dr. Tilford·s analysis of Respom.knts· patient data 

demonstrates that the Payment Ban. as currently interpreted by ADH. has no impact other than 

prohibiting payment frw 48 hours and does not affc<.:t the likelihood that a woman will return to 

l1htain an ahortion. 1 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons asse,ted above. the Statements ol" Deficiencies should be dismissed and 

the l\fotion to Dismiss granted. 

I )ated: October 11. 2018 

Respectfully submitted: 

-~~-· -~---·----~_./ 
Bettina E. Brm\·nstein ( 85019) 
lkttina E. Brownstein Law Firm 
904 W. Second St.. Suite 2 
Little Rock. Arkansas 7220 I 
Tel: (501) 920-1764 
E-mail: bcttinabrownstein(ifgmail.com 

· Dr. Till\1rd did not analyze the data from PPAEO since closures or J>PAt-:o in June 2018 (due to 
ongliing litigation over the Cl111stitutionality of rest rid ions to access to abortion in Arkansas) 
n:sultcd in insurticicnt data from PPAEO post-l\1arch 2018 for him to perform a proper analysis. 
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2 

3 

4 

Slricl,cn l:rngnagc would he delclcd from and 1111dc1·lincd language would be added lo prescnl law. 

Sl.lh: nf Arknnsas 

91 st Gcnl'ral Assembly 

Regular Session. 2017 

Ari 38.l of the Regular Session 

As Engrossed: H2/J0/11 

A Bill 
HOUSE BILL 1428 

5 By: Representatives Lundstrum, Ballinger. Bentley. C.1,·cnaugh. Coleman. Da\'is. Ddla Rosa. Dotson. C. 

6 Douglas. Farrer. Gates, Gonzales. llnllowdl. Jett. Lowery. Lynch. McCollum. D. Meeks. Miller. Penzo, 

7 Pay1t111. Pilkington. Rirhmond. Rye. B. Smith. Speaks, \\'arrcn. Watson . .I. Williams 

8 By: Senators Flippo, Bledsoe, A. Cl:lrk. B. Johnson 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

For An Act To Be Entitled 
AN ACT TO AMEND LAWS CONCERNING UNLAWFUL ABORTIONS; 

TO AMEND LAWS CONCERNING THE PROCEDURE OF DENIAL, 

SUSPENSION, OR REVOCATION OF A HEALTH FACILITIES 

SERVICE LICENSE; TO AMEND THE LAWS REGARDING ABORTION 

CLINICS; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES. 

Subtitle 
TO AMEND LAWS CONCERNING UNLAWFUL 

ABORTIONS; TO AMEND LAWS CONCERNING THE 

PROCEDURE OF DENIAL, SUSPENSION, OR 

REVOCATION OF A HEALTH FACILITIES SERVICE 

LICENSE; AND TO AMEND THE LAWS REGARDING 

ABORTION CLINICS. 

27 BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF ARKANSAS: 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

SECTION I. Arkansas Code§ 5-61-101 is amended to read as follows: 

5-61-)01. Abortion only by licensed me-d-i-e-8-l-p-rnet.:i~-i,ener physician. - ~ 

(a) It is unlawful for any person to induce another person to have an 

abortion or to willfull-y knowingly terminate the pregnancy of a woman known 

to be pregnant with the -i-n-~ purpose to cause fetal death unless the person 

is a physician licensed to practice medicine in the State of Arkansas. 

(b) V-i-o-±-a-t4-GH A violation of subsection (a) of this section is a Class 

36 D felony. 

1111111111111111111111111~ 1111 

EXHIBIT 
lft3 
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As Engrossed: H2/I0/17 IIBl-11X 

1 ( c) Ne-t,-h-ing- 4.H---t:-h-i&-s~-i-en---s-h-.'.111 be cons~--+e Th is sect ion does 

2 not allow the charging or conviction of a woman with any criminal offense in 

3 the death of her own unborn child in utero. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1 l 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

1 7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

SECTION 2. Arkansas Code§ 20-9-302 is amended to read as follows: 

20---9-302. Abortion clinics, health centers, etc. 

(a)(l) A clinic, health center, or.other facility in rvhich the 

pregnancies of ten ( 10) or more women known to be pregnant are willfully 

terminated or aborted -e-a-£-h in any month, including nonsurgical abortions, 

shall be licensed by the Department of Health. 

( 2) ( A) +he-f-a-e-ili cies, eqc1ipment, proeecf.c1res ,---E-e-eh-R-i-ques-,--.a-nd 

conditi-ons of those clinics o-r similar faci...J4t-ies shall hc-5-Hhj-eec-~e 

pe-~-€--HtSpee-£:-i:0-&--by--tfle--depa-r-t.-lRef¾t The department shall inspect a clinic, 

health center, or other facility at least annually, and inspections shall 

include without limitation: 

(i) The facilities, equipment, and conditions of a 

clinic, health center, or other facility; and 

(ii) A representative sample of procedures, 

techniques, medical records, informed consent signatures, and parental 

consent signatures. 

{B) An inspector shall arrive at the clinic, health 

center, or other facilitv unannounced and without prior notice. 

(b) The department may shall: 

f...!..l adopt Adopt appropriate rules und regc1lations-Fega~-d~ngL 

including without limitation the facilities, equipment, procedures, 

techniques, medical records, informed consent signatures, parental consent 

signatures, and conditions of clinics and other clinics, health centers, and 

other facilities subject to the provisions of this section to assure at a 

minimum that: 

(A) The .£:-he facilities, equipment, procedures, techniques, 

and conditions are aseptic and do not constitute a health hazard.; and 

(B) The medical records, informed consent signatures, and 

parental consent signatures meet statutory requirements; 

(2) Levy and collect an annual fee of five hundred dollars 

($500) per facilitv for issuance of a permanent license to an abonion 

facilitv; and 

2 
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l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

As Engrossed: H2/10/17 H81-l2X 

{]) (A) Deny, suspend, or revoke licenses on anv of the follor,ling 

grounds: 

(i) The violation of any provision of law or rule; 

(ii) The permitting, aiding, or abetting of the 

commission of any unlar,1ful act in connection with the operation of the 

institutions. 

(B)(i) If the department determines to deny, suspend, or 

revoke a license, the department shall send to the applicant or licensee, by 

certified mail, a notice setting forth the particular reasons for the 

determination. 

{ii) The denial, suspension, or revocation shal 1 

become final thirty (JO) days after the mailing of the notice unless the 

applicant or licensee gives written notice within the thirty-day period of a 

desire for hearing. 

(iii)(a) The department shall issue an immediate 

suspension of a license if an investigation or survey determines that: 

{l) The applicant or licensee is in 

violation of any scate laro1, rule, or regulation; and 

(2) The violation or violations pose an 

imminent threat to the health, welfare, or safety of a patient. 

(b)(l) The department shall give the applicant 

or licensee written notice of the immediate suspension. 

(2) The suspension of the license is 

effective upon che receipt of the writ:t:en not:ice. 

(iv) The denial, suspension, or revocation order 

shall remain in effect: unt:il all violat:ions have been corrected. 

(C) The applicant or licensee shall: 

(i) Be given a fair hearing; and 

(.ii) Have t:he right: t:o present: evidence as mav be 

31 proper. 

32 (D) (i) On the basis of t:he evidence at: the hearing, the 

33 determinat:ion involved shall be affirmed or set: aside. 

34 

35 

36 

(ii) A copv of the decision, set:ting fort:h t:he 

finding of fact:s and the particular grounds upon ct1hich it is based, shall be 

sent: bv certified mail t:o the applicant or licensee. 

3 
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As Engrossed: H2/10/17 HBl-l2X 

1 (iii) The decision shall become final fifteen (15) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

days after it is mailed unless the applicant or licensee, within the fifteen

day period, appeals the decision to the court. 

(E) A full and complete record of all proceedings shall be 

kept and all testimony shall be reported, but it need not be transcribed 

unless the decision is appealed or a transcript is requested by an interested 

party to1ho shall pay the cost of preparing the transcript. 

(F) Witnesses may be subpoenaed by either party and shall 

be allowed fees at a rate prescribed by rule. 

(C) The procedure governing hearings authorized by this 

11 section shall be in accordance wich rules promulgated by the department. 

12 (c) The department Hh3J' le\')' anri c0llect aR anmial fee 0f t-b•e hiIR<:ired 

13 d0llars ($5(}(}) per facility f0r issuaRce 0f a permanent license to aR 

14 aborti0R facility, 

15 -fe-}(c)(l) Applicants for a license shall file applications upon such 

16 forms as are prescribed by the department. 

17 ill A license shall be issued only for the premises and persons 

18 in the application and shall not be transferable. 

19 -fe-}(d)(l) A license shall be effective on a calendar-year basis and 

20 shall expire 011 December 31 of each calendar year. 

21 (2) Applications for annual license renewal shall be postmarked 

2L no lacer than January 2 of the succeeding calendar year. 

23 (3) License applications for existing institutions received 

24 after chat date shall be subject to a penalty of two dollars ($2.00) per day 

25 for each day after January 2. 

26 +f-Ji.!!.1 Subject to such rules and regulations as may be implemented by 

27 the Chief Fiscal Officer of the State, the disbursing officer for the 

28 department may transfer all unexpended funds relative to the abortion clinics 

29 that pertain to fees collected, as certified by the Chief Fiscal Officer of 

30 the Seate, to be carried forward and made available for expenditures for the 

31 same purpose for any following fiscal year. 

32 +g-; ( f) All fees levied and collected under this section are special 

33 revenues and shall be deposited into the State Treasury,--t-he-l=e to be credited 

34 to the Public Health Fund. 

35 

36 SECTION J. Arkansas Code§ 20-16-1703(d), concerning the informed 
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As Engrossed: H2/10/17 HBl-l2X 

consent requirement within the Woman's Right-to-Know Act, is amended to read 

2 as follows: 

3 (d) A physician, facility, employee or volunteer of a facility, or any 

4 other person or entity shall not require or obtain payment for a service 

S provided in relation to abortion to a patient who has inquired about an 

6 abortion or scheduled an abortion until the expiration of the forty-eight-

7 hour reflection period required in this section. 

8 

9 /s/Lundstrum 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

l 7 

18 

19 

20 

2 l 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

APPROVED: 03/06/2017 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF 1-IEALTH 

IN Tl-IE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEALTH 

\'. 

LITTLE ROCK FAJVIILY PLANNING SERVICES 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dha 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

Supplementary Afficla,•it of Lori Williams 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENTS 

My name is Lori Williams. I am \1,er the age of 21. competent and have personal 

knowledge of the matters testi lied to herein. I submit this supplementary affida\'it in the 

captioned matter. 

I. On November 21. 20 I 7. the Arkansas Department of I kalth conducted an inspection 

or I .illlc Rock Family Planning Scn·ices" clinic. On December 7. 2017. it issued a le1ter stating 

that ··the Red Cross was not listed ()11 the Emergency Phone Number list as required:· See 

December 7.2017 letter from Beck Bennett. attached as Exh. I. There ,vas no delicicncy 

citation issued !"or charging patients at the time of their lirst visit to LRFPS for an ultrasound and 

other scrYices related to abortinn c,ll"L'. 

2. I reviewed the records of Little RtH.:k Family Planning Services c·LRFPs-·) to 

detnminc the number of patients\\ ho visited the l~1cility from l'v1an.:h 2017 through Augu::;t 2018 

making inquiry about an abortion by nwnth. or those patic-nts. I also determined the number or 

EXHIBIT 
z_ 

l~~ 
\. 
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women,, ho returned ft1r an abortiun during. the same period or time. also by 111011th. the results 

of my 1-c, ic\\ are hel<l\\. 1 

2017 

LRFPS i\bortion/Ultrasound Data 

Abortions Ultrasounds 
(No Shows) 

Total Patients 

---·7--··-··-··-21~- 25 ---·-1 -----··298··--· --·-·1 

~'::' - . -··-- --- --t :_ --~::~-----------·--·-•-~~~~~~~----1_9_1_·-_-·-_-__ ---+---- ~~; ~ ~~~ 
l\ilan:h 

:::::; . t_~:)~-----,1-----------1+, _:·_---_-_-_--_-. :~:; :~-------
August i I 76 I 9:-; 

17 

15 

17 

September -~---t---- 19•------r-----------+---·-· · i-:ffi 
1------· ·------···-·----·-·--t--·····---·-···------- .. - -- ---+--------__________ j_ _______ --·-·· .. 

October I I .:'i I j 

26 

?~ __ , 17--l 

,___ ______________ ; _____________ ..... --------- _______ J_________ ···-···-i 

! ::~:,::,::: ---~J- :::~ ---~------ ==:L·_···_· __ :_~~ --- I -l 
13 

13 

2018 
-·--- -----·--- - -- -··· ·- - ----·---------·•-· .. -·----~---

January 182 -, ') 

--+-------------
February 2.2<1 16 

1-----· -··-------·- ··-·-------- ------- ·- ..... - ---------+-------- ---------- -- -----···---- ---• 
March 1-15 

----- -. - --- . -- -----· · I- - ·-- --···· - --
A ftc r Stopped I 

, Clrnrging for ; 
llltrnsound At First J 

Visit __________________ l __________ _ 
rvta reh 2 - I 6 J I ) I 

! 
---------- ---------- --·------'-----·-----------

·- ------------ ---- ---

- - ---·--- -- --------- ------- -- ---------- .. 

18 

----'----·--------· -
___ I ____ _ 

1 Note th~ll a p:llicnt may ha, c had h,:r lirst , isit ror an ultrasound and rcL1tcd sen ice:- i11 1111c 
111011th and h1..T aburtion in a later 11w11th. 
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-------------··-1-· ! April 
I 

164 
~------------r-- ---··-·-·-··-·-

18 182 

~-in'. ... ·· _-__ -_--_-_---_-_-_· -+-·-·· ------ 220 ------- --- -·· - ___ 15 ___________ -------·--·- ii~ 
- -----··-----------

.lune 2:11 20 249 

July 144 18 162 

-- - ---------·------+----·------· ... ---------------
August 173 19 191 

~--------~--------------···----~---- ------~---- -------- - .. ------

3. I a111 pro\'iding updated inforn1ation sinct' the date <)f 111y initial ·artidavit. Sin~L" ~~arch 

1-L 2018. the day a lier receipt or the Statement or Defo:icncies to the date of this supplementary 

artida,·it. 108 paliL·nts. who did not return for an abortion. were billed. Of these IO patients hm·e 

paid fix their ultrasound and other services after receiving a bill. This has resulted in a total loss 

or$ 19.600 to LR FPS and Dr. Tvedten o, er this period. This loss will increase so long a:-,* 20-

16-l 703(d} is in effect. 

18. In addition to the loss ofn:,cnue from patients. LRFPS inrnrs additional expense in staff 

time for billing and efforts to obtain payment from patients for services rendered. These 

additional staff expenses would he unnecessary if~ 20-l 6- I 703(d) were not in effect as no\\ 

interpreted by ADH. These additional expenses are $720.00 for 40 additional hours of staff time. 

These additional staff expenses will increase as long as this law is in effect. Thus. the total loss 

to I.RFPS from l\farl'h 14. ~0 18 to the date of this supplementary atlidm·it is $20.Y20.{Hl. 

Ft fRTI 11-:R 1\l·Tl!\NT Si\ YETH NOT 
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/ 
<---;;·-. -·· j 
/- {..\.. 

.· -

;,,,;i_ =!3'-:( !~!Hi:!) .-\?--:D SWOR\i TO l"'er'ore m~. ,! !W!:lr~ pubiic. \\·ithin and 1t1r said county and 

·, 
\h ((1rn111issio11 F\pir~s: --~•-(.._· .... .'_,-,_.:_1 __ _ (Seal or Stamp) 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEAL Tl-I 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEAL TH 

V. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMIL \' PLANNING SERVICES and 

PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

AFFIDAVIT OF .J. Mick Tilford, PhD 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENTS 

I. I am a Professor and Chair of Health Policy and Management in the Fay W. Boozman 

College of Public Health at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. I previously 

served as the Director of the Ph.D. program in Health Systems and Services Research at 

lJ/\l\-1S. I am a health economist with over 30 years of experience in this field./\ copy ormy 

l.'.urri~ulum, itac is attached hereto as Exhibit I. 

, 
I submit this affidavit on behalf of Little Family Planning Services r·LR FPS"") and 

Planned Paremhond of Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma r·PP/\Eo··) in the above-captioned 

mailer. 

3. I ,, as asked to prm idea statistical analysis of Ark. Code /\nn. ~ ~O- I 6- I 70}(J). and its 

effect nn patient beha,·ior -- more specilically to investigale \\·hether a 48-hour or delay in 

payment for SlT\iccs prm ided at a \.n.)men·s initial visit reduces the rate al which women return 

for an abortion. The l,l\\ states that ··A physician shall not require or obtain pa~ 1111:111 l<.H a 

sen ice pro,·idcd in relation to abortion to a patient who has inquired about an abortion or 

scheduled an abl1rtion umil the e\pirntion <1f lhe forty-eight-hour rclkctinn pcri<1d required in 

this scc1i1111:· 

EXHIBIT 
~ 
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4. In analyzing the effect of this la\\. I relied on information about patient, isits provided 

lw LR FPS and data cnntained in till' affidavit and suprlementary aflidavit or I .ori Williams. I 

used all the data cont,1ined in \h.'illiam·s supplementary al1idavit. /\ccording to the inl'orma1inn 

pnn-idcd. at a \\·0111,m·s initial visit to the LRFPS clinic. she is given an ultrasound. provided 

with state-mandated inf<.lrmation and materials. and if she indicates a desire to pnK:eL·d \\ith an 

abortion and is eligible to do so. undergoes informed-consent counselling. She is also scheduled 

for a procedure that occurs following the mandated waiting 48-hour waiting period. 

5. I understand that before the Statement of Deficiencies was received hy LR FPS@ March 

14. 2018. LRFPS collected payment for services provided at the first \'isit at that, isit. I 

understand that aHer the Statement of Deficiencies was received. LR FPS ceased collecting 

payment for services prnvidcd at the rirst visit until at least 48 hours had passed. 

6. To evaluate whether this change in payment practices impacted the likelih()od of a woman 

obtaining an abortion. I L·ompan:d data from bel'ore and after the Statement or Deliciencil's was 

received by LRFPS. 

7. To perform a statistical analysis. data ,,ere provided from LRFPS on \\Omen ,,ho made an 

initial visit to an abortion pnn ider both bd<.ne and after the Statement of Deliciencics \\as 

received. The analysis compares the percentage or women that returned for an abortilln in these 

pre and post periods. Because LR FPS stopped m::cepting payment from women at the initial , isit 

the day a lier recci, ing a tkliciency citation from ADH on March 14. ~O 18. data from the second 

half of i'vlarch is included in the anal) sis as the post-policy period for LR FPS. lo address this 

da!H issue. the analysis" as repeated "ith the month or March. 2018. excluded. The initial test Pl' 

signilicancc is based 011 a I-lest under the hypothesis that the percentage of return, isits is 

reduced due to thL' l,m·s prohibitit)ll tln L'harging for initial ,·isit sen·ices until the lapse or at ka:,;t 
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-rn hours. This analysis docs 1101 conlrol for trend. If return visits are trending upward or 

downward. simple pre-post comparisons provide misleading estimates as the analysis caplures 

the influence of trend and the change in LR FPS" practice. Thcrclt)J"C. I have done an analysis 

that docs control fcH· trend. reflected in Table>. 

8. Table I pn)\ ides an analysis ()r the mean return rate bclc.m: and a lier the LRl·Ps· change in 

practice went into effect in l'vlan.:h of ~O 18. The percentage of women returning for an ab()rtion 

stayed approximately constant in this analysis with 91 .88% returning in the period prior to the 

policy compared to 90. 76~'<> in the period after the policy. The difference in rates f<.)r the pre and 

post Statement of Ddicicncies periods !"or the LR FPS is positive and small. leading to an 

insigniticant finding which supports the conclusion that v.'hcther payment is required al the first 

visit. or payment obtained until alter the lapse of 48 hours. has no effect on a wornan·s decision 

to return for an abortion. 

Table I. Befrm: and /\lier Comparison l lsing All Data 

Points 

Statistic 

Mean ( Before 

Policy) 

!'vlean (After Policy) 

Diflerencc 

1-,alue 

p-, aluc 

Pe1n:11tage Returnin!.! Std. Err. 

91.88% 0.008 

90.76°-o 0.007 

0.0 l I 2 0.()] 2 

0.92(>7 

0. I g_:;9 

9. Table 2 provides a similar analysis" ith the exception that the month or March is 

L'\cludcd. 111 !his analysi.s. the percentage of \\U111c11 returning f<.ir an aburtion remains similar. 
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\\ ith less than a I percentage point rcduc.:tion in the months following the polic.:y. The small 

di lkrcnce in the pcrc.:cntage returning is not signi Ii cant ( P'"' 0.266.1) at conventional levels 

(p,...0.05) and the hypothesis that the policy led to a n..·duction in return ,·isits \\ould not hi: 

supported. 

Table 2. lkforc and Alier Comparison l ising All Data Points Lxcept 

March 2018 

Statistic 

Mean ( Before 

Policy) 

!'vkan (Alier Policy) 

I )i ffen.:ncc 

Percental!.e Returninl!. Std. hr. 

91.88% 0.008 

91.04% 0.008 

0.008 0.01 ~ 

0.6388 

0.2663 

I 0. labk 3 provides results from an ordinary least squares ( OLS) regression analysis that 

allo\\ s fi.ir Irene.is in return visits to be controlled. OJ .S regression is a standard statistical 

h:chnique olkn relerred to as multiple regression in that it allows for an analysis or a dependent 

, ariabk ( percentage of women returning) in relation to several im.lcpcndcnt ,·ariahles ( trend and 

polic~ pcrind). In multiple regression. the effect or tfo.: policy period is estimated holding trend 

cnnstant nr controlling for trend. All or the data points \\ere used in this analysis. The trend 

, ariablc "as ncgatin: suggesting that return ,·isits \\\:re trending down mer the study period. hut 

the.: ,ari,1blc \\as not s_ignilieant. If return ,·isits were trending do\\n. a pre-post analysis would 

indiL"atl' a decline in return ,·isits even in absence of the 1:1\\. Alter controlling for trend. the 

estimall· nf the polie~ effect was positive" ith al111os1 a I percentage point increase in return 
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, isits after I.RFPS" change in practice .. l·lowen:r. the test of significance was again not 

supported ( l'aikd 10 reject tht: null hypothesis hy nnt reaching. conventional p-valucs for 

signi licanre such as (J.05) suggesting that the law had no effect on return \'isits. 

T~1hh: 3. lkfore and After Comparison Using All Data Points and Accounting for 

lrcnd 

Statistic Coetlicient Std. Err. t-Yalue p-,·alue 

Trend Variable -0.002 0.002 -1.01 <U28 

l're.'Pllst Dummv 0.008 0.022 0.36 O.T25 

R~ 0.112 

I I. Tahlc 4 provides results from another ordinary least sljuares regression analysis that 

c:-.:dudes the month of l\.farch. Again, the trend Yariahle is negati\·c. similar in magnitude and 

statistically insignificant. The estimate of the change in l.RFPS" practice ,vas positi\'e in this 

anal~ sis. but still small and statistically insigniticant. This analysis also suggests that the policy 

had no cffc-ct on return visits. 

I able -L Lkli.)rc- and Atter Comparison Using All Data Points 1:-::-;cept f\,1arch and Accounting 

for Trend 

Statistic 

Trend Variable 

Prc:•-Post I >um my 

Coefficient 

-0.002 

0.016 

O.ID 

Std. Err. 

0.002 

0.02• 

I-value p-value 

-1.17 0.262 

0.65 0.529 

12. l 1sing standard statistical analysis. I find no cviden(c that the rate or return visits changed 

due.: tP I.R rps· change in practice. Based on the data and c.:conomic analysis. the pwhibitinn on 
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pa~ llll'lll for a --IX-h1111r period afkr ii.ir the initial , isit h,1s 11t1 impaL·t on,, hl'lhcr or 1H1I ;1 \\11111;111 

JL·I urns for ,111 a hon ion. l'ih: pl'rl·l·111.tbl' or WOlllL'll that 111adl' an initial visit and thl'll rl'lurncd fiir 

pcri11d-.. studied. I Ill· finding holds basl'd un simple sl:rlistical tests or dilTlTl'lll'L's and afh:r 

l"l IIUl 11·1{ :\l·Tl,1\N I ~t\ Yl·TI I NO"I 

---· ·-7· 
. ----- --·· - --

... ./,;;-- .. 

.I. f\.·lick Tilliii-d 

; I . ·.(_ 

SI ; HSl. I{ I 1~1-.1) . \,\ i l S \Vt >RN l l J bcti.rn.~ nll'. a 1wtary public. ,, ithin and li.,r said county and 

stall'. 

(Seal tir Stamp) 

_. __ . __ .,._ -·-"---·:: -
j:--··--~~~- :.:~-- ;, .. 
11 ' ' : ' . ' 
,I· . , . 
b. __ ,_:-_::-~r- __ -; •"< • • • 
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John (Mick) Tilford. Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair 

CURRICULUM VITAE 

Fay W. Boozman College of Public Health 
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences 

Office Address: 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences 
4301 W. Markham St. Slot 820 
Lillie Rock. AR 7n05-7199 

Phone: (50 I) 526-6642 
Fax: (50 I) 526-6620 
Email: tiltc)rdmickj@Juams.edu 

I. BIOSKETCI-I AND PROFESSIONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

Home Address: 
30 I Kingsrow Dr. 
Apt. 301 
Little Rock. AR 72207 
(501) 412-9388 

John --Mick·· Tilford currently serves as a Professor and Chair or Health Policy and Management 
in the Fay W. Boozman College or Public Health at the University of Arkansas for Medical 
Sciences. Dr. Tilford also ser\'ed as the Director of the Ph.D. program in Health S:vstems and 
Services Research at UAMS from 2012-2015. He has a secondary appointment in the Division of 
Pharmaceutical Evaluation and Policy in the College of Pharmacy and an appointment as a 
Senior Analyst at the Arkansas Foundation for Medical Care to assist with program evaluation. 
Dr. Tilford teaches courses in health economics and variations in health system performance lo 
students in PhD and master" s level programs. His research program focuses on methods for the 
economic evaluation of health services. He has studied the cost-et1cctiveness of improving 
outcomes in children with traumatic brain injuries, quality of care associated with intensive care 
units. and quality-adjusted life years in children \vith chronic conditions. especially children with 
autism. A recent area of interest has been the development of methods for incorporating family 
etlects in economic evaluations. He received his Ph.D. in health economics from \'/aync State 
Uni,·ersity ( 1993) with the assistance of a dissertation grant from the Agency for Health Care 
Policy and Research (nov. Al IRQ). 

/\s the Chair fi.)r the Dcpartmcnl of I lea Ith Policy a11d Management. Dr. Tilford worked 1u 
improve the educational programs within the department. The PhD program in Health Systems 
and Services Research changed from a part-time program lo a full tim1: program admi11ing at 
least t ,vo students per year \vith stipends. The increase in PhD students led to an increase in the 
number of grant submissions by faculty and publications by students and faculty. 

The MH/\ program (under the clirectinn of Ste\'e Bo,vman initially and now Rick Ault) changed 
dramatically by focusing on integrating the program with the UAMS clinical enterprise and other 
health systems in the state. Dr. Tilford negotiated a fello\\Ship position with the UAi\1S hospital 
CLO that led to a large i ncrcasc in fellowship placements throughout the en tcrprise. The program 

EXHIBIT 
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has placed students in all of the major health systems in central Arkansas including Baptist 
Health System and Saint Vincent Infirmary. Through these placements and strategic plans to 
integrate teaching and clinical activities. student performance increased markedly as witnessed 
by the increasl' in students being placed in nationally competitive fellowships including the 
Clc\·eland Clinic. Houston Methodist Hospital, the American College of I kalthcare Executives. 
and Arkansas Children's Hospital. Enrollment in the MHA program has grown \:vith record 
cohorts being admitted in recent years. 

To improve the MPI I program, Dr. Tilford expanded the types of preceptorships availahle to 
students. Students in the MPH program have been placed to work on implementing patient
centered medical homes through the Arkansas Medicaid program, implementing provider led 
payment reform through the Arkansas Department of Human Services. implementing traumatic 
brain injury surveillance programs \'Vithin the Arkansas Spinal Cord Commission and most 
recently. working on implementing new personnel systems in the UAMS department of human 
resources. 

Dr. Tilford and Mr. Ault led the development of a collaboration with the Walton College of 
Business at the University of Arkansas to create a healthcare track within their Executive MBA 
progra111. The first cohort of students started in the summer of 20 I 7. He has received approval 
from the Arkansas Department of Higher Education to create a certificate program in analytics to 
start in the fall of 2018. 

II. EDllCATION 

Ph.D. 
M.A. 
B.S. 

Economics Wayne State University 199) 
1985 
1982 

Economics Central Michigan University 
Business & Economics Central Michigan University 

Major Field: Health Economics. 
Minor Field: Industrial Organization. 

Ill. ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS 

2013 -- present 

2012 - 2015 

2014 - 2015 

2011 -· 2014 

Chair. Department of Health Policy and Management, Fay W. Boozman 
College of Public Health, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. 

Director. Doctor of Philosophy in Health Systems Research Program. 
College of Public l Jealth. University of Arkansas for rv1edical Sciences. 

Leadership Council. Translational Education Center of the Translational 
Research Institute. University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. 

Co-Director. Comparative Effectiveness Research Component of the 
Translational Research Institute, University of Arkansas for !'vlcdical 
Sciences. 

2 
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20 IO - present Professor. Department of Health Pol icy and Management. College of 
Public Health. University or Arkansas for Medical Sciences (Primary 
Appointment as of 6/09). 

2014 - present Professor. Division of Pharmaceutical Evaluation and Policy. College of 
Pharmacy. University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (Secondary 
Appointment). 

2009 - 20 I 4 Associate Professor. Division of Pharmaceutical Evaluation and Policy. 
College of Pharmacy, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences 
(Secondary Appointment). 

2008 - present Senior Analyst, Arkansas Foundation for Medical Care, Little Rock, 
Arkansas. 

2002 -- 20 IO Associate Professor. Department of Health Policy and Management. 
College of Public Health. University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences 
(Primary Appointment as of 6/09). 

2000 - 2009 Associate Professor, Department of Pediatrics. University of Arkansas for 
Medical Sciences. 

2002 - 2005 Faculty (part time). Department of Health Services Administration. 
University of Arkansas - Little Rock. 

1999 - present Graduate Faculty, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. Division 
of Biometry. 

1994 - 2000 Assistant Professor, Department of Pediatrics. University of Arkansas for 
Medical Sciences. 

1993 - 1994 Instructor, Department of Pediatrics, University of Arkansas for Medical 
Sciences. 

1988 -- 1992 Graduate Research Assistant. Department of Economics, Wayne State 
University. 

1986 -- 1988 Graduate Assistant. Department of Economics. Wayne State University. 

1985 - 1986 Instructor, Department of Economics. Uni\'ersity of Minnesota -- Duluth. 

I 983 - I 985 Graduate Assistant, Depm1ment of Economics. Central Michigan 
University. 

1982 --- 1983 Instructor. Jackson Community College (State Prison or Southern 
Michigan). 

IV. FliNDED RESEARCH AND CONTRACTS 

A. Current!)' Active Research 

I. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ... Arkansas Pren~ntion Research Center for 
Cardio,·ascular Risk ( HTN) Reduction. Entin~ Period or Suppo11 9/30/2014-9/29/2019. 

3 
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' National Institutes of Health. National Center on Minority Health Disparities. ··Weight 
l.oss and tvlaintenanc<? for Run1l. African Amt'rican Communities of Faith (Tlw 
WORD)."" Co-Investigator ·with 5% effort (K. Yeary, Pl). Entire period of support 9.'1~ --
8/17. 

8. Currently Acti\'e Contracts 

1. Arkansas Center for Health Improvement. ··Evaluation of the Arkansas Medicaid 
Expansion through the Private Option." (Joseph Thompson. Pl). Entire Period of Support 
9/)4-8/19. 

C. Completed Research and Contracts 

I. Healogics. ··Evaluation of Prior Authorization Rules on the Use of Hyperbaric 
Oxygenation and Outcomes tc.)[" Patients with Severe Leg Wounds:· Principal 
Investigator. Entire period of support 6/17- 8/17. 

2. National Institute of Mental Health. ··Mapping Clinical Outcomes to Preference-based 
Measures from the NDAR Database:· Co-Investigator and Mentor (N Payakachat. Pl). 
Entire per_iod of support: 1/14-12/15. 

3. Arkansas Insurance Department. --Evaluation of the Arkansas Marketplace Health 
Insurance Exchange:· Principal Investigator. Entire Period of Supp011 1/14 - 6/15. 

-t. National Institutes of Health. --Remote Food Photography for the Real-time Measun~mcnt 
of Children·s Food Intake:· Co-Investigator with 6% effo11 (C. Martin. Pl). Entire period 
of support 4il I -3i12. 

5. National Institutes of Health, ··Arkansas Center for Clinical and Translational Research:· 
Co-Director of Translational Education Component with 10% effo11 (L. James and C. 
Beck. Pis). Entire period of suppo11 9/J 1 - 3/15. 

6. National Institutes of Health. ··Reducing Asthma Disparities through School-Based 
Telernedicine for Rural Children:· Co-Investigator with 5% effort (Tamara Perry. Pl). 
Entire period of support 6/10- 5/14. 

7. Centers for Disease Control and Pn~\'ention. ··Enhanced Academic Detailing to Increase 
Immunization Recall Rates:· Co-Irn·estigator ,vith 51½, effort (J. Gary Wheeler. Pl). Entire 
period of support 9/10-8/14. 

8. Arkansas Minority Health Commission. ·'Economic Cost of Racial and Ethnic Health 
Disparities:· Principal Investigator. Entire period of suppo11 9/13 - 4/14. 

9 Arkansas Spinal Cord Commission. ··Post-Acute Care Costs for Brain Injuries. Spinal 
Cord Injuries. and Amputations in Arkansas:· Principal Investigator using Arkansas 
Foundation for Medical Care. Entire period of support 7/ 12 - 6/ I 3 . 

.:I 
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I 0. National Institute or Mental Health, --Measuring Quality Adjusted Life Years in Children 
with Autism Spectrum Disorders:· Principal Investigator with 40% effort (Karen 
Kuhlthau, Co-Pl). Entire period of suppo11: 9/09-8/12. Total Amount: $889.603. 

11. National Institute of Mental Health. --Measuring Quality Adjusted Life Years in Children 
with Autism Spectrum Disorders - Supplement:· Principal Investigator with 5% effort 
(Karen Kuhlthau, Co-Pl). Entire period of support: 6/10-5/12. Total Amount: $89.708. 

12. Arkansas Depaitment of Human Services. Division of Aging and Adult Services. 
Contract to Assess Balancing Incentives associated with the Accountable Care Act. 
Principal Investigator with I 0% cffcm. Entire period of suppo11 I/ 12 - 6/ I 2. 

13. National Institute of Drug Abuse, --Development and Efficacy Test of Computerized 
Treatment for Marijuana Dependence," Co-Investigator with 5%, effo11 (Alan Budney. 
Pl). Entire period of suppo1t 7/10 - 6/12. 

14. National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. '·Family Based Contingency 
Management for Adolescent Alcohol Abuse, .. Co-Investigator with 5% effort (Cathy 
Stanger. Pl). Entire period of support 7/07 - 6/11. 

15. National Institute of Drug Abuse. ··Behavioral treatment of Adolescent Marijuana 
Abuse:· Competing Continuation for RO I-DA 15186, Co-Investigator with 5% effo11 
(Alan Budney. PI). Entire period of support 7/07 - 6/10. 

16. Center for Clinical and Translational Research, University of Arkansas t<.lr Medical 
Sciences. --clinical Indicators to Inform Clinicians' Referral Dedsions for Cardiovascular 
Evaluation in Women .. , Co-Investigator with I% contributed effo11. (.lean Mcsweeney. 
Pl). 

17. Arkansas Biosciences Institute. '·Center of Excellence in Child Health Services 
Research:· Co-investigator with 5% effort (James Robbins, Pl). Entire period of support 
7107 - 6108. The objective of this study was to create a central resource for investigators 
in the department of pediatrics to use in order to advance child health services research. 

18. Children·s University Medical Group. ··A Hospital Data Resource and Analysis Center:· 
Principal Investigator with no effort. This intramural project provided funds to support 
projects using the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP) database with faculty 
and fello"vs in the department or pediatrics. 

19. Arkansas Children·s Hospital, ""Office or Health Care Research:· Co-Investigator with 
20% effort. (James Robbins, Pl). Entire period of support: 6/94 - 6/09. The objective or 
this program was to provide services to ACH for the analysis of quality improvement 
projects. 

20. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention - AAMC. ··Using the HCUP Databases to 
Study Birth Defects:· Co-investigator with 15% clfo11. (.lames Robbins. Pl). Entire 
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period of suppo11 I 0/03 - 8/07. The objectives of this study ,vere to evaluate the binh 
incidence. rnsl. and outcomes or children born with birth defects. 

21. Children ·s Sentinel Nutrition Project, ··Cost Analysis ic.)r Hospitalizations:· Co
Investigator ,vith 5% cffi..111 (.lames Robbins, Pl). Entire period of support 2/07 - 8i07. 
This small study provided support to assess whether children vvith food insecurity were 
associated with increased costs of hospitalization. 

22. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, '·Health State Preference Scores and 
Productivity Costs for Caregivers of Children with Craniolacial Anomalies:· Principal 
Investigator with I 5% effort. Supplement to ··Cooperative Agreement to Establish a 
Center of Exceltcnce in Birth Defect Prevention:· (Charlotte Hobbs. Pl). Entire period of 
support 8/05 - 9/07. This project compared methods for incorporating caregiver impacts 
in economic evaluations of interventions to prevent or treat craniofacial birth detects. 

23. Families USA (Contract), --Hospitalizations of Uninsured Children:· Principal 
Investigator with 15°/ci effort. Entire period of support 3/06- 12/06. This study was the 
first contract received after creating a hospital data resource and analysis center. The 
objective was to compare outcomes of hospitalized children that lacked health insurance. 
A policy brief based on the study was produced by Families USA. Findings from the 
study were used on the US Senate floor to defend the continuation of the S-CHIP 
program . 

.2-t Centers for Disease Control and Prevention - AAMC. --Health Effects of Congenital 
Hearing Loss in Children:· Principal Investigator with 15% effort. Entire period of 
support I 0/03 - 9/06. The purpose of this study was to generate data on quality adjusted 
life years in a cohort or children with hearing loss that were diagnosed prior to the advent 
or uni\'crsal newborn hearing screening. This is the only data on QAL YS in children with 
hearing loss in the US prior to universal newborn screening. Future research may 
investigate whether QAL Y relationships have changed following the introduction of 
uniYersal newborn hearing screening. 

25. Maternal and Child Health Bureau (HRSA). "Economic Evaluation or Intensive Care 
Services for Pediatric Traumatic Brain Injury Patients," Principal Investigator with 40% 
effort. Entire period or support 3/01 - 2/05. The purpose of this study was to conduct a 
cost-effectiveness anal vs is of technological change in the treatment of traumatic brain . ..... ....., -
injury. HCUP data were used to generate an estimate of survival change associated with 
improved technology. QA LY data and other cost data were collected from IO pediatric 
intensive care units located across the country. The project received a national hero ·s 
award from the Emergency Medical Services for Children program. 

:26. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (DHI-IS) ··Cooperative Agreement to 
1-:stablish a Center or Excellence in Bi11h Defect Prevention:· Co-Investigator with 15% 
effrnt. (Charlotte Hobbs. Pl). Entire period of support: 10/97-10/03. This grant 
established a large case-control study of birth defects. The study included a health 
:0.1:.'1 \ ic1.::-. tca111 lo study costs and outcomes of birth defects. 
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27. University of California - Los Angeles. "Cost Analysis for Care or Children in the 
Emergency Department: Guidelines for Preparedness." Subcontract with 10% dfort. 
Entire perioJ or support 2/02 - 12/02. This subcontract was awarded to develop cost 
estimates associated with preparedness for pediatric emergencies. 

28. DHHS - Arkansas. ··Evaluation of the Family Planning Waiver." Co-Investigator with 
5% effort. Entire period of suppo113/01 - 12/04. fV1y role on this study was to set up a 
system to calculate budget impacts of the family planning waiver. 

29. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. (DI-IHS) "Developing an Asthma 
Management Model for Head Start Children," Co-Investigator with I 0% effo11. (Perla 
Vargas. Pl). Entire period of support: 9/00 -8/03. This randomized controlled trial 
examined a case management model in young children. My role \Vas to evaluate the costs 
or the intervention. 

30. Agency for Health Care Policy and Research. (DI-II-IS). RO l HS09055. --Quality and Cost 
Containment in Pediatric Intensive Care:· Principal Investigator v,rith 3SC!/o effort. (Debra 
Fiser, Co-Pl). Entire period of support: 9/95 - 8/99. (Funded on initial submission). This 
study addressed the question of whether race or insurance influenced the allocation of 
pediatric intensive care services. The study collected data on over 5.000 subjects from 
pediatric intensive care units located nationally. We found significant differences in 
treatment and outcome by insurance, but not by race. Findings from the study also \.Vere 
used in the development of guidelines for the management of pediatric traumatic brain 
111_1ury. 

J l. Agency for Health Care Polic_y and Research. (DI-If-IS). RO I HS09055. ··Quality and Cost 
Containment in Pediatric Intensive Care - Administrative Supplement:· Principal 
Investigator with 5% effort. (Al Ton-es. Co-Pl). Entire period of support: 4197 - 9/99. The 
supplement v,·as awarded to extend analysis of intensive care unit cost and outcomes to 
the hospital setting. 

32. !\tlaternal and Child Health Bureau - Health Resources and Services Agency. (DHHS). 
··Outcomes Assessment in Pediatric Trauma Patients:· Co-Investigator with 5% effort. 
( Mary Aitken. Pl). Entire period or support: 9/97 - 8/99. This study examined outcomes 
of children following injury. 

33. Office of Rural Health Policy - Health Resources and Services Agency. (DHHS). 
··Arkansas Tclehealth: Taking the Distance out of Caring." Co-lnvestigat0r with 15%> 
effort. (Ann Bynum. Pl). Entire period or support: 9197- 9/99. This study was a federal 
initiative to evaluate tclemedicine services. rvly role in the project ,vas to direct the local 
e\aluation. 

34. 1\merican Association for Respiratory Care. ··Respiratory Care Practitioner-Controlled 
Ventilator Weaning of Children_"' Co-Investigator with 5% effort. (Suhmittcd with Al 
Torres. Pl. Directed with ,\,'lark Heulitt. Pl). Entire period of support: 7/98 - 6/99. This 
project was a randomizc:d controlled trial to test whether the use of respiratory care 
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practitioners were better able to assess weaning from mechanical ventilation and reduce 
the amount of time on the ventilator and the length of stay in the hospital. 

35. Housing and Urban Development, "Get Smart: Health Insurance in the Delta," Co-
Im estigator with 20~'o effort. (James Robbins. Director of Evaluation). Entire period or 
support: 9/93 - I /97. This project received funds to provide health insurance to 
previously uninsured children in the Mississippi delta. 

3(1. Rural Utilities Service -- Department of Commerce ... Arkansas Rural Medlink:· Co
investigator vvith 20% effort. (Charles Cranford. Pl). Entire period or support: 5/95 --
4/96. Served as the evaluator for this project that sought to increase access to 
tclemedicinc in rural Arkansas. 

37. MCPG/Cl!MG research fund. ·"Estimation of Offset Effects Between Prescription Drug 
l!se and Expenditures on Hospital and Ambulatory Care Visits.'' Co-Principal 
Investigator. (James Robbins. Co-Pl). Entire period of support 3/95 - 4/96. This 
internally funded study examined whether prescription drug offsets could be estimated 
from the National Medical Expenditure Survey. 

38. Michigan Health Care Education and Research Foundation. Grant No. 087-SAP/92-09. 
"Cigarette Smoking Behavior and Potential Health Care Savings in the State of 
!\1ichigan." Principal Investigator. Entire period of support: 9/92 - 5/93. This grant was 
secured as a graduate student to estimate expenditure functions for a statistical person. It 
was completed while writing my dissertation . 

. ~9. Agency for Health Care Policy and Research. R03 HS07554 "Access to Medical Care 
and the Demand for Medical Care," Principal Investigator with I 00% effort (Dissertation 
Grant). Entire period of support: 9/92 - I l /93. 

Total Fu11di11g as Principal Investigator is approximate~r 54,250,000 as of ////14. 

D. Submitted ~rnd In-preparation Research Proposals 

I. American I kart Association, '"Comparative Effectiveness of Workplace Wellness 
Programs:· Principal Investigator. Entire period of support: I /13 - l 2/14. Not Funded. 

1 National Institutes of Health. ··Center of Excellence Network for Comparative 
l·.ffec1i,e11ess Research in Autism Spectrum Disorders:· Co-Principal Investigator (with 
Karen Kuhlthau). Entire period of support: 7/12 - 6/17. Not Funded 

3. National Institutes c,r l-lcalth .. "·Inccntiv·cs and Motivational ·rhcrapy for T'eens \Vith 
Ponrly Controlled Type l Diabetes.'· Co-Investigator (C. Stanger. Pl). Entire period of 
::-upport: 7/ l:? -- 61 l 7. Not Funded 
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V. TRAINING GRANTS 

A. Funded Training Grants 

I. MCPG/CUMG research fund. --Research Skills Course:· Principal Investigator. {Paula 
Roberson, Co-P[). Entire period of support: 7/96 - 6/98. This project used internal 
funding to provide a course to junior faculty and fellows on research skills. 

J Glaxo Inc. ·'Educational Grant for the Creation of a Research Skills Course," Co
Principal Investigator. (Paula Roberson, Co-Pl). Entire period of suppo11 2/94 - 5/94. 
This industry sponsored grant was used to fund the Research Skills Course that was given 
to fellow and junior faculty before the creation of the COPH. 

B. Submitted Training Grants 

I. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, ··Arkansas Patient Centered Outcomes 
Research Scholars Program,"' Principal Investigator. Entire period of support l/14-J::Ul9. 
This application seeks to create a K 12 institutional training program in comparative 
effectiveness research using patient centered outcomes. Not Funded. 

VI. PUBLICATIONS 

A. Peer Re\'icwed Journal Publications 

I. Hsueh-Fen Chen ... I. Mick Tilford, Fei Wan. Robert Schuldt. ··CMS HCC Risk Scores and 
Home Health Patient-Experience Measures.·· Forthcoming in the American Journal of 
Managed Care. 

Michael Preston, Glen Mays, Zoran Bursae. Billy Thomas. Jonathan Laryea, J. Mick 
Tilford. Michelle Odium. Sharla Smith. Ronda Henry-Tillman. --insurance Coverage 
Mandates: Impact of Physician Utilization in Moderating Colorectal Cancer Screening 
Rates.·· American .Journal <?(Surgery. Epub 2018 March. 

3. Clare C. Brown . . J. Mick Tilford. T. Mac Bird. ··Improved Health and Insurance Status 
among Cigarette Smokers AHer Medicaid Expansion: 2011-2016."" Public Health Reports. 
Epub 2018 Jan. 

•. Marcia A. Byers. Patricia Wright, .J. Mick Tilford. Lynn S. Nemeth, Ellyn Matthe,:vs. Anita 
i\·1itchell. ··Comparing Smoking Cessation Outcomes in Nurse-led and Physician-le<.! Primary 
Care Visits:·./ ,\furs Care Qua/. 2017. EPub 2017 Sep 29. 

5. Payakachat N . . J. Mick Tilford. Kuhlthau K. --Parent-reported Use of interventions by 
toddlers and preschoolers with autism spectrum disorder:· P.,ychialric: Services. Epub 2017 
Oct 16. 

6. I lsueh-Fen Chen. Salccma Karim. Fci \Van. Adrienne Nevola. Michael E. Morris, T. Mac 
Bird . . J. l\-"lick Tilford. ·•Financial Pcrformam:e of Hospitals in the Mississippi Delta Region 
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under the Hospital Readmission Reduction Program and Hospital Value-based Purchasing 
Program . . \ledirnl ( 'are. 2017 55( 11 ): 924-930. 

7. Hsueh-Fen Chen. Adrienne Nevola, Tommy M. Bird. Saleema A. Karim. Michael E. l\forris, 
Fei Wan, J. !\'lick Tilford. ··Understanding Factors Associated with Readmission Disparities 
among Delta Region. Delta State, and Other Hospitals:· Forthcoming in the American 
Journal ,?f"Managed ('are. 

8. Leanne M Redman, L. Anne Gilmore. Jeffrey Breaux, Diana M Thomas, KarenElkind
Hirsch. Tiffany Stev..-art, Daniel S Hsia. Jeffrey Bm1on, John W Apolzan, Loren E Cain, 
Abby D Altazan, Shelly Ragusa. Heather Brady, AllisonDavis, J. Mick Tilford. Elizabeth F 
Sutton. Corby K Martin. ··A novel e-Health intervention can deliver an intensive lifestyle 
intervention to pregnant women with pre-pregnancy overweight and obesity for management 
of gestational weight gain: a randomized controlled pilot study.'' .!MIR Mheallh Uhealth. 
2017 5(9): el 33. 

9. Kristina L. Bondurant. .I. Gary Wheeler. Zoran Bursae, Tereasa Holmes. J. Mick Tilford. 
··Comparison of Ollice-Based Versus Outsourced Immunization Recall Services:· Clinical 
Pediatrics, 2017 Jun;56(6):555-563. 

I 0. Pratik Doshi I. J. Mick Tilford. Songthip Ounpraseuth, Dennis Z. Kuo, Nalin Payakachat. 
··Do Insurance Mandates Affect Racial Disparities in Outcomes for Children "vith Autism:·· 
Matern Child Health.I 2017 Feb:~1(2):351-366 

11. Alesia Ferguson. Christopher Yates . . J. Mick Tilford. ··Value Based Insurance Designs in the 
Treatment of Mental Health Disease:· Amffican .Journal <?[Managed Care. 1016 Jan 
I :22( I ):e38-44 

12. Scott D. Grosse. Robert J Berry. J Mick Tilford, .lames E Kucik, Norman .I Waitzman. 
'"Retrospective Assessment of the Cost Savings of Prevention: Folic Acid Fortification and 
Spina Bifida in the United Stales:· American .Journal of Prevent ire Medicine. 2016 
May;50(5 Suppl I ):S74-80 

13. Nalin Payakachat. J. Mick Tilford. Wendy Ungar. "National Database for Autism Research 
(NDAR): Big data opportunities for health services research and technology assessment:· 
Pharmacoeconomics. 2016 Feb:34(2): 127-38. 

14 . . J. Mick Tilford. Nalin Payakachat. Karen Kuhlthau. Jeffrey M. Pyne, Erica Kovacs, Jayne 
Bellando, D. Keith Williams, Werner Brouv1.·er. Richard Frye. ··Treatment for Sleep Prohkms 
in Children v,ith Autism and Caregiver Spillover Effects:· .Joumal <?/A11tis111 and 
De\·elopmental Disordffs. 2015 Nov:45( 11 ):3613-23. 

15. Nalin Payakachat, J. Mick Tilford "Can The EQ-5D Detect Meaningful Change? i\ 
Systematic Review" Plwmwcocc0110111ics. ~0 15 Nov:33( 11 ): 113 7-54. 
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I 6. Sharla Smith. Glen Mays, .J. IVlick Tilford, Holly Felix. Geoff Curran, Michael Preston. 
Impact of Economic Constraints on Public Health Delivery System Structures . . -1:\l .I P11h 
Heu/th. 2015 Sep: l 05(9):c48-53 

17. Alan .I. Budnev. Catherine Stanger . • J. Mick Tilford. Pamela C. Brown. Zhongzc Li. /higang ., ..... ._ ._ ...... 

Li. and Denise Walker. ··Computer-assisted Behavioral Therapy and Contingency 
Management for Cannabis Use Disorder:· P.,;ycho/og_r o/Addic1ive Bchm·iors. 2015 
Sep:29(3):501-11. 

18 . . J. Mick Tilford and Nalin Payakachat, "Progress in Measuring Family Spillover Effects for 
Economic Evaluations:· Expe11 Reviews in Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research. 
2015 Apr: I 5(2): 195-8 . 

. Cited in Chapter 7 of the 2nd US Panel recommendations for conducting CEA. 

19. Barbara S. Saunders . .J. Mick Tilford, Jill J. Fussell, Eldon G. Schulz. Patrick H. Casey and 
Dennis Z. Kuo. ·•Financial and Employment Impact of Intellectual Disability on Families of 
Children with Autism.'' Families. Systems. and Health. 2015 Mar;33( I ):36-45. 

20. Karen Hye-cheon Kim. Carol Cornell, T Elaine Pre\\.-itt. Zoran Bursae . . J. Mick Tilford, 
Jerome Turner. Kenya Eddings. Sharhonda Love, Kimberly Harris. The WORD (Wholeness. 
Oneness. Righteousness, Deliverance): Design of a randomized controlled trial testing the 
effcctiwness of an evidence-based \.veight loss and maintenance intervention translated for a 
faith-based. rural. African American population using a community-based participatory 
approach. Contempormy Clinical Trials. 2015 .lanA0:63-73. 

:21. Nalin Payakachat, J. Mick Tilford, Karen A. Kuhlthau. N. Job van Exel, Erica Kovacs, 
.Jayne Bellando. Jefti-cy M. Pyne. Werner BF BroU\ver. --Predicting Health Utilities for 
Children \vith Autism Spectrum Disorders:· Aulism Research. 2014 Oec:7(6):649-63. 

n. Karen Kuhlthau, Nalin Payakachat, Jennifer Delahaye. Jill Hurson. Jeffrey M. Pyne. Erica 
Kovacs. and .J. Mick Tilford. ·'Quality of Life for Parents of Children with Autism Spectrum 
Disorder for Use in Cost-eftectiveness Evaluations:· Research on A111;,m1 S'pc:ctrum 
Disorclas. 10 I 4 Oct: ( 8) I 0: I 339-1350 

23. Renske I-lnetiirnn. Nalin Payakachat. Job van Exel. Karen Kuhlthau. Jeffrey Pyne. and J. 
Mick Tilford. ··Caring for a Child with Autism Spectrum Disorder and Parents· Quality of 
Life: Application of the Carer()ol.. '" Journal olA utism and /Je\·elopme111a/ Disorders. 2014 
Aug:44(8): 1933-45. 

24. Priya l\-1endiratta. Parthak Prodhan . .J. Mick Tilford. and Jeanne Wei. "Trends in 
Percutaneous Endoscopic Gastrostomy Placement in the Elderly from 1993-2003." American 
.loumul of.,fl::hcimers Di.H'ase & Other Dementias. 2012 Dec: 27(8): 609-6 I 3. 

~5. Nalin Payakaehat. .J. Mick Tilford. Erica Kovacs, Karen Kuhlthau. ··Autism Spectrum 
Dison.krs: A Review of 1\-kasures for Clinical. Health Sen ices. and Cost-Ertedivcness 
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Applications.·· Erperl Reviews ol Pharmacoeconomics and ( )utcomcs Rescarch. 2012 
Aug: 12( 4 ):485-503. 

26 . . J.1\-'lick Tilford. Nalin Payakachat, Erica Klwacs. Jeffrey M. Pyne. Werner Brouwer. Todd 
Nick . .larnc Bellando, Karen Kuhlthau. ··Prel"ert·1H.:e-bascd Health-related Quality of Life 
Outcomes in Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders: A Comparison of Generic 
Instruments:· Phurmacoeconomics, 2012 Aug I: 30(8): 661-679 .. 

27. Rebecca A. Krukowski . • J. Mick Tilford. Jean Harvey-Berino. Delia Smith West. 
··Comparing Behavioral Weight Loss Modalities: Incremental Cost-effectiveness of an 
I ntemet-hased versus an In-person Condition:· Ohesif_r. 2011 Aug: 19(8): 1629-35. 

28. Nalin Payakachat. J. Mick Tilford, Werner Brouwer . .lob Van Exel. Scott D~ Grosse. 
··Measuring Health and Well-being effects in Family Caregivers of Children with 
Craniofocial Malformations. Qzwli~f o_f L!fe Research.2011 Nov:20(9): 1487-95. 

29. Dennis 7. Kuo. T. Mac Bird, J. Mick Tilford. ··Associations of Family-Centered Care with 
Health Outcomes for Children with Special Health Care Needs.'' Maternal and Child Health 
.lounwl. 2011 Aug;l5(6):794-805. 

30. Sc.:011 D. Grosse, Alina L. Flores. Lijing Ouyang. James M. Robbins. John M. Tilford. 
··Impact or Spina Bifida on Parental Caregivers: Findings from a Survey or Arkansas 
Familit's."· .Journal <?/'Child and Fami(v S1udies. 2009 Oct: 18(5): 574-581. 

31. Priya ~vkndiratla . • John M. Tilford, Pa11hak Prodhan. i\.fario A. Cleves, and Jeanne Y. Wei. 
··Trends in Hospital Discharge Disposition for Elderly Patients with Infective Endocarditis: 
1993-2003."" .Journal <~fthe American Geriatrics Socief_v. 2009 May:57(5):877-81. 

32 . . John M. Tilford, Scott D. Grosse. Allen C. Goodman. and Kemeng Li. "Labor Market 
Productivity Costs for Caregivers of Children ,vith Spina Bitida: A Population-Based 
Analysis." Jfedirnl Decision Making. 2009: Jan-Feb:29( I ):23-32. 

33. Bryan I.. Burke. James M. Robbins, TM Bird. CharlollL' A. Hobbs. Claire Nesmith. John M. 
Tilford. ··Trends in Hospitalizations for Neonatal .Jaundice and Kernictcrus in the United 
States: 1988 to :wos:· Pediatrics. 2009; Feb: 123(2):524-32. 

3-L Stephen !'vi. Bowman. Tommy M. Bird, Mary E. Aitken. John M. Tilford. ··Trends in 
llospitalil'.ations Associated with Pediatric Traumatic Brain Injuries."· Pedia1rics. 2008 
NO\ : I~ 2( 5 ):988-93 

35. Laura Smith-Olinde. Scott D. Grosse, Frank Olinde. Patti F. l'v1artin . . John M. Tilford. 
··Health 'state Preference Scores ti.)r Children with Permanent Childhood Hearing Loss: A 
Compar.11i,·c Analysis of the QWB and Hlll3."" Q11a/i1y o(Li/i! Research. 2008 
Aug: 17( (1 ):943-53. 
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36 . .John M. Tilford. Allen C. Goodman. Mary E. Aitken. P. David Adelson. --Measuring the 
Cost-effccti\'cncss l)flechnologic Change in the Treatment of Pediatric Traumatic Brain 
Injury:· The .Journal o(Trauma. 2007 Dec:63(6 Suppl):S I I 3-20: discussion S 121. 

3 7. fVlario A. Cleves. Charlotte A. Hobbs. Phillip A. Cleves, John !VI. Tilford. TM Bird. James 
l'v1. Robbins. '·Congenital Detects Among Livcborn Infants with Down Syndrome. Birth 
De/eels Res.A Cli11.:\fol. Teratol. 2007 Aug;79: 657-63. 

38. John M. Tilford. Mary E. Aitken. Allen C. Goodman. Debra 11. Fiser. Jeffrey B. 
Killingswo11h. Jerri I W. Green. P. David Adelson. ·'Child Health Related Quality of Life 
Following Neurocritical Care for Traumatic Brain Injury: An Analysis of Preference
Weighted Outcomes:· Neurocritical Care. Neurocrit Care. 2007 Aug:7(1 ):64-75. 

39. James M. Robbins. T.M. Bird . . John M. Tilford, Mario/\.. Cleves, Charlotte A. Hobbs. Scolt 
D. Grosse. Adolpho Correa, A. --Hospital Stays. Hospital Charges. and In-Hospital Deaths 
Among Infants v,·ith Selected Birth Defects - United States. 2003:· .Journal o/Americon 
lfedicim: Association. 2007 Feb;297(8):802-803 

40. T.M. Bird. Charlotte A. Hobbs. Mario A. Cleves. ,John M. Tilford. James M. Robbins. 
··National Rates of Birth Defects Among Hospitalized Newborns:· Birth Defects Research 
Part A Clinical and Molecular Teratology. 2006 Nov:76( 11 ):762-9. 

41 . .lames M. Robbins. T.M. Bird, John M. Tilford, J. Alex Reading. Mario A. Cleves. Mary E. 
Aitken. Charlotte M. Druschel, Charlotte A. Hobbs. '·Reduction in newborns with discharge 
coding of in utero alcohol effects in the United States. 1993 to 2002:' Archives o/Pediarric 
andAdole.\l'l'llf Medicine. 2006 Dec. /60:/22./-/231. 

42. Stephen J. Pont. James M. Robbins, T. M. Bird, James B. Gibson, Mario/\. Cleves. John M. 
Tilford. Mary E. Aitken. ··Congenital Malformations Among Liveborn Infants with 
Trisomies 18 and 13.'' American Journal o/'.Medical Genetics. 2006 Aug 15: 140( 16): I 749-
56. 

43 . .lames M. Robbins . . John M. Tilford. T. M. Bird, Mario A. Cleves. J. Alex Reading. 
Charlotte A. 1 lobbs. ··Hospitalizations of newborns with folate-sensitive birth defects before 
and after fortification of foods with folic acid:' Pediatrics. 2006 Dec: 118(6):2608. 

44. Folafoluwa 0. Odetola, John M. Tilford, Matthew M. Davis. ··variation in the Use of 
lntracranial Pn.:ssurc l'v1onitoring and Mortality in Critically Ill Children with Meningitis in 
the United States:· Pediotrics. 2006 Jun; 117(6): 1893-900. 

-l5. Adriana 1\1. Lopez . . John M. Tilford, K.S. Anand, Chan-Hee Jo. Jerri! W. Green. Mary F. 
Aitken. Debra H. Fiser. '·Variation in Pediatric Intensive Care Therapies and Outcomes by 
Race. Gender. and Insurance Status_-· Pediatric Critical Cure Medici11£.'. 2006 Jan:7( I ):2-6. 

46. ll>l<1 K. l\,Joon. Frank L Fanner, .John M. Tilford . .. Attenuation of Racial Differen1.:es in 
Health Scr\'iccs Utilization Palterns for Previously Uninsured Children in the Delta_-· The 
.loumol of"R11ml Ilea/th. 2005 Fall:21(4):288-94. 
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47. John M. Tilford, l\lary E. Aitken. K.IS Anand. Jerri! Green, Allen C. Goodman. James 
Parker. Jeff Killings,,orth. Debra Fiser. and David Adelson. "Hospitalizations for Critically 
Ill Children \\ ith Traumatic Brain Injuries: A Longitudinal Analysis." Crilirnl Care 
t\.fedicine. 2005 Scp:33( 9):2074-8 l. 

48. John M. Tilford. Scott D. Grosse. James tv1. Robbins, Jeffrey M. Pyne. Mario A. Cleves. 
and Charlotte A. Hobbs. "Health State Preference Scores of Children ,vith Spina Bifida and 
Their CarcgiYers." Quo/ ity o( L(tc Research. 2005 l\tlay; 14( 4 ): I 08 7-98. 

49. Jeff Killingsv,:orth. John M. Tilford, James Parker, James Graham. Rhonda Dick. f\1ary 1-:. 
Aitken. ··National Hospitalization Impact of Pediatric AII-T errai 11 Vehicle Injuries:· 
Pt:diulrics. 2005 Mar: 1 15( 3 ):c316-2 l. 

50. Perla A. Vargas. Pippa M. Simpson. J. Gary Wheeler. Raj iv Goel. Charles R. Field, .John M. 
Tilford. Stacie M. Jones. ··Characteristics or Children with Asthma in a Head Start 
Program.·· .!oumul o/.-11/ergy and Clinicol /111111111wlogy. 2004 Sep: I 14(3 ). 499-504. 

51. Jeffrey R. Kaiser. .John M. Tilford. Pippa M. Simpson, Walid J\. Salhab. Charles R. 
Rosenfeld. "Hospital Survival of Very Low Birth Weight Neonates from 1977-2000." 
.Journal of Perinato/ogy. 2004 Jun;24(6):343-50. 

52 . • John M. Tilford. \fario A. Cleves. and Sadia Ghaffar. "Management or llypoplastic Left 
Heart Syndrome." (letter) Pediatrics. 2003 Nov; I 12(5): 12 I 0-1: and 2004 Feb: 11 3( 2):431-2. 

53. Zola K. l'vloon, Frank L Farmer, .John f\·1. Tilford. and Kelly J. Kelleher. "Dental 
Disadvantage among the Disadvantaged: Double Jeopardy for Rural Schoolchildren." 
Journal o/School /1eulth. 2003 Aug;73(6):242-4. 

54. John M. Tilford and James G. Parker. A Gender Bias in the Allocation of ICU Resources"? 
Criticol Cure ,\Jedicine. 2003 Jul:31(7):2073-4. 

55 . .lames M. Robbins . .John M. Tilford. Stephen R. Gillaspy . .Jennifer L. Sha\.\'. Donald D. 
Simpson. Richard F. Jacobs, J. Gary Wheeler. '"Parental Emotional and Time Costs Predict 
Compliance with Respiratory Syncytial Virus Prophylaxis·· Amhu/010,y Pediatrin. 2002 
Nov-Dec;2(6 ):444-8 

56. f\1ary E. Aitken. John M. Tilford, Kathle1.:'n W. Barrett, James G. Parker. Pippa Simpson. 
Jeanne Landgraf James M. Robbins. "Health Status of Children After /\dmission for Injury." 
Pediatrics. 2002 Aug: 110(2 Pt I ):33 7-42. 

57. ,John M. Tilford. "Cost-Htcctiveness Analysis and Emergency l\1cdical Services for 
Children: Issues and Applications." A.mhulotorv Pediatrics. 2002 Jul-Aug:2(4 SupplU-10-6. 

58 . . John M. Tilfonl, James M. Robbins. Charlotte Hobbs. "Improving L:stimatcs of Caregi,·er 
Time Cost and F:1mily Impact Associat~d ,,·ith Birth Defects." Teratology. 2001:6-J. Suppl 
I :S37-4 l 
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59. ,John M. Tilford, Pippa M. Simpson. I'imothy S. Yeh, Shelly Lensing. Mary E. Aitken. 
Jerri! W. Green. Judith Harr. and Debra 11. Fiser. ··Variation in Therapy and Outcome fix 
Pediatric Head Trauma Patients." Critical Care Medicine. 2001 May:29(5): I 056-61. 

Reviewed in Fediatric /:'111ery,cnq & ( 'ritical Care and lnrensive Care Monitor. 

60. James M. Robbins, John M. Tilford. Richard F. Jacobs. J. Gary Wheeler. Stephen Gillaspy. 
and Gordon F. Schutze. "Costs and Respiratory Syncytial Virus." (letter) Pediatrics. 2001 
Mar: I 07(3):608-9 

61. .John M. Tilford, Pippa M. Simpson. Jerri! W. Green, Shelly Lensing. and Debra H. Fiser. 
··Volume-Outcome Relationships in Pediatric Intensive Care Units:· Pediatrics, 2000 
Aug: 106(2 Pt I ):289-94. 

Reviewed in Research Brief_\. 

62. Mingliang Zhang, John C. Fortney . . John M. Tilford, and Kathryn M. Rost. "An application 
of the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation," Healrh Services and Ourcomcs Research 
Methodology. 2000 Jun: I (2): 165-171. 

63. Debra H. Fiser. ,John 1\1. Tilford. and Paula K. Roberson. --Relationship or Illness Severit: 
and Length of Stay to functional Outcomes in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit: a rvtulti
institutional Study:· ( 'riticul ( ·ure Mcdici11C'. 2000 Apr:28(4): I 173-9. 

64. Allen C. Goodman . . John M. Tilford, Janet Hankin, Harold D. Holder. and Eleanor Nishiura . 
.. Alcoholism Treatment Offset Effects: An Insurance Perspective ... Aledical Cure Resrnrch 
and Review. 2000 Mar:57( I ):51- 75. 

65. KJS Anand and .John M. Tilford. "Has the Increased Survival of Premature Infants Affected 
Resource Utilization in Pl'diatric Intensive Care Units?" Critical Care Medicine. 2000 
Mar:28(3 ):900-2. 

66 . . John M. Tilford. Paula K. Roberson. Shelly Lensing. and Debra H. Fiser. "Improvement in 
Pediatric Critical Care Outc0mes." Critintl Cure Afedicine. (letter) 2000 F eb:28( 2):601-3. 

67. ,John M. Tilford. James M. Robbins. Sarah .J. Shema. and Frank L Farmer. ··Response to 
Health Insurance by Previously Uninsured Rural Children, .. Heallh Services Research. 1999 
Aug:34(3 ):761- 75. 

68. Allen C. Goodman. f\,1in111 Stann. and .John :VI. Tilford (authorship determined 
alphabetically). --Household Production of Health Investment: Analysis and Applications:· 
.\'our hem Emnomic .lourno!. 1999 ,-\pr:65( 4 ): 791-806. 

69 . .John M. Tilford. Paula K. Roberson. Shelly Lensing. Dehm 11. Fiser. .. Differences in 
Pediatric !Cl i Mor1ality Risk Over Time ... Cririrnl Care 1'v!edicine. 1998 Oct:26( 10): I 737-
43. 
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Reviewed in Critical Care Almwgemenl. Research Brief\·. and abstracted in Pediatric Nell's. 

70. James M. Robbins. John M. Tilford. Richard F. Jacobs . .I. Gary Wheeler. Stephen Gillaspy. 
and Gordon E. Schutze. ··A Number Needed to Treat Analysis of the Use of Respiratory 
Syncytial Virus Immune Globulin to Prevent Hospitalization . ."· Archives of Pediatric and 
Adolt!scent Medicine. I 998 Apr;l 52(4 ):358-66. 

Reviewed in Infectious Diseases in Children. 

71. Camilla M. Romund. Frank L Farmer. and John M. Tilford. ··U.S. Public School 
Enrollment-based Health Insurance Initiatives and America ·s Uninsured:· .Journal <?(School 
Health. 1997 Dec;67(10):422-7. 

72 . . John M. Tilford, William E. Garner. Steven W. Strode. Ann B. Bynum. ··Rural Arkansas 
Physicians and Telemedicinc Technology: Attitudes in Communities Receiving Equipment." 
711e Telemedicine Journal. I 997 Wintcr:3(4):257-63. 

73. Allen C. Goodman, Eleanor Nishiura, Janet R. Hankin, Harold D. Holder, and ,John M. 
Tilford. ··Long Tenn Alcoholism Treatment Costs,'· Medical Care Research and Rel'iew, 
I 996 Dec:53(4):441-64 .. 

74 . . John M. Tilford and Debra H. Fiser. --Futile Care in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit: 
Ethical and Economic Considerations:· editorial. .Journal of Pediatrics. 1996 
Jun: 128(6):725-7. 

75. Vaughn I. Rickert, Sandra K. Pope, .John M. Tilford. Sarah Hudson Scholle, John B. 
Wayne. and Kelly J. Kelleher. ··The Effects of Mental Health Factors on Ambulatory Care 
Visits by Rural Teens:· .Journal lf Rural Health. I 996 Summer: 12(3 ): 160-8. 

8. Book Chapters 

I. .J. Mick Tilford and Ali Raja. --is More Aggressive Treatment of Pediatric Traumatic. Brain 
Injury Worth h'?'" in Economic Emluation <?(Child lleallh. Wendy Ungar (ed.). Oxford 
University Press, 2009. 

-, Werner Brouwer, Job Van Exel. and J. Mick Tilford. --incorporating Caregiver and Family 
Effects in Economic Evaluations of Child Health. in Economic Evaluation <!lChild Ht!alth. 
Wendy Ungar (ed.), Oxford University Press, 2009. 

C. Non Peer Reviewed Publications 

I. Jason Scheel. .J. Mick Tilford, and Melanie Boyd. I IFDIS Measures: Using Numbers to 
lmpro\-c 1-lcalth in Arkansas . .Jo11rnal o(the Arkansas .\lcdical Society. 2010 reb:106(8):180-
1. 

) .J. Mick Tilford. ( hild Health Economics at the 11 IL\ / 11 ' Worltl Congress. il/LA,reek nn. 
In. September 2009. 
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3. .John M. Tilford. Book Review of The Cos! ,?(Birth Dt!_kcis: l::.!,linwtes olthe l 'a/ue ,4· 
l're1·e111io11. by Norman .I. Waitzman. Richard M. Schefller. Patrick S. Romano . .Journal <?I' 
Perinalology. l 7(2): 175. 1997. 

4. Paula K. Roberson, John M. Tilford, and Sarah J. Shema. ··Developing Instruction in 
Research Skills for Pediatric Fellows," Proceedings o(the Statistical Education Seel ion <?I' 
!hi! American ."i'wtistica/ Association. I 995. 

5. .John M. Tilford. Paula K. Roberson, and Debra 1-1. Fiser. ··Using !fit and lroc to Evaluate the 
Performance of Mortality Prediction Models."' Sta/a Technical Bulletin. 28: 14-18. 
November 1995. Cited in the Stata® User Manual under Logistic Regression. 

I>. Submitted Manuscripts 

I. Scott D. Grosse, Jamison Pike, Rieza Soelaeman. J. Mick Tilford. ··Quantifying Family 
Spillover Effects in Economic Evaluations: Measurement and Valuation of Informal Care 
Time.·· Submitted to Pharmacoeconomics. 

1. Clare Brov.,·n . . J. Mick Tilford, D. Keith Williams, Karen A Kuhlthau. Jeffrey M. Pyne. 
Werner l3F Brouwer, Nalin Payakachat. ··Measuring Caregiver Spillover Eflects Associated 
with ,\utism Spectrum Disorders: A Comparison of the UJ-5D and SF-60:· Submitted to 
l'harnwcoc:conomics. 

3. Sharla Smith. Glen Mays, J. Mick Tilford. T. Mac Bird. ct al. --Public Health System 
Partnerships and The Scope of Maternal and Child Services: A Longitudinal Study.'' 
Submitted to Fronliers in Public Health Services anti Sn1e111s Rf!search. 

E. Professional Reports 

I. ··Arkansas I lealth Care Independence Program (Private Option). Section 1115 Demonstration 
\Vai,·cr Interim Report."' Prepared for Arkansas Center for Health Improvement. March 2016 . 

, 
. J. Mick Tilford. Mir Ali, T. Mac Bird. Stephen Bowman, .lake Colley. Karen Drummond, 
I lolly Felix. Liz Gates. M. Kathryn Stewai1. Melanie Boyd. Kristina Bondurant. Anita Joshi, 
Pedro Ramos. Nichole Sanders, Mayumi. ··Arkansas State Partnership Health Insurance 
Marketplace: Year One Evaluation:· Prepared for Arkansas Insurance Department, June 
2015. 

3. .J. l\1ick l'"ilford .. Chcnghui Li.. and Sharla Sn1ith ..... l .. hc Econon,ir Cost of l-lealth Inequalities 
in 1\rkansas:· Prepared for the Arkansas Minority Health Commission. April 2014. 

4. ,J. Mick Tilford, Austin Porter. Jason Scheel. Melanie Boyd. and Michelle Pullman. 
I lospitaliz.ations and Medical Care Costs of Serious.Traumatic Brain lnjuries. Spinal Cord 
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Injuries. and Traumatic Amputations. Submitted to Arkansas Spinal Cord Commission. June 
2013. 

). .J. Mick Tilford and \Villiam Watson. ·•Fiscal and Policy Implications for the State of 
Arkansas from Rebalancing Long Term Care Services and Suppo11s Follo\.ving Provisions in 
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 20 Io:· Arkansas Department of Health and 
Human Services. Division on Aging, September 2012. 

6. Jcnniter Sullivan and Kathleen Stoll. ··The Great Divide: \\/hen Kids Get Sick. Insurance 
rv1attcrs:· Families USA, February 2007. Data Analysis and Technical Appendix by .J. Mick 
Tilford. 

7. --Evaluation of the Family Planning Demonstration Waiver: A Report to the Division of 
Medical Services of the Arkansas Department of Human Services:· October 2004. 

8. Kate Stewart. Ann P. Riley, John M. Tilford. --Evaluation of the Family Planning 
Demonstration \Vaivcr: An Interim Repon to the Division of Medical Services of the 
Arkansas Department of Human Services:· April. 2002. 

9 .John M. Tilford. --Expansion of Medicaid Services for Children and Pregnant Women in the 
State of Arkansas: A Cost Analysis." The Governor's Task Force on Health Care Reform. 
April 1994. 

I 0 . . John M. Tilford. ··Access to Medical Care and the Demand for Medical Care." Executive 
Summary v.ritten for the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research. January 1994. 

I I . .John M. Tilford. ·•Cigarette Smoking Behavior and Potential Health Care Savings in the 
State of Michigan," Final Report to the Michigan Health Care Education and Research 
r oundation. May I 993. 

F. Unpublished Thesis 

··Coinsurance. Willingness to Pay 1<.)r Time. and Elderly Health Care Demand:· Unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation. Detroit Ml: Wayne State University, 1993. Thesis committee: Allen C. 
Goodman (chair). Gail Jensen. Steve Spurr. Janet Hankins. 

(;. Lay Publications 

1. .J. Mick Tilford. Health-care Economics and the Fedaal Mandate. Arkansas Democrat 
(ia::.elle. November 14 . .2010 . 

! . J. Mick Tilford. Missing Markets for Health Insurance. Arku11.1as Democrat 0a::.effe. f'vlarch 
29. 2013. 
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VII. SCIENTIFIC PRESENTATIONS 

A. lm·itcd Presentations and Lectures 

l. Arkansas Department or Health Grand Rounds. --what Do Students of Health Care 
Economics Know About Health Care Reform?"' March, 2017 

") Arkansas Department of Health Grand Rounds. ··The Economic Cost or llealth Inequalities 
in Arkansas:· September. 2014-

3. Health Disparities Panel for Delta Leadership Institute, '·Health Disparities: Economic Cost 
and Policy Research:· September, 2014 . 

.i. International I lcalth Economics Association (IHEA). European Conference on I lealth 
Economics (ECHE). ··Nursing Roles and Health Care Economics·· Dublin. Ireland, July. 
2014. 

5. Arkansas f'v1inority Health Summit Panel Discussion with Darrell Gaskin, Brian Smedley. 
and moderated by T..I. Holmes. April 2014. 

6. Arkansas Academy or Audiology. Keynote Address. May 2012. 

7. NIMH Research rrack on Health Care Reform at the American Psychiatric Association 
Meetings. ··Measuring ()uality-Adjusted Life Years in Children with Autism:· May 2011. 

8. Central Michigan University. Department of Economics, "Challenges and Opportunities in 
the Economic Evaluation of Child Health Services:· April 2010. 

9. Cincinnati Children·s Hospital Grand Rounds. ·'Challenges and Opportunities in the 
Economic Evaluation of Child Health:· May 2009. 

10. Division of Health Services Research, Cincinnati Children's Hospital. ··Methods for 
Addressing Selection 8ias in Observational Studies:· May 2009. 

11. Michigan Department of Health. Lansing, Ml. --incorporating Family Effects in Economic 
Evaluations of Child Health Interventions." April 2008. 

12. National Study on Cost and Outcomes of Trauma (NSCOT) for Kids. sponsored by the 
Agency for I lealthcarc Quality and Research. and the Emergency l'v1eclical Services for 
Children program al the Maternal and Child Health Bureau. --Measuring the Cost
cftecti\'cness ofTcchnologi_cal Improvement in the Treatment of Traumatic Brain Injury·· 
March 2007. 

13. Agency for 1-kallhcare Research and Quality, I 0th Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project 
(HCUP) Partner~ l\k1.:·ting. ··HCUP Partner Data Contributing to the Public G<.)l)d: Injury 
Impact and Policies:· March 2006. 
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14. Centers for Disease Control and Pn:?,·ention Conference on Prioritizing a Research Agenda 
for Orofocial Clells. Atlanta GA. ··Caregiver Time Costs:· January 2006. 

15. Centers for Disease.' Control and Prevention. Atlanta GA: ··1 lcalth Effects of Congenital 
Hearing I .nss:· March 2005. 

16. National Institutes of Arthritis and Musculoskelctal and Skin Diseases \Vorkshop on the 
Burden ol"l'v1uscle Disease. Bethesda Maryland, January 2005. 

17. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention - Charting the Course: Birth Defects. 
Developmental Disnbilities, and Disability and Health. Atlanta. Georgia: ··Health Utilities 
and Time Costs for Caregivers of Children with Spina Bifida:· September 2002. 

I 8. National Congress on Childhood Emergencies. Dallas, TX: '"Economic Evaluation:· (v,ith 
Anne Haddix) April 2002. 

19. National EMSC Cira111ee l\1eeting. Tysons Corner, VA: "Grant Writing." June 200 I. 

20. Ambulatory Pediatric Association Conference - Improving Emergency Medical Services for 
Children through Outcomes Research: An Interdisciplinary Approach. Rcston Virginia. 
"Measuring Cost and Cost-effectiveness," March 2001. 

21. National Congress on Childhood Emergencies, Baltimore, l'v1arylancl: ··cust-Benetit and 
Cost-Effectiveness Analysis:· (\:vith Anne Haddix) March 2000. 

22. St. Georges I lospital and i\-1cdical School, London, United Kingdom: ··1Vkasuring the Cost 
and Qualitv of Pediatric Intensive Care Units:· June 1999. 

23. Aitken Neuroscience Center. New York. NY. "Variation in the Use of lntracranial Pressure 
Monitoring for Pediatric I lead Trauma Patients." November 1998. 

B. Peer-Reviewed Research Presentations (selected) 

I. Tilford JM. Melanie Boyd. Kristine Bondurant. Holly Felix. Pedro Ramos. Liz Gates. !Vlir 
Ali. Stephen Bowman. Comparison of Private Insurance Consumers in Arkansas: Medicaid 
and Exchange Enr()llees. 1\cademyHealth Annual Research Meeting . .lune 2016. 

") 

.., 
) 

Tilford JM. Ideas for improving health economics content in student term papers. American 
Society of Health Fet)nomist ASH Econ. June 20 I 6. 

Tilford JM. Payakachat N. Kovacs E. Pyne .I. Kuhlthau K. Outcomes associated with 
gastrointestinal disL)rdn:- l<n children with autism spectrum disorders and their caregivers. 
Presented as an organized session with Eve Wittenberg and Lisa Prosser. 11 IEA/ECHE, Jul~ 
2014. 

4. Tilfonl .JM. Payakachat N. Kuhlthau K. Pyne JM, Kovacs E. Brouwer W. Health utilities 
and caregiver spillm·cr effects associated with sleep problems in children with autism 
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spectrum disorders. The International Society for Quality of Life Research (ISOQOL) 20th 

Annual Meeting. Miami. FL October 2013. 

5. Payakachat N, Hoefman RJ. Ko,acs. van Exel J. Pyne J. Kuhlthau K, Tilford ,JM. Brouwer 
W. Qua I ity of life among parents of children \Vith autism spectrum disorders: A comparison 
of generic instruments. The International Society for Quality of Life Research {ISOQOL) 
I 9th Annual Meeting. Budapest. Hungary. October 24-27.2012. (Platform) 

6. Tilford .JM. Payakachat N. Pyne J!'vL Kuhlthau KA. Comparing experienced utility values 
from generic instruments for caregivers of children with autism. American Society of Health 
Economists. Minneapolis MN . .lune 2012. 

7. Tilford ,JM. Payakachat N, Pyne JM. Kuhlthau KA. Brouwer WB. Comparing experienced 
utility values from generic instruments for caregivers of children with autism. European 
Conference on Health Economics. Zurich Switzerland. July 2012. 

8. Payakachat N. Tilford .JM. Pyne .I. Bellando J. Kovacs E, Kuhlthau K. Measuring 
preference-weighted scores for children with autism spectrum disorders: a comparison of 
generic instruments. The 8th World Congress on Health Economics: Transforming Health & 
Economics. Toronto, Canada. July 10-13. 201 I (Platform) 

9. Tilford JM. Pyne JM. Payakachat N. Bellando BJ. Kuhlthau K. ··1v1easuring quality-adjusted 
life years for economic evaluations of treatments services for children ,Nith autism:· 15th 

NIMH Biennial Research Conference on the Economics of Mental Health: Comparative 
1:::ftcctiveness and Mental Health Care financing. Washington DC. September 2010. 

I 0. Tilford JM, Payakachat N. The CarerQol instrument in relation to measures of health 
utilities and quality of life outcomes in caregivers of children with craniofacial birth defects. 
8th European Conference on Health Economics. Helsinki Finland. 20 I 0. 

11. Tilford JM. Payakachat N. Grosse SD. Comparison of health utility and quality of life 
measures in family caregivers or children with craniofacial birth defects and autism. 
American Society of Health Economists. Ithaca NY. 20 I 0. 

12. Payakachat N, Grosse SD. Tilford ,JM. Comparison of health utility and quality of lite 
measures in family caregivers of children with craniolacial birth defects. Presented at 
International Society of Quality or Life meeting in New Orleans. LA, 2009. 

1 J. Tilford .JM. Raja Al. Is more aggressive treatment of pediatric traumatic brain injury worth 
it? Presented at International Health Economics Meetings in Beijing China, July 2009. 

14. Goodnian AC, Tilford ,IM. Sleep Matters! Insights from caregivers of children with 
dis;_ibilitics. Presented at the meeting of the American Society of Health Economists. Durham 
NC. 2008. 

I 5. Tilford ,JM. Fussell .I. Schulz E. Casey PH. Family impacts of autism: Analyse:; from the 
2005-2006 national survey or children with special health care needs. Society for Pediatric 
Research. Waikiki HA. 2008. 
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16. Tilford .JM. Correlates of caregiver preference scores. Presented at International Health 
Economics rvleetings in Copenhagen Denmark. July 2007. 

17. Bird TM. Hobbs CA, Cleves MA. Tilford JM. Aitken ME, Robbins JM. Newborn 
hospitalizations of infants with congenital diaphragmatic hernia in the US, 1993-2003. 
Presented at Society for Pediatric Research meetings. Toronto.CA. May 2007. 

18. Mendiratta P, Tilford .JM. Wei .I. National trends in percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy 
tube placement among hospitalized elderly patients in the United States, American Geriatric 
Society Annual Meeting, Seattle WA. May 2007. 

19. Bird TM. Hobbs CA, Cleves MA. Tilford .JM, Aitken ME. Robbins JM. Newborn 
hospitalizations of infants with congenital diaphragmatic hernia in the US, 1993-2003. 
Presented at National Birth Defects Prevention Network meetings, San Antonio, TX. January 
2007. 

20. Grosse SD, Smith-Olinde L, Tilford .JM. Valuing the Health of Children with Congenital 
Hearing Loss: New Findings from the Arkansas Children's Hospital. DHDD Seminar. 
October 13. 2006. 

2 I. Powerful Data. Meaningful Answers -- The HCUP Kids' Inpatient Database (KID) and tlie 
Nationwide Inpatient Sample (NIS). Session panel {with Anne Elixhauser and Pamela Owens 
from AHRQ) at the Child Health Services Research Interest Group Meeting of 
t\cademyHealth, Seattle Washington. June 2006 

21. Tilford .JM. Goodman AC. Adelson PD. Is More Aggressive Treatment of Pediatric 
Traumatic Brain Injury Wo11h It? American Society of Health Economists, Madison 
Wisconsin. June 2006. 

23. Mendiratta P. Tilford JM, Wei J. Trends In Hospital Discharge Disposition For Elderly 
Patients With Infective Endocarditis. American Geriatric Society Annual Meeting, Chicago 
IL May 2006. 

24. Cleves 1\-1/\. Hobbs CA, Cleves PA. Tilford JM. Bird TM. Robbins JM. Major birth detects 
among live born infants with Down syndrome in the United States: 1993 through 2002. 
Presented at National Birth Oetects Prevention Network meetings. Arlington. VA. January 
2006. 

25. Bird TM. Tilford JM, Cleves MA Hobbs CA. Robbins JM. National bi11h defect 
surveillance rates: Administrati,·e data from the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project 
compan:d to select state surveillance systems. Pn:sentcd at National Birth Defects Prevention 
Net,-vork meetings. Arlington, VA. January 2006. 

26. Robbins .JM. Bird TM, Tilford .JM. Cleves MA. Hobbs CA. l .cngth of newborn hospital 
stay. hospital charges and in-hospital deaths among infants with major bi11h defects in the 
United Swtes. Presented at National Birth Defects Prevention Network meetings. Arlington. 
Vi\. January 2006. 
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27. Tilford .JM. Grosse SD. Rohbins JM, Hobbs CA. How does spina bi Iida affect parental 
caregi,·ers? Findings for a survey of families in Arkansas. Presented at National Birth 
Defects Prevention Network meetings. Arlington. VA. January 2006. 

28. Robbins .IM. Bird TM. Tilford JM. Reading A.I. Cleves MA. Aitken ME. Druschel CM. 
Hobbs CA. Reduction in newborns diagnosed v.·ith fetal alcohol exposure in the Unites 
States, 1993 to 2002. Presented at National Birth Detects Prevention Network meetings. 
Arlington. V ;\_ January 2006. 

29. Smith-Olinde L, Tilford JM. Grosse S. Martin PF, Olinde FL. Comparing preference scores 
of children with congenital hearing loss. 71u: Bulletin ol1he American Auditory Society, 30. 
46. 2005. 

30. Smith-Olinde L. Tilford .JM. Grosse SD. l\!lartin PF. Olincle FL. Comparing preference 
scores of children with congenital hearing loss. Research Poster. Annual Meeling. American 
. ludilmJ" Sociely. Scottsdale. AZ. 2005. 

J 1. Tilford JM. Grosse SD, Martin P. Smith-Olinde L. --Health State Preference Scores of 
Children with Congenital Hearing Loss and Their Caregivers:· International Health 
Economics Association, Barcelona, Spain, July 2005. 

3.?. Robbins JM. Bird TM. Tilford .JM. Hobbs CA. Can hospital discharge data complement 
birth deJects surveillance? Presented at Academy Health, Child Health Services Research 
meeting. Boston. June 2005. 

33. Robbins Jf\-1. Bird Tl\1. Tilford JM, Reading .IA. Cleves !\-1A. Aitken MA, Hobbs CA. 
Reductions in newborns diagnosed with fetal alcohol syndrome in the United States 1993 to 
2002. Presented at Academy Health, Child Health Services Research meeting, Boston, June 
2005. 

34. Bannister T, Tilford .JM. Does Teaching Status fnfluence Medical Errors and Mortality in 
Pediatric Injury Hospitalizations? Presented at Academy 1-lcalth, Child Health Services 
Research meeting. Boston. June 2005. 

35. Bird TM, Tilford JM. Cleves MA. Hobbs CA. Robbins .IM. Surveying birth defects in states 
with limited surveillance systems: The value of administrative data. Presented at Southern 
Society ft)r Pt.·diatric Research meetings, Nc,.v Orleans. February :wos . 

.16. Robbins J M. Tilford .JM. Bird TM. Cleves !\·1A. Reading JA. Thompson JW. Hobbs C/\. 
""Hospitalizations of Infants \vith Birth Detects in the United States Befcxe and /\lier 
Fortification of Grains ,vith Folic Acid.'" National Congress on Birth Detects and 
Developmental Disabilities (CDC). \Vashington DC. .July 2004. 

37. Robbins JM. Tilford .JM. Bird TM. Cleves !VIA. Reading JA. Thompson JW. Hobbs CA. 
Nc,-vborn hospitalizations for bi11h defects in the pre and post !<.)lie acid fortification periods. 
Presented at /\.cadcrnv lkalth meetings. San Diego. June 2004. 
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Selected as most outstanding paper in child health 

38. Tilford .JM. 1\itken l'v1L Goodman AC, Green .IW. Killingsworth .JB. Fiser DH. ··Pediatric 
Hospitalizations for Traumatic Brain Injuries: 1997 and 2000:· AcademyHealth. San Diego. 
CA. June 2004. 

39. Oddola FO. Tilford .JM. Davis MM: Utilization of lntracranial Pn::ssure ~,fonitors in 
Critically Ill Children with Meningitis. Academyllealth Annual Meeting. June 2004. 

40. Odetola FO. Tilford .Jl\1. Davis MM: Utilization of lntracranial Pressure Monitors in 
Critically Ill Children with Meningitis. Pediatric Academic Societies' Annual Meeting. May 
2004. 

41. 1-fobbs CA, Robbins .ll'vl. Tilford .JM. Bird TM. Cleves MA, Reading .IA. Thompson JW. 
Have newborn hospitalizations for birth defects declined follO\ving fortification of foods ,vith 
folic acid? Presented at Society for Pediatric Research meetings. San Francisco. May 2004. 

42. Thompson JW. Tilford ,JM. Elixhauser AE. ··Using the Kid"s Inpatient Database,'" Society 
for Pediatric Research. Seattle WA, May 2003. 

, 
43. Cireen .JW. Robbins .IM. Shaw JL, Simpson DD. Tilford JM.. The effect of hospitalization on 

the families of otherwise healthy infants with bronchiolitis. Presented at Society for Pediatric 
Research meetings. Seattle. May 2003. 

-1-4. Tilford .JM. Killingsworth JB, Green J\.V, Aitken Ml:. Analysis of pediatric traumatic brain 
injury over time: Incidence. therapies. and outcome. Southern Society for Pediatric 
Research. Ne,v Orleans. LA, February 22. 2003. Journal of fm,e.,1iga1in· Medicine 2003. 51: 
Supplement 1: S.307. 

45. Tilford .JM. "Children \Vith Spina Bifida: Health Utilities and Caregiver Time Cost:· 
APHA I 30th Annual Meeting & Exposition. Philadelphia, PA, November 2002. 

46. Tilford .JM, Robbins Jl'vL Grosse SD. "1 lealth Utility Relationships for Caregivers or 
Children with Spina Biticla." International Society for Quality of Li le Research. Orlando FL 
November 2002. 

4 7. Killingsworth .I B. Tilford .JM. "Are Outcomes Improving for Pediatric Patients with Severe 
Traumatic Brain Injury?" National Congress on Childhood Emerg~·ncie:--. Dallas TX. April 
2002. 

48. Tilford .JM. Farmer 1-'I .. Kelleher K.1. Robbins JM. "Fluoridation and Children's Demand for 
Dental Care: Analysis of Two Rural Communities:· International I lealth Economics 
Association. 'York UK. July 2001. 

49. Tilford .JM. "\\'illingncss to Pay for a Reduction in Doctor's Office \,Vaiting Time." 
International Health Ecn1w111ics Association. York UK. July 2001. 
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50. Tilford .JM. Farmer FL. Kelleher KJ. Robbins .IM. "Fluoridation and Children·s Demand for 
Dental Care: Analysis of Tvn) Rural Communities." Society for Pediatric Research, May 
2001. 

51. Tilford ,JM. Aitken l'vll:. Simpson PM. Lensing S, Green .IW. Fiser DH. "Variation in 
Pediatric Intcnsi,·e Care Unit Therapies by Race and Insurance Status." Association for 
Health Sen ices Research. June 2000. 

Finalist for Best Paper 

52. Tilford ,JM, Zhang IV!. .. l\,1odeling Health Care Demand v.·ith the Inverse I Iyperbolic Sine 
Transformation." International Health Economics Association Meetings. Rotterdam. The 
Netherlands . .I une 1999. 

53. Tilford .JM, Simpson PM. Lensing S, Fiser DH. "Variation in the Use of lntracranial 
Pressure Monitoring for Pediatric Head Trauma Patients," Association for Health Services 
Research. June I 999. 

54. Tilford .JM, Simpson PM. Lensing S. Fiser DH. ··Volume-Outcome Relationships in 
Pediatric Intensive Care Units:· Society for Pediatric Research. May 1999. 

55. Robbins JM. Tilford .JM. Gillaspy SR. Thomas MD, Lensing SY. Wheeler JG. '·Emotional 
and time costs of RSV-IG ... Society for Pediatric Research meetings. May. 1999. 

56. Tilford .JM, Simpson PM. Lensing S, Fiser DH. •'Volume-Outcome Relationships in 
Pediatric Intensive Care Units." Southern Society for Pediatric Research. February 1999. 

57. Robbins .IM. Tilford JM. Gillaspy SR. Thomas MD, Lensing SY. Wheeler JG ... Baby and 
parental reactions to RSV-IG administration:· Southern Society for Pediatric Research 
meetings. F_ebruary. 1999. 

58. Tilford .JM. Simpson PM. Lensing S, Harr J, Fiser DH. ··Comparison of Resource 
Utilization and Readmissions in Pediatric Intensive Care: The Impact of a Monit()red Care 
Unit." Association frn Health Services Research. June 1998. 

59. Tilford .JM. Simpson PM, Lensing S. Fiser DH. ·'Differences in Pediatric ICU Risk of 
i\1ortality Over Time:· Southern Society for Pediatric Research. February 1998. 

60. Watson .IE. Tilford ,JM. Fiser DH, Casey PH. ··Failure-to-Thrive as a Comorbidity in the 
Pediatric Intcnsi ve Care Unit: Prevalence and Resource Use:· Southern Society for Pediatric 
Research Annual Meetings. February 1998. 

61. Robbins .IM. \Vheclcr JG. Gillaspy SR, Tilford JM, Cheadle MG. Clayton .IE. Follow-up of 
infants treated ,,ith respiratory syncytial virus immune globulin. Southern Society for 
Pediatric Research. February 1998. 

6:2. Tilford .J!\-1. "Qualit\' and Cost-Containment in Pediatric Intensive Care:· Fmcrgcncv . ~ . 

Medical Sen ices for Chi ldrcn National l\-1eeting. January l 997. 
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61. Tilford .JM. Robbins JM, Farmer FL. ··Utilization and Costs of Vision Benefits by 
Previously Uninsured School-Aged Children:· Southern Society !'or Pediatric Research. 
1-"ebruary 1997 meetings. 

64. Tilford .JM. Robbins JM. Marshall JM. Flick EM. Mohrmann H. "Relationship Between 
Prescribed Medicines. Emergency Department Use. and Inpatient Hospitalizations for 
Children ,,ith Asthma." Southern Society for Pediatric Research. February I 996 mcl'lings. 

65. Robbins .Hvl. Tilford ,JM. Sissel PA. Manjanatha S, Farmer FL. ·'Predictors of Health Care 
Utilization Among Children in the Mississippi Delta:· Southern Society for Pediatric 
Research Annual Meetings. February 1996. 

66. Kellogg K\V. Fawcett OF, Scholle SH. Anders M. Tilford .JM. Robbins JM. "'Costs of 
Delivering Bcta-Agonist in a Protocol Driven Respiratory Care Plan for Asthma:· Southern 
Society for Pediatric Research Annual Meetings, February 1996. 

67. Tilford .JM. Roberson PK, Lensing S. Fiser DH. '·Cost Containment and Clinical 
Performance in Pediatric Intensive Care.•· Association ti..1r Health Services Research. 
Chicago . .lune 1995 meetings. 

68. Tilford .Jl\l. Robbins JM, Shema Sl Field C, Farmer FL Kelleher KJ. Association for 
Health Services Research, Chicago. June 1995 meetings '·f-Jealth Care Utilization and Costs 
of Previously Uninsured Rural Children:· 

69. Roberson PK. Shema SJ. Tilford .JM. ·'Developing Instruction in Research Skills for 
Pediatric Fdlows:· American Statistical Association Annual l'vleeting. August 1995. 

70. Rickert VI. Pope SK, Tilford JM. Scholle SH. Wayne .I. Kelleher KJ. "The Effects of 
Depression and Problem Drinking on Rural Adolescent Ambulatory Health Care Use." 
Society for Adolescent Medicine. March 1995. 

71. Shema SJ. Robbins JM. Tilford JM. Farmer FL, and Kelleher K.I. "Health Status of 
Uninsured Rural ;\dolescents." Southern Society for Pediatric Research Annual Meeting. 
1995. 

7?.. Tilford .JM. Robbins JM. Shema SJ. Feild C, Farmer FL. and Kelleher KJ. "Insuring The 
Uninsured: Health Care Expendi1ures By Rural Children." Southern Society for Pedialric 
Research 1\1111ual Meetings. 1995. 

n. Tilford .J'.VI. "Coinsurance. Time. and Difkrential Use of I lealth Care Among the Medicare 
Elderly." .'\ssociation lor Health Services Research, San Diego, June 1994 meetings. 

74. Fiser DI I. Roberson PK. Tilford ,JM. Harshbarger S. and the Pediatric Critical Care Study 
Ciroup. "Pn.:diction of Functional Outcome in PICl.1: A Multi-lnslitutional Study." Society of 
Critical Care l\:fedicine. Annual i\-kctings. 1994. 
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75. Tilford .JM. ··Coinsurance. \Villingness to Pay for Time, and Elderly Health Care Demand." 
American Public l lealth Associa1ion - I lealth Economics Commiltee. Washington D.C.. 
October 31. 1994. 

76. Fiser DH. Roberson PK. Tilford .JM. R(,bbins .11\1. Pope SK. Kirby RS, Shcma SJ. "Severity 
and Case-lvtix Adjusted Outcome: A Measure of One Dimension of Quality in Pediatric 
I nlcnsive Care'? Society ftjr Pediatric Research. 1994. 

VIII. TEACHING AND EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

A. Courses Taught 

HSRE 9723: Advanced Health Economics II: Supply-side Economics (Role: Sole 
Instructor). Three credit hours. This doctoral-level course provides an advanced examination 
or the supply side of health economics. including theory, methods. and policy implications. 
The course covers theory and methods for modeling the supply of health care. the theory of 
managed care insurance and various framevvorks for understanding the allocation of 
resources lo hospitals and other providers in the health care system. A key goal of this course 
is for students to obtain a fim1 understanding of how researchers attempt to model provider 
behavior and systems of care. UAMS College of Public Health, fall 2017 (4 students). fall 
201 J (2 students), Fall 2010 (4 students). 

HSRE 9723: Advanced Health Economics I: Demand-side Economics (Role: Sole 
Instructor). Three credit hours. This doc1oral-level ct,urse provides an advanced examination 
of the demand side of health economics. including theory. methods, and policy implications. 
The course covers theory and methods for modeling the demand for health and health care. 
the theory of health insurance and various frameworks for incorporating health insurance 
coverage into models of health care demand. and empirical studies that explicitly account for 
health. health care. and health insurance in determining labor supply. A key goal of this 
course is for students to obtain a linn understanding of hO\v researchers attempt to capture 
the economic aspects of consumer health behavior when studying the impact of health 
policies and systems of care. UAMS College or Public I kalth.). Fall 2016 ( 4 students). Fall 
2012 ( I student). f-'all 2011 ( I student).). Fall 2009 (2 students). 

HSRE 9203: Variation in Health S)stem Performance (Role: Primary Instructor). Three 
credit hours. At its core. the field of health services research is devoted to the study of 
variation in health system performance and health care practice. As the second semester in 
the t\H)-sernester sequence. this doctoral-level seminar \Viii focus on what can be learned 
from studies Llf variation in health systems and sen ices - investigating the causes. 
consequences. and solutions lo harmful. wasteful. and inequitable variation. In doing so. this 
course will re, iew conceptual foundations of health services and systems research (HSR). 
and examine current topics and ongoing research in this field. Students will examine current 
empirical research conducted by investigators concerning the development. organization. 
financing. and delivery of health services ;mci 1ht~ir impact c,n population health. Student:, 
wi II also gain experience in conccplUalizing research questions of interest in HSR. 
developing theoretical frameworks to inform these questions. and critically reviewing the 
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empirical literature on topics of interest. UAMS College of Public Health. Spring 2017 (4 

students). Spring 20 I (l ( • students). Spring 2015 ( 4 students). Spring 20 I 3 ( 2 students). 

HSAD 5273: Introduction to Health Economics (Role: Sole Instructor). Three credit hours. 
Economics is the study or the allocation of scarce resources. Health economics considers the 
allocation of health care resources to evaluate whether more enicient or equitable 
distributions can be achieved. The course is a survey of economic issues on significant topics 
in the health care field. Some topics could stand as a single course. The first class sessions 
reintroduce economics principles: the subsequent sessions expand on these principles and 
apply them to health care. UAMS College of Public Health, Spring 2017 (21 students). 
Spring 2016 (28 students). Spring 2015 (32 students), Spring 2014 ( 29 students). Spring 20 I 3 
(21 students). Spring 2012 ( 11 students), Fall 20 I I (directed study with 3 students), Spring 
2011 (20 students). Spring 2010 ( 19 students), Summer 2008 (2 students). Spring 2007 ( 16 
students). UALR Spring 2003 ( I 4 students). UALR Spring 2002 ( 16 students), UAMS 
Division of Biometry Spring 2001 (7 students). UAMS Division of Biometry Spring 1999 (4 
students). 

Research Skills Course: Developing Grant and Journal Submissions. (Role: Course 
Director in 1996 and 1997; Course Coordinator in 1994 ). Non-credit course. This course 
provided instruction in research designs, introductory statistics. and research skills necessary 
for preparing research projects from abstract submissions to grant applications. Intenc.Jed 
audiences were tellow·s and junim faculty in the Department of Pediatrics. Fall 1997 (14 
students: 23 CME credit hours), Fall 1996 ( 11 students; 20 CME credit hours). Fall 1994 ( 15 
students: 36 CME credit hours). 

Principles of Economics. (Role: Course Director). Three credit hours. This course provides 
an introduction to principles of micro or macroeconomics. The course is intended for 
freshman college students and provides a basic understanding of supply and demand for 
goods and services, market structures. and the role of prices. Wayne State University ( 1987-
1991 with approximately 30 students). Central Michigan University ( 1984-1985 with 
approximately 35 students), University of Minnesota- Duluth (1985-1986 with 
approximately 200 students). 

I ntroductOI"")' Statistics. ( Role: Course Director). Three credit hours. This course provides 
business students ,-vith an introduction to statistics including basic descriptive statistics. 
hypothesis testing. and linear regression. University of Minnesota -- Duluth ( 1985-1986 with 
approximately 20 students), Jackson Cnmmunity College ( 1982-1983 with approximately 15 
students). 

R. Teaching Lectures in Uninrsif)' Setting 

I. Collegl' tlf Nursing UAMS. l .cadership in Healthcare Systems Class ··Finance and I kalth 
Economics·· September 19. 2014. November 6.2015. July 21. 2016. 

Cancer Institute (irand Rounds. U/\l\:IS. ··The revolution in comparative dtectivenl.'ss 
research_·· \Vith Brad Martin. February 27. 2013. 
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3. College of Public Health UAMS. ··Measuring quality-adjusted life years in children with 
autism:· January 11, 2013. 

4. College of Public Health UAMS. "·The revolution in comparative effectiveness and 
patient-centered outcomes research: A framework for assessing inte1Tentions for children 
\.vith autism:· l\11arch 6. 20 I 2. 

5. Division of Health Services Research, Department of Psychiatry UAMS. ··Measuring 
quality-adjusted lite years in children with autism."' December 6. 2010. (With N. 
Payakachat). 

6. College of Public Health UAMS. ·'Can cost-effectiveness analysis inform financing 
decisions associated with treatment for autism?" November 2.2010. ( With N. 
Payakachat) 

7. Leadership Education in Neurodevelopmcntal and Related Disabilities, --Economic 
Evaluation of Child Health Services for Children with Neurodevelopmental Disabilities:· 
UAMS. April 23, 2010. 

8. Health Policy and Promotion Conference, College of Public Health. ··Challenges in the 
Economic Evaluation of Child Health Services ... January 16. 2008 

9. Health Policy and Promotion Conference. College of Public Health (with P. Mendiratta). 
··Trends in Hospital Discharge Decisions for Elderly Patients Hospitalized with Infective 
Endocarditis." January 30, 2007. 

I 0. Health Policy and Promotion Conference. College of Public Health. ··Js More Aggressive 
Treatment of Traumatic Brain Injury in Children Worth ltT July 25.1006. 

11. Jones Eyi: Institute Grand Rounds, ··Introduction to Health Economics;· April 13. 2006. 

12. Pediatric f-aculty Development Seminar. ··Using Reference Manager for Your 
Publications:· February 21. 2006. 

13. College of l'vtedicinc Dean·s Resear~h Fon1111. ··Measuring the Return on Investment from 
Medical Research:· October 25. 2005. 

14. Pediatric Critical Care Medicine Seminar. --impact of ICP Monitoring on Outcome in 
Critically Ill Children with Meningitis: An Application of the Propensity Score Method to 
Reduce Bias in Observational Studies:· October 7. 2005. 

15. College of Medicine. UAMS, Introduction to Clinical Medicine I Course. Ilea/th Cart' 
Finance. August 31. 2005. 

16. College of Nursing Research Seminar. --Health State Preference Scores of Children \Vith 
Spina Bi Iida and Their Caregivers:· April 6. 2004. 
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17. Arkansas Center for Health Improvement: Health Policy forum, --Developing the Basis 
fi.w Universal Health Insurance for Children:· June 4. 2002. 

18. Department of Pediatrics Grand Rounds. ··Universal Health Insurance for Children:· 
January 22. 2002. 

19. Center for Outcomes Research and Effectiveness, UAMS. ··variation in the Use or 
lntracranial Pressure Monitoring for Pediatric I-lead Trauma Patients:· September 22. 
I 999. 

:20. College of Nursing - Nurse Theory Course. UAMS. --Introduction to Health Economics:· 
March I 9. I 999. 

2 I. Arkansas Children's Hospital - Nursing Grand Rounds. --Hospital Cost and Quality:· 
l\-1arc h 9. I 999. 

22. Center for Outcomes Research and Effectiveness. UAMS, '·Risk Adjustment Systems in 
Pediatrics: Methods and Applications:· May 27. 1998. 

23. Statistical Journal Club. UAMS ... A Note on Alternative Models of the Demand for 
Health Care:· March I 0. 1998. 

24. Depai1ment of Pediatrics Evidence-Based f\,1edicine Lecture Series, --Economic 
Evaluation of Health Services:· December 4. I 997. 

:25. UALR Master's Program in Health Administration. --Health Care Reform:· April 29. 
1997. 

26. Center for Outcomes Research and Eftecti\'cness (CORE) Scholar Lecture. ··Severity 
Adjustment:· January 30. I 997 

27. Seventh Annual Professional Development Day --- UAMS, .. A Primer on Illness Severity. 
Health Care Costs. and Quality of Care:· Lillie Rock. October 21. 1997. 

28. Department of Pediatrics Research Conference. --A Primer on Illness Severity. Resource 
Use, and Quality of Care:· December 5. 1996. 

29. Center for Outcomes Research and Effectiveness. UAMS, "Cost Containment and 
Clinical Performance in Pediatric Intensive Care:· March 8. 1995. 

30. l'AI.R Master's Program in Health Administration. --11calth Services Research."' April 5. 
1995. 

31. D~partment of Pediatrics Grand Rounds. ··Hospital Care: Time to Consider both Cost and 
Qualit,:· No,ember 8. J 994. 
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C. Teaching Lectures in a Community Setting 

I. Arkansas Primary Care Association Annual l'vteeting. ··1 Jealthcare Economics and the 
Accountable Care Act,·· September 2016. 

') Adventures in Learning, ··It"s the Economy Stupid:· Little Rock. April 6th - May 25 111• 

2005. 

1. St. Vincent Health System. Focus Group Participant l<.11" Community. November 2004. 

4. Case Management Society of America, .. A Primer on Cost and Outcomes Measurement:· 
Little Rock, September 1997. 

5. Americorps National Service Orientation. --Problems and Prospects for Rural Health Care 
Services:· Little Rock, May 22, 1995. 

6. Arkansas School for Mathematics and Science. Panel Discussant. Little Rock. March 16. 
1995. 

D. Clinical Scientist Mentoring 

2006 - .2008: 
.2006 - .2008: 
2004 - 2005: 
1998 - .200-k 
I 996 - 1997: 

Bryan Burke. M.D . 
Laura Smith-Olinde. Ph.D. 
Fola Odetola, M.D. 
Jeff Kaiser, M.D. 
Al ToITes, M.D. 

E. Fellow Advising 

2011 - 2013: Barbara Saunders. M.D. 
2006 - .2008: 
2004 - 2007: 
2003 -- .200-4: 

Priya Mendiratta. M.D. 
Tom Bannister, M. D. 
Adrianna Lopez. M.D. 

F. Dissertation Committee 

2018 -
2017 -· 
2015 · 
2015 .. 2018: 
'.WIS--2017: 
2014---2017: 
:w1--1-- 201s: 
201] · 2016: 
201.2 - ~OD: 
201.2 .. 2013: 

Adrienne Nevola (Chair) 
Clare Brown (Chair) 
Mir Ali (Chair) 
Leah Richardson 
Rebecca Pope {Chair) 
Marcia Byers 
Teresa Hudson 
Patty Smith 
Michael Preston (Chair) 
Sharla Smith (Chair) 
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20 I I --10 I 3: Diane Robinson (Chair) 
2009 - 2011: Mac Bird 
2005 - 2007: Angela Green, RN 

G. MS/MPH Advising 

2018- Dimple Shah 
2017 - Josh Salil 
2017 - 2018 Jennifer Morales 
2017 - 2018 Jennifer Victory 
2016-2017 Savannah Skaggs 
2016 - 2017 Kristen Alexander 
2015-2016 John Ukadike 
2014- 2015 Clare Brown 
2014--2015 Alexandria Beebe 
2014 - 2015 Aaron Carroll 
2012 - 2013 Pratik Doshi 
2012 -2013 Sabha Talibi 
2012 - 2013 Julia Kettlewell 
2012 - 2013 Cody Haedon 
2010- 2011 April Moore, MPH 
2002 - 2004 Jeff Killingsworth, MPH 

H. Mentoring Committee (Chair) 

2006 -- 2009: Nahed El-Hassan. M.D .. MPH 

I. Summer Science Student Mentoring 

2006: Tammy E. Binz 
2017: James Abraham 

.I . • Junior Facult)' Mentoring 

2015 - Taren Swindle 
2013 -- Sharla Smith, PhD 
2012 - Anthony Goudie, PhD (KL2 Scholar Primary Mentor) 
2009 - Qayyim Said. PhD 
2009 - Nalin Payakachat. PhD 

IX. SERVICE ACTIVITIES 

A. llni\'crsitJ Ser-vice Acth·itics 

Intercollegiate Faculty Council, Uni,·ersity of Arkansas Medical Scicm.:es Faculty Ccnler. 
2016-2017. 
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Panel member. University of Arkansas Medical Sciences. Oflice or Grants & Scientific 
Publications. prL·scntation on experiences and responding to questil)llS about the NIH peer
review process. ··Fund My Grant! Learn How to Make It Harpen from a Panel of Expert 
RcviC\vers:· April. 2015. 

Legislative Testimony. Arkansas State Public Health and Welfare Legislative Committee. 
Testified on a rcpo11 commissioned by the Arkansas Minority Health Commission. The 
Economic Cost of I lealth lneqm1lities in Arkansas, September. 2014. 

Dean·s Executive Committee, Fay W. Boozman College of Public Health. University of 
Arkansas for Medical Sciences. 2013 - present. The DEC is the governing body or the 
COPH. 

Graduate Council. University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (2012 - 2014 ). The Graduate 
Council is the governing body of the UAMS Graduate School. 

Arkansas Consortium for Health Services Research Executive Committee. University or 
Arkansas for !'vkdical Sciences (2006-2008). The executive committee provides ad\'ice on 
data infrastructure for conducting health services research. 

PhD Admissions Committee for Health Systems Research, College of Public Health. 
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (2006 - 2013). The committee votes on 
accepting prospective students to the Ph.D. program. 

Human Research 1\dYisory Committee. University or Arkansas for Medical Sciences (2000 
-- 2004 ). Sern:·d as a rcvicv,'er and participated in the development of standard operating 
procedures. 

Strategic Plan Committee for Pediatric Administration, Department of Pediatrics. University 
of Arkansas for i'vledical Sciences (2000 - 200 I). Assisted with the creation of white rapers 
for planning administrative services. 

Research Council. Arkansas Children·s Hospital Research Institute ( 1998 1999). Research 
investigators reviewed policies and procedures associated with the Research Institute. 

Governor's Health Care Reform Task Force. State of Arkansas ( 199] - 1994). Developed a 
cost analysis for expansion of health insurance to children. 

College of l'v1edicine. UAMS. Admissions Interviews, 2007, 2003, 2001. 2000. I 999 {2). 

lnterviev,ed prospective medical students and filed a report. 

B. Professional Scrvie<.· Activities 

Ad Hoc Uran! Rc\·iener for National Institute of Mental Health. July 2017. 

Advisory Board Participant, Roche Ltd, October 20 I 6. 

Ad Hoc Grant Re\·icwer for Netherland Organisation for Scicntific Rcsean~h. December 
2012. 
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Ad Hoc Grant Rc,·iewcr for Militar11 Operational Medical Research Program (RAD 3), 
June 2012. 

Symposium Organizer on Economics of Child Health for International Health Economics 
Association. Toronto Canada. July 2011. 

Ad Hoc Grant Reviewer for Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality - Research 
Centers for Excellence in Clinical Preventive Sen•iccs, July. 2011. 

Ad I loc Grant Reviewer for National Institutes of Health - Healthcare Delivery and 
Methodologies (HDM) IRG, October, 2010. 

Ad Hoc Grant Revicw·er for National Institutes of Mental Health - Mental Health 
Services in Specialty Settings (SRSP) review committee at NIMI I, October, 2010. 

Invited Participant frw NIMH workshop on Informatics for Autism Research: Community
Wide Solutions. August. 2010. 

Ad Hoc Grant Revievver for Maternal and Child Health Bureau - Health Resources and 
Services Administration. 2005, 2004, 2002, 2001 (2). 1999 (2). I 998. 1997. 

Ad Hoc Grant Reviewer and Panel Chair for Maternal and Child Health Bureau - Health 
Resources and Sen·iccs Administration, June 2002. 

Member of Poster A ,.vard Committee for conference of the International Health Economics 
Association. Beijing China. 2009. 

Member of Scientific Committee for conterence of the International Health Economics 
Association. 2009. 20 I I. 

Member of Scientific Committee for conference of the American Societ)· of Health 
Economists. 2008 

Member ofScientilic Committee for inaugural conference of the American Sociei)' of 
Health Economists. 2006 

Member of Projed S1eering Committee. American Academy of Pediatrics. Evaluation of 
care of children in the emergency department: Guidelines for preparedness. 

Member of Advisory Council for Emergency Medical Services frn Chiluren program. 
Maternal and Child Health Bureau, Health Resources and Scniccs Administration. 
National trauma registry 1<.ir children project. 

i'vfcmher of Planning. Committee for interdisciplinary conference on f-:rnergcncy Medical 
Services for Children. Ambulatory Pediatric Association. 2000 - 2001 
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Member of the Research. Evaluation, and lnfom1ation Systems task force to revise 5-ycar 
plans for the Emergency Medical Ser\'ices for Children program, Maternal and Child 
Health Bureau. June 1999 - 2001 

C. Community and Public Scr\'icc Activities 

Member of the Rehabilitation Subcommittee for the Arkansas Trauma Ad\'isory Council. 
2012. 

Member of cost analysis group for Arkansas· Closing the Addiction Treatment Gap project, 
Di\'ision of Behavioral Health Services, Arkansas Department of Human Services. 2009. 

Senior Analyst for the Arkansas Foundation for Medical Care to assist with data mining 
and program evaluation. 

Technical Consultant for Epidemiology Division of the Arkansas Department of Health to 
assist with return on investment calculations associated with reductions in hospitalizations of 
tobacco related conditions. 

Technical Consultant to Michigan Department of Communif)1 Health, Bureau of 
Epidemiology. Division of Genomics. Perinatal Health and Chronic Disease Epidemiology to 
assist with economic evaluation of caregiver interventions. 

D. Services to Academic/Professional Journals and Editorial Boards 

Editor: Health Economics Network (HEN) _journal: Economic El'l.llua1io11 Method,· 

Journal Reviewer: 

Amb11/at01y Pediatrics 
Applied Health Economics and l/ea/!11 Policy 
BMC Health Sen•ices Research 
Clinical Pe~/imnance and Quality Health ( 'are 
( ·ontemponoy Policy 
( 'ritical Care Afedic:ine 
Frontiers in Puhlic Health ,\),·stems and .,\'en•ices Research 
Health A/fi.1irs 
lli!alth and (jualily <?ll{!e Ot.t!C0/111!.\' 

/111i:r1wtional .Journa/.fiJr Quality in Ilea/th Care 
.IA MA Pediatrics 
.!011rnu/ o(.4.Ulism and Del'elopmental Disabilities 
Journal of General Internal Medicine 
Journal <?/Ilea/th ( 'arejin· the Poor and Undersen·<!d 
./011rno/ of Pedia!rics 
.l011rnal <!f' Rural /-lea/th 
.foumul o/1he Cwwdia11 A.cmlemy o(( "hi/d and Aclolescent l\rchiafly 
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Medical ( ·are 
Aledicul Decision AfakinK 
NE./,\1 

Neuroloy_,· and Therapy 
Obesit_1· 
Pediatrics 
Pharmacoecono111ics 
Social Science and Medicine 
The f>atiem 
Qualizr o{l(le Research 
l'alue in 'Jlealf h 

Book Reviewer: 

The Economics olHealfh and Health ('are.Sherman Folland. Allen Goodman. and Miron 
Stano. Prentice-Hall Inc.: Upper Saddle River. NJ. 1997. 

Monograph Reviewer: 

Congressional Office of Technology Assessment, Non-Financial Barriers to Access to 
Health Care. I 993. 

Discussant: 

American Public Health Association. Session on Prevention and Long Term Care. November 
1997 

[ntemational Health Economics Association. Session on Teaching. July 2011. 

E. Professional Memberships 

American Society of Health Economists 

International I lealth Economics Association 

Academy Health 

American Economic Association 

International Society for Quality of Life Research 

X. AW ARDS AND HONORS 

2018 Recipient of the Outstanding Faculty Award from the College of Public Health 
Studmt Council. 
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2006 Recipient of Best Projrct Award from Emergency Medical Ser\'ices for Children 
Program for Economi<.: Evaluation of Intensive Care Services for Pediatric Traumatic 
Brain Injury Patients. 

::woo Educator of the '{ ear Award from the Department of Pediatrics, Uni vcrsity of 
Arkansas for Medical Sciences. 

I 998 E.,ccllencc in Medical Education Award from the Department of Pediatrics. 
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. 

1997 Excellence in Research Award from Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Foundation 
for a research paper entitled ··Long Term Alcoholism Treatment Costs·· co-authored 
with Allen Goodman and others. 

1993 Dissertation Research Award from the Agency for Health Care Poliry and Research 
of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). 

37 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEAL TH 

V. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES AND 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS . 

PETITIONER 

RESPONDENTS 

Supplementary Affidavit of Nathan Johnson 

My name is Nathan Johnson. I submit this supplementary aflidavit in support of the 

captioned matter to provide current infonnation as to the loss of revenue experienced by PP AEO 

Fayetteville and Little Rock health centers as a result of ADH 's current interpretation of§ 20-l 6-

1703(d). PPAEO experienced a loss of $2,957.00 between March 23, 2018 and July 10, 2018 

from patients who were billed for services provided at their first visit and who did not remit 

payment. (I have included in my calculations only those patients who received services on or 

before .July 10, 2018 as these patients were se11t bills over 30 days ago). The $2,957.00 represents 

a combined loss of patient revenue from both health centers for these patients. Pursuant to 

AD H's interpretation of the requirement being challenged in this matter, PPAEO staff collected 

no payments for services obtained during those patients' first visits. 

State of r;i{cv1uJIJlU ) 

County or ~t!-£UJD7L,) 
SUBSCRIB ~ A~D SWORN TO before me, a notary public, within and for said county and 
state. 

My Commission Expires: J/;7f(J,;:?.2 
4CV>!/U_ '111~ 

Notary Public 
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1\1111 Pun is. Lsq. 

Bettina E. Brownstein Law Firm 
90-1 W. Second St, Suite 2 

Little Rock, Arkansas 7220 I 
Tel: (501) 920-176-1 

E-mail: hettinahrow nsleinfri:gmail.com 
Octohl.:'r I I . 2018 

I kputy Director for Administration 
Arkansas Dept. or I kalth 
-lX 15 \\". IVlarkham St. 
I .illk Rock. /\R 72205 

Re: In the !\•latler or Arkansas Dept. of Health,. l.ittk Rock Frnnily Planning Serviec:s and 
Planned Parc:n\11()od or Arkansas and Eastern ( )klahoma d/b/a Planned Parenthood Great Plains 

DL'clr Ann: 

.\s attorney for Respondents. pursuant to A.C. A ~25-15-213(C). 1 submit this aflida,·it of 
disqualilicati1111 as to the following members of the Roard or Health and ask that they 1101 he 
pcrrnillcd to panicipate in the adjudication or the rd"erence<l matter: 

N:11h~rnial Smith. M.D. 
Susan Wcinstc:in. D.V.!\.'I 
llitirnas Jones. Sanitarian 
!\fork Riddell. !\·LD. 
Tern Yamam:hi. :\1.D. 
hldic Brnrnt. M.D. 

i\1~ basis !cir asserting that Dr. Smith should be disqualified is that there: is a conflict or intl'rL'St 
b~·t" een his participation in ,,·hat is purportedly ,lll imparti.il adjudication by the Board or I lea Ith 
o!"tl1L' dclicicrn.:y citation:- that are the subject 111" this appeal mid his position as Director 11fthe 
agene) "hich im estigated and issued the citations. My basis fi.H assc:rting that Dr. Riddell and 
i\,lr . .l<)Jk'S be disqualilic:d is similar: as cmploycL'S of the agency \\hich investigated and issuc:d 
the L·it<1ti1)ns. IIKy also han.:- a conflict of inkrl..:'s! in adjudicating the appl..:'al. In addition. as 
L'lllplPyces under the authority l)I" Dr. Smith. it is at least likely that it "ould be: diflirnlt l<ir them 
It) take :1 position on the, alidity of the citations that is adn:rsc Ill the Dirc:ctor. With regard 111 
I )r. \\ cinstcin. 111~ umkrstanding is that ~,ltlwugh shL' is 1H1 longer an cmphiyce or the agc:ncy. 
she 111:1intains an office and a presence there:. alhL·it in a H)luntccr capacity. lh,11 hcing the t.:..ISL'. 

hn aniliation "ith the :1gcncy is sulticicntly clPse for me to believe that her participation in the 
ad_judi~-;1tinn "ou!d :dso he: a con1lict l)r interest The same is true for Dr. Bryant. \\ho I 
understand colh1boratcs "ith certain ;\DI I di, isions. and Dr. '{amauchi. "hn ,olunll'crs on lhL' 

.ige11c) ·s inlluc:n1a te,1111. 
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Bro\\ nstcin. I 0/1 I /I 8 
I .tr to DI-IS. p. :? 

Ir there arc additional members of the Board "lw are alSl) agency employees or\\ hll an: closely 
al"liliated with the Lkpartment of I kalth. I assert that the~ should be disqualified alSll on the 
sarnc basis. 

Respondents arc cntitkd to a neutral. impartial adjudication. \,hicl1 I do not bdieYc can he 
achicn:-d if the abO\c-mcntioncd members p:1rticipatc. 

lhank you for your attention to this matter. 

Bettina 1-:. Brnwnstcin 

Stah: of Arkansas 

( 'ount, of Pulaski 

Sl 'BSCRIBED AND S\VOR!\' TO before me. a notan public. v,:ithin and l<.Jr said cnunty and 
Stal\.:. 

I \ 

~ ; /7 : ' /') ,,..-J I :... 

:VI~ ( ·0111111issio11 E:,,;pires: _ '- ../ -:--; \ i 1--UD .~ > 
. . ! -~-· . 

~7-:"' .... ~~........,,. .•. "'-·-~---•:--r,,"""~r,.,.-,..~O\'l:.'":'(•~li~.-~~"::. :,. ' ..... , 

($cal o,r.$_l:finp) "'.' · :·t'·.,, .. ··v 
l . • 

I 

-:_~/~~J,·?\J.\, )~j~_1~i) .. >::)~~.~~\i_~:t,A __ .) -::._.;; .. ;.~·;.;.,;;.~;: .-, .. ;,~ ... ,~ 
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RGPRESENTATJVE 

Robin Lundstrom 
l'.O. Box 14., 

l:!111 Sprin~•• ,\rl,•11•"• 72728-CXll.4 

!,(/().1)57 -1959 Bu•in••• 

-1,79-248-1080 FAX 

DISTRICT 87 

CmrntiC11: 

l',irl Boni.,,., 

Parl ,v~ .. l,in~l,,:, 

COMMI'ITEES: 

p,.l,li~ 1-l.onh.b. W/clLrn, and l .• ,l,ar 

l·l,:11ltl1 Scrvk:c;; S1:l1cunm,itlcc 

Vi,:u Chairrcrsnn, 
'f nuurn.J1cc anJ Co11,,ncooc 

Clu,irrc"",n, 

T r\f'11ra.nce Sull' ... 'lm1n1illcc 

Join! ComrniUcc nu hnccgy 

---

0 
STATE OF ARKANSAS 

October 23, 2018 

Arkansas Depa11ment of Health 
4815 West Markham 
Little Rock, AR 72205 

Dear Members of the State Board of Health: 

RECEIVED 

OCT 2 4 2018 

LEGAL DIVISION 

I am writing in regards to the matter of Arkansas Department of Health v. Little 
Rock Family Planning Services, Inc. and Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and 
Eastern Oklahoma d/h/a Planned Parenthood Great Plains. 

As a sponsor of Act 1086 of 2015 and Act 383 of 2017, J can speak with 
authority about the wording and intent of these laws regarding infotmed
consent for an abortion and the authority of the Arkansas Department of 
Health. 

I sponsored these laws to prevent abo11ion providers from creating a financial 
incentive for women to have an abortion. The laws ensure that women seeking 
an abortion have the right to change their minds during the fotiy-eight hour 
reflection period. In addition. the laws clearly empower the Arkansas 
Department of Health with authority to act in the best interest of women by 
closing any facility that refuses to obey the law. 

Act 1086 of 2015 was written to ensure women receive all the facts about 
abortion, including its risks and alternatives. Prohibiting abortion facilities and 
their personnel from charging for an abortion or for services related to the 
abortion before completion of the forty-eight hour reflection period is intended 
to ensure no woman foels obligated to have an abortion even if she determines 
abortion may not be the best choice for her. 

Act 383 of2017 was written to help address shortcomings of Act 1086 of 2015. 
It further clarified that no person or entity--including a doctor, nurse. or 
volunteer at an abortion clinic-could charge for an abortion or services 
related to an abortion prior to completion of the forty-eight hour reflection 
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Letter to ADH Cont. 
10/23/2018 
Page2 

period. It also amended state law concerning the Department of Health's 
oversight of abortion facilities by clarifying that the depa1tment must revoke 
or suspend the license of any facility that foils to comply with state law or with 
state rules or regulations. 

These are reasonable laws that promote the safety and welfare of women, and 
I expect the State Board of Health to follow the law and ensure its enforcement 
as intended. 

Thank you. 

Robin Lundstrum 
State Representative 
District 87 
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QUARTERLY MEETING 
ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

---------------------------------------x 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, 

PETITIONER, 

vs. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES 
AND PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF ARKANSAS, 
AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA /D/B/A PLANNED 
PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS, 

RESPONDENTS. 

NUMBER ONE: CONFLICT OF INTEREST. 

NUMBER TWO: ABORTION FACILITIES 
REGARDING PLANNED PARENTHOOD. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

---------------------------------------x 

---o---

OCTOBER 25, 2018 

Arkansas Department of Health 

5800 West Tenth Street 

Little Rock, Arkansas 72205 

10:30 a.rn. 

---o---

PETRE'S STENOGRAPH SERVICE 
(501) 834-2352 
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COMMITTEE MEMBERS: 

CATHERINE TAPP, PRESIDENT 
NATHANIEL SMITH, M.D., MPH, SECRETARY 
JAMES ZINI, D.O., PRESIDENT-ELECT 
TERRY YAMAUCHI, M.D. 
GREG BLEDSOE, M.D. 
MARSHA BOSS, PHARM.D. 
VANESSA FALWELL, ARPN 
PHILLIP GILMORE, PH.D. 
LEE JOHNSON, M.D. 
THOMAS JONES, R.S. 
DAVID KIESSLING, D.P.M. 
MIKE RIDDELL, M.D. 
SUSAN WEINSTEIN, D.V.M. 
SUSAN WARD-JONES, M.D. 
ROBBIE THOMAS-KNIGHT, PH.D. (BY TELEPHONE) 
BEVERLY FOSTER, D.C. (BY TELEPHONE) 
GLEN "EDDIE" BRYANT, M.D. (BY TELEPHONE) 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS NOT PRESENT: 

MIRANDA CHILDS-BEEBE, D.D.S 
LAWRENCE BRADEN, M.D. 
PERRY AMERINE, O.D. 
ALAN FORTENBERRY, P.E. 
ANTHONY HUI, M.D. 

---o---
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APPEARANCES: 

ON BEHALF OF THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH: 

LAURA KEHLER SHUE, ESQUIRE 
REGINALD ROGERS, ESQUIRE 

Arkansas Department of Health 
Office of Chief Counsel 
4815 West Markham, Slot 31 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72205 

ON BEHALF OF NUMBER TWO: 

BETTINA E. BROWNSTEIN, ESQUIRE 
Attorney at Law 
904 West Second Street 
Second Floor 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 

TRANSCRIPTIONIST: 

WAUNZELLE P. PETRE, CCR 
Post Office Box 1027 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203-1027 

---o---

PETRE'S STENOGRAPH SERVICE 
(501) 834-2352 
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GUESTS PRESENT: 

STEPHANIE WILLIAMS, DEPUTY DIRECTOR 
NAMVAR ZOHOORI, M.D., CHIEF SCIENCE OFFICER 
REGINALD ROGERS, DEPUTY COUNSEL 
VICKI PICKERING, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE 
BROOKS WHITE, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE 
JANE GASKILL, ATTORNEY 

4 

RENEE MALLORY, DIR., CENTER FOR HEALTH PROTECTION 
GREG BROWN, DIR. CENTER FOR TRAUMA 
JAMES BLEDSOE, M.D., CHIEF PHYSICIAN SPECIALIST 
DON ADAMS, DIR., CENTER FOR LOCAL PUBLIC HEALTH 
JOSEPH BATES 
DOCTOR GLEN BAKER, DIR., PUBLIC HEALTH LAB 
SHANE DAVID, PHARM.D., DIR. OF PHARMACY 
CONNIE MELTON, BRANCH CHIEF, HEALTH SYSTEMS 

LICENSING AND REGULATIONS 
KELLI KERSEY, SECTION CHIEF 
BECKY BENNETT, HEALTH FACILITIES SECTION CHIEF 
SHIRLEY LOUIE, DIR., CENTER FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 

PROTECTION 
MARISHA DiCARLO, PH.D., DIR., HEALTH 

COMMUNICATIONS 
MEG MIRIVEL, PUBLIC INFORMATION SPECIALIST 
DOCTOR DIRK HASELOW, DEPUTY CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER 
ABBY HOLT, CANCER RESEARCH ADMINISTRATOR, CPHP 

HEALTH STATISTICS 
KRISTYN VANG, CANCER EPIDEMIOLOGIST 
BRANDY SUTPHIN, SENIOR EPIDEMIOLOGIST 
LYNDA LEHING, BRANCH CHIEF, HEALTH STATISTICS 
JESSICA UPCHURCH, ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIST 
ROSE MIMMS, ARKANSAS RIGHT TO LIFE 
DEBORAH BRUERMAN, FAMILY COUNSEL 
TONYA OSAGIE, PHASE ONE SCHOOL OF COSMETOLOGY 
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---o---

P R O C E E D I N G S 

---o---

SECRETARY SMITH: Before we begin our 

official agenda, because there is a letter 

that we received, and I would like you to 

explain that to us, and I think you had some 

comments you were going to make about, more 

broadly about conflicts of interest and 

recusals. 

MS. SHUE: Yes. Thank you, Doctor 

Smith. Thank you, Doctor Smith. I'm Laura 

Shue, and I am general counsel for the 

Department of Health. 

I passed out a letter that was received 

by Representative Lundstrom. I was 

basically serving as a messenger, providing 

the mail to you. That was with regard to 

something that we have on the agenda today, 

you can read that for yourselves. 

We do have a vote today that may be 

considered by some to be controversial and 

PETRE'S STENOGRAPH SERVICE 
(501) 834-2352 
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we have had some concerns and some requests 

for disqualification of certain board 

members. 

We've tried to make sure that all those 

board members were given a heads-up on that 

request prior to the meeting. And an 

abstention or a disqualification is a 

personal matter for yourself as an 

individual board member for your 

consideration. 

7 

If you feel that you are personally 

interested in this matter to where that it 

would make you biased, and you are 

personally interested in any matter that is 

before the Board, and you feel like you need 

to disqualify yourself, you may do so. You 

are not required to do so. That is a 

personal matter for you to consider before 

any vote before the Board. And so, before 

the vote, we may have any abstentions 

recorded for the record. And so, that would 

be a matter before the vote would be taken 

up. 

Yes? 

SECRETARY SMITH: Laura, I have a 

PETRE'S STENOGRAPH SERVICE 
(501) 834-2352 
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question. And I know you have already 

answered this to me, or addressed it when I 

asked you personally. But for the sake 

of -- as one of those who has been asked to 

recuse myself, you know, the basis was that 

it pertained to the Department of Health, 

that I serve as director of. And that goes 

for all those who are present or past 

employees of the Department of Health, 

County Health officers, others who interact 

with the Department of Health in some way. 

By that reason, I should recuse myself from 

virtually everything that we do every 

meeting, because essentially all of it 

pertains to the Arkansas Department of 

Health. 

8 

Can you help walk me and the others 

through how we would -- how we would try and 

sift that out? 

MS. SHUE: Again, Doctor Smith, that is 

a reason to consider whether or not yourc 

personal interests are going to influence 

your vote, and whether or not you feel like 

you cannot put on your board member hat 

versus your department director hat. 

PETRE'S STENOGRAPB SERVICE 
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And the difficulty in some of those 

requests for disqualification is that 

several of the board members do have 

connections, whether distant or direct. If 

there is a pecuniary interest, a direct 

interest in a certain matter, a board member 

may feel that they need to recuse. 

If they have a personal bias towards a 

certain matter, they may feel like they need 

to abstain. But again, it's up to the 

individual board member. 

Yes? 

Doctor YAMAUCHI: I also was named or 

listed as an individual they don't like to 

vote, so I was trying to think what my 

conflicts were, and I you know, I don't 

get paid, I don't have an office -- and 

people don't listen to me anyway, so I just·, 

wondered, as I thought about it, I just was 

thinking that perhaps just being listed has 

some negative connotations, and I should 

recuse myself just because I was listed. 

Now, what is the legality of that? 

MS. SHUE: Again 

DOCTOR YAMAUCHI: I don't see that I 

PETRE'S STENOGRAPH SERVICE 
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have any conflicts, but I don't want to 

poison the issue by being listed and 

participating. 

MS. SHUE: Again, Doctor Yamauchi, I 

appreciate your concern. It's an individual 

decision, and I hate to keep repeating 

myself. But you know, obviously you all 

have connections to the Department, whether~ 

distant or direct, and if you feel like you 

were -- a direct interest in a particular 

matter would influence your vote, and you 

feel like you may be different than all the 

other board members as far as your personal 

feeling or direction on a personal matter, 

then perhaps you would want to abstain. 

Everyone here in the room has some 

connections to the Department of Health and 

their decisions, so your connection to the 

Department of Health does not necessarily 

disqualify you from making decisions on the 

Board. 

SECRETARY SMITH: And for the record, I 

listened to Doctor Yamauchi. 

BOARD MEMBER TOM JONES: I would like 

to say something myself, Tom Jones. I am 

PETRE'S STENOGRAPH SERVICE 
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probably as far away from the medical end of 

this situation as I could be, being in the 

environmental, soon to be in environmental 

45 years in January. So, I think I would be 

here as a Richardson's RIA (phonetic) and a 

citizen, not medically oriented. So, I 

would like to participate. 

MS. SHUE: That's definitely your 

decision, and we can get to that when we get 

to that section on the agenda. Prior to 

that, we need to address new business ... 

(END 24:00 - START 26:00) 

NUMBER TWO 

MS. SHUE: Again, Laura Shue, general 

counsel for the Department. The Board was 

provided with materials prior to this 

meeting. As you may recall, in March of 

2018, the Department investigated a 

complaint that three facilities that were 

represented by the respondents were 

noncompliant with payment delay. The 

Department found the complaint to be 

substantiated and cited the respondents for 

deficiencies under the law. And after 

notice was provided for the basis for the 
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agency action from the citations, the 

respondents appealed. 

12 

Today, we are asking you to make a 

determination based upon the written 

pleadings alone. There will be no fact 

finding or oral argument. After thoughtful 

consideration of the three briefs and the 

materials submitted to you prior to this 

meeting, the Board was going to vote on 

whether the Department's deficiency 

citations should be upheld. 

If there is a motion to approve and 

accept the deficiency vote "Aye" you will be 

voting in favor of upholding the deficiency 

citations. If you vote "No, 11 you will be 

voting to reject the deficiency findings~ 

And that is my presentation. Thank 

you. 

DOCTOR THOMAS-KNIGHT: This is Robbie 

Thomas-Knight. Catherine, may I ask a 

question? 

PRESIDENT TAPP: Of course, go ahead. 

DOCTOR THOMAS-KNIGHT: Excuse me. I 

wanted to know, why we deviated from our 

usual process of having a subcommittee tsat 
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is watching this hearing closely, and then 

makes a recommendation. My question is, why 

did you deviate from our usual process? ~ 

MR. ROGERS: If I may, Madam President, 

Laura was not here, and I was -- and Robert 

Brech, the former general counsel and I, 

discussed this matter. And he discussed it 

with opposing counsel, Ms. Brownstein. And 

the facts are not in dispute. Normally we 

would have a committee to do fact finding. 

But since the facts were not in dispute, it 

would be duplicitous to have a hearing 

before a committee and then a hearing befdre 

you to go over facts that aren't in dispute. 

So, my understanding is that the 

decision was to submit this to the full 

board and so it saved time and was more 

efficient. And Laura was not here at the 

time, and so she can't speak to any of that. 

DOCTOR THOMAS-KNIGHT: I see. Thank 

you. Thank you, Mr. Rogers. I do 

appreciate that. Would you say again whatt

we would be voting on, though? I'm sorry, I 

don't understand what we are being asked to 

vote on. 
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MS. SHUE: Yes. Again, this is Laura 

Shue, general counsel. Today, we are asking 

you after thoughtful consideration of the 

three briefs and materials submitted to you 

prior to this meeting, you are going to be 

voting on whether the Department's 

deficiency citations should be upheld. If 

there is a motion to uphold this deficiency 

citations, you will -- if you vote "Aye," 

you will be voting in favor of upholding the 

deficiency citations. If you vote 11 No, 11 

you will be voting to reject the deficiency 

findings. 

DOCTOR THOMAS-KNIGHT: Laura, again, I 

am sorry, I need help on this. Okay. We 

are just -- we are not voting on the 

constitutionality of it? 

MS. SHUE: Correct. 

DOCTOR THOMAS-KNIGHT: Is that true? 

MS. SHUE: Correct. 

DOCTOR THOMAS-KNIGHT: Because that is 

a -- that is a very, very complex system. 

MS. SHUE: Correct. 

DOCTOR THOMAS-KNIGHT: You know, things 

are -- if I read this three-quarters of a 
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tenth of that document, I really -- gee, I'm 

no lawyer. 

to do that. 

I don't know how we are supposed 

MS. SHUE: Yes. And we wanted to 

provide materials to you as quickly as 

possible. This administrative body doesn't 

have the authority to determine the 

constitutionality of the statute, but in 

order to preserve the constitutional 

questions for appeal, those issues were 

included in the briefs, along with the other 

claims. 

The Administrative Procedure Act gives 

a party that is adversely affected by an 

agency adjudication, the opportunity to seek 

judicial review of this agency action, and 

review is offered after a party has 

exhausted its remedies at the administrative 

level. 

So, we are giving the parties an 

opportunity to exhaust all their remedie~, 

and this adjudication or determination wou~d 

give the parties an opportunity to appeal 

and go to the judicial system. 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: May I ask a question? 
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MS. SHUE: Sure. 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: This is Lee Johnson, I 

have a question or a point of clarification. 

So, when you said there was no disputing the 

facts of the case, in other words, the 

agencies didn't come out and say, "No, we 

didn't do this." 

BOARD MEMBER: Right. 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: They said, "Sure, we 

did it." And their point is that this is 

unconstitutional, the law that has been 

passed is unconstitutional. The law itself, 

to me, seems relatively clear with direction 

to the Board in the sense that it says that 

you can't charge for these services before 

the 48 hours have passed, correct? And 

then, they are not saying they did this, 

they said they did charge for these 

services, is that -- when you say they don't 

dispute the facts, is that correct? 

MR. ROGERS: I don't mean to speak for 

them, but that's our understanding. 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: That's your 

understanding. I mean, one way they can 

argue it is to say, "Hey, we weren't doing 
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that," they have not said that, correct? 

MR. ROGERS: That's correct. 

MS. SHUE: Correct. 

17 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: Their argument is not 

that we didn't violate the statute, their 

argument is that -- now, I'm just trying to 

clarify 

MS. BROWNSTEIN: I think I need an 

opportunity to 

MS. SHUE: Sure. 

MR. ROGERS: We tried to limit this to 

the pleadings, and I don't mean to stand in 

for Laura, but she was -- she has only been 

here two and a half weeks. 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: Sure. 

MR. ROGERS: The matter is before you 

on the pleadings. I have been advised that 

it is -- if I have to respond, then the 

other side needs to respond. And so, I 

don't mean to cut off your questions, but 

make you aware of that. 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: No, I'm saying 

MR. ROGERS: So 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: I'm just trying to 

understand what we are -- let's just say 
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MR. ROGERS: The facts are not in 

dispute, yes, sir. 

18 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: l'm trying to 

understand what exactly we are voting on and 

what the consequences of that vote is. 

MR. ROGERS: Yes, sir. 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: Many times when we 

vote on these types of things, as it was 

mentioned, the~e has been a committee 

hearing, we have had a chance to get more 

information from our peers. So, it's a 

little bit unusual for a vote, especially 

when it has the feeling of something that 

can be consequential and come to us without 

some sort of committee meeting certainly is 

a precedence. 

Usually as well, when we vote on 

something like this, there are some sort of 

punitive consequences that have been decided 

on at a subcommittee level. 

And they give examples for, in essence, 

ones how much to suspend a license for a 

period of time or to require some sort of 

remedial, too great an area, saying -- and 
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maybe I missed that in this process, but in 

the event that we vote to uphold the 

findings, what then happens, other than the 

citations being issued, what are the other 

consequences of that from the standpoint of 

the Board of Health? 

MS. BROWNSTEIN: We will appeal. 

MR. ROGERS: They will appeal. 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: I understand. So, 

we -- is there a 

MR. ROGERS: Doctor? 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: Yeah? 

MR. ROGERS: The deficiency letter i's. 

before you, you either accept it or you 

don't. 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: I understand. I 

understand. 

MR. ROGERS: And I don't -- I mean, 

otherwise we will get into more argument. 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: I understand. I'm not 

trying to discuss it any more. I'm just 

trying to understand it. 

MR. ROGERS: Yes, sir. Those are all' 

fine questions. I apologize for the 

process, but we this is the way we 
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thought would best handle it. And perhaps, 

there could have been a committee version. 

But really, there is no dispute on the 

facts. But they have stopped payment, I 

mean, they are not -- they are no longer 

doing what they were doing. 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: I see. 

MR. ROGERS: But they are waiting on 

this decision. 

DOCTOR JOHNSON: I understand. I 

understand. 

20 

DOCTOR THOMAS-KNIGHT: Excuse me. That 

is to say they are waiting on what decision? 

BOARD MEMBER: That's the 

respondents --

MR. ROGERS: Well, the Planned 

Parenthood. Ms. Brownstein is available for 

questions. But again, we are trying to do 

this on the pleadings. But she is available 

and ready to respond. 

MS. SHUE: And again, this is Laura 

Shue, general counsel. This was an 

agreement of the parties, and we both agreed 

to proceed in this manner. Obviously, this 

was done this summer prior to my service. 
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We are just trying to provide you all with 

the information and give you all an 

opportunity to review the materials. But we 

are relying on our written briefs, there is 

not to be any oral argument or fact finding 

today. 

PRESIDENT TAPP: Any other questions? 

Okay. Laura, did you say something? 

DOCTOR RIDDELL: I have a question. 

Just so I understand, in order to find with 

Act 1086, and the 48 hour law, it required 

provision of an ultrasound. And that was -

I guess it was decided on the three 

facilities it mentioned. It was their 

position whether to do that at the first or 

second visit. 

In order to really comply with the law, 

though, it made it pretty much common sense 

for them to obtain the ultrasound at the 

first visit, so that cardiac activity could 

be verified, and the law met. 

So, that means that the -- there the 

majority of the cost incurred by these 

facilities that they are trying to obtain 

are for the ultrasound services that are 
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mandated by the law? Because it kind of 

puts them in a double bind situation in my 

opinion, and I'm trying to understand. 

DOCTOR THOMAS-KNIGHT: I agree with 

him, too. 

22 

MS. SHUE: What is before the Board 

today is -- are the three briefs, and we 

would just direct you to the three briefs, 

the time line, the procedural history. The 

Department found the complaint to be 

substantiated and cited the respondents for 

deficiencies. And that was under the law, 

we have an agreement between the parties to 

present this matter before the Board in this 

matter. 

And so, we are just asking you to 

consider, either accept or reject the 

deficiency findings today. 

PRESIDENT TAPP: Do you want to proceed 

with collecting the board members who have 

abstained? 

MS. SHUE: Yes. As a reminder prior to 

the vote, you will need to determine whether 

you as an individual board member will need 

to abstain from voting by the nature of your 
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connections to the Department. You may not 

necessarily have a bias, generally a board 

member should abstain from voting, whether 

you have -- whenever you have an interest in 

the outcome that directly affects you 

personally. 

Abstentions do not count. If you 

abstain, you have not voted, even if you are 

present. So, for the record, we would make 

a note of the abstentions. 

PRESIDENT TAPP: We need to have a 

motion on the floor for a vote. 

vote. 

DOCTOR BLEDSOE: I make a motion we 

PRESIDENT TAPP: Is there a second? 

DOCTOR WARD-JONES: Second. 

PRESIDENT TAPP: All in favor? 

(Eleven board members voted "Aye", with 

Doctor Sue Weinstein and Doctor Robbie 

Thomas-Knight voted "Nay.") 

PRESIDENT TAPP: Abstention? 

PRESIDENT TAPP: Motion passed. 

Reggie, did you get that? 

MR. ROGERS: Three abstentions. 

PRESIDENT TAPP: Three abstentions. 
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DOCTOR YAMAUCHI: I did. And one 

"Nay". 

BOARD MEMBER: Two "Nays". 

PRESIDENT TAPP: Raise hands for the 

11 Nays 11 • 

(Three Board members abstained from the 

vote: Doctor Marsha Boss, Doctor Terry 

Yamauchi, and Vanessa Falwell.) 

BOARD MEMBER: There was one on the 

phone and then Doctor Weinstein. 

DOCTOR THOMAS-KNIGHT: Yes. Robbie 

Thomas-Knight. 

BOARD MEMBER: Robbie Thomas-Knight is 

a? 

BOARD MEMBER: A "nay". 

PRESIDENT TAPP: Eddie, what was your 

vote? 

DOCTOR GLEN "EDDIE" BRYANT: Yes. 

PRESIDENT TAPP: Okay. It looks like 

the motion passes, as presented before the 

Board. 

(WHEREUPON, the excerpts from the 

above-entitled hearing were concluded.) 

---o---
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Via Email and Certified Mail 
Bettina E. Brownstein 
904 W. Second Street, Suite 2 
Little Rock, AR 72201 

Arkansas Department of Health 
481 S West Mmtbam Street• Little Rock, Arkansas 72205-3867 • Telq>hone (SOI) 661-2000 

Gewrnor Ala H•tchlnton 
Nathaniel Smith, MD, MPH, Director and State Healtll Officer 

November 9, 2018 

Re: In the Matter of ADH v. LRFPS and PPAEO 

Dear Ms. Brownstein: 

Please find enclosed the Board of Health's November 8, 2018 order based on the Board's 
decision at its October 25, 2018, meeting. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 
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Sincerely, 

._ 11 ('\.'--. 

-~~-· . .. 
I 

... 

Li,urn Kehler Shue 
General Counsel 
Arkansas Department of Health 
4815 West Markham Street, Slot 31 
Little Rock, AR 72205-3867 
Direct (501) 661-2297 
Fax (501) 661-2357 
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BEFORE THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN Tl-rn MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

V. 

PETITIONER 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES and RESPONDENTS 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF ARl{ANSAS AND 
EASTERN OKLAHOMA l>/8/A PLANNf£D PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

STIPULATED FACTS; CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER 

STATUTORY AUTHORITY 

This Order is issued under the authority vested in the Arkansas State Board of Health, and the 
State Health Officer of Arkansas by Ark. Code Ann.§§ 20-7-101, :20-7-109 et seq.; Ark. Code 
Ann. § § 20-9-204 and 205. and § 20-9-302; and by the Arkansas Administrative Procedures Act. 
Ark. Code Ann. § 25-15-20 I et seq. 

Pursuant lo the parties' stipulated procedure in the Notice of Hearing, and in lieu of an in

person hearing before a subcommittee, the Petitioner, Arkansas Dcpaitment of Health. and the 

Respondents, Little Rock Family Planning Services and Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and 

Eastern Oklahoma d/b/a Planned Parenthood Great Plains, stipulated lo the following facts in 

written briefs, which were presented to and adopted by the Arkansas Board of I Iealth on the 25th 

day of October, 2018: 

STIPULATED FACTS 

I. The Petitioner, the Arkansas Department of Health, received a complaint regarding. 

Respondents' three licensed abortion facilities. 
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2. In .January and f-ehrunry. 2018. Petitioner, the Arkansas Department of Health, 

investigated Rcspondt·nts Little Rock Family Planning Services and Planned Parenthood of 

Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma. 

3. Following an invcstigat ion and document revic"v. on March 13, 2018, the Department 

advised Respondent. Little Rock Family Planning Services, by letter that it found that 

Respondents were deficient hy violating Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703( d). Spcci fically, 

Petitioner found that Respondents had been requiring and obtaining payment fc>r s-.:rviccs 

provided in relation to abortion before the expiration of the forty-eight (48) hour reflection 

period. in violation of the law. 

4. Following an investigation and document review. on March 23, 20 I 8. the Department 

advised Respondrnt, Planned Parenthood's centers in Fayetteville and Little Rock. by letter that 

it found that Respondents were deficient by violating Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703(d). 

Specifically, Petitioner fou11d that Respondents had been requiring and obtaining payment for 

services provided in relation 10 abortion before the expiration of the forty-eight (48) hour 

reflection period, in violation of the law. 

5. From the citations. the Respondents appealed to the Board off foal th. 

CONCLlJSIONS OF LAW 

1. Pursuant to the parties· stipulated procedure to provide for a fair hearing by submission 

of written briefs. the Board reviewed the written briefs submitted by the Dcpartmenl and 

Respondents, which examined the Deparlment's authority and applicability of /\rk. Code Ann. § 

20-l6-l703(d) to the Respondents' actions. Interpretation ofa statute is a question of law. 

Aller review and consideration of thl' agreed facts and questions of law, the Board or 

I lealth vokd during its October 25. 2018, meeting. and afiirmed the Departmrnt's deficiency 

2 
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findings and its interpretation of the law. The Board of Jlealth agreed with the Departn1e11t"s 

wrillcn arguments and affirmed the determination that Respondents' conduct feli within 1he 

tcnns of the statute, Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1 703( d ). 

3. To the extent that Respom.knts raised constitutional claims against cnforccmen1 of the 

stale statute, the Department responded that the statute is presumed to be constitut i(lllal and 

enforced the law. While noting that lhe Board of I Icallh does not have authority to declare 

unconstitutional a statute that the Department was required to enforce, the Respnndents' 

constitutional claims were rcviC\-vcd and considered hy !he Board during the review process. 

4. To the extent that Respondents raised a tortious interference with contract claim, by 

upholding the deficiencies based 011 the Department's arguments, the Board af1irrncd the 

Department's assertion that sovereign immunity vvould preclude that claim. 

ORDER 

Afler due consideration and deliberation, the Board or I lea Ith affirmed that the stipulated 

facts against the Respondents were proven as deficiencies and that the Respondents· actions 

were in violation of Ark. Code Ann. § 20- I 6- I 703(d). The resulting order concerns the rights of 

the Respondents and is a final agency action. This Order shall become final unless appealed in 

accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 25-15-212 within thirty (30) days after service of the Board's 

decision. 1 

1 The procedures for reviuw o!'the Depc1rtmcnt's decision under Ark. Code Ann.§ 20-9-

302 (b) provide for finality fifteen ( 15) days ailer the decision is sent by certified mail. Sec also 
District Court Ruic 9(1)(1) Appeals to Circuit Court-Administrative Appeals (noting that iL111 
applicable statute provides a method for filing an appeal from a final decision of any agency and 

a method for preparing the record on appeal, then the statutory procedures shall apply). 

However, due to the nature of !hes~ proceedings, it appears that any judicial re_vicw procedures 

under the /\drninistrativc Procedure Act would apply. 

3 
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Via EMAIL 

Bettina E. Brownstein 
904 W. Second St 

Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 
Tel: (501) 920-1764 

E-mail: bettinabrownstein@.gmail.com 
November 14, 2018 

Re: Freedom of Information Act Request/Documents pertaining to Acts 1086 and 3 83 

Ms. Laura Shue, Esq. 
General Counsel 
Arkansas Dept. of Health 
4815 W. Markham St. 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72205 
Email: Laura.Shue(a;arkansas.gov 

Dear Laura: 

Respondents submit this Motion to Compel Order that Complies with Arkansas Law. 

A hard copy will be mailed to you today. 

Cordially, 

~ 
Bettina E. Brownstein, Counsel for Respondents 
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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 
ARKANSAS DEPT. OF HEALTH 

V. 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES and 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF 
ARKANSAS AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA dba 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

PETITIONER 

llliSPONDl!:NTS 

Motion to Compel Order that Complies with Arkansas Law 

Respondents, pursuant to the Administrative Procedures Act, Ark. Code Ann. §25-15-201 

et seq., submit this motion to compel Petitioner to issue a revised order that complies with this 

Act and Arkansas law. 

1. On November 8, 2018, the Arkansas State Board of Health (the "Board") issued an 

order in the captioned matter which purports to be a final agency action. Order, p.3. 

2. The order recites that it was issued, inter alia, under the Arkansas Administrative 

Procedures Act, A.C.A. §25-15-201 et. seq. (the "Act" or the "APA"). However, the order fails 

to comply with this Act, which requires that "there be findings of fact and conclusions of law 

separately stated." §25-15-210. The order does not do this. It merely recites that "after 

consideration of the agreed facts and questions oflaw, the Board of Health voted ... and 

affirmed the Department's deficiency findings and its interpretation of the law. The Board of 

Health agreed with the Department's written arguments and affirmed the determination that 

Respondents' conduct fell with the terms of the statute, Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703 ( d)." 

3. The order is insufficient to permit judicial review of the Board's decision to uphold 

the deficiency citations that are the basis of the administrative appeal. It does not permit a 
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reviewing court to address and rule on each of the issues raised by Respondents in their 

administrative appeal. 

4. It is well-established that Arkansas law requires the Board to make specific finding on 

individual issues raised by a respondent in an administrative appeal, including alleged 

constitutional issues, before a reviewing court will address them. See Hanks v. Sneed, 235 S.W. 

3d 883,890,366 Ark. 371 (Ark. 2006) (citing Arkansas Contractors Licensing Bd. v. Pegasus 

Renovation Co., 347 Ark. 320 (2001) (An appellant must obtain a ruling from the Board in order 

to preserve an argument, even a constitutional one, for an appeal from an administrative 

proceeding.)) 

3. Petitioners' initial brief raised the following eight, separate points of appeal: 

( 1) The statute upon which the citations are based, A.C.A. § 20-16-1703( d), as now 

interpreted by ADH, ("the Payment Ban"), violates the takings clauses of the 5th and 14th 

Amendments of the U.S. Constitution and Article 2, § 22 of the Arkansas Constitution; 

(2) The Payment Ban violates the equal protection clauses of the 5th and 14th 

Amendments of the U.S. Constitution and Article 2, § 18 of the Arkansas Constitution; 

(3) The Payment Ban violates the privacy rights of Respondents' patients, as guaranteed 

by the U.S. and Arkansas Constitutions; 

(4) The Payment Ban violates the Contracts Clause of the U.S. Constitution, Art. 1, § 10. 

(5) The Payment Ban constitutes tortious interference with contract in violation of 

Arkansas common law; 

(6) ADH exceeded its authority in issuing the deficiency citations absent a regulation or 

rule prohibiting this conduct, and, under A.C.A. § 20-7-109( c ), its interpretation of the law as 

prohibiting payment for services provided at a patient's first visit until the lapse of 48 hours 

interferes with the practice of medicine; 
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(7) Issuance of the deficiency citations was arbitrary and capricious, as ADH had 

previously found no violation oflaw in LRFPS's practice of charging for services provided at the 

patient's first visit before the lapse of 48 hours; and 

(8) Issuance of the deficiency citations was arbitrary and capricious as PPAEO's practice 

of gathering credit card information at the first visit and then charging patients for services only 

after a delay of at least 48 hours complies with A.C.A. § 20-16-1703( d). 

4. Petitioner, in its response to Respondents' initial brief, responded separately to all of 

the non-constitutiona1 t..ases for the appeal (with the exception of number 6, which it did not 

respond to at all.) However, the order completely fails to respond to any of these separate bases. 

5. Respondents intend to raise all the above-enumerated issues on appeal to the circuit 

court and, under the AP A and Arkansas law, are entitled to an order from Petitioner that permits 

the reviewing court to address and rule on each of these issues. 

5. Respondents presented facts relevant to each point of appeal via six affidavits. None 

of these facts were controverted by the Department of Health. Moreover, the department 

presented no additional facts beyond the five the order characterizes as "Stipulated Facts." 

However, the order completely ignores the uncontroverted facts presented via Respondents' 

affidavits. 

6. The order labels certain facts "Stipulated Facts." This is incorrect. While Respondents 

do not contest these facts, they were not stipulated to by Respondents. Moreover, they are 

incomplete, as there are many additional facts, as contained in the affidavits of Melanie Helsinki, 

Nathan Johnson, Lori Williams, and Dr. Mick Tilford, that should be considered "stipulated" 

because they were not disputed by the department. Since they were not controverted by the 

department, they must be accepted by the Board. 
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WHEREFORE, Respondents request that this motion be granted and that Petitioner issue 

a revised order with separately stated conclusions of law and findings of fact that support each 

conclusion on all eight points of appeal, including the constitutional issues, raised by 

Respondents in their appeal. 

In addition, Respondents renew their request that the deficiency citations contained in the 

Statements of Deficiencies issued to Respondents be dismissed and that their Motion to Dismiss 

be granted.* 

Respectfully submitted: 

~R.---c.. ~-__:==-~=----=--==--=====:==-----
Bettina E. Brownstein (85019) 
Bettina E. Brownstein Law Firm 
904 W. Second St., Suite 2 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 
Tel: (501) 920-1764 
E-mail: bettinabrownstein@gmail.com 

*Respondents are in receipt of notices from Petitioner that it deemed affidavits submitted by 
Respondents in their administrative appeals to be Plans of Correction of the alleged deficiencies 
contained in the Statements of Deficiencies that are the subject of their appeal. Respondents do 
not consider these unilateral actions by Petitioner to constitute any type of agreement by them as 
to the validity of the defiency citations at issue nor as any type of waiver of Respondents' 
challenges to the legality of the citations. 
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ELECTRONICALLY FILED 
Pulaski County Circuit Court 

Larry Crane, CircuiVCounty Clerk 

2018-Nov-26 14:48:06 
60CV-18-8090 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF PULASKI COUNTY, ARKAN SAS C06D06 : 2 Pages 

___ DIVISION 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING 
SERVICES and 
PLANNEDPARENTHOODOFARKANSAS 
AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA DBA 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

v. 

ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEAL TH 

PLAINTIFFS 

DEFENDANT 

APPEAL FROM ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION 

Plaintiffs Little Rock Family Planning Services and Planned Parenthood of Arkansas and 

Eastern Oklahoma dba Planned Parenthood Great Plains appeal from an order of the Arkansas 

Board of Health ("ABOH") issued November 8, 2018 which is adverse to Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs' 

research indicates that the order is insufficient under the law to pennit judicial review of the 

order and have thus filed a motion with the ABOH requesting that it revise its order. However, 

to prevent any waiver or default of their ability to appeal, Plaintiffs file this timely notice of 

appeal. In the event Defendant revises its order, as requested by Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs is likely to 

file an amended notice of appeal. 

Designation and transmittal of the record is governed by Ark. Code. Ann. §25-15-212, 

which !equires Defendant to transmit at its cost the entire record of the proceedings below for 

this appeal. 
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Via Email and Cerdfied Mail 
Bettina E. Brownstein 
904 W. Second Street, Suite 2 
Little Rock, AR 72201 

Arkansas Department of Health 
411 S Wat. Markham Street• Little Rock, ArtlllSIS 7220j-3867 • Telc,hone (SO I) 661-2000 

Governor Ala HutchlalOII 
Nathaniel Smith. MD. MPH, Director and State Health Offleer 

December 3, 2018 

Re: In the Matter of ADH v. LRFPS and PPAEO 

Dear Ms. Brownstein: 

Please find enclosed the Board of Health's December 3, 2018 order. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 
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Sincerely, 

: ' 
~ JI" • ..., I 

. ( . ·- . \,.... .,A -( 
J f . ......_ •. A .• A .... •· l 

..... _,.· 

Laura Kehler Shue 
General Counsel 
Arkansas Department of Health 
4815 West Markham Street, Slot 31 
Little Rock, AR 72205-3867 
Direct (501) 661-2297 
Fax (501) 661-2357 
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BEFORE THE ST A TE BOARD OF HEAL TH 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

v. 

PETITIONER 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES and RESPONDENTS 
. PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF ARKANSAS AND 

EASTERN OKLAHOMA D/8/ A PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

ORDER 

On October, 25. 2018, after review and consideration of the complete record of undisputed facts, 

qm .. -stions of law, and legal arguments submitted by the parties, the Board of Health affinncd the 

Department's deficiency findings and its interpretation of a statute, specifically, Ark. Code Ann. 

§ 20-16-l703(d). In consideration of the Respondents' November 14, 2018, motion to compel 

order that complies with Arkansas law. the original order. dated November 8. 2018. is sufficient. 

Therefore, the motion is denied. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 3rd day of December, 2018. 
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r-- - _,,--,) ) 
\ ; / // 

'· ·,'-----c; -· ;=):~ C--(?··1 ,,-,,/ 
Catherine Tapp 

President 

Arkansas State Board of Health 
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ELECTRONICALLY FILED 
Pulaski County Circuit Court 

Larry Crane, Circuit/County Clerk 

2018-Dec-26 13:07:27 
60CV-18-8090 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF PULASKI COUNTY, .anAJ'U"HHti!t--o_5_o_o5_:_3_P_ag""'"e_s _ _. 

SIXTH DMSION 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING 
SERVICES and PLANNED PARENTHOOD 
OF ARKANSAS AND EASTERN 
OKLAHOMA dba PLANNED 
PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

v. No. 60CV-18-8090 

ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

MOTION FOR MORE DEFINITE STATEMENT 
AND INCORPORATED BRIEF 

PLAINTIFFS 

DEFENDANT 

Pursuant to Arkansas Rule of Civil Procedure 12(e), Defendant Arkansas Board of 

Health respectfully requests that the Court order the Plaintiffs to file a more definite 

statement. 

I. On November 26, 2018, the Plaintiffs filed a document titled "Appeal from 

Administrative Decision," which was docketed as a "Complaint/Petition." 

2. Under Ark. R. Civ. P. 12(e), a party may move for a more definite statement 

"[i]f a pleading to which a responsive pleading is permitted is so vague or ambiguous that a 

party cannot reasonably be required to frame a responsive pleading." 

3. Here, the Plaintiffs' filing consists of two paragraphs that merely state legal 

conclusions and is otherwise so vague that the Board is unable to frame a responsive 

pleading. 

4. The Plaintiffs' filing does not make any "demand for the relief to which the 

[Plaintiffs] consider• [themselves] entitled." Ark. R. Civ. P. 8(a). Even worse, it contains no 

allegations of any facts at all, much less any allegations of "facts showing that the court has 
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jurisdiction of the claim and is the proper venue and that the [Plaintiffs are] entitled to 

relief." Id. 

5. A more definite statement should include, among other things, all asserted 

bases for this Court's jurisdiction, the Plaintiffs' specific legal claims, the relief that the 

Plaintiffs seek in this case, and the factual allegations establishing each of these. 

Therefore, the Arkansas Board of Health respectfully requests that this Court order 

the Plaintiffs to make a more definite statement. 1 

Respectfully submitted, 

LESLIE RUTLEDGE 
Attorney General 

By: Isl MichaelA. Cantrell 
Michael A. Cantrell 
Ark. Bar No. 2012287 
Assistant Solicitor General 
OFFICE OF THE .ARKANSAS ATTORNEY GENERAL 
323 Center Street, Suite 200 
Little Rock, AR 72201 
Phone: (501) 682-8162 
Fax: (501) 682-2591 
Email: Michael.Cantrell@ArkansasAG.gov 

Attorneys for Arkansas Board of Health 

1 This motion relates only to the Plaintiffs' November 26, 2018, filing. Out of an abundance 
of caution, to avoid waiver under Ark. R. Civ. P. 12(hXl) or otherwise, the Board asserts 
the defenses of sovereign immunity and pendency of another action between the same 
parties arising out of the same transaction. The Board reserves the right to assert other 
defenses. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Michael A. Cantrell, hereby certify that on December 26, 2018, I filed the 
foregoing with the Clerk of the Court using the electronic filing system, which shall send 
notification to all counsel of record. 

Is I Michael A. Cantrell 
Michael A. Cantrell 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF PULASKI COUNTY, A 

SIXTH DIVISION 

ELECTRONICALLY FILED 
Pulaski County Circuit Court 

Terri Hollingsworth, Circuit/County Clerk 

2019-Jan-07 13:42: 17 
60CV-18-8090 

C06D06 : 4 Pages 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING 
SERVICES and 

PLAINTIFFS 

PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF ARKANSAS 
AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA DBA 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

v. 

ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH DEFENDANT 

PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR 
A MORE DEFINITE STATEMENT 

On November 26, 2018, Plaintiffs filed a timely notice of appeal to this Court from an 

administrative decision of the Arkansas Board of Health ("ABOH"). That notice of appeal was 

filed electronically as an administrative appeal document, and explains in its short text that it is a 

document triggering an appeal from an administrative decision of the Defendant Arkansas Board 

of Health ("ABOH"). That filing was also accompanied by a civil cover sheet that identifies the 

filing as a notice triggering an appeal from an administrative decision. 

Despite the fact that there can be no confusion that Plaintiffs' November 26, 2018, filing 

was a notice of an administrative appeal, Defendant has filed a motion for a more definite 

statement under Ark. R. Civ. P. 12 (e), alleging that Plaintiffs' notice is somehow deficient since 

it does not comply with Ark. R. Civ. P. 8(a). Rule 8(a), however, is not applicable to 

administrative appeals, which are instead governed by Ark. R. Civ. P. 9 (f) "Appeals to Circuit 

Courts." Defendant has provided no authority for a notice of administrative appeal to be 

governed by Rule 8(a) or to include the information Defendant requests. Nor has Defendant 

provided any authority for its motion under Ark. R. Civ. P. 12( e ), which does not apply to such a 
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notice, because it is not "a pleading to which a responsive pleading is permitted." Ark. R. Civ. P. 

12(e). 

Rule 9(t) provides the following: 

( t) Administrative Appeals. 

(1) If an applicable statute provides a method for filing an appeal from a final 
decision of any governmental body or agency and a method for preparing the 
record on appeal, then the statutory procedures shall apply. 

(2) If no statute addresses how a party may take such an appeal or how the record 
shall be prepared, then the following procedures apply. 

(A) Notice of Appeal. A party may appeal any final administrative decision by 
filing a notice of appeal with the clerk of the circuit court having jurisdiction of 
the matter within thirty (30) days from the date of that decision. The notice of 
appeal shall describe the final administrative decision being appealed and specify 
the date of that decision. The date of decision shall be either the date of the vote, 
if any, or the date that a written record of the vote is made. The party shall serve 
the notice of appeal on all other parties, including the governmental body or 
agency, by serving any person described in Arkansas Rule of Civil Procedure 
4( d)(7), by any form of mail that requires a return receipt. 

In contrast, Rule 8(a), by its own terms, applies only to complaints, counterclaims, 

crossclaims and third-part complaints and not to administrative appeals to circuit court. 

In their notice of appeal, Plaintiffs have fully complied with both Rule 9(t) and the 

Arkansas Administrative Procedures Act, Ark. Code Ann. §25-15-200 et. seq., which governs 

appeals from administrative decisions of the ABOH. Plaintiffs stated that they were appealing 

from an adverse administrative decision issued November 8, 2018 by ABOH and cited the 

applicable statute, Ark. Code Ann. §25-15-212. This is sufficient under both Rule 9(t) and §25-

15-212. 

Defendant complains it is unable to frame a response to the notice of appeal, but under 

§25-15-212, no responsive pleading is provided for. Judicial review generally is confined to the 
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administrative record and the Court, if requested, may hear oral argument and receive written 

briefs. Ark. Code Ann. §25-15-212 (g). 

Plaintiffs have separately served and filed a Petition for A Writ of Mandamus in this 

Court, requesting the Court to order Defendant to issue a revised order that fully complies with. 

Ark. Code Ann. §25-15-210, so as to permit complete judicial review of the issues raised by 

Plaintiffs before the ABOH. Defendant has no legal basis for its motion, and Plaintiffs are not 

legally required to provide any more information with regard to their notice of appeal. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Motion for A More Definite 

Statement be denied. 

Dated: January 7, 2019. 

Respectfully submitted: 

ls/Bettina E. Brownstein 
Bettina E. Brownstein (85019) 
Bettina E. Brownstein Law Firm 
904 West Second Street, Suite 2 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 
Tel: (501) 920-1764 
Email: bettinabrownstein@gmail.com 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 

On Behalf of Arkansas Civil Liberties Foundation, Inc. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Bettina E. Brownstein, do hereby certify that on January 7, 2019, I filed the forgoing 
with the Clerk of the Court using the electronic filing system, which will notify all counsel of 
record. 

ls/Bettina E. Brownstein 
Bettina E. Brownstein 
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ELECTRONICALLY FILED 
Pulaski County Circuit Court 

Terri Hollingsworth, Circuit/County Clerk 

2019-Jan-16 11:11:42 
60CV-18-8090 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF PULASKI COUNTY, J-U.l~~Hti,_o_5_o_o5_:_?_P_ag __ e_s_ ..... 

SIXTH DMSION 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING 
SERVICES and PLANNED PARENTHOOD 
OF ARKANSAS AND EASTERN 
OKLAHOMA dba PLANNED 
PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

v. No. 60CV-18-8090 

ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH 

RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS 

PLAINTIFFS 

DEFENDANT 

A petitioner who lacks a clear and certain right to the relief it requests cannot prevail 

on a petition for a writ of mandamus. Here, the Plaintiffs request an order compelling the 

Board of Health to render rulings that are, variously, precluded by law, already rendered, or 

legally unnecessary. The Plaintiffs utterly fail to show any right to relief whatsoever, let 

alone a right that is clear and certain. This Court should deny their petition. 

FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

In 2015 the General Assembly enacted the Woman's Right to Know Act. 1 As 

relevant here, the Act accomplishes two things. First, it requires certain information be 

provided to a woman at least 48 hours before an abortion is performed. Second, it prohibits 

an abortion practitioner from requiring or obtaining payment for abortion-related services 

until that 48-hour reflection period expires. In 2017 the General Assembly amended the Act 

to prohibit not just abortion practitioners but also abortion facilities (among others) from 

1 Arkansas Act 1086 of 2015, codified at Ark. Code Ann. §§ 20-16-1701 to 1711. The Act 
repealed a 2001 act with the same name. 
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requiring or obtaining payment for abortion-related services until the reflection period 

expires.2 

In January and February 2018, the Arkansas Department of Health inspected three 

licensed abortion facilities run by Little Rock Family Planning Services and Planned 

Parenthood of Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma d/b/ a Planned Parenthood Great Plains. 

R. 7. 3 The Department discovered that the facilities were not complying with Arkansas's 

requirement that payment for abortion-related services not be obtained until after the 

expiration of the 48-hour reflection period. Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-l 703(d). The 

Department issued letters notifying the facilities of the citations for noncompliance. R. 7. 

The facilities appealed the citations. In lieu of an initial hearing before a subcommittee, the 

parties agreed to brief the matter and then submit it to a vote by the Board of Health without 

oral presentation. R.8. The Board voted to uphold the citations, R.223-24, and it issued an 

order affirming that the facilities had violated .t\fk. Code Ann.§ 20-16-l 703(d). R.227-30. 

The facilities filed a motion to compel, arguing that the Board's order did not comply 

with the requirement that "there be findings of fact and conclusions of law separately 

stated." R.234 (citing Ark. Code Ann. § 25-15-210). The facilities contended that without 

point-by-point findings on each of its eight points of argument the order is insufficient to 

permit judicial review of the Board's decision. Id. The facilities also filed an appeal of the 

Board's decision in this Court. R.238. After the Board issued a subsequent order denying the 

facilities' motion to compel, R.240, the facilities brought this petition for a writ of 

2 Arkansas Act 383 of 2017, modifying language codified at Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-
1703( d). 

3 Record citations are to the administrative record filed on December 17, 2018. 
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mandamus seeking an order requiring the Board to issue an opinion that, they contend, 

complies with Ark. Code Ann.§ 25-15-212. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

A writ of mandamus is an extraordinary remedy that is appropriate only when a 

public officer refuses to perform a plain and specific duty that is required by law and 

requires no exercise of discretion or official judgment. Parkerv. Crowe, 2010 Ark. 371, at 6. A 

writ of mandamus is appropriate if: (1) the duty is ministerial and not discretionary; (2) the 

petitioner has shown a clear and certain right to the relief sought; and (3) there is no other 

adequate remedy. Id. The petitioner carries the burden of showing that extraordinary relief 

is warranted. Wallace v. Johnson, 2018 Ark. 275, at 2. 

ARGUMENT 

Plaintiffs' petition must be denied because the Board of Health has performed its 

duty to render a decision in accordance with the law, and Plaintiffs have not met their 

burden of showing that the Board has failed to perform any ministerial duty to which they 

have a clear and certain right. In particular, the Plaintiffs have no clear and certain right to 

additional rulings on the points they raise in their petition. 

A final agency decision "shall include findings of fact and conclusions oflaw, 

separately stated." Ark. Code Ann.§ 25-15-210(b)(2). Here, the Board's November 8, 2018, 

order separately states findings of fact and conclusions oflaw. R.227-30. The findings of fact 

are set forth on pages 1 and 2 of the order under the heading "Stipulated Facts," R.227-28, 

and the conclusions oflaw are set forth in a separate section on pages 2 and 3 under the 

heading "Conclusions of Law." R.228-29. The Board's order complies with the statutory 

requirement, and this Court should deny the Plaintiffs' petition. 
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The Plaintiffs' chief complaint is that the Board failed to fulfill a supposed duty to 

specifically rule on whether the Woman's Right to Know Act violates the U.S. and 

Arkansas Constitutions. But the only duty the Board has with regard to the Act is to apply it 

as written by the General Assembly-not to determine whether the General Assembly acted 

unconstitutionally. "There is simply no administrative procedure available in which [a 

party] can seek a declaration from the [agency] that a statute it is required to enforce is 

unconstitutional." Lincoln v. Ark. Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 313 Ark. 295,298 (1993). An agency's 

reviewing the constitutionality of a statute would violate the separation-of-powers doctrine. 

Id.; AT & T Commc'ns of The Sw., Inc. v. Ark. Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 344 Ark. 188, 196 (2001). 

Indeed, far from having a ministerial duty to make point-by-point rulings on the 

Plaintiffs' constitutional claims, the Board is precluded from doing so. The law could not be 

clearer that "an administrative agency lacks the authority to rule on a constitutional 

argument." Reed v. Arvis Harper Bail Bonds, Inc., 2010 Ark. 338, at 4; Ark. Tobacco Control Bd. 

v. Sitton, 357 Ark. 357, 361-62 (2004) (holding that the Tobacco Control Board "lacks the 

authority to decide the issue of the unconstitutionality of a statute" and that it "rightly 

declined to decide the issue of constitutionality"). 

Next, the Plaintiffs claim that the Board's order ignores their challenges to the 

validity of the deficiency citations. But this is false. The Board's order expressly states that it 

reviewed the parties' briefs, "which examined the Department's authority and applicability 

of Ark. Code Ann.§ 20-16-1703(d) to the [Plaintiffs'] actions." R.228. The Board "agreed 

with the Department's written arguments and affirmed the determination that [Plaintiffs'] 

conduct fell within the terms of the statute, Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703(d)." R.228. 

Therefore, the Board has already rendered rulings on these issues. 
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The Plaintiffs suggest that the Board "ignore[d] the many facts asserted" in their 

· briefing below. PL Pet. At 7. But this is not an argument that the Board failed to include 

findings of fact in its final agency decision but an argument that the Board's findings of fact 

are wrong. The Plaintiffs may not obtain ordinary appellate review of the Board's factual 

findings via the extraordinary remedy of mandamus. See Arkansas Gen. Utilities Co. v. Smith, 

188 Ark. 413 (1933) (writ of mandamus is unusual and appropriate only when there is no 

other remedy). 

Finally, the Plaintiffs argue that the Arkansas Supreme Court's opinion in Hanks v. 

Sneed necessitates additional rulings on each of ·their eight points in order for those 

arguments to be preserved for appeal to the circuit court. 366 Ark. 371 (2006). But the 

Arkansas Supreme Court has expressly overruled Hanks on the very point pressed by the 

Plaintiffs here. See Hardin v. Bishop, 2013 Ark. 395, at 6. Hardin held that the Arkansas 

Supreme Court was not precluded from considering issues on appeal that the lower court's 

summary judgment order had not specifically ruled on. Id. 

Besides the fact that Hanks is no longer good law, that case arose in a completely 

different procedural context. There, the Arkansas Supreme Court declined to review issues 

that the circuit court's summary judgment order failed to specifically rule on. 366 Ark. at 

381. The Court indicated that to preserve an argument for appeal, the appellant must obtain 

a ruling below. Id. Even before it was overruled, then, Hanks related only to issue 

preservation in an appeal from a circuit court to the Arkansas Supreme Court. The Supreme 

Court nowhere suggested that the same rule governed an appeal under the Administrative 

Procedures Act from an agency decision to the circuit court. Therefore, Hanks cannot 
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support Plaintiffs' claim for relief, and Plaintiffs have not shown that additional rulings are 

required by law. 

The Board's order fully complies with the law, and the Plaintiffs have failed to meet 

their burden of showing a clear and certain right to additional rulings. Therefore, this Court 

should deny the Plaintiff's petition. 

Respectfully submitted, 

LESLIE RUTLEDGE 
Attorney General 

Isl MichaelA. Cantrell 
Michael A. Cantrell 
Ark. Bar No. 2012287 
Assistant Solicitor General 
OFFICE OF THE ARKANSAS ATTORNEY GENERAL 

323 Center Street, Suite 200 
Little Rock, AR 72201 
Phone: (501) 682-8162 
Fax: (501) 682-2591 
Email: Michael. Cantrell@ArkansasAG.gov 

Attorneys for Arkansas Board of Health 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Michael A. Cantrell, hereby certify that on January 16, 2018, I filed the foregoing 
with the Clerk of the Court using the electronic filing system, which shall send notification 
to all counsel of record. 

Isl MichaelA. Cantrell 
Michael A. Cantrell 
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ELECTRONICALLY FILED 
Pulaski County Circuit Court 

Terri Hollingsworth, Circuit/County Clerk 

2019-Jan-21 12:42:32 
60CV-18-8090 

C06D06 : 6 Pages 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF PULASKI COUNTY, ARKANSAS 
SIXTH DIVISION 

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING 
SERVICES and 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF ARKANSAS 
AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA OBA 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD GREAT PLAINS 

v. Case No. 60cv-18-8090 

PLAINTIFFS/ 
PETITIONERS 

ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH DEFENDANT/ 

CATHERINE TAPP, PERRY AMERINE, 
MARSHA BOSS, GREG BLEDSOE, 
GLEN "EDDIE" BRYANT, VANESSA FALWELL, ALAN 
FORTENBERRY, PHILLIP GILMORE, ANTHONY N. HUI, 
DAVID KIESSLING, CARL MIKE RIDDELL, 
ROBBIE THOMAS KNIGHT, SUSAN WEINSTEIN, 
TERRY YAMAUCHI, DR. JAMES ZINI, 
NATHANIEL SMITH, MEMBERS OF THE 
ARKANSAS BOARD OF HEALTH, In Their Official 
Capacities. 

RESPONDENTS 

RESPONDENTS 

REPLY TO RESPONSE TO PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS 

Petitioners Little Rock Family Planning Services ("LRFPS") and Planned Parenthood of 

Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma dba Planned Parenthood Great Plains ("PPGP") filed their 

petition for a writ of mandamus because without a writ compelling Respondents to issue an order 

that sets forth rulings on the individual issues raised by Petitioners in their appeal before the 

Arkansas Board of Health ("ABH"), including the constitutional ones, this Court and, in the case 

of a further appeal, the Arkansas Supreme Court, will likely not consider these issues preserved. 
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Hanks v. Sneed is Still Good Law 

Respondents assert that Hanks v. Sneed, 235 S.W. 3d 890-91 (Ark. 2006) was overruled 

by Hardin v. Bishop, 430 S.W. 3d 49 (Ark. 2013). This is incorrect. Hardin overruled only the 

holding in Hanks that concerned an appeal from a circuit court's grant of summary judgment 

under Ark. R. Civ. P. 56 and not the holding of Hanks that concerned an appeal from an 

administrative board's decision, specifically the ABH (the same board involved here.) Hardin, 

430 S.W. 3d at 53-54. The Hardin Court cited the language of Rule 56 in ruling that a circuit 

court is not required to make findings of fact or conclusions of law when ruling on a motion for 

summary judgment. Id. However, the Hardin Court explicitly limited the scope of its ruling to 

rulings in cases involving a motion. Id. (Citations omitted.) The petition at issue here does not 

involve an appeal from a ruling on a summary judgment motion; rather, it concerns an appeal 

from an administrative order, which is outside the purview of the ruling of the Hardin Court and 

falls squarely within Hanks. 

In Hanks, there were two matters on appeal from the circuit court: (1) the circuit court's 

ruling on several motions, including Ark. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) and summary judgment motions, 

and (2) an administrative decision of the ABH. Hanks, 235 S.W. 3d at 890-91. With regard to 

the appeal from the ABH's decision, the Court in Hanks declined to consider the individual 

issues raised by appellant Hanks because ABH had not made a ruling on those issues, including 

the constitutional ones. Id. It is this aspect of Hanks that was not overturned by Hardin. 

Respondents also wrongly argue that Hanks is inapplicable here because it related "only 

to issue preservation in an appeal from a circuit court to the Arkansas Supreme Court and not to 

an appeal from an agency decision to the circuit court." Resp. at 5. This too is wrong. In Hanks, 

the Court stated: "When this court engages in judicial review of an agency decision, we review 
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the decision of the agency and not that of the circuit court." Id. at 890. In reviewing the agency 

decision, the Court found that Hanks had failed to obtain the necessary rulings from ABH and 

that his arguments (including the constitutional ones) were not preserved. Id. The Court stated: 

"We have held many times that it is the appellant's obligation to raise such matters first to the 

administrative agency and obtain a ruling." Id. (Citation omitted.) 

It could not be clearer that Hanks pertains to issue preservation for the initial appeal of 

an agency decision to a circuit court, as well as any ultimate appeal to the Arkansas Supreme 

Court, because under Ark. Code Ann.§ 25-15-212 of the Arkansas Administrative Procedures 

Act ("AP A"), an appeal from an administrative decision may only be made to the circuit court. 

But even looking at Hanks in isolation, the higher appellate court looks to the administrative 

decision and not the circuit court decision if there is an appeal from the circuit court and still 

supports Petitioners' need for a sufficient administrative decision. Id; See also Reed v. Avis 

Harper Bail Bonds, Inc. 368 S.W. 3d. 69, 72 (Ark. 2004). Thus, Hanks absolutely supports 

Petitioners claim for relief in their petition for a writ to compel an ABH decision that allows the 

issues raised by Petitioners to be fully preserved for appeal to this Court and on further appeal, if 

necessary. 

Is ABH Required to Rule on Constitutional Issues Raised? 

Respondents cite four cases for the proposition that ABH lacked authority to rule on 

constitutional issues. Resp. at 4. These cases do support this position, but that does not obviate 

the need for a discrete ruling of lack of authority on each specific constitutional claim, to make 

clear that Petitioners raised each and received a ruling on each in the ABH. Moreover, three of 

the four were decided before Hanks, and Reed, the only case decided after Hanks, does not 

overrule or even mention Hanks. Id. In its decision that is the subject of this writ, ABH states 
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that § 20-16-1703( d) is presumed constitutional and recites that it lacks the authority to declare it 

unconstitutional. R.229. In view of Hanks, Petitioners are seeking rulings by ABH on the 

individual constitutional issues raised so that these constitutional issues are preserved for review 

in this Court and on appeal to the Arkansas Supreme Court, ifnecessary. 1 

The ABH Order Does Not Comply with the APA or Hank v. Sneed 

Respondents argue that ABH met its ministerial duty under§ 25-15-210(b)(2) because in 

its order there is a section entitled Stipulated Facts and another entitled "Conclusions of Law". 

Resp. at 3. This is elevating form over substance, as the substance of the order fails to comply 

with either the AP A, which requires findings of fact and conclusions of law separately stated, or 

precedent from the Arkansas Supreme Court. The order at issue here is similar to the one in 

Hanks, which the Court found insufficient to preserve individual issues for appeal. The Court in 

Hanks found that that the ABH decision, "made no specific finding on the legality of its Rules 

for Emergency Medical Services" or the "alleged constitutional violations," Hanks, 235 S.W. 3d 

at 890, which absence of constitutional ruling the Court listed for each discrete constitutional 

argument. Id Instead, the ABH decision in Hanks simply stated that the "ADH has complied 

with its rules in rendering its decision." Id. Just as was the case in Hanks, here there is no ruling 

by ABH on any of the individual issues raised by Petitioners in their administrative appeal. In 

addition to declining to rule on the constitutional issues, the order at issue here simply states, 

After review and consideration of the agreed facts and question oflaw, the 
Board of Health voted during its October 25, 2018, meeting, and affirmed 
the Department's deficiency findings and its interpretation of the law. The 
Board of Health agreed with the Department's written arguments and 
affirmed the determination that the Respondent's conduct fell within the 

1 Petitioners claim that Ark. Code Ann.§ 20-16-1703(d) violates the taking clauses of the U.S. 
Constitution and the Arkansas Constitution; the equal protection clauses of the U.S. and 
Arkansas Constitutions, the privacy rights of the U.S. and Arkansas Constitutions; and the 
Contracts Clause of the U.S. Constitution. 
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terms of the statute, Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1703( d). 

R. at 228-29. In addition, there are no factual findings. Though a few facts are recited in the 

order (which while not disputed, were not stipulated to, as is represented by Respondents in the 

order R..at 227-28; the remaining facts put in evidence by Petitioners' several affidavits and 

exhibits, which were not disputed by Respondents, are ignored. R. at 227-28 

Respondents imply that the ABH order is sufficient to allow judicial review of the 

individual issues raised by Petitioners in their appeal to ABH by arguing that Hanks is no longer 

good law and that rulings on individual issues are unnecessary. Resp. at 5. The above analysis of 

Hanks and Hardin ·shows the contrary. To the extent that Hanks still applies to appeals from 

administrative agency decisions, which Petitioners contend is so, Respondents are effectively 

depriving Petitioners of their right to an appeal of the ABH decision by failing to comply with 

the AP A itself and with Hanks. This Court should ensure Petitioners' right of appeal not only in 

this Court but beyond, if necessary, and the proper way to conclusively do that is to now require 

a more complete and specific decision from the agency. 

Petitioners Are Not Seeking Appellate Review of ABH's Findings 
via a Writ of Mandamus 

Respondents claim that Petitioners are seeking "ordinary appellate review" of the ABH's 

finding via mandamus. Resp. at 5. This is incorrect. Petitioners want and are entitled to 

"ordinary appellate review" of the ABH decision and have filed a notice of appeal. R. at 238. 

However, because they believe that meaningful appellate review will be denied them absent an 

appropriate order by Respondents, they are seeking via mandamus to protect their right to this 

"ordinary appellate review." 

WHEREFORE, Petitioners request that their petition for a writ of mandamus be granted. 

Dated: January 21, 2019 
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Respectfully submitted: 

ls/Bettina E. Brownstein 
Bettina E. Brownstein (85019) 
Bettina E. Brownstein Law Firm 
904 West Second Street, Suite 2 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 
Tel: (501) 920-1764 
Email: bettinabrownstein@gmail.com 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 

On Behalf of Arkansas Civil Liberties Union Foundation, 
Inc.for Plaintiff Little Rock Family Planning Services 
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